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Summary
The main goal in the research field of spintronics is to take full advantage of the
spin and charge of quantum mechanical particles in order to display and process infor-
mation. In this regard, a major requirement in the realization of solid-state quantum
information applications is robust quantum coherence, which represents the essence of
entanglement. How to control quantum decoherence due to perturbing interactions
within the semiconductor is, therefore, the fundamental question that challenges the
semiconductor spintronics. The key to achieve novel spin effects or to improve existing
spin phenomena is based on a better understanding of quantum mechanical interactions,
in particular those between carriers themselves as well as carriers and a second system,
such as thermal phonons, fluctuating charges or nuclear spins. In the framework of
this thesis the fundamental question is tackled by means of spin-flip Raman scattering,
which is a fundamental technique in order to study spin interactions of carriers con-
fined in low-dimensional semiconductors. The thesis covers studies of spin effects and
interactions in (In,Ga)As/GaAs self assembled quantum dots, in (Zn,Mn)Se/(Zn,Be)Se
diluted magnetic semiconductors and CdSe colloidal nanocrystals.
In the first part, the focus is directed towards the thermal efficiency enhancement
of the coherent spin-flip Raman scattering of resident electrons in quantum dots. In
particular, it is demonstrated that thermal phonons do not disturb the coherent spin-
flip scattering process based on electron exchange interaction, thus emphasizing that
it is worth to pursue coherent spin physics at high temperatures. It is further shown
that spin-flip Raman scattering is not only used to manipulate carrier spins but also to
sensitively indicate the coupling of carrier spins to the surrounding nuclear spin bath,
hence the central spin problem is investigated. The second part of the thesis addresses
the impact of crystal-field splittings on paramagnetic Mn2+ spin-flip resonances in dilute
magnetic quantum wells. It is shown that a significant quadrupole correction of a few
tens of GHz affects the exchange interaction, leading to a strong asymmetry of the
scattered light frequency. In the final part of the thesis the spin properties of resident
electrons in CdSe nanoplatelets are investigated, demonstrating a strong dependence on
the quantum confinement potential and magnetic field confinement. In summary, the
thesis outlines the advances and problems of semiconductor spintronics, highlighting
different ways to identify, manipulate and monitor carrier spin properties and, thus, to
study the quantum mechanical nature of the spin.
Zusammenfassung
Das wesentliche Ziel im Forschungsfeld der Spintronik ist die volle Ausnutzung
von Spin und Ladung quantenmechanischer Teilchen, um Informationen darzustellen
und zu verarbeiten. Eine Grundvoraussetzung fu¨r die Realisierung von Festko¨rper-
Quanteninformationsanwendungen ist die robuste Quantenkoha¨renz, die die Essenz der
Verschra¨nkung darstellt. Die fundamentale Frage mit der sich die Halbleiter-Spintronik
auseinandersetzt ist daher, wie die Quantendekoha¨renz durch sto¨rende Wechselwirkun-
gen innerhalb von Halbleiterstrukturen kontrolliert werden kann. Entscheidend fu¨r die
Erforschung neuer Spin-Effekte oder zur Verbesserung bestehender Spin-Pha¨nomene
ist das Erlangen eines besseren Versta¨ndnisses quantenmechanischer Wechselwirkungen,
insbesondere zwischen Ladungstra¨gern untereinander als auch zwischen Ladungstra¨gern
und sekunda¨ren Systemen. Zu sekunda¨ren Systemen za¨hlen zum Beispiel thermische
Phononen, fluktuierende Ladungen oder Kernspins. Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wird
die fundamentale Frage mit Hilfe der Spin-Flip-Raman-Streuung in Angriff genom-
men, die eine grundlegende Technik darstellt, um Spin-Wechselwirkungen von niederdi-
mensionalen Halbleitern zu untersuchen. In diesem Hinblick widmet sich diese Ar-
beit verschiedenen Forschungsschwerpunkten, wobei Spin-Effekte und Wechselwirkun-
gen in selbstorganisierten (In,Ga)As/GaAs Quantenpunkten, in verdu¨nnt magnetischen
(Zn,Mn)Se Halbleitern und CdSe kolloidalen Nanokristallen untersucht werden.
Im ersten Teil der Arbeit liegt der Schwerpunkt auf der thermischen Effizienz-
steigerung der koha¨renten Spin-Flip-Raman-Streuung an residenten Elektronen in Quan-
tenpunkten. Insbesondere wird demonstriert, dass thermische Phononen den koha¨renten
Spin-Flip-Streuprozess auf Basis der Elektronenaustausch-Wechselwirkung nicht aus-
schließlich sto¨ren. Dies unterstreicht, dass es lohnenswert ist, die koha¨rente Spinphysik
bei hohen Temperaturen voranzutreiben. Es wird ferner gezeigt, dass die Spin-Flip-
Raman-Streuung nicht nur zur Manipulation von Ladungstra¨gerspins eingesetzt wer-
den kann, sondern auch, um die Kopplung von Ladungstra¨gerspins an das umgebende
Kernspinbad sensibel anzuzeigen. Auf dieser Basis la¨sst sich auch das zentrale Spin-
Problem untersuchen. Der zweite Teil dieser Arbeit befasst sich mit dem Einfluss
von Kristallfeldaufspaltung auf paramagnetische Mn2+ Spin-Flip-Resonanzen in einem
verdu¨nnt magnetischen Quantentrog. Es wird nachgewiesen, dass eine signifikante Qua-
drupolkorrektur von einigen Dutzend GHz die Wechselwirkung beeinflusst, was zu einer
starken Asymmetrie der gestreuten Lichtfrequenz fu¨hrt. Im letzten Teil dieser Arbeit
werden die Spin-Eigenschaften von residenten Elektronen in CdSe Nanopla¨ttchen unter-
sucht, welche eine starke Abha¨ngigkeit vom Quanteneinschlusspotential und der Mag-
netfeldeinschra¨nkung aufzeigen. Zusammengefasst weist diese Arbeit die Fortschritte
und Probleme der Halbleiter-Spintronik auf und fast verschiedene Mo¨glichkeiten zur
Identifizierung, Manipulation und Beobachtung von Ladungstra¨ger-Spin-Eigenschaften
zusammen.
Chapter 1
Motivation
In the past few decades of research and development, no other material system has
aroused such a technological revolution as the semiconductor. The historic development
of semiconductor physics and technology began in the second half of the 19th century.
With the invention of the first prototype semiconductor, the field-effect transistor by J.
E. Lilienfeld in 1925 [1] and its commercial realization in 1947, a fast paced development
towards smaller and faster electronic devices began. Semiconductor-based transistors,
which constitute the building-blocks of complex electronic systems, are used as logic
switches in almost every electronic device of every day life. They fulfill the requirement
of modern technologies, which demand a fast transfer and processing of information. [2]
In the pursuit of further miniaturization of semiconductors, in order to place tran-
sistors and functionality on a single chip, nanoscale engineering as well as an improved
understanding of the physical phenomena at the nanometer scale have facilitated a rapid
development of novel semiconductor structures fabricated with subnanometer accuracy.
A recent example are thin field effect transistors with sizes of about 7 nanometers as
well as hot electron transistors, which may be used for ultra-high frequency operation in
the THz range. [3] Both types of transistors uphold Moore’s law declaring an exponen-
tial growth in the microprocessor chip performance as a function of time. [4] However,
the reduction of the structural size of a semiconductor down to the nanoscale leads to
a confinement of carriers (electrons), in turn, having an decisive impact on the elec-
tronic structure and optoelectronic properties of the semiconductor, due to quantum
confinement effects. [5]
In search of an alternative to conventional transistors, a paradigm shift has been
initiated by the development of the research field of spin electronics (spintronics). This
is a branch of science and technology which employs both the charge and the spin of
the carrier (electron). The studies of spin effects in the solid-state physics goes back
to the Stern-Gerlach experiment performed in the early 1920s. [6] In this experiment O.
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Stern and W. Gerlach observed that passing silver atoms through an inhomogeneous
magnetic field are deflected either up or down by the same amount, thus, demonstrating
the space quantization of the electron spin for the first time. In addition to the discovery
of the splitting of atomic spectral lines in an external magnetic field by P. Zeeman in
1897 [7], it prompted physicists to develop a quantum mechanical explanation that could
describe these phenomena. In particular, the formulation of the quantum mechanics
of many-electron systems by P. A. M. Dirac [8] as well as the theoretical work by W.
Pauli [9], who postulated the connection between arbitrary half-integral spins and the
Einstein-Bose statistics, contributed to a deeper insight. By the end of the 1920s,
physicists developed a fundamental understanding of the essential role of the electron
spin in explaining the electronic structure of the atom. [10]
The intimate connection between the charge and spin degrees of freedom of the
electron, linked by the Pauli principle, are the underlying basis for spintronics. A de-
cisive implication of this relationship is that spin effects can often be accessed via the
orbital properties of the electron in the solid state. In this regard, the most funda-
mental phenomenon in the field of spintronics, which utilizes both properties, is the
giant magnetoresistance effect, which results from spin-dependent scattering of elec-
trons propagating through thin metallic films. [11,12] In this way, information can be
encoded both in the charge of the electron and in its spin state, i.e. by aligning a spin
(either “up”-↑ or “down”-↓) relative to a given reference. A further very interesting
suggestion for a novel device, which is based on spin injection into non-magnetic semi-
conductors, is the spin transistor. It has been proposed by S. Datta and B. Das at the
end of 1989 [13] and latter theoretically described by A. S. Sheremet et al. in 2016. [14]
The field of semiconductor spintronics is recently at an exciting stage. Despite
the successful study of many spin phenomena, major fundamental problems and open
questions are still being addressed by experiment and theory. These issues include
the spin coherence in nanoscale structures, the optimization of electron spin lifetimes,
transport of spin-polarized carriers, and the manipulation of both electron and nuclear
spins. Especially, the dimension of the structure is of crucial relevance. In this regard,
low-dimensional semiconductor structures have aroused a lot of attention, as they offer
promising properties for spin-based applications.
The new era of research on electronic structures of lower dimensions began with
the invention of semiconductor quantum wells and superlattices by L. Esaki and R.
Tsu [15,16] in the 1970s, allowing one to probe the fundamentals of quantum mechanics.
Confining electrons in all three spatial dimensions denotes the ultimative miniaturiza-
tion in semiconductor technology. These low-dimensional structures, called quantum
dots (QDs), are considered the solid-state equivalent of atomic systems. The versatil-
ity of QDs for a variety of applications results from their uniqe electronic and optical
properties, which can be influenced by changes in their size and composition. [5,17] Due
to three-dimensional spatial confinement the number of perturbing interactions is re-
duced in a QD, preventing electron spin states from relaxing and, thus, losing their
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coherence. In this respect, the spin lifetime describes the time during which a spin
can serve as information carrier until reaching its thermal equilibrium. Recent studies
reported electron spin lifetimes of about 10 µs in CoFe nanoparticles. [18] It is suggested
that the storage time of quantum information encoded in spins can be even further
extended through the interplay of optically spin-polarized electrons with the surround-
ing nuclear spin environment. [19] This interaction, which is called contact hyperfine
interaction, plays an essential role in manipulating and controlling nuclear spins. [20] A
direct consequence of this hyperfine interaction is the occurrence of Overhauser fields
with persistence times of about one hour. A probed electron spin polarization may
thus survive in the direct environment of nuclei as long as the underlying Overhauser
field. [21]
In the context of spintronics, materials which exhibit both magnetic and semicon-
ductor properties proved to be a very interesting model system as well, as they combine
permanent magnetic storage and the conventional electronics of semiconductors. In
particular, researchers focused in the past decade on diluted magnetic semiconductors
(DMS), i.e., substitutional alloys of either II–VI or, for example, IV–VI semiconduc-
tors that have been partially substituted by a small amount of transition-metal ions like
Mn2+. The ensembles of spins in these magnetic materials originate a magnetization,
which can be reversed between two opposite orientations. This targeted manipulation
is facilitated by the strong coupling of the localized ion-spins with the spins of the free
charge carriers. If the localized spins are polarized, e.g. by a magnetic field, optically
injected carriers may become polarized as well due to spin coupling. [22,23] Recent the-
oretical and experimental studies aimed at the coherent dynamics of localized spins
(E.g.: Mn2+-ions) coupled with a two-dimensional hole gas, highlighting a reduction of
the Mn-ion Larmor frequency under the influence of an oscillating effective field of va-
lence band vacancies, known as holes. [24,25] While these investigations consider a large
ensemble of spins, the analysis of a single semi-magnetic quantum dot provides access
to the interaction between the spin of a single charge carrier and a few spins in its di-
rect environment. [26] The potential functionalities of such efficient spin injection, using
diluted magnetic semiconductors as spin aligners, have been outlined by M. Oestreich
et al.. [27] Furthermore, DMS have aroused particular interest since the discovery of
pronounced magneto-optical effects like the giant Faraday rotation, whose origin lies
in the giant Zeeman splitting of the photoexcited states. [28] In this respect, the closely
associated effect of the strong exchange interaction between the magnetic ion spins and
the carrier spins has been in focus of research. [29,30]
One of the most powerful and most widely used optical techniques for the study
of the spin properties of the confined carriers and the interaction processes in low-
dimensional semiconductors is the resonant spin-flip Raman scattering. It is based on
inelastic scattering of an incident electromagnetic wave with carriers, whose spin is
reversed in the progress. The change of the spin states is accompanied by a variation in
the energy of the carrier, which is reflected in the frequency of the scattered light. The
analysis of the radiation characteristics via spectroscopic instruments allows conclusions
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to be drawn on the splitting of spin states in an external magnetic field and, thus, to de-
termine the Lande´ factor of the carrier under study. In particular, the sensitivity of the
spin-flip Raman scattering to various external parameters, such as the temperature, the
external magnetic field, the geometry, the energy of the electromagnetic light wave and
the polarization of the light, can be used to study different carrier properties embedded
in low-diemsional structures and their interaction processes. One of the first SFRS
experiments on bound electrons and holes in CdS has been preformed by Thomas and
Hopfield [31]. Since then, this technique is successfully applied to various semiconductor
structures, such as quantum wells [32–34], nanocrystals [35], as well as indirect band-gap
QDs. [36] Raman scattering is also applied in the field of biological applications [37] or
chemical and mechanical engineering [38]. The method of spin-flip Raman scattering
forms the basis of all experiments and analyses presented in this thesis. Essential fea-
tures of low-dimensional semiconductors and the principle of inelastic light scattering
are overviewed in Chap.2. A detailed description of the experimental realization of
spin-flip Raman scattering in low-dimensional semiconductors is described in Chap.3.
In order to realize solid-state quantum information applications robust quantum co-
herence is a major requirement. A possibility to achieve quantum coherence is offered
for example by carrier spins in ensembles of self-assembled (In,Ga)As QDs. [39] However,
a major adversary is decoherence, that is the process by which quantum information
is lost due to coupling of the system to other hard-to-control degrees of freedom in
the environment, such as thermal phonons, fluctuating charges, nuclear spins etc. To
what extent thermal phonons contribute to spin manipulation within the limits set for
maintaining coherence has not yet been explored. In the framework of this thesis this
unsolved issue will be addressed by means of spin-flip Raman scattering, whose effi-
ciency intrinsically depends on phonons, as they mediate spin-flips and thereby orient
spins. In this prospect, in Part II of this thesis, the effect of temperature-dependent
changes in the electron spin-flip scattering in self-assembled (In,Ga)As/GaAs QD en-
sembles will be discussed. Furthermore, the fundamental carrier exchange interactions
are described, which depend on their angle-dependent Lande´ factors, and the localiza-
tion degree of the carriers inside a quantum dot. As noted above, it is well known that
nuclear spins act collectively on the electron spin via hyperfine interaction. However,
even though the coupling of the nuclear spin bath to a central spin has been studied
for many years the complexity arising from the many-body character is still not well
understood. One of the aims of this thesis is to provide a more comprehensive picture.
In this regard, the second half of Part II addresses this issue, highlighting the interplay
between the dynamic nuclear polarization and the resonant spin-flip Raman scattering
of resident electrons in an ensemble of singly charged (In,Ga)As/GaAs quantum dots.
It will be illustrated that the Overhauser field can directly be measured by the spin-flip
Raman shift demonstrating a new method to study electron-nuclear effects in quantum
dot ensembles.
A substantial amount of effort is also devoted towards the II-VI diluted magnetic
quantum well structures (Cd,Mn)Te and (Zn,Mn)Se. One of the key issues, here, is the
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study of their magnetic and optical properties, in order to obtain a deeper understand-
ing of the strong exchange interaction between the magnetic ion spins and the carrier
spins. Spin-flip Raman scattering on free electrons or those bound to donor states pro-
vides a direct access to the magnetic field induced electron spin splitting energy and,
thus, allows one to study the s-d exchange interaction between the 3d electrons of the
Mn2+ and the s-like electrons and p-like holes of the photoexcited excitons. However,
up to now it has been not studied how far the nuclear quadrupole moments coupled
with the electric field gradients at the magnetic ion sites impact the paramagnetic Mn2+
spin-flip resonances. This issue is addressed in Part III. In particular, the spin-flip Ra-
man scattering technique is used to determine the dependence of the spin-flip scattering
on many external parameters. It turns out that a significant quadrupole correction of
a few tens of GHz affects the exchange interaction, leading consequently to a strong
asymmetry of the scattered light frequency.
An essential aspect of nanosciences, which has led to enormous research efforts and
great advances in recent decades, is to understand the origin of quantum confinement
and its influence on the electronic and spin properties of semiconductor nanocrys-
tals (NCs). Colloidal NCs are one of the novel type of semiconductor nanostructures
that have been theoretically and experimentally thoroughly investigated for this pur-
pose. Their unique size- and shape-dependent optoelectronic properties revealed their
great potential for application in lasers [40–42], optical amplifiers [40], light emitting de-
vices [42,43], biomedical imaging [44] and photocatalysis [45,46]. Recent studies have shown
that at low temperatures NCs, e.g. CdSe/CdS QDs or nanoplatelets (NPLs) [47], can
be charged under illumination. This optical charging of the colloidal NCs allows one
to create resident carriers in the NPLs that can be optically addressed, controlled and
manipulated. [48] For developing optical manipulation algorithms, the study and un-
derstanding of the spin related phenomena, such as the exchange interaction between
the resident carriers is of central importance. With the goal of achieving even more
knowledge on the spin properties of the resident electrons in CdSe NPLs these struc-
tures are investigated by means of the spin-flip Raman scattering technique in terms
of NPL-thickness, selection rules, geometry and temperature dependence. The results
and discussions are presented in the final Part IV.
Basic spin interactions of confined carriers in various types of semiconductors are
characterized with respect to their dependence on external perturbations and the lo-
cal structure symmetry using the resonant spin-flip Raman scattering technique. The
studies highlight various possibilities of identifying, monitoring and manipulating car-
rier spins, addressing various major fundamental problems and open questions of semi-
conductor spintronics. The results of this basic research represent the first step on
the way of developing new promising structures towards the realization of spin-based
applications.
7

Part I
Theoretical background and
experimental methods
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This thesis focuses on the study of a variety of spin phenomena in low-dimensional
semiconductors. In particular, the investigation of the dynamics of carrier spins and the
carrier-spin-dependent interactions between electron spins and/or nuclear spins are in
the center of attention. The most elegant and informative technique for investigating
spin phenomena in semiconductors is based on the optical orientation of spins. In
order to characterize the spin properties of confined carriers and interaction processes
in low-dimensional semiconductors the resonant spin-flip Raman scattering (SFRS)
technique is used. It is based on the inelastic light scattering under involvement of a
carrier whose spin orientation is reversed. [33] The method of SFRS forms the basis of
all experiments and analyses presented in this thesis. To facilitate the presentation and
understanding of the results discussed in the parts II to IV, this chapter focuses on the
theoretical background, describing the properties of low-dimensional semiconductors
and the principle of inelastic light scattering.
A decisive characteristic of quantum mechanical objects such as electrons and holes
is the density of allowed states, which markedly differs between three-, two-, and zero-
dimensional semiconductor structures. The reduced dimensionality, i.e. higher quan-
tum confinement, has a major impact on the electronic structure and optoelectronic
properties of a semiconductor. For instance, in a three-dimensional confined structure
the density of electron states takes the form of a δ-function, resulting in discrete energy
levels of electrons and holes. [49–51] The quantum confinement effect and crystal symme-
try of the semiconductor band structure are discussed in Sec. 2.1 and Sec. 2.2 of the
first Chap. 2. As the experimental results refer to optical properties of two-dimensional
quantum wells (QWs) and zero-dimensional quantum dots (QDs), the main emphasis is
placed on these two types of structures. In particular, the effect of spatial confinement
on the carrier wave functions as well as the influence of magnetic interactions on the
fundamental and measurable properties is discussed.
Diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS) are the second research focus of this thesis.
A DMS is defined as a diamagnetic semiconductor doped with a few to several atomic
per cent of some transition metal with unpaired d electrons. A well-known example
is the Mn-doped diluted magnetic quantum well structure (Zn,Mn)Se which is in the
spotlight of this thesis. An overview on its structural, electronic, magnetic and optical
properties is provided in Sec. 2.3.
As DMSs reveal great potential for efficient spin injection and magnetization manip-
ulation by optical methods, the investigation of their magnetic and optical properties
is one of the main research topics in recent years. Their optical properties originate
from carrier-mediated exchange interaction in which the dopant spins are coupled with
confined electrons and/or holes in the host semiconductor. In particular, the localized
spins of the semi-filled d-shell of the Mn ions induce two types of exchange interac-
tions. On the one hand, the Kondo-like s/p-d-exchange interaction between the band
electron spins and the localized moments of the magnetic ions, which strongly affects
the electronic properties of the DMS, and on the other hand, the Heisenberg inter-ion
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d-d-exchange interaction which defines the static and dynamic magnetic properties of
a DMS. The different exchange interactions are introduced briefly in Sec. 2.3.3. In
the vicinity of an external magnetic field, neutral excitons in the quantum well ex-
perience the giant Zeeman splitting, which originates from the strong s/p-d-exchange
interaction. [28,52] The effect of the giant Zeeman splitting of exciton states is discussed
in Sec. 2.3.4. A further important aspect of DMSs is the heating of the magnetic ion
system, which may be facilitated by additional photoexcited carriers and/or phonons,
thus, influencing its magnetic and optical properties. The key aspects of this process
are described in Sec. 2.3.5.
The third Sec. 2.4 addresses the physics of light scattering. The focus is placed
on the inelastic light scattering or Raman scattering, as it provides important infor-
mation about the properties of semiconductor nanostructures. The macroscopic and
microscopic views of Raman scattering are discussed and in particular the principle of
SFRS is presented, on the basis of which carrier spins and fundamental carrier-spin
interactions in semiconductor nanostructures are studied. The descriptions will high-
light why spin-flip Raman scattering is a highly promising technique to investigate the
fundamental properties of low-dimensional semiconductor structures.
A detailed description of the experimental realization of SFRS in low-dimensional
semiconductors is described in Chap. 3. An overview of the basic principles of the
experimental setup, the function and interplay of the equipment, and the experimen-
tal methods is provided. In particular, the experimental requirements in regard of
the properties of SFRS are highlighted and all necessary arrangements to meet the
experimental requirements are described.
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Chapter 2
Fundamentals of low-dimensional
semiconductor structures
The interest in low-dimensional quantum systems has been tremendous in the last
decade, fueled by a constant stream of remarkable discoveries, revealing the poten-
tial for new state-of-the-art electronic devices. Modern material and technical science
especially focused on the investigation of nanometer-scaled structures, which have es-
tablished as basis materials, thus, giving rise to semiconductor-based spintronics.
In general, when the motion of carriers is restricted in one or more directions in
space, the resulting structure is then called a low-dimensional structure (or system). Its
physicochemical characteristics notably depart from those of a bulk solid. In particular,
if the outer dimensions of a crystal solid are reduced to the size of the de Broglie
wavelength of electrons, the charge carriers become spatially confined. The confinement
of the charge carriers has a great influence on the band structure and the density of
the solid states, and, thus, influences significantly the electrical, mechanical, chemical,
magnetic, and optical properties of the semiconductor. An overview about the changes
taking place with the reduction of the crystal dimensions is provided in this chapter.
In addition, the carrier wave functions, which are spatially confined in two or three
dimensions, are discussed.
2.1 Fundamentals of semiconductors
Semiconductors are materials whose electrical conductivity levels between those of a
conductor and an insulator. They are characterized by an energy gap that separates
the electronic states of the valence band (VB) from those of the conduction band
(CB). The occupation of these bands depends on the absolute energy position and
13
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Figure 2.1: The band-gap diagram of a conductor, semiconductor and an insulator. The
conduction (CB) and valence bands (VB) represent the energy states, which are allowed to be
populated by carriers. The Fermi energy (EF) is the energy of the highest level of quantum state
which may be occupied by the electrons at the absolute zero temperature, thus, determining
the intrinsic band population at low temperatures. For a conductor, the CB and VB are not
separated and, therefore, there is no energy gap (Eg).
the value of the Fermi energy EF describing the accessible energy of electrons without
additional excitation. Hence, the intrinsic population of these bands defines whether
the semiconductor is insulating or conducting. A description of the three solid state
classifications is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
At low temperatures near T = 0 K, the valence band is the energetically high-
est fully occupied band, whereas the conduction band is the lowest unoccupied band.
The absence of free charge carriers in the VB provides that the material is insulating.
However, in contrast to isolators, semiconductors have only small energy gaps in the
region of a few eV. By definition, the Fermi energy of an undoped semiconductor lies
within the band-gap. [53] Nonzero conductivity can be induced, e.g. by the application
of external excitations such as optical illumination or electric potential as well as by
increasing the temperature. If the temperature rises up to a value of T = Eg/kB, the
lattice electrons have enough kinetic energy to overcome the band-gap energy (Eg),
thus, providing conductivity. [53] Here, kB is the Boltzmann constant.
Another possibility to induce a large number of conduction electrons is by intro-
ducing suitable impurity atoms in a semiconductor. This process is called doping of
a semiconductor. For instance, by the implementation of an element that posses one
valence electron more as compared to the replaced host material, an additional electron
is supplied which does not take part in the lattice binding. This electron may escape
to the conduction band and, thus, can be treated as a free (quasi-)particle. The left
behind positive ion is called a donor. Semiconductors containing many mobile electrons
are called n-type semiconductors. In these types of systems the donator energy level is
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close to the conduction band edge, so that the band-gap to be overcome is very small.
In the opposite case, if the dopant element has one electron less than the replaced host
element, it is referred to as acceptor. Here, the semiconductor is called p-type. In both
cases the doping leads to an increased conductivity.
The typical band-gap energy in semiconductors corresponds to the energy of elec-
tromagnetic waves in the visible spectral range. This particular feature makes semicon-
ductors attractive for optical and magneto-optical spectroscopy, allowing to establish
the characteristics of light absorption processes, the electronic band structure, and the
transport as well as spin properties of the carriers in a semiconductor.
The fundamental optical excitation in a semiconductor is based on the excitation
of an electron from the valence band into the conduction band under absorption of a
photon whose energy exceeds the energy of the band-gap: ~ωi > Eg. Here, ~ is the
reduced Planck constant and ωi the frequency of the incident photon. The excitation
of an electron leaves behind an unoccupied state in the valence band, which may be
treated as a positively charged particle in an otherwise empty band. This concept
results in the definition of a quasi-particle known as hole. [54] This hole is not bound to
the lattice, but can move freely and, like the electron, contributes to the conductivity
through the crystal lattice. The hole is in many aspects comparable to an electron.
While the electron in the conduction band can be described by the charge (e−), spin
(s = 1/2), and effective mass (m∗e), the hole in the valence band is characterized by the
positive charge (e+), spin (s = 1/2 or s = 3/2), and effective mass (m∗h). Because of
their charge, electrons and holes are referred to as charge carriers.
Negatively charged electrons in the conduction band and positively charged holes in
the valence band are subject to Coulomb interaction. Due to the Coulomb force, which
consists of an attractive and a repulsive part, these charges form electron-hole pairs,
known as excitons (X) and trions. With regard to an exciton, one electron and one hole
are bound together. In the case of a trion, predicted by Lampert in 1958, [55] an exciton
is additionally bound to a resident electron (negatively charged exciton, X−) or hole
(positively charged exciton, X+) in the semiconductor. [56] The three basic complexes
of quasiparticles are schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
Excitons have been first proposed theoretically by Frenkel [57] and a few years later
experimentally confirmed in cuprous oxide. [58] Frenkel excitons have large binding en-
ergies of up to 1 eV and tend to be strongly located in their host materials. Their
typical size is comparable to the crystal unit cells. Frenkel excitons are mostly seen
in materials with small dielectric constants. [57] Another class of excitons are Mott-
Wannier excitons. [59] These represent the case of excitons with large spatial gaps and
small binding energies. Mott-Wannier excitons are found in semiconductors with small
band-gaps, which have a large dielectric constant reducing the Coulomb interaction be-
tween the conduction band electrons and valence band holes. [59] Both types of excitons
have been the subject of extensive research in various materials and structures in the
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 X
Figure 2.2: Scheme of optically excited complexes. (a) The optical excitation of a generally
undoped semiconductor results in the formation of a bound electron-hole pair, known as exciton
(X). (b) In the case of n-doped semiconductors, a resident electron is bound to the electron-hole
pair, forming a quasiparticle, known as negatively charged exciton (X−). Here, the electron
spins align antiparallel. (c) In a p-doped semiconductor, two holes are bound to one electron,
forming a complex, called positively charged exciton (X−). The open circles symbolize electrons,
and the full circles symbolize holes. Adapted from Ref. [39].
past decade. [33,48,60,61]
The existence and properties of atoms as well as the movement of an electron or
hole in a crystal can not be understood exclusively in the sense of classical laws. Since
many phenomena exhibited on the atomic or subatomic level reveal underlying quan-
tum phenomena, which need to be explained within the framework of the quantum
mechanical laws. By means of quantum mechanics, which form the basis of the present
understanding of all natural phenomena studied and exploited in chemistry, physics,
materials science, etc., the physical behavior of a particle at the nanoscale can be
accurately predicted. The fundamental equation of physics used to describe quantum
mechanical behavior is the Schro¨dinger equation. It provides a quantitative understand-
ing of the properties of low-dimensional structures. In the Schro¨dinger description an
elementary particle, e.g. an electron or a hole, is described by a wave function ψ(~r,t),
which depends on the variables that describe the degrees of freedom of the particle and
contains all of the information that may be obtained about its physical entity. The
amplitude of the wave oscillation as that point and time is written as |ψ(~r,t)|. The
probability distribution of the particle at the spatial location ~r = (x,y,z) and at time
t can be determined by the complex square of the quantum mechanical wavefunction.
For a normalized wavefunction ∫ ∞
−∞
|ψ(~r,t)|2 dr = 1, (2.1)
the probability density is given by:
ρ(~r,t) = ψ(~r,t)∗ · ψ(~r,t) = |ψ(~r,t)|2 . (2.2)
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This means that |ψ(~r,t)|2 dV (~r) is the probability that at time t the particle is in the
small volume, dV (~r) centred at the point ~r.
The Schro¨dinger equation actually refers to two separate equations, often called the
time-dependent and time-independent Schro¨dinger equations. The most general form
is the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation,
Hˆ | ψ(~r,t)〉 = i~ ∂
∂t
| ψ(~r,t)〉, (2.3)
which gives a description of a system evolving with time. [62] Here, i =
√−1 is the
imaginary unit, ~ is the reduced Planck constant and Hˆ is the Hamiltonian operator,
characterizing the total energy of the particle or system. For a single particle moving
in an electric field one obtains the nonrelativistic Schro¨dinger equation:
[
− ~
2
2m∗
52 +V (~r,t)
]
ψ(~r,t) = i~
∂
∂t
ψ(~r,t), (2.4)
where 52 = ∂2
∂x2
+ ∂
2
∂y2
+ ∂
2
∂z2
is the Laplacian operator and m∗ is the particle’s reduced
mass. In this Schro¨dinger equation, the first part of the Hamilton operator (− ~22m∗52)
expresses the kinetic energy of the particle and the second part (V (~r,t)) its spatiotem-
poral varying potential. For time independent potentials V (~r), the position and time
dependences of the Schro¨dinger equation can be separated. In this case the wavefunc-
tion ψ(~r,t) can be written as ψ(~r,t) = Re [exp(−iEt/~)ψ(~r)], with ψ(~r) describing the
complex-valued function of space, and E the particle’s energy. Analytical solutions of
the time-harmonic Schro¨dinger equation, providing an insight into the nature of quan-
tum phenomena, can be obtained for a variety of relatively simple conditions, offering
a reasonable approach to the behavior of more complex systems.
The concept of effective mass is introduced in Eq. (2.4) to take into account the
interaction of the particle with the periodic crystal lattice. The effective mass can be
expressed by the second-rank tensor in terms of the second derivative of the energy
dispersion (E(k)) [53]:
m∗ = ~2/
∂2E(k)
∂k2
. (2.5)
Here, ~ describes the reduced Planck constant and |k| = k the absolute wave vector.
With this concept the electrons and holes can be mathematically described as free
(quasi-) particles in a semiconductor. In comparison to an electron in vacuum, the
effective mass reflects the increased or decreased mobility of an electron or hole in the
semiconductor. Within the single particle approximation, the properties of the charge
carriers are defined by the band structure of the semiconductor.
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2.1.1 Band structure of bulk and low dimensional semiconductors
The characteristics of the energy bands can be better understood when considering the
periodicity of semiconductor crystals. When an electron travels through a semiconduc-
tor, it experiences the periodic potential caused by the atoms in the crystal lattice.
Simplified to one dimension the crystal can be described by the following Hamilton:
H = H0 + V (x) = − ~
2
2m
∂2
∂x2
+ Vlattice(x). (2.6)
Here, H0 is the kinetic energy operator and Vlattice(x) describes the periodic potential of
the underlaying Bravais lattice. Since the potential is periodic to the lattice constant a,
the Schro¨dinger equation after a translation of the wave function ψ(x) by a (ψ(x+a)),
can be written as:
− ~
2
2m
∂2
∂x2
ψ(x+ a) + Vlattice(x)ψ(x+ a) = En~kψ(x+ a). (2.7)
The eigenvalues are characterized by the eigenstates E
n~k
with the wave vector ~k and
band index n. These eigenstates for fixed n in solid states are called energy bands. After
a translation of the wave function by the lattice constant a, ψ(x) and ψ(x + a) still
have the same eigenvalue E~k, and, thus, differ only by a phase factor. A wave function
that obeys this criterion and, moreover, is an eigenfunction of Eq. (2.7), according to
Bloch’s theorem, can be expressed by the modulated Bloch-wavefunctions [63]:
ψnk(x) = unk(x) · eik·x. (2.8)
Here, k defines the wave vector in the Brillouin zone and uk(x) describes the Bloch
amplitudes, which are a function that has the periodicity of the lattice. The Bloch
amplitudes are invariant under symmetry transformations of the crystal. [64]
Considering more than one dimension, one notices that the periodicity is not the
same for different directions. In this case, the Bloch-wavefunctions are given by:
ψnk(~r) = un~k(~r) · ei
~k·~r. (2.9)
In this regard, it is worthwhile to note that in a three-dimensional crystal, the Bragg
reflections are more complex. For instance, the first Brillouin zone of a face-centered
cubic (fcc) lattice (e.g. the rock salt lattice of PbSe, or the zinc-blende lattice of ZnSe)
has the shape of a truncated octahedron. For illustration the first Brillouin zone, which
is also called the Wigner Seitz cell, is shown in Fig. 2.3 (a), with the points of high
symmetry labeled in k-space. The Wigner Seitz cell of this lattice has multiple points
of high symmetry, e.g. the point of origin Γ, or the center of the big hexagonal face
L and the small square face X. Between the center of the Brillouin zone Γ and any
symmetry point the wave vector of a well defined direction changes its magnitude |k|.
The usual way of plotting the energy dependence of electrons in a three-dimensional
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Figure 2.3: (a) The first Brillouin zone of a fcc crystal structure, with the points of high
symmetry labeled in k-space. Adapted from Ref. [ 5]. (b) Nonrelativistic self-consistent lo-
cal-density band structure of ZnSe calculated with the Ceperley-Alder exchange correlation. [65]
Dashed lines show doubly degenerate bands. The minimum of the conduction band is separated
by an energy gap Eg = 1.83 eV from the maximum of the valence band at the Γ-point. Adapted
from Ref. [65]. For cubic zinc-blende ZnSe the lattice parameter is a = 5.668 A˚. [66]
semiconductor crystal is depicted in Fig. 2.3 (b), which shows the electronic band
structure of ZnSe as a representative example. Here, the bands at points of high
symmetry are labeled by their irreducible representations in the double group notation
of the Td crystal symmetry.
[65]
In order to determine the optical properties of a semiconductor, knowledge of the
electronic band structure, which is closely related to the crystallographic symmetry, is
necessary. In particular, the region in the vicinity of the energy dispersion close to the
fundamental band-gap at the Γ-point is of major importance. To outline the important
characteristics, the focus next is directed towards the band structure in this region. To
classify the different states some group theoretical aspects will be introduced in the
discussion.
All of the systems to be considered in this thesis involve direct band-gap semicon-
ductors. In these types of semiconductors the maximum in energy of the valence band
and the minimal energy of the conduction band are situated near the Γ-point (k = 0)
in the middle of the Brillouin zone. [53,67] At this symmetry point, the band dispersion
follows the effective mass approach:
Ev(~k) = −~
2k2
2mv
and Ec(~k) = Eg +
~2k2
2mc
, (2.10)
with the absolute wave vector |k| = k and the effective masses of the valence and
conduction band mv and mc, respectively. The band-gap of the bulk material is given
by Eg. To improve the single-band effective-mass approximation, one can consider more
bands and allow the coupling between the different bands. These models are referred
to as k · p-models. For instance, the Kohn-Luttinger Hamiltonian for a zinc-blende
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(a) (b)
bulk, Znicblende QW in (001)
Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the electronic band structures for different point group
symmetries near the Γ-point (k = 0). The conduction band and valence sub-bands are indicated
by the group-specific irreducible representation Γi. For the sake of clarity, the energies are given
on an arbitrary scale and, moreover, spin splittings at k 6= 0 as well as nonparabolic effects are
omitted.
structure includes the contributions of the second- and third highest valence bands to
the hole Hamiltonian. [68] This operator also comprises the coupling between the three
different valence bands, which are referred to as heavy-, light- and split-off hole band.
A scheme of the band structure around the Γ-point of a typical direct-band gap
bulk semiconductor like ZnSe, GaAs or CdTe with zinc-blende lattice is shown in Fig.
2.4 (a). In this systems the conduction band at the center of the Brillouin zone consists
of one band and the valence band comprises three sub-bands. For a better overview
the bands of the bulk zinc-blende crystal are labeled in Fig. 2.4 (a) by their irreducible
representations in the tetrahedral point group notation of the Td crystal symmetry.
[65,69]
The valence and conduction bands evolve from the hybridization of atomic orbitals.
In a system with cubic symmetry, the conduction band originates from the s-like atomic
states, whereas the valence bands emerge from the p-like states. The orbital electronic
wave functions are classified according to the orbital angular momentum L as s, p, d etc..
In order to describe the energy states, taking into account the spin-orbit interaction, one
has to consider the total angular momentum J = L + s, where s denotes the spin. The
eigenstates of J can be classified according to J andmJ (| J,mJ〉), wheremJ takes 2 J+1
values. The spin function transforms as the irreducible representation D1/2, which
is given by the irreducible representation Γ6.
[67,70,71] The total wave function of the
electron and hole transform like the direct product of their single group representation
with D1/2.
[70]
Considering the s-like conduction band, the spin part χs of the electron (e) wave
function is defined by the basis functions of the irreducible representation Γ6.
[67] The
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corresponding angular momentum is L = 0, and, thus, the band is characterized by
J = 1/2 and mJ = ±1/2. Hence, the parabola-shaped conduction band is twofold
spin-degenerate, and, therefore, the Bloch states of the conduction band take the form:
| u1/2〉 =| s〉 |↑〉 and | u−1/2〉 =| s〉 |↓〉. (2.11)
Here, u±1/2 describes the Bloch amplitudes and | s〉 the coordinate part of the s-
type Bloch amplitude. [64,70] As noted above the Bloch amplitude is invariant under
symmetry transformations of the crystal. [64]
According to the spin-statistics theorem [9], the behavior of electrons, which have
a half-integral spin, is determined by the Fermi-Dirac statistic. [72] These electrons are
called “fermions”. In quantum physics, the Pauli exclusion principle restricts the num-
ber of fermions per quantum state to one. This restriction has a decisive impact on
the structure of atoms, their chemical properties and the condensed matter physics in
general. [39]
In regard of the p-like (L = 1) valence band states, the coupling of the carrier spins
and the orbital angular momentum alters the band structure. The multi degenerate
states belong to the Γ4 representation.
[73] Hence, the symmetry of the hole wave func-
tion ψh = χh · χs is defined by the direct product Γ4 ⊗ D1/2 = Γ7 + Γ8. [49,70] Due to
the spin-orbit coupling the valence band splits into the fourfold degenerate Γ8- and
twofold degenerate Γ7-states. The spin-orbit splitting is induced by the interaction of
the intrinsic magnetic moment of the electron spin with the magnetic field generated
by the electron motion. It is known that the size of the spin-orbit splitting influences
the position of the lowest hole levels in the valence band. Hence, the spin-orbit split-
ting may affect the luminescence properties of semiconductors. [74] The Dirac-equation
yields the spin-orbit interaction
ĤSO = − ~
4m2c2
~σ · ~p× (~5V ), (2.12)
from which can be concluded that the total angular momentum J can take the two
possible values J = 3/2 and J = 1/2 at k = 0. Thereby, ~σ is the spin operator and ~p
describes the electron momentum operator. According to J and mJ the valence band
eigenstates can be classified by:
| J,mJ〉 =

| 32 ,± 32〉hh
| 32 ,± 12〉lh
| 12 ,± 12〉SO.
(2.13)
The fourfold spin degenerate J = 3/2 states belong to the irreducible representation
Γ8, whereas the twofold spin degenerate J = 1/2 state belongs to the Γ7 representation.
The Γ8-states split into the twofold Kramers degenerate heavy-hole (hh) and light-
hole (lh) sub-bands. Kramers degeneracy means that the energy levels of a system,
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such as an atom that contains an odd number of spin-1/2 particles, are at least double
degenerate in the absence of an external magnetic field. [75] Spin-degeneration of electron
and hole states requires simultaneous spatial inversion symmetry (E↑(~k) = E↑(−~k) and
time reversal symmetry (Kramers-degeneration: E↑(~k) = E↓(−~k)). While in a free
atom the spin-orbit interaction can cause degeneration of states with the same orbital
wave function but opposite spins, spin splitting in solids with inversion symmetry is not
allowed. The designation as heavy and light holes stems from the concept of effective
mass (m∗) as introduced above. Since the effective masses for a heavy and light hole
differ, their quantization energies are different and the levels are split (including at
k = 0). Hence, the curvatures of their sub-bands diverge for k 6= 0. The splitting of
the heavy hole and light hole states (∆hh-lh) at k = 0 typically amounts tens of meV.
The associated heavy-hole and light-hole Bloch states read:
| u3/2〉 = − 1√2 | x+ iy〉 |↑〉, | u−3/2〉 =
1√
2
| x− iy〉 |↓〉,
| u1/2〉 = − 1√6(| x+ iy〉 |↓〉 − 2 | z〉 |↑〉) and
| u−1/2〉 = 1√6(| x− iy〉 |↑〉+ 2 | z〉 |↓〉).
(2.14)
Here, | x〉, | y〉 and | z〉 describe the p-type coordinate parts of the Bloch ampli-
tudes. Since the p-like coordinate part | z〉 is present in the light-hole Bloch states
(| u±1/2〉), this means that the interband transitions are not only circularly but also
linearly polarized. The optical selection rules of interband transitions are described in
detail in Sec. 2.2.
As noted above, due to the spin-orbit interaction the twofold degenerate Γ7-states
are decoupled from the Γ8-quadruplet. The Γ7-states (| 1/2, ± 1/2〉SO) are called
spin-orbit split-off bands (SO). These bands are shifted by ∆SO to lower energies in
relation to the Γ8-band. At low temperatures the split-off band is almost always fully
occupied, and, therefore, it has no effect on the optical properties in the region of
the fundamental band-gap. For instance, the split off energy in GaAs amounts about
∆GaAsSO = 0.34 eV which is considerably smaller than the corresponding band-gap energy
of EGaAsg ≈ 1.42 eV. [76]
The band structure of crystals with a lower symmetry than Td can be deduced with
an equivalent group-theoretical approach. For instance, the symmetry of well-balanced
doped ideal two-dimensional quantum wells grown along a (001)-oriented substrate
belongs to the D2d point group. In the D2d point group, the two lowest valence band
levels are represented by the direct product Γ5⊗Γ6 = Γ6 (hh)+Γ7 (lh), in which Γ6 and
Γ7 relate to the twofold spin degenerate heavy-hole and light-hole band, respectively.
Moreover, the conduction band is described by the basis functions of the irreducible
representation Γ6. The corresponding band structure is schematically illustrated in Fig.
2.4 (b). Similar to the bulk zinc-blende crystal structure at the center of the Brillouin
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zone (k = 0) the hole bands are separated by ∆hh-lh. The splitting between the heavy-
and light-hole states typically amounts to tens of meV. [76]
When additional asymmetry is introduced, e.g. by nonequivalent interfaces, by
asymmetrical growth conditions or by doping profiles, the symmetry of the system is
reduced further to C2v.
[70] For instance, lens-shaped self-assembled quantum dots with
a zinc-blende structure are typically described in terms of the C2v point group. If a
structure is part of this group, its conduction band is represented by Γ5, and, thus,
the valence band is described by the direct product (Γ2 + Γ4)⊗ Γ5 = Γ5 (hh) + Γ5 (lh).
Here, the heavy-hole and light-hole band are defined by the irreducible representations
Γ5. Taking the spin into account, every state in a system with C2v symmetry is double
degenerate. In the case of an elongation of the semiconductor structure in the xy-
plane, e.g. along the (110) direction, the symmetry is further reduced to C2, which
is the lowest symmetry of a zinc-blende structure. The C2 point group includes only
the identity and the mirror reflection operation. In comparison to C2v, due to the low
symmetry of C2 the electron, heavy-hole and light-hole sub-bands are split into the Γ3-
and Γ4-levels. The optical properties associated with these symmetries are outlined in
Sec. 2.2.
The influence of quantum confinement on the density of the solid states, determining
significantly the electrical, mechanical, chemical, magnetic, as well as optical properties
of the semiconductor is described in the following section.
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2.1.2 Semiconductors of reduced dimensionality
In today’s semiconductor technology, the miniaturization of electronic devices is contin-
uously progressing. In this regard, nanotechnology made it feasible to create structures
that have at least one of its dimensions smaller than one micron. Structures of this
kind are called nanostructures. In nanostructures the movement of electrons and holes
is spatially restricted in one or more dimensions yielding unique mechanical, electri-
cal and optical properties at the nanoscale, e.g. quantized excitation [77,78], Coulomb
blockade [79], and metal-insulator transitions [80]. Besides extensive efforts in the fab-
rication of nanostructures, the focus of current research and development focuses on
the exploration of their fundamental material properties and the development of novel
applications in a wide range of technical fields. However, most phenomena occur in
structures small enough for quantum mechanical effects to dominate. For instance, the
confinement of electrons in three dimensions is currently reaching the regime in which
the quantum mechanical description of the system is of great importance as it gives
rise to quantum effects. To provide a better understanding, the physical properties of
nanostructures are presented and discussed below.
2.1.2.1 Fabrication of low-dimensional nanostructures
In almost all applications of nanostructures, manufacturing is the first and greatest
challenge. In recent years many technologies have been explored to fabricate nanos-
tructures in order to realize a controllable confinement of carriers. In general, two
different methods can be used to realize small scale nanodevices: the “top-down” and
the “bottom-up” method. [81,82]
In the top-down approach, the macroscopic starting material is subjected to a me-
chanical, physical grinding process in order to reduce the structure size by fragmenta-
tion. The disadvantage of this method is the resulting wide particle size distribution
and the loss of control over the shape of the resulting particles. In contrast, the bottom-
up approach is based on the formation of colloidal systems from the atomic level, using
low-dimensional quantum nanostructures such as quantum dots or quantum wells. This
method allows a precise control of the particle shape and particle size distribution. [81]
The selection of the chemical-physical manufacturing process of nanoparticles depends
on the desired chemical composition as well as the required properties of the mate-
rial. [82]
The fabrication of nano-devices on the basis of the bottom-up approach is based on
the method of self-assembly. This can be achieved either by chemical or by epitaxial
synthesis. Chemical synthesis processes offer a cost-efficient and fast technique with
which almost perfectly crystalline clusters of a few hundred to ten thousand atoms
can be produced in a variety of shapes and materials. These nanostructures, which
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are called nanocrystals, are synthesized in solution and covered by organic molecules,
which on the one hand ensure solubility and on the other hand prevent aggregation.
The possibility of drying these nanocrystals and applying them to substrates, made
of other materials, opens up a variety of different applications. For example, colloidal
nanocrystals are used as sensitizers in devices such as photovoltaic cells [45] or as markers
in biological applications [44]. The properties und peculiarities of colloidal nanocrystals
are described in detail in Part IV.
The second commonly used technique to fabricate low dimensional heterostructures
is epitaxial synthesis. In what follows this method of epitaxial growth is described in
more detail as it is used for the majority of semiconductor materials investigated in
this thesis. The general concept of epitaxial synthesis is based on the combination of
materials with different band-gap energies Eg, in order to create a potential landscape
in which charge carriers are spatially confined. Epitaxial deposition of semiconductor
materials on each other that differ slightly in their lattice constant, induces lattice
strain, which may be exploited to obtain multi-dimensional structures such as quan-
tum wells or arrays of three-dimensional islands or quantum dots. The most popular
methods used to create these nanostructures, which may contain layers of different
semiconductor materials, are dip-coating∗ and epitaxial growth.
The most common fabrication technique used for creation of nanostructures is en-
abled by epitaxial deposition techniques such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). [84,85]
Thanks to the invention of MBE by J. R. Arthur and A. Y. Cho in the 1960s [85], thin-
films of single crystals can be deposited on any surface via the interaction with several
molecular beams, thus, making it possible to create multilayered heterostructures with
atomically abrupt interfaces of various semiconductor materials. The main features
that distinguish the MBE from other growth techniques are the precise reproducibil-
ity of all parameters involved during the epitaxial process and the ability to precisely
control the kinetic evolution of the outer layers of epitaxial film.
The MBE bases on the arrangement of several thermal particles on top of a heated
and ordered crystalline substrate to form a thin layer whose crystalline structure
matches that of the substrate even though the composition of the materials may dif-
fer. [86] In this context, the epitaxial growth occurs via the interaction of one or more
molecular or atomic beams. In order to deposit thin-films of various elements on any
desired surface, atomic or molecular beams† are emitted towards a highly pure semicon-
∗Dip-coating found its way into chemistry around 1940 and has been later on commercially marketed
by Schott Glass Technologies Inc. in 1959 [83]. It is based on chemical solution deposition. In this
process, a substrate is immersed in a solution of the coating material and afterwards pulled out of the
solution at a constant speed, so that a thin film deposits on the surface.
†The term “beam” means that evaporated atoms do not interact with each other or vacuum chamber
gases, which is ensured by the long mean free path of the atoms, until they reach the substrate. The
atomic beams are created in separate quasi-Knudsen effusion cells attached to the vacuum chamber.
In these cells the source materials are evaporated using a heater plate. The shape of the cells and their
direction allow to produce beams with homogeneous material densities.
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Figure 2.5: Different types of classical growth models. Depending on the surface energies of the
materials, the substrate and their common heterointerface, three growth modes (a) - (c) can be
distinguished. (a) The Frank-van der Merwe mode represents the “layer-by-layer” growth. (b)
The Volmer-Weber mode represents the case of “islands” growth. (c) The Stranski–Krastanov
mode represents an intermediate case between the first two modes. Here, the interface energy
is comparable to the materials energy, from which follows that new layer formation competes
with nuclei formation. Adapted from Ref. [89].
ductor substrate placed inside an ultra-high vacuum chamber. The gaseous elements
impinging on the surface are absorbed by the substrate, thus, allowing to grow layers
of single crystals. The evaporated materials attach to the substrates surface finally
forming thin films on a nanometer scale.
The most important aspect of MBE is the deposition rate that allows one to grow
epitaxially. To control the deposition rate during epitaxial growth, mechanical shut-
ters with tenth of seconds operation time in front of the evaporation cells are used,
allowing one to tailor the composition of the constituents with single monolayer growth
accuracy. [87] Alternation of the evaporated materials allows one to form from multiple
heterojunctions a quantum heterostructures. The growth of a single monolayer typically
takes a few seconds, depending on the materials used as well as the heating temperatures
during the growth process. However, depending on the surface energies of the deposited
material and the substrate, as well as their common heterointerface, the basic growth
type differs. In this respect, one distinguishes between three basic growth modes, called
Frank-van der Merwe, Volmer-Weber and Stranski-Krastanov. [88,89] These three modes
are schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.5. When two different semiconductor materials
are combined by means of MBE, a comparative study of their surface energies (Eγ1 ,Eγ2)
and their interfaces (Eγ1,2) allows one to predict which is the dominant growth mode.
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The most common growth model is Frank-van der Merwe growth, also known as
“layer-by-layer” growth. This model assumes that attachment of atoms to the edge of a
growing layer is far more likely than attachment to the top of the layer. For this mode
to be possible, the substrate surface energy needs to be higher than the sum of the
deposited material and the heterointerface surface energies (Eγ1 > Eγ2 +Eγ1,2). If this
conditions are fulfilled, the deposited material is attracted more by the substrate than
by itself. The direct opposite to this type of growth mode is the Volmer-Weber mode,
where nucleation of islands is favored over extended growth at layer edges. For instance,
this type of mode may occur, when two semiconductor materials that differ slightly in
lattice constant are grown on top of each other. In this case, the material will strain to
conform to the substrate in the plane of the junction. This in turn leads to a reduction
of the lattice constant in the plane while the lattice constant along the direction of
growth is extended due to the elastic response of the material. [90] This distortion of
the active layer causes an accumulation of elastic energy, which is relaxed when a
critical thickness depending on the respective heterostructure is reached. [90] When the
substrate surface energy is smaller than the combined material and interface surface
energy (Eγ1 < Eγ2 + Eγ1,2), new precipitating atoms will tend to cluster, causing the
two-dimensional growth to change into a three-dimensional growth. As a consequence,
defect-free islands or quantum dots of the deposited material will form spontaneously
on the substrate surface as illustrated in Fig. 2.5.
The third growth mode, called Stranski-Krastanov growth, represents an interme-
diate case, where growth is initiated as a “layer-by-layer” mode, but shifts to the
formation of nano-islands on top of a thin two dimensional layer for a certain critical
film thickness. [88,89] Such a process has been described as early as 1938 by Stranski
and Krastanow [91], and is, therefore, called the Stranski-Krastanow growth mode. The
evolution of the growth process can be explained by considering the fact that in the
initial condition the substrate energy is larger than the cumulative energy Eγ2 +Eγ1,2 .
Hence, at the initial stage, the growth occurs layer by layer to form a wetting layer
with the microscopic thickness of one or two monomolecular layers. [17] With increasing
layer thickness the interface surface energy increases, so that the sum of the deposited
material and interface surface energies finally exceeds the substrates attraction, which
leads to nucleation of islands which can have the shape of a pyramid with a square
base.
The formation of islands due to the aforementioned growth modes depends mainly
on the growth conditions and the resolution of the particular lithographic technique.
Hence, the growth parameters can be adapted in order to create quantum structures of
various shapes and sizes. This is evidenced by numerous previous studies, which have
investigated self-assembled InAs quantum dots, grown on a GaAs matrix, by means of
atomic force microscopy (AFM). Depending on the growth conditions quantum dots in
the shape of square-based pyramids with a typical base length and height of 120 and
60 A˚ [92] or 240 and 30 A˚ [93], respectively, or in the shape of lens-shaped (hemispherical)
islands with base diameters and heights of 200 and 60 A˚ [94], respectively, have been
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Figure 2.6: Potential profile of a single heterojunction along the growth direction. Here,
a semiconductor with smaller band-gap (Eg,2) is embedded in two semiconductor layers with
larger band-gap (Eg,1). Free charge carriers are localized in the region with smaller band-gap.
observed‡. However, by using suitable growth conditions, it is possible to fabricate
arrays and stacks of nanometer-sized self-assembled quantum dots, ordered in size and
shape, with high optical quality and high area density (> 1011 cm2).
It is important to emphasize at this point that both shape and size of nanometer-
sized structures significantly influence the electronic bands of the semiconductor and,
thus, its optical properties. In order to gain an understanding of the influence which
a low-dimensional nanostructure can have on the electronic conduction and valence
bands and therewith on the wave function of enclosed electrons, the case of a simple
quantum well, i.e. a two-dimensional semiconductor structure, will first be discussed.
Epitaxial growth on the basis of the Frank-van der Merwe growth mode facilitates
the creation of two dimensional structures. For instance, alternating layers of two
dissimilar semiconductor materials can be grown on each other, e.g. InxGa1-xAs on
GaAs, so that the material with smaller band-gap (Eg,2) is embedded in between two
layers of a semiconductor material with a larger band-gap (Eg,1), providing a potential
landscape for electrons and holes. The one-dimensional potential V (z) as a function of
the growth direction z in the conduction and valence band is sketched in Fig.2.6. When
the lattice constant mismatch between the two dissimilar materials is small (mismatch
≤ 5 %) and both materials have a similar chemical composition, the interface will be
very sharp and well defined. As a consequence, the band-gap will show a discontinuity
at the interface. The illustrated structure in Fig.2.6 is a typical example of a type-I
heterostructure system. For this type, the material with smaller band-gap is completely
embedded within the wider band-gap material. In consequence, electrons and holes
‡The formation of very complex shapes and compositions is possible. In this regard, recent studies
reported that due to a nonuniform composition, quantum dots with truncated pyramid shape and an
In-rich core having an inverted-triangle shape can form. [95]
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relax into the material with the smaller band-gap and are, therefore, localized in the
same region of space. If the encased layer is sufficiently thin for quantum properties to
be exhibited, then such a band alignment is called a single quantum well. The impact
of quantum confinement on the properties of the charge carriers is addressed in the
next section.
2.1.2.2 Quantum confinement in low-dimensional Systems
Quantum confinement effects on the electronic and optical properties become impor-
tant when the physical size of the confinement potential is comparable to the de Broglie
wavelength (λB) of the electrons or holes.
[96] The de Broglie wavelength is the wave-
length associated with a matter wave which represents any aspect of the behavior or
properties of a material object that varies in time or space in conformity with the
mathematical equations that describe waves. Considering the thermal motion of an
electron of mass m∗e along a single direction in a crystal with lattice temperature T ,
the de Broglie wavelength is given by:
λB =
h√
2m∗eEkin
=
h√
m∗ekBT
. (2.15)
Here, kB is the Boltzmann constant, h is the Planck constant and Ekin is the kinetic
energy of the electron. At room temperature (T = 300 K), free electrons have an
kinetic energy of approximately Ekin ≈ kBT = 0.026 eV. However, their effective mass
m∗e varies widely in different semiconductors as the degree of the electron interaction
with the periodic crystal lattice varies. For instance, in GaAs the effective mass amounts
m∗e ≈ 0.068m0 and in ZnSe it equals m∗ ≈ 0.017m0, where m0 is the rest mass of free
electrons. In respect to Eq. (2.15) the de Broglie wavelength can be determined to
λB ≈ 29 nm (for GaAs) and λB ≈ 18 nm (for ZnSe). For the observation of quantum
size effects, it is important that the mean free path of the electrons is larger than
the geometric dimensions of the object under consideration and, furthermore, that
the object boundaries are sufficiently smooth. By epitaxial growth techniques spatial
confinement can be realized for up to three dimensions. Depending on the dimension
of the resulting structure, one speaks of bulk semiconductors (3D), quantum wells
(QW/2D), quantum wires (1D), or quantum dots (0D). In Fig. 2.7 the systems of
reduced dimensionality in real space are schematically illustrated.
To provide a description of the changes caused by the confinement potential, the
undisturbed states observed in bulk semiconductors are considered as reference point.
As described in the previous section, the effective mass approximation allows one to give
an elementary description of the energy state characteristics. Using the Schro¨dinger
equation (see Eq. 2.7) the band dispersion, and, thus, the energy eigenvalues, can be
determined. In the simplest case, the confinement potential of the three-dimensional
bulk semiconductor corresponds to V (r) = 0, which implies that the movement of the
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of the spatial elongation of a bulk semiconductor (3D), quantum well
(2D), quantum wire (1D), and quantum dot (0D) and the respective energy dependence of the
density of states (D(E)). The density of states changes by the confinement effect. While in bulk
semiconductors the DOS follows a
√
E-dependence, in structures of reduced dimensionality the
quantization of the energy states induces a change of the DOS function. In a structure with
confinement along one direction, as in the case of QWs, D(E) follows the Heavyside step
function. In the case of quantum wires, i.e. structures with two-dimensional confinement,
D(E) displays a 1/
√
E-dependence, with singularities at the energy positions which coincide
with the quantized energy states. The energy levels in QDs are completely quantized and,
therefore, only result in discrete energy states. The DOS function is accordingly a sequence of
δ-functions. Figures have been drawn after Ref. [97].
electrons is not restricted in any direction. Consequently, for a bulk semiconductor the
resulting energy eigenvalues correspond to the parabolic energy dispersion, as depicted
for the valence band and conduction band near the Γ-point in Eq. 2.10. With regard
to structures of reduced dimensionality, it is necessary to adapt the inclusion potential
in order to solve the Schro¨dinger equation.
In addition to the energy eigenvalue, the density of states (DOS) is of key im-
portance. It is defined essentially as the number of different states N between two
successive energies E and E+dE of infinitely small distance that electrons are allowed
to occupy. Mathematically it is expressed by [90]:
D(E) =
dN
dE
. (2.16)
The calculation of electronic processes like absorption, emission, or the general distribu-
tion of electrons in a material requires knowledge of the DOS. Material properties like
specific heat, paramagnetic susceptibility, and other transport phenomena of conduc-
tive solids depend on it. [97] In general, calculations allow one to determine the general
distribution of states as a function of energy (D(E)). [97,98] The DOS for an electron
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gas in different systems of reduced dimensionality in the energy range including the
first three sub-bands is sketched in Fig.2.7. In the case of a bulk semiconductor the
calculation of the DOS yields:
D3D(E) =
2
V0
∑
k
δ[E(~k)− E] = 1
2pi2
(
2m∗
~2
)3/2
·
√
E, (2.17)
with V0 describing the unit cell volume. It becomes immediately evident, that the
DOS follows a square root dependence with increasing energies. How the inclusion
potential, the resulting energy eigenvalues and the DOS changes in regard of QW and
QD structures is the central issue below.
2.1.2.3 Two dimensional systems - Quantum wells
In the case of a two-dimensional QW structure, as sketched in Fig.2.6, quantization of
the carriers may occur in the perpendicular direction to the QW plane. The prerequisite
for this is that the thickness of the well is considerably smaller than the transverse
dimensions (i.e. Lz  Lx,Ly), and moreover, that the width of the well is comparable
to the de Broglie wavelength of the confined carriers. For ideal quantum wells, the
confinement potential is infinite in one direction (here z-direction) and zero in the
other two directions. The quantization of the carrier motion in one dimension has to
be considered in the dispersion carrier dynamics. Motion in the non-confined plane is
not quantized, i.e. the electron can still be described as a free particle with an effective
mass and its motion is defined by the Bloch waves (see Eq.(2.9)). The resulting wave
function (ψn(~r,~k||)) is and, thus, the product of the Bloch function describing the bulk
properties of the semiconductor, and the envelope function (φ(z)) that describes the
confinement effects of the charge carriers (here in z-direction). [99,100] In the case of a
QW, the electron (or hole) wave function reads:
ψn(~r,~k||) = un~k||(~r) · e
i(kx·x+ky ·y) · φ(z). (2.18)
Inserting this wave function in the Schro¨dinger equation (see Eq.(2.7)) provides so-
lutions for the energy levels of a confined electron (or hole) in a QW. Herewith one
obtains for the energy eigenvalues of the system:
E
n~k
= Enz + E~k||
= Enz +
~2
2m∗
· (k2x + k2y). (2.19)
The quantized energy Enz results from the calculation of the wave function φ(z) in a
potential well and represents the energy of an electron (or hole) in the corresponding
state. The energy levels in the kx and ky directions form a continuum, and for each
discrete energy En, a two-dimensional energy band in the kx-ky plane will form. In the
limit of a square well with infinite high barriers and a finite width of the well (Lz) the
quantization energy reads:
Enz =
pi2~2
2m∗L2z
n2z. (2.20)
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Here, m∗ is the effective mass of the electron (or hole) and n is the principal quantum
number (nz = 1,2,3, . . .), describing the states of rising energy. The energy En depends
mainly on n and, thus, increases quadratically. Hence, the separation of the energy
levels increases for higher quantum numbers. The lowest possible energy of a particle,
which is also called the zero point energy, is obtained for n = 1. It is obvious that
in the realistic case of finite potential wells only a finite number of quantized states is
bound in the well. From Eq. (2.20) it can be further concluded that the QW thickness
is inverse proportional to the confinement energy. Hence, for decreasing QW widths,
the quantized energy increases. In the limit of finite potential wells, the first excited
state may merge from the well and become a virtual state, when the width of a single
quantum well is decreased. [101]
The effect of quantization also influences the density of states, as the maximum
number of carriers that can occupy one energy state is limited and the energy levels
itself are separated from each other. According to Eq. 2.16, for a single confined state
the DOS function is given by [90]:
D2D(E) =
1
2pi
(
2m∗
~2
)1
· E0. (2.21)
If there are many (n) confined states within the quantum well, then the density of
states at any particular energy is the sum over all the sub-bands below that point.
Hence, with the transition from a bulk semiconductor to a two-dimensional QW, the
DOS function changes from the smooth parabolic shape function to a Heaviside step
function, consistently increasing the density of states by one when the threshold energy,
i.e. quantized energy (Ei), is exceeded.
[101] The corresponding DOS function in a two-
dimensional electron system reads [102]:
D2D(E) =
m∗
pi~2
n∑
i=1
Θ[E − Ei], (2.22)
with Θ[E ≥ Ei] = 1 and Θ[E ≤ Ei] = 0. The cumulative density of states is step-like up
to the energy at which the discrete bound state spectrum merges into the continuum
of free (unbound) states. [101] For visualization, the energy dependence of the DOS
is depicted in Fig. 2.7. The changes in the energy spectrum discussed above occur
for low-dimensional semiconductor crystals, including the spectrum of electrons in the
conduction band and the spectrum of holes in the valence band. The confinement of
electrons and holes also affects the band-gap. In comparison to bulk semiconductors the
band-gap increases in low-dimensional semiconductors, leading, in particular, to a blue-
shift in the optical absorption spectrum of low-dimensional systems. [103] For instance,
in previous studies on InGaN/GaN periodic structures it has been shown that the
absorption edge shifts to lower energies as the well width increases. [104] Furthermore, it
has been demonstrated that the oscillator strength for the optical transition significantly
decreases with the QW width. [104]
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It is important to point out, that ascribing to the wave-particle duality the solutions
of the Schro¨dinger equation for electrons confined in a QW indicates the occurrence of
standing waves, for which the allowed values of k are expressible in terms of the nonzero
integers nx, ny and nz. Standing waves form at the quantization energies En within the
confining potential. Here, the principal quantum number n corresponds to the number
of nodes, i.e. points at which the displacement along the vertical axis is zero. For
each discrete energy En in a potential well the total number of nodes equals n − 1.
Since the wave function of the electrons (or holes) has always to satisfy the Schro¨dinger
equation, it has to be continuous inside the well as well as at the barrier. In result the
wave function penetrates into the barrier where its amplitude drops exponentially. [101]
Hence, there is a finite probability that the particle may tunnel through the barrier
and escape from the QW.
2.1.2.4 One dimensional systems - Quantum wires
It has been shown that the reduction in dimensionality produced by confining electrons
(or holes) to a thin semiconductor layer leads to a change of the energy eigenvalues
and, therefore, to a change of the DOS. By further reducing the dimensionality of
the electron’s environment to one-dimension, artificial structures are created that are
described as quantum wires. The charge carriers are still confined along the heterostruc-
ture growth z-axis, as they are in the quantum well, but in addition they are now also
confined along an additional direction, either along the x- or the y-axis, characterized
by an additional quantization number nx or ny, respectively. For simplicity’s case, the
electron motion can be regarded as movement in a two-dimensional, infinitely deep
potential well. Due to this property, quantum wires are of particular importance in the
research of transport phenomena. [105,106]
Within the effective mass approximation the motion along the unconfined direction
of the quantum wire is defined by the parabolic dispersion (see Eq. (2.10)). Assuming
that the confinement occurs in the yz-plane, the total energy of the electron reads:
E = Enz ,ny +
~2k2x
2m∗
=
pi2~2
2m∗
(
n2y
L2y
+
n2z
L2z
)
+
~2k2x
2m∗
, (ny,nz = 1,2,3, . . .), (2.23)
with Ly and Lz describing the wire dimensions in the transverse plane (Lz,Ly  Lx). In
this example, the confined states are described by the two principle quantum numbers
ny or nz specifying the sub-bands. The lowest sub-band has ny = nz = 1, defining the
zero point energy of the system.
In analogy to both the bulk and quantum well cases, the DOS for a one-dimensional
wire can be determined via Eq. (2.16). Hence, the corresponding DOS function in a
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one-dimensional electron system is given by:
D1D(E) =
1
pi
(
2m∗
~2
) 1
2
· 1√
E
. (2.24)
In the case of several confined states within the quantum wire with the sub-band
minimum Ei, the DOS at any particular energy is given by the sum over all the sub-
bands below the point, which is given by [90]:
D1D(E) =
√
2m∗
~2
n∑
i=1
1
pi
√
(E − Ei)
Θ[E − Ei]. (2.25)
As can be concluded from D1D(E), the cumulative DOS follows the product of a Heav-
iside step function and a 1/
√
E-dependence with singularities at the energy positions
that are equal to the quantized states Ei. An example of the one-dimensional density
of states is shown in Fig.2.7. In contrast to the bulk and quantum wells, quantum
wires have maxima in the DOS at the energy of the subband minima, i.e. at the point
where the charge carriers are expected to accumulate. A comparison of the energy
dependence of the DOS for bulk (see Eq. (2.17)), quantum wells (see Eq. (2.21)) and
quantum wires (see Eq. (2.24)) demonstrates that a gradual reduction in the degrees
of freedom of the electron movement leads to a reduction in the functional form of
D(E) by factors of
√
E. However, the situation changes, when the dimensionality of
the electron’s environment is further reduced to zero dimensions. As discussed in Sec.
2.1.2.2, nanostructures in which the carrier is confined in all directions are referred to
as quantum dots. In what follows the focus is set on the impact of quantum confine-
ment on the electron and hole wave functions in zero-dimensional structures and in this
regard, the respective energy levels as well as their respective DOS.
2.1.2.5 Size quantization in quantum dots
Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs), epitaxially grown or chemically synthesized, have
attracted great interest in current research, as they provide charge carrier confinement
in all three directions and, thus, offer the possibility to study fundamental quantum
phenomena. In the first approximation, a QD can be considered an artificial atom,
since its state density consists of a series of very sharp peaks and its physical properties
in many respects resemble those of an atom in a box. However, since QDs are filled
with electrons and holes, they are expected to have significantly different properties
than real atoms. The confined carriers in a QD are strongly localized and, thus, experi-
ence the competing effects of quantum confinement and Coulomb-induced electron-hole
correlations. To fully comprehend the interplay of these two factors, a detailed under-
standing of the electronic structure is essential, which additionally provides the link
between the structural and optical properties of these systems.
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The calculation of the energy levels of a single quantum dot is a major challenge as
these systems are to large to be treated as simple molecules. In this regard, the transla-
tional invariance, which is the most fundamental symmetry of solid state physics, is not
fulfilled. Therefore, neither the standard methods of theoretical chemistry nor those
of solid state theory such as the ab initio methods based on density functional theory
(DFT) and local density approximation (LDA) can be applied to these systems. [90]
However, when the atomistic details of the underlying crystal structure are negligible,
the formation of bound electron and hole states can be deduced from a simpler model,
based on an effective-mass approximation [107] or a multi-band k · p model [108,109], de-
scribing the QD by a confinement potential caused by the band offsets.
It is important to note that in all the aforementioned methods of energy level cal-
culation due to the three-dimensional confinement of carriers in QD structures, it must
be taken to account that the electronic states depend considerably on the dot shape
and size, which in turn are determined by the growth conditions. [110] Theoretically
the shape of a dot can be modeled by spheres [111], pyramids [108,112] or lenses [107]. A
description based on a parabolic potential is used to describe dots, which are made
from a QW heterostructure through a series of masking and etching steps. [113] In what
follows the focus is set on the last mentioned, since it best describes the (lens-shaped)
self-assembled (In,Ga)As/GaAs QDs formed on a nano-meter thin wetting layer, stud-
ied in the framework of this thesis. It is important to note, that all considerations are
idealistic, as uniaxial deformations can cause a further decrease of the symmetry and,
thus, a decisive change of the energy levels.
Parabolic QDs, fabricated by layer epitaxy in the Stranski-Krastanov mode, are
artificial atoms with a lateral confining potential. In these structures, the confinement
along the growth direction z is stronger than in the xy-plane. This allows one to
separate the vertical (z) and the in-plane (x, y) motion of the electrons and holes
and, thus, allows one to use a single-band approximation that is consistent with the
generalized Kohn theorem§. The Khon theorem is an important basis of DFT, used,
for instance, in quantum chemical calculations of molecules and solids. [114] The basis
wave function of the electron and hole is expressed by the product of the in-plane and
the vertical envelope functions, Φe,h(x,y) and fe,h(z), respectively.
[17] The basis wave
function (ψe,h(~r)) reads:
ψe,h(~r) = Φe,h(x,y)fe,h(z). (2.26)
The vertical part fe,h(z) describes one of the electron or hole subband functions in the
two-dimensional QW. This function can be considered a linear combination of in-plane
waves (exp(±ike,hz)) inside the QD, which decay exponentially into the surrounding
§Originally, W. Kohn has shown that for all electrons moving in a parabolic confinement potential,
the electron-electron interaction does not affect the cyclotron resonance frequency and, moreover, a
homogeneous excitation field couples only to the center of mass motion of the electrons. [114] In the limits
of the generalized Kohn theorem, i.e. a parabolic confinement potential and a homogenous excitation
field, the response of electrons in a many-electron system is easily described as the response of their
center of mass motion, which also applies to the case of a parabolic quantum dot confinement. [115,116].
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wetting layer. [17] The respective, confining potential in the vertical direction can be
supposed as a rectangular quantum well, which results from the band offset between
the QD and the barrier material.
The function Φe,h(x,y) in Eq.(2.26) describes the in-plane confinement. The respec-
tive confining potential, can be considered, in good approximation, to have a cylindrical
symmetry with a parabolic profile. Therefore, the confinement function Φe,h(x,y) has to
satisfy the Schro¨dinger equation for a two-dimensional oscillator, depicted in Eq.(2.7).
This Schro¨dinger equation can be rewritten in terms of the azimuthal φ and radial ρ
coordinates:[
− ~
2
2m∗
(
1
ρ
∂
∂ρ
ρ
∂
∂ρ
+
1
ρ2
∂2
∂φ2
)
+
1
2
m∗ω20ρ
2
]
Φn,l(φ,ρ) = EΦn,l(φ,ρ). (2.27)
Here, m∗ is the in-plane electron or hole effective mass. The last term in the square
brackets describes the two-dimensional parabolic confinement potential V0(ρ) =
1
2m
∗ω20ρ2,
expressed via the oscillator characteristic frequency ω0. Because of the rotational sym-
metry of the Hamiltonian, the wave function Φn,l(φ,ρ) is separable into a azimuthal
and radial part. The energy eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian, and, thus, reads:
Φn,l(φ,ρ) =
eimφ√
2pi
R(ρ), (2.28)
where n ∈ N0 is the radial quantum number and l ∈ Z the angular momentum com-
ponent along z. The solutions for the radial function R, which satisfy the Schro¨dinger
equation in (2.27), are determined by:
Rn,l(ρ) =
√
2l
(n+ |l|)!
(
ρ
l0
)|l|
exp
(
− ρ
2
2l20
)
L
|l|
n+|l|
(
ρ2
l20
)
, (2.29)
with the effective natural harmonic oscillator length scale l0 =
√
~/(m∗ω0) and the
associated Laguerre polynomials L
|l|
n+|l|(ξ)
¶. Based on Eq.(2.27), the eigenenergies of
the two-dimensional oscillator in its simplest form are given by:
En,l = (2n+ |l|+ 1)~ω0. (2.30)
It follows from this result that the two-dimensional parabolic potential forms shells
(N = 1,2,3 . . .) including ±l and spin degeneracy. The shells are equally spaced in
energy with the intershell spacing ~ω0 and the degeneracy 2N . [17]
An important aspect of the analytical derivation of the charge distribution in a
quantum dot is the analysis of the probability distributions |Φl,n(φ,ρ)|2 of the electron
¶Solutions to the associated Laguerre differential equation ξy′′+(1−ξ)y′+λy = 0 with the integer k
are called associated Laguerre polynomials Lmk (ξ). The Rodrigues representation for these polynomials
is Lmk (ξ) =
eξξ−k
m!
dm
dξm
(
e−ξξm+k
)
. From this equation one obtains for m = 0 and m = 1 the first two
associated Laguerre polynomials L 0k(ξ) = 1 and L
0
k(ξ) = −ξ + k + 1, respectively.
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and heavy-hole wave functions Φl,n(φ,ρ). Visualizing the variation of an electron wave
function in terms of r, φ, and ρ is important, as the absolute square of the wavefunction
depicts the charge distribution in the low-dimensional structure. It follows from Eq.
(2.29) that the ground state |n = 0,l = 0〉 of both the electron and heavy-hole is
described by a radial-symmetric Gaussian, which is characteristic for a s-type wave
function. [117] In contrast, the first excited states |n = 0,l = ±1〉 reveal the presence of
a radial node in the function. A radial node occurs when the radial function equals
zero other than at r = 0 or r = ∞. In a QD the probability distribution tends to
zero at the center of the xy-plane because it is modulated by a coefficient linear in the
radial coordinate ρ. It is worthwhile to note, that nodes of atomic orbital functions are
both useful in identifying which orbital is being described by which wavefunction. For
instance, all of the s functions have non-zero wavefunction values at r = 0, whereas
p, d, and all other functions converge towards zero at the origin. Principally, the
wave function probabilities of s- and p like distributions only marginaly overlap. [117]
Moreover, it is important to point out that the composition profile as well as dot
size and shape might decisively influence the in-plane directions and, thus, the charge
distribution. [112,113]
The general distribution of electrons in a material requires knowledge of the DOS.
In analogy to the higher dimensional cases, the DOS is determined via Eq. (2.16).
Herewith, the DOS function for a zero-dimensional system is given by:
D0D(E) =
∑
n
2δ(E − En). (2.31)
Since, in contrast to QW or QWR, the electron and hole motion in the case of a QD
is restricted in three spatial dimensions, there is no k space that could be filled with
electrons. Consequently, each quantum state at the energy En,l is occupied by only
two electrons. For this reason the DOS function is described by a series of δ-functions.
The zero-dimensional density of states is schematically illustrated in Fig.2.7.
In the closing remarks of this section the competing effects of quantum confinement
and Coulomb induced electron-hole correlations for an confined electron or hole in a
quantum dot will be addressed. According to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle the
confinement of a particle into an area with length ∆z introduces an uncertainty in its
linear momentum pz given by ∆px ∼ ~/∆z. This uncertainty causes an additional
kinetic energy (∆pz)
2/2m∗ which may become significant if it is greater than the ther-
mal motion of the particle kBT/2.
[96] In general two length scales are characteristic for
an exciton (electron-hole pair) confined in a QD. Firstly, the size of the quantum dot,
which can be approximated by the length R =
√
(~m∗)/ω, and secondly the effective
Bohr radius a∗B = (m
∗~2)/e2 [54]. Here, m∗ = (1/m∗e + 1/m∗h) marks the reduced mass
of the exciton with the effective masses m∗e and m∗h of electron and hole, respectively,
e is the electron charge and  is the dielectric constant of the semiconductor. The
exciton Bohr radius provides a very useful length scale to describe the spatial extension
of excitons in semiconductors. It typically ranges from ∼ 2 to ∼ 50 nm, depending on
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the semiconductor material. [54,118]
The relation between the QD radius and the exciton Bohr radius defines the strong
and weak confinement regimes. In the so-called strong confinement regime, the Coulomb
interaction between electron and hole is no longer sufficiently strong to form a bound
exciton, which holds for QDs where the Radius is smaller than the exciton Bohr radius
(R  a∗B). [119] In this regime, the confinement potential is greater than the Coulomb
interaction and the electron-hole pairs occupy the lowest energy single-particle states.
It is important to point out that the direct Coulomb interaction is actually much larger
than in a bulk crystal, as it is induced by a stronger confinement of an electron and a
hole in a quantum dot. However, the kinetic energy of the electrons and holes increases
as well and, thus, becomes much larger than the Coulomb interaction for a small QD
radius. In this case, the electron and hole do no longer correlate to form an exciton. [119]
If the QD radius is larger than the exciton Bohr radius, which is the case in the so-called
weak confinement regime (R  a∗B), the quantum energy caused by the localization
of charged carriers (~ω = ~2/(m∗R2) ∼ R−2) can be neglected against the Coulomb
attraction (e/(4piR) ∼ R−2). Hence, an electron-hole pair is strongly correlated.
In general the exciton Bohr radius a∗B provides a convenient length scale to evaluate
the impact of quantum confinement on the properties of semiconductor nanostructures.
When the size of the nanostructure approaches a∗B, which differs widely within the
semiconductor materials, the confinement begins to affect the exciton wave function,
thus, having large effect on the optical properties of the nanostructure. The band-gap
Eg and and a
∗
B are correlated, so that materials with narrower Eg have larger a
∗
B, thus,
experiencing quantum confinement at larger nanostructure sizes. [54]
2.1.3 Electron-hole oscillator strength in a quantum dot
In general, the oscillator strength defines the probability of absorption or emission of
electromagnetic radiation in transitions between different energy levels. As shown by
Wang and Herron [120], who investigated the dependence of the oscillator strengths on
crystallite size, both exciton banding energies and oscillator strengths can increase in
small scale nanostructures. The reason for this is the quantum confinement of both
electrons and holes, which provides an increased spatial overlap of the electron and hole
wavefunctions. The oscillator strength f of an exciton in terms of the matrix elements
of the momentum ~p is defined by [103]:
fn,k =
2
m∗e
|〈n|~ˆp|k〉|2
En − Ek . (2.32)
Here, m∗e is the effective mass of an electron and En−Ek reflects the energy in regard of
a transition from a lower state |n〉 to an upper state |k〉. The amplitude of the optical
transition is given by the corresponding dipole matrix element
Mif = 〈i|e · r|f〉, (2.33)
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where r is the modulus of the position vector and e is the elementary charge. In terms of
Mif Eq. (2.32) can be rewritten to f =
2m∗e
~2 (En−Ek)·|Mif|2|U(0)|2, with U0 defining the
probability of an electron and hole wavefunction overlap. As noted above the exciton
oscillator strength depends significantly on the quantum confinement and, thus, it is
important to distinguish between the weak and strong confinement regime.
In the weak confinement regime (R a∗B), the probability |U(0)|2 does not depend
on the size of the nanostructure. Hence the macroscopic transition dipole moment
determines f . In the strong confinement regime (R  a∗B), there is an increased
overlap of the electron and hole wavefunctions, leading to an increase of |U(0)|2. In
this case, the oscillator strength per unit volume f/V increases with decreasing QD
radius R, scaling roughly with (a∗B/R)
3. With increasing oscillator strength, the exciton
absorption becomes stronger, yielding the possibility to observe excitonic-type features
in the absorption spectra even at room temperature. [121] With regard to parabolic QDs,
owing to the large effective hole mass, the hole is more confined in the vertical direction
than the electron, resulting in a smaller overlap of the electron and hole wave functions.
Hence, for this specific example the exciton oscillator strength decreases.
In summary, quantum confinement enhances principally the exciton kinetic and
direct Coulomb energies and reduces the electron-hole separation, in turn increasing
the spatial overlap of electron and hole wavefunction, which leads to an amplification of
the exciton oscillator strength. As shown by Bryant [121], even in the transition regime
between weak and strong confinement, the enhancement of exciton oscillator strengths
can enhance optoelectronic properties.
2.1.4 Impact of magnetic field and quantum confinement on the elec-
tron g factor
In what follows, the impact of an external magnetic field on a system of quasi-two-
dimensional electrons and holes confined in a QD is discussed. So far, the spin of a
charge carrier has been treated in the context of band structure, and, thus, it has been
sufficient to consider the angular momentum that is associated with it. However, the
angular momentum of a charged particle gives rise to a magnetic moment, which is
the fundamental object of magnetism. The polarization of magnetic moments causes
magnetism, which also applies to electron spins, as experimentally demonstrated by
the discovery of electron spin resonance. [122] The magnetic properties of an carrier spin
are defined by its magnetic moment [123]
~µS = g
µB
~
~Se(h), (2.34)
with the Bohr magneton µB = 5.7884 · 10−5 eV/T, the effective carrier spin ~Se(h) and
the Lande´ factor g, which defines the response of a spin to an external magnetic field.
The Lande´ factor of a free electron is g0 ≈ 2. [17]
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For the action of an external magnetic field ~B on the spin magnetic moment ~µS the
relative orientation has to be taken into account. An important aspect in this context
is the Zeeman effect, which describes the splitting of exciton as well as single particle
spin states in dependence of the magnetic field strength. In general it is defined by the
corresponding Zeeman Hamiltonian. [124,125] For a magnetic field B of arbitrary strength
and orientation it is given by [17]:
HˆZ = µB
∑
α,β
gα,βσαBβ, (2.35)
with the Pauli spin matrices σα
‖ and the Lande´ factor tensor gα,β as a function of
the spatial coordinates α,β = x,y,z. The Electron-Spin Resonance (ESR) frequency,
which is determined by the electron effective Lande´ factor, characterizing the Zeeman
splitting of the electron (hole) spin levels, is found from ~ω = ∆EZ, where the Zeeman
splitting of the spin sublevels equals
∆EZ = µB
√∑
α
(
∑
β
gα,βσαBβ)2. (2.36)
For a low-symmetry system, the real tensor gα,β comprises nine linearly independent
components. However, when the system has a uniaxial symmetry, the tensor gα,β is
reduced to only two linearly independent components, which are traditionally denoted
by g‖ = gzz and g⊥ ≡ gyy = gxx with z being the quantization axis. The subscripts ‖
and ⊥ denote components in and perpendicular to the xy-plane, respectively. In this
case Eq.(2.36) reduces to [17]
∆EZ = µB
∣∣∣ ~B∣∣∣√g2‖cos2(θ) + g2⊥sin2(θ), (2.37)
where ~B and the quantization axis z enclose the angle θ. In the simple case of a
magnetic field applied along the growth direction of the semiconductor ( ~B ‖ z), the
Hamiltonian in Eq.(2.35) simplifies to
HZ(B) = µB
∑
n
g n‖,e(h),zS
n
e(h),zBz, (2.38)
where S ne(h),z denotes the nth effective carrier spin and ge(h),z describes the electron
(hole) effective Lande´ factor. As explained in Sec. 2.1.1, the effective carrier spins for
electrons and holes differ. In this respect, the particle spin of an electron is defined as
S ne,z = ±1/2, whereas for heavy-holes and light-holes it is given by S nhh,z = −1/3ji,hh
‖The Pauli matrices, also called the Pauli spin matrices, are complex matrices that arise in Pauli’s
treatment of spin in quantum mechanics. They are defined by
σx =
(
0 1
1 0
)
,σy =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, and σz =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
.
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and S nlh,z = −ji,lh, with the total angular momentum projections ji,hh = ±3/2 or
ji,lh = ±1/2. [126]
Within the terms of second-order k ·p perturbation theory the Zeeman Hamiltonian
for the conduction band electrons in a bulk semiconductor can be expressed as [17]:
H ~B,ss′ =
1
2
µB
∑
γ
Bγ
g0σγ,ss′ − 2i
m0
∑
n 6=c
∑
αβ
δαβγ
pαcs,np
β
n,cs′
Ec − En
 . (2.39)
Here, δαβγ is the unit antisymmetric tensor of the third rank and pcs,n is the momentum
matrix element between the Γ-point electron states in the conduction band c and the
band n. The respective electron energies at the bottom of the conduction band and in
the lower or higher band (n 6= c) are Ec and En . For an electron, occupying the lowest
s-antibonding conduction band Γ6 in a zinc-blende semiconductor with Td symmetry,
the g factor is isotropic and reads [17]:
ge = gzz = g0 +
1
m0
∑
n6=c
|p+c,s;n|2 − |p−c,s;n|2
Ec − En . (2.40)
The g factor is determined by the coupling matrix element p±c,s;n = 〈cΓ6,s|pˆx ± ipˆy|n〉,
with the spin matrix index s = ±1/2 and the momentum operator ~ˆp. In the case
of a zinc-blende semiconductor the value of the electron g factor is mainly defined
by the upper valence bands Γ8 and Γ7, as can be seen from the Roth-Lax-Zwerdling
relation [127]
ge = g0 − 2Ep∆SO
3Eg(∆SO + Eg)
. (2.41)
It follows from this equation that the electron effective Lande´ factor depends strongly
on the fundamental band-gap Eg, the Kane energy Ep as well as the spin-orbit splitting
∆SO of the topmost valence band.
A similar equation to Eq.(2.39) and (2.40) can be applied to strongly confined
systems, like in QWs or QDs. In this case, however, the index n runs not only over the
different bands but also over subbands formed as a result of the quantum confinement.
Moreover, the assumption of a purely isotropic electron g factor has to be abandoned.
For instance, the electron g factor in an unstrained quantum well, with infinitly high
barriers for both valence and conduction band, in which case only nonzero matrix
elements p±c,s;n for the quantum-confined states with the same quantum number are
allowed, can be estimated by:
g⊥ − g‖
g⊥
≈ 3
2
Elh − Ehh
∆SO
Eg + ∆SO
ηEg
, (2.42)
where
η = 1− 3
2
Eg(Eg + ∆SO)m0
∆SO|pc,n|2 . (2.43)
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Here, the confinement energies in the lowest heavy-hole and light-hole subbands are
denoted by Ehh and Elh, respectively. It follows from this equation, that the electron
g factor shall exhibit a decisive anisotropy. Furthermore, it is important to point
out that so far only unstrained heterostructures with matching lattice constants have
been considered. However, when the QW consists of two semiconductor materials with
mismatched lattice constants the strain-induced energy shifts of the conduction and
valence bands need to be taken into account. Hence, both the confinement and the
strain affect the splitting and shift of the heavy-hole and light-hole states. [17]
2.1.5 Fock-Darwin spectrum of an electron-hole pair in a quantum
dot
After the previous section has highlighted the impact of an external magnetic field
on the g factors of the electron as well as hole, now the focus is shifted towards the
calculation of the eigenenergies of the quasi-two dimensional single-particle electron and
hole levels in the presence of a magnetic field. In this respect, the effective Hamiltonian
is introduced first, in order to subsequently develop a description of the energy states
in a QD.
In the framework of the effective mass approximation and with consideration of the
electron (hole) interaction with an external magnetic field (see Eq.(2.38)), the effective
Hamiltonian for electrons or holes is given by [17,128]
Hˆ =
∑
i
1
2m∗
{
~p⊥i + (~p‖i + e ~A)2
}
+ V0(~Ri) + VI(~Ri) +
1
2
∑
i 6=j
V (~Ri, ~Rj) + ge(h)µBBzSz
(2.44)
Here, ~A is the magnetic vector potential, ~p is the momentum operator, m∗e(h) and ge(h)
are the electron (hole) effective mass and Lande´ factor, V0(~Ri) is the three-dimensional
confining potential, and V (~Ri, ~Rj) is the electron-electron interaction potential. The
interaction of each electron with its own image charge is denoted by VI(~Ri). All terms
are dependent on the spatial position ~R = (~r,z) through the in-plane position ~r and z
coordinate.
For the sake of simplicity in the following a single electron and hole confined in a
QD is considered. Hence, the Coulomb interaction between identically charged carriers
as well as exchange based interactions or interactions between carriers localized in
different quantum dots are omitted. However, it is important to note that in QDs with
two electrons these interaction terms can be essential. [128,129] In further approximation,
small deviations from the exceptional case of a strictly parabolic dot confinement, which
can lead to a rich fine structure, strongly influenced by Coulomb interaction effects,
are disregarded as well. [129] Without interaction, the eigenstates of the system are anti-
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symmetrised products of the states of the one-electron Hamiltonian
Hˆ =
∑
i
1
2m∗
{
~p⊥i + (~p‖i + e ~A)2
}
+ V0(~Ri) + ge(h)µBBzSz. (2.45)
These states are also known as Fock-Darwin states whose mathematical form may be
found in the literature. [130,131]
The effective one-electron (hole) Hamiltonian, written in terms of the azimuthal φ
and radial ρ coordinates, is given by
Hˆ = − ~
2
2m∗
(
1
ρ
∂
∂ρ
ρ
∂
∂ρ
+
1
ρ2
∂2
∂φ2
)
−i~ωc
2
∂
∂φ
+
1
8
m∗ω2cρ
2+µB ge(h) S
i
z B+V0(ρ). (2.46)
Here, ωc = |e|B/m∗ is the electron (hole) cyclotron frequency, written as function of
the magnetic field Bz, and V0(ρ) denotes the QD confinement potential, that takes into
account the shape of the nanostructure. In this equation the contributions of the bulk
inversion asymmetry (the Dresselhaus term) and the system inversion asymmetry (the
Rashba term∗∗), describing the momentum-dependent splitting of spin bands due to
the combined effect of spin–orbit interaction and asymmetry of the crystal potential,
are neglected. [132]
The eigenenergies En,l of the single-particle electron and hole levels, which follow
from the effective Hamiltonian (see Eq.(2.46)), can be expressed by [131]:
En,l = (2n+ |l|+ 1)~
√
ω20 +
1
4
ω2c −
l
2
~ωc + µB g Sz B. (2.47)
In comparison to Eq. (2.30), the oscillator resonance frequency changes to
√
ω20 +
1
4ω
2
c
and two additional terms − l2~ωc and µB g Sz B, which take into account the magnetic
field induced shift and splitting of spin-states, are added to the eigenenergy values.
Assuming that the condition: m∗eωe0 = m∗hω
h
0 is fulfilled
[133], which implies identical
form of electronic and hole wavefunctions on their corresponding s, p, d, . . . shells, the
energy difference ∆En,l between the electron and hole single-particle can be written in
terms of an electron-hole pair Fock-Darwin diagram [131]:
∆En,l = (2n+ |l|+ 1)~
√
(ω∗0)2 +
1
4
(ω∗c )2 −
l
2
~ω∗c + µBB(ge Sz,e + gh Sz,h), (2.48)
with ω∗0 = ωe0 + ωh0 and ω∗c = (1/m∗e + 1/m∗h) |e|B/(2pi).
The size of a Fock-Darwin state depends on the length parameter l0 and on the
quantum numbers l and n. Fock-Darwin states are localized on rings and, thus, a
∗∗The Rashba Hamiltonian is defined by the coupling term HˆR = α(~σ× ~p) · zˆ, where α is the Rashba
coupling factor, ~p is the momentum and ~σ is the Pauli matrix vector.
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Figure 2.8: (a) Fock-Darwin states of a single electron in a (In,Ga)As QD (m∗ = 0.067m0)
with lateral confinement energy of ~ω0 = 2 meV. The states |n ≥ 0,l ≥ 0,+ 1/2〉 are marked by
a specific color (online), indicating orbitals with the same number of radial nodes. The levels
with n = 0 are shown by black lines, with n = 1 by red lines, and with n = 2 by blue lines.
The ground state |0,0, + 1/2〉 has the lowest energy due to the negative electron Lande´ factor
ge = −0.6. (b) Magnetic field dependence of the effective size (radius) of the Fock-Darwin state
|n = 0,l = 0〉, estimated by the squared radius from Eq.(2.49).
practical measure of the size is the mean square radius [134]
R2 = 〈n,l|r2|n,l〉 ∼ ~
m∗ ·
√
(ω∗0)2 +
1
4(ω
∗
c )
2
(2n+ |l|+ 1). (2.49)
The size of the Fock-Darwin state |n = 0,l = 0〉 as a function of the magnetic field
is depicted in Fig. 2.8 (b). Obviously the radius is proportional to the length l0 and
inverse proportional to the cyclotron frequency ω∗c . Hence, the system size decreases
with magnetic field. However, it follows from Eq.(2.49) as well that the size increases
with angular momentum. For illustration the magnetic field dependence of the lowest
few Fock-Darwin energies for a GaAs QD (m∗ = 0.067m0) with ~ω0 = 2 meV are
shown in Fig.2.8 (a).
While at zero field the levels are equally spaced, with increasing field strength a
complicated series of crossings occurs. From Eq. (2.48) follows for the lowest part
of the Fock-Darwin spectrum that the energy of the electron states with zero orbital
angular moment has a minimum at zero magnetic field, while for non vanishing orbital
angular moment the energy minimum shifts to low magnetic fields. This can also be
clearly seen in Fig.2.8 (a). This effect is attributed to the reduction in the effective
natural harmonic oscillator length l0.
It is obvious from Eq.(2.48) that at non-zero magnetic fields the overall energy En,l
increases, due to the increasing kinetic energy of the cyclotron motion. In addition, the
magnetic field induces due to the Zeeman coupling a splitting of the Fock-Darwin levels
into sublevels corresponding to the spin-up and spin-down states. The separation of
these levels increases linearly with B. In the limit of a vanishing confinement potential
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(ω0 → 0) or very high magnetic fields (ωc  ω0) the energy En,l tends to (2n + (|l| −
l) + 1) ~ω∗c/2, which coalesce into the free electron Landau levels, with the constant
Landau quantum number n+ (|l| − 1)/2. From this one may conclude that the energy
En,l for positive angular momentum values would be independent of l, even though
it increase in the presence of an confinement potential with l. This is one of the key
characteristics that allows one to distinguish between free and confined electrons. [134]
Last but not least, it is worth emphasizing that there is significant broadening in high
magnetic fields, as can be seen in Fig.2.8 (a). This broadening illustrates the effect
of the angular momentum on the system size. Fock-Darwin states with larger angular
momentum have a larger size, so electrons in these states experience a larger potential.
2.2 Interband transitions and optical selection rules
As described above, the effect of quantum confinement affects the optical properties
of semiconductors, leading, for example, to a shift in the optical transitions to higher
energies when the dimensions of a nanostructure are reduced. In order to understand
how the optical transitions in low-dimensional nanostructures proceed, first the simple
case of an optical transition in a two level system is considered.
Principally, the optical transition between two electronic states of a crystal is probed
using an external electromagnetic (EM) wave (photon) varying periodically in time t
at a specific frequency ωl. When the energy of the incident monochromatic light wave
E(t) = Eipcos(ωipt) of amplitude Ei has sufficient energy (~ωip > Eg), an electron is
excited from the valence band to the conduction band, leaving behind a hole in the
valence band. Electrons and hole are subject to the Coulumb interaction, which leads
to the formation of an electron-hole pair, as has been explained in detail in the last
sections. Hence, in the underlying process of excitation a mixing of the ground state and
excited state orbitals occurs. This mixing of the two orbitals induced by the oscillating
electric field of the photon can only occur when the mixed states have a dipole moment
and according to the energy conservation principle the EM field corresponds to the
frequency difference between the initial state |i〉 and the final state |f〉 at ~k = 0. In
this case the direct quantum transition is described by the classical dipole with the
frequency ωif = ωf − ωi = (Ef − Ei)/~, with Ei and Ef denoting the energies of the
initial and final states, respectively. The lowest energy interband transition is between
the lowest hole level and the lowest electron level.
The amplitude of the optical transition is given by the transition dipole moment Mif
(see Eq.(2.33)). Taking into account only nonzero transition dipole moments (Mif 6= 0),
optical transitions in semiconductors can only occur, where the parity selection rule
∆l = ±1 (2.50)
is fulfilled. With respect to atoms or molecules, transitions can only occur between
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orbitals with different parity (e.g. s→ p, p→ s, or p→ d, etc.). Since a photon, which
is the gauge boson†† for electromagnetism, is a massless particle with spin S = 1, it can
only have a spin angular momentum of Sz = ±~mz, with mz = ±1 defining its magnetic
quantum number. Hence, due to the principle of angular momentum conservation all
single photon transitions must obey
∆mj = ±1, (2.51)
where ∆mj is the difference between the projection of the total angular momentum mj
of the initial and the final state. [39]
Another possible type of transitions are intersubband optical transitions. In QWs or
QDs, due to quantum-confinement effects, the free-carrier energy spectrum transforms
into a series of subbands leading to an additional mechanism of intraband absorption
associated with direct optical transitions of free carriers between the subbands. The
transition rate from the electron states |i〉 to |f〉 is determined by Fermi’s golden rule.
In general, one can present the total transition rate We2,e1 between two electron states
e1→ e2 per unit area in the form [17]:
We2,e1 =
4pi2e2I
~ω2cnωA
∑
ss′~k
∣∣∣e · υe2s′,e1s(~k)∣∣∣2 (fe1sk − fe2s′k) δ (Ee2s′k − Ee1sk − ~ω) . (2.52)
Here, I is the incident light intensity, e is the elementary charge, s and s’ are the spin
indices, υe2s′,e1s(~k) is the matrix element of the velocity operator, fe1sk is the electron
distribution function, A is the sample area and Ee2s′k or Ee2s′k is the energy of the
final or initial state, respectively.
In order to determine the entire spectrum of dipole-allowed optical transitions be-
tween the valence band and conduction band states, the band structure and, thus, the
symmetry of an exciton in the corresponding structure must be taken into account. In
what follows briefly in terms of group-theoretical aspects the symmetry of an exciton
in a bulk crystal and in a QW is derived.
Principally, an exciton is primarily determined by the product of the electron (e)
and hole (h) wave functions as well as the envelope function (env), which describes
the relative motion of both charges. Its respective symmetry results from the direct
product of the individual symmetries. In this regard, the envelope function of the
ground state transforms like Γ1.
[67] For instance, in the bulk zinc-blende crystal with
Td crystal symmetry (see Fig. 2.4 (a)), the exciton is formed out of an electron in the Γ6
conduction band and the hole in the Γ8 valence band. Hence, its respective symmetry
is given by:
ΓEx, Td = Γe ⊗ Γh ⊗ Γenv = Γ6 ⊗ Γ8 ⊗ Γ1 = Γ3 + Γ4 + Γ5. (2.53)
††In particle physics, a gauge boson is a force carrier. This means a bosonic particle that carries any
of the fundamental interactions of nature, commonly called forces.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.9: (a) Scheme of the electric dipole allowed transitions for ~k = 0 of a bulk crystal
with zinc-blende lattice. The corresponding band structure, illustrated in Fig. 2.3 (a), is
characterized by the symmetry of the tetrahedral point group Td. The different projections mj
for heavy- and light-holes result in different transition probabilities, denoted by the ratio 3 : 1,
for the conduction band states for right-(σ+) and left-handed(σ−) circularly polarized light.
The polarization of light is further denoted by orange (σ+) and green (σ−) lines. (b) Scheme
of the optical selection rules of a two-dimensional QW structure, belonging to the Ds2 point
group (see Fig. 2.3 (b)). The confinement in the QW lifts the light- and heavy-hole degeneracy,
and, thus, the light hole states are lower in energy than the heavy hole states at the Γ-point.
The images are adapted from Ref. [39].
Within the three states, only the Γ5-state can be reached from the ground state by an
electric dipole transition. The Γ3- and Γ4-states with parallel electron and hole spins
are dipole forbidden.
In the case of a QW structures with D2d point group symmetry, the ground state
heavy- and light hole excitons have multiplicities Γ1 ⊗ Γ2 ⊗ Γ5 and Γ3 ⊗ Γ4 ⊗ Γ5,
respectively. In this case, the optically active states are the twofold degenerate Γ5-state
and the nondegenerate Γ4-state. In the D2d symmetry the transition to the doublet
state Γ5 is dipole allowed for the electric field vector perpendicular to the growth axis
of the QW, while the singlet levels Γ1 and Γ2 as well as Γ3 are dipole forbidden.
[135]
Taking into account the quantum numbers of the involved states, the optical selec-
tion rules, and the band structure of the crystal, the scheme of dipole-allowed transi-
tions can be determined. The dipole allowed transitions in a bulk and QW structure
are schematically illustrated in the Figs. 2.9 (a) and (b).
In bulk and QW structures, the absorption of σ+ polarized light can either lead to
a transition between the mj = 3/2 heavy-hole state and the mj = −1/2 electron state
or the mj = 1/2 light-hole state and the mj = 1/2 electron state. When the excitation
has the opposite polarization σ−, the signs of the total angular momentum mj are
reversed. The transitions occur with a probability of 3 : 1, indicated by the thickness
of the respective lines in the Figs. 2.9 (a) and (b). In the case of a zinc-blende bulk
crystal with Td crystal symmetry the light- and heavy-hole states are not split at the
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Γ-point. However, the situation changes for two-dimensional QWs, which belong to the
D2d point group. In these, the confinement and strain lifts the heavy- and light-hole
degeneracy at the Γ-point, so that ∆Ehh-lh > 0. Hence, the light-hole states have a
lower energy than the heavy-hole states. [67,136]
As described above, electron and hole bind to form an exciton through their mutual
Coulomb interaction. Due to their exchange interaction, which couples the spins of the
electron and hole, the exciton fine structure at zero magnetic field arises. Description
of this interaction yields the Heisenberg model. [137] Disregarding the light-hole states
in the following, a comprising spin Hamiltonian describing the electron-hole exchange
interaction of an exciton consisting of one electron with the possible spin states je =
±1/2 and one heavy-hole with jhh = ±3/2 is given by [136]:
Hexchange = −
∑
i=x,y,z
(aiJh,iSe,i + biJ
3
h,iSe,i). (2.54)
Here, Se,i and Jh,i (i = x,y,z) describe the electron and heavy-hole spin operators, and
ai and bi denote the dimension of the nanostructure, and, thus, giving rise to a decrease
of the crystal symmetry. From the single-particle states, four possible combinations of
excitons can be formed. These states are characterized by their angular momentum
projections Mi = Se,i + Jh,i. Since the optical selection rules do only allow transitions
with ∆m = 1, exciton states, which have an angular momentum of |M | = 2, cannot
couple to the light field and are, therefore, optically inactive. These states are referred
to as dark excitons. [136] In contrast, exciton states with |M | = 1, which can be excited
or can recombine under the absorption or emission of a single photon, are accordingly
called bright excitons. [39,136] From these considerations on the basis of Eq.(2.54) and
the exciton states (|+ 1〉, |+ 2〉, |−1〉, |−2〉), the matrix representation of the following
expression for the exchange Hamiltonian is obtained [136]:
Hexchange =
1
2

+δ0 +δ1 0 0
+δ1 +δ0 0 0
0 0 −δ0 +δ2
0 0 +δ2 −δ0
 . (2.55)
For a better overview, the abbreviations δ0 = 1.5 ·(az+2.25bz), δ1 = 0.75 ·(bx−by), and
δ2 = 0.75·(bx+by) are introduced. The matrix has a block diagonal form, indicating that
bright and dark excitons do not mix with each other and their respective energies are
separated by the electron-hole exchange energy δ0. In respect of the (In,Ga)As/GaAs
QDs investigated in this thesis, the electron-hole exchange energy is estimated to be in
the range of 100 µeV. [138,139]
The exchange energy in its most general form is given by [136]:
Eexchange ∝
∫ ∫
d3r1d
3r2 ψ
∗
X(re = r1,rh = r2)×
1
|r1 − r2|ψX(re = r2,rh = r1), (2.56)
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with the exciton wave function ψX and the electron and hole coordinates ~reh. The ex-
change energy comprises two parts, the short-ranged part, which describes the splitting
of the exciton multiplet into bright and dark pairs of states, and the long-ranged part,
which on one hand contributes to the splitting of the bright and dark excitons and on
the other hand induces a fine structure splitting of the bright excitons in transverse and
longitudinal components in structures with lower symmetry than D2d.
[136] The latter
has no influence on the dark exciton states.
The concluding remarks of this subsection deal briefly with the possible mechanisms
of exciton relaxation and recombination. As described above, after the absorption of a
photon an electron-hole pair is created within the conduction and valence bands. If the
energy of this photon is greater than the energy of the semiconductor ground state, a hot
exciton is formed, in which the electron and the hole occupy excited states. After the
excitation process the single-particles relax within less than a 1 ps into their respective
ground states by means of a cascade of intraband non-radiative relaxation steps. The
excess energy is transferred to the crystal lattice, e.g. by coupling to phonons, i.e.
lattice vibrations, of suitable energy. It is important to note that optical selection rules
do not constrain this relaxation processes.
Once electron and hole reached the ground state of the semiconductor, further
relaxation can take place by radiative electron-hole recombination. In this case the
electron returns to the valence band, releasing its excess energy through the emission
of a photon. For instance in (In,Ga)As/GaAs QDs, the emission spectra comprises well-
defined peaks in the region of the lowest energy absorption transitions. [139] Moreover,
a careful analysis of the peak widths allows one to primarily determine the size and
shape of the QD ensembles as these fundamentally affect the emission spectra. As with
absorption, the optical selection rules also apply to the recombination of electron-hole
pairs. In low-dimensional nanostructures this is referred to as spontaneous emission.
The radiative decay rate Γrad for spontaneous emission deduced from Fermi’s Golden
Rule reads [17,39]:
Γrad(ω) =
ω3f n |Mif |2
3piœ0 ~c3
. (2.57)
Here, n is the refractive index, œ0 = 0 is the permittivity of free space, c is the speed
of light, and ωf is the frequency of the outgoing photon. As can be deduced from this
relation, the rate of spontaneous emission does not only dependent on the magnitude of
the transition dipole moment Mif , which is proportional to the oscillator strength (see
Sec. 2.1.3), but also on the density of optical modes that can couple to the transition.
An alternative pathway of recombination of two charge carriers is the non-radiative
energy transfer between, for example, two QDs. This process, which bases on dipole-
dipole interaction, is called resonant exciton energy transfer (ET). [140] Instead of emit-
ting a photon like in the radiative recombination of the carriers, here, the oscillating
dipole in one QD induces the oscillation of a dipole in another QD. This process is
equivalent to a physical displacement of an exciton between neighbouring QDs. How-
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ever, for this excitation to be possible the distance between the two interacting QDs
must be sufficiently small and moreover a spectral overlap must be present. The in-
teraction between two magnetic dipoles µ1 and µ2 separated by r = |~r| is defined by
the energy that the system has respective to the values of the separation of the dipoles
and the angle that the dipoles make. The energy of the magnetic dipolar interaction is
given by:
E =
µ0
4pir3
· [µ1 · µ2 −
3
r2
(µ1 · r)(µ2 · r)]. (2.58)
The respective total energy transfer rate (ΓET), derived by Fo¨rster
[141], between the
two oscillating dipoles µ1 and µ2 is expressed by:
ΓET =
2pi
~
µ21 µ
2
2 κ
2
r6 n4
Θ. (2.59)
Here n is the refractive index, Θ =
∫
χ1(λ)χ2(λ)dλ represents the spectral overlap of
the emission (χ1(λ)) and absorption (χ2(λ)) spectra of the two QDs, and κ denotes the
orientational average of the dipoles, which is 2/3 for quantum dots, assuming that the
dipoles are randomly oriented.
In fact, the long-range interaction of magnetic moments is dominated by the ex-
change interaction between electron spin and crystal anisotropy, which is based upon
the spin-orbit interaction. In this respect the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction is by
a factor of 10−3 weaker and can be neglected. [39]
2.3 Diluted magnetic semiconductors: characteristics and
optical properties
One focus of this thesis is the study of Diluted Magnetic Semiconductors (DMS), a
new class of magnetic materials that fills the gap between ferromagnets and semi-
conductors. [39] In general, DMS’s are semiconducting alloys (AII1−xMxBIV ) in which
the fraction x of the semiconductor crystal lattice is partially and randomly occupied
by magnetic transition metal ions, thereby introducing magnetic properties into the
host semiconductor AB. Among the principal DMS families, II–VI semiconductors,
with Mn2+ as the magnetic impurity, are the best-known examples of such alloys (e.g.
Zn1−xMnxSe, Zn1−xMnxTe or Cd1−xMnxTe). In contrast to typical ferromagnetic ma-
terials, DMS exhibiting semiconductor-like transport properties, retaining most of its
classical semiconducting properties. The presence of randomly distributed localized
magnetic ions leads to an exchange interactions between the sp band electrons and the
3d Mn2+ electrons, resulting in novel, important magnetic effects, e.g. extremely large
Zeeman splittings of electronic levels, the formation of spin-glass-like phase at low tem-
perature [142] and magnetic-field-induced metal–insulator transitions. These properties,
which occur solely in DMS systems, are extensively described in literature. [143–145] In
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particular, they demonstrate great potential for efficient spin injection and magnetiza-
tion manipulation by electrical and optical methods. [142]
To facilitate the presentation and understanding of the results devoted towards the
II-VI diluted magnetic quantum well structures (Cd,Mn)Te and (Zn,Mn)Se, discussed
in part III, in what follows a brief overview about the structural, electronic and mag-
netic properties of DMS as well as related interactions will be provided. In this respect,
the first Sec.2.3.1 focuses on the crystal structure as well as on the calculation of elec-
tronic states of the binary II-VI semiconductors. In the following section the effects of
incorporated manganese ions, especially of the Mn 3d-electrons, on the electronic states
are addressed with particular reference to the half-filled Mn 3d5-shells. By introducing
Mn ions to the semicconductor, localized spins and magnetic moments are simultane-
ously integrated into the crystal. These spins of the semi-filled d-shell of Mn ions cause
two types of interactions: On one hand the strong Kondo-like sp-d-exchange interaction
between the band electron spins and the localized moments of the magnetic ions, which
significantly influences the electronic properties, and on the other hand the Heisen-
berg inter-ion d-d-exchange interaction, which affects the static and dynamic magnetic
properties. These exchange interactions and the magnetic properties of DMS are dis-
cussed in more detail in Sec. 2.3.3. A direct consequence of the strong sp-d-exchange
interaction between the magnetic ion spins and the carrier spins, is the induction of an
extraordinarily large spin splitting in the conduction and valence band. This unique
feature in a DMS is the so-called giant Zeeman effect. It is described in more detail
in Sec.2.3.4. The last Sec. 2.3.5 addresses the heating effect of the Mn spin system,
facilitated, e.g. by photoexcited carriers. The heating effect causes a suppression of
the giant Zeeman splitting, due to elevation of the magnetic ions spin temperature.
2.3.1 Crystal and band structure of (Cd,Mn)Te and (Zn,Mn)Se
Solids in crystalline phase have a spatial symmetry, which results from the continuous
arrangement of the atoms in the crystal lattice. As discussed in Sec. 2.1.1, the crys-
tallographic symmetry is closely related to the electronic band structure, which mainly
defines the optical properties of a semiconductor. The materials studied in this thesis
are the II-VI diluted magnetic quantum well structures (Cd,Mn)Te and (Zn,Mn)Se.
This DMS’s have the tendency to crystallize in a hexagonal wurtzite or cubic zinc-
blende structure. [146] The type structure depends on different conditions, which are
discussed in more detail next.
In the ternary compounds Zn1−xMnxSe, Zn1−xMnxTe, Cd1−xMnxSe, and
Cd1−xMnxTe a small amount of the Zn2+-ions and Cd2+-ions is exchanged by likewise
bivalent Mn2+-ions. Despite maintaining the crystallographic structure of the semicon-
ductor during the replacement of a few to several atomic per cent of the cations, the
lattice constant is altered. Therefore, the crystallographic structure depends mainly
on the exchanged amount of cations. In the special case of Zn1−xMnxSe, the crystal
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structure even transforms from cubic zinc-blende to a hexagonal wurtzite, when the
concentration of cations exceeds x = 0.3. To provide a better overview, the compo-
sition ranges and the corresponding crystal structure are summarized in Tab.2.1. For
very high concentrations (x > 0.57), a mixture of wurtzite and rocksalt structures is
observed in Zn1−xMnxSe. [147] In the case of Cd1−xMnxTe a zinc-blende structure is
maintained up to maximum Mn-concentration of about x = 0.77. [148] A pure MnTe
bulk material has a NiAs structure. [149] However, the main focus of this thesis is on the
investigation of DMS with low Mn-concentrations of up to x = 0.03. In this region, the
(Cd,Mn)Te and the (Zn,Mn)Se compound-semiconductors have a zinc-blende crystal
structure, as shown in Fig. 2.10.
The zinc-blende crystal consists of two face-centered-cubic (fcc) lattices, with two
atoms at each lattice site. The two fcc lattices are displaced relative to each other
by one quarter of the body diagonal along the [111] direction. Moreover, each atom is
surrounded by four nearest neighbors, thus, forming a tetrahedron. In this composition,
each cation has four nearest neighbour anions at a distance of a·√3/4 and twelve nearest
neighbour cations at a distance of a · √2/2, with a describing the lattice constant.
For instance, in ZnSe the lattice constant constitutes 5.668 A˚ [150,151] and in CdTe
6.487 A˚. [151] The lattice constant of ternary materials at can be calculated by Vegard’s
law [152]
at = (1− x) · a1 + x · a2, (2.60)
as linear interpolation between values of the corresponding binary semiconductors a1
and a2. However, it is more convenient for general characterization to calculate the
mean cation distance d(x) =
√
2a. [143] The corresponding cation distances as a function
of the Mn-concentration x are listed in Tab. 2.1.
Important conclusions regarding physical and chemical properties of zinc-blende
crystals can be derived from their symmetry. The space group of the zinc-blende
structure is symmorphic and is denoted by T 2d (or F 4¯3m in international notation). The
point group symmetry operations of the zinc-blende crystal are defined with respect to
the three mutually perpendicular crystallographic axes with the origin placed at one
of the two atoms in the primitive unit cell. Hence, the T 2d point group contains 24
Compound Crystal structure Mn ion concentration x d(x) (A˚)
Zn1−xMnxSe Zinc-blende 0 < x < 0.3 4.0090 + 0.1645x
Wurtzite 0.3 < x < 0.57 4.0090 + 0.1645x
Cd1−xMnxSe Wurtzite 0 < x < 0.50 4.296− 0.123x
Zn1−xMnxTe Zinc-blende 0 < x < 0.86 4.315 + 0.168x
Cd1−xMnxTe Zinc-blende 0 < x < 0.77 4.587 + 0.105x
Table 2.1: Crystal structure, the composition ranges, and the mean cation distance d =
√
2a
of different DMS ternary materials. [143,148]
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Figure 2.10: Unit cell representation of the cubic zinc-blende ZnSe crystal. The blue spheres
represent the metallic Se cations and the golden spheres the semi-metalic Zn anions. The two
sublattices are displaced against each other by a quarter of the space diagonal. There is no
inversion centre due to point group symmetry Td. Adapted from Ref. [153].
proper and improper symmetry-conserving rotations‡‡. [143] In contrast to monatomic
semiconductors with a diamond structure, crystals with zinc-blende structure are not
invariant under inversion with respect to the origin at an atom. Hence, the physical
properties of zinc-blende crystals may depend on the direction. For this reason zinc-
blende crystals are piezoelectric. [150]
In what follows, the band structure of DMS will be described in greater detail. The
qualitative devolution of the band structure, which is described in depth in Sec.2.1.1
and is shown in Fig. 2.4, remains unaltered for ternary compounds like (Cd,Mn)Te
or (Zn,Mn)Se, as long as the concentration of Mn2+-ions is rather low. [148] Hence,
zinc-blende or wurtzite semiconductors possess a direct band-gap at the Γ-point. But
in addition, the d-states of the Mn atoms, with a more or less localized character,
contribute to the total density of states. This has a direct influence on the magnetic
properties of DMS, as will be elaborated in the following sections.
In a typical II-VI semiconductor like ZnSe the chemical bond takes place between the
s-electron of the cation (Zn) and the p-electron of the anion (Se) of neighboring ions, i.e.
sp3 hybridisation of the electron states with four equivalent orbitals in tetrahedral order.
The bond sp3 states in the crystal constitute the valence band, while the conduction
band originates from their antibonding counterpart. After replacing a cation by Mn2+,
the two 4s-electrons of the iso-electronic Mn atoms start to participate in the covalent
sp3-bonding. This purely stochastic implantation affects both the symmetry of the
cubic unit cell and the translation invariancy. However, the (3d)5 electrons of the
‡‡The symmetry-conserving rotations include the identity operation {E}, the C2 rotation about each
of the three equivalent [100] axes {3C2}, the two C3 rotations about each of the four equivalent [111]
axes {8C3}, the two four-fold improper rotations about each of the three equivalent [100] axes {6S4},
and the reflection on each of the six equivalent (110) planes {6σd}.
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Mn2+-ions are not influencing the band structure, but their effects superimpose on
the band structure of the host semiconductor. For this reason, the semiconducting
properties of DMS in zero magnetic field are almost identical to those of non-magnetic
II-VI alloys. The energy of the narrow band, originating from the ground state of the
(3d)5 electrons, lies approximately 3.5 eV below the valence band edge (EV).
[154] The
ground state of the valence band edge is an orbital singlet which is neither split by the
crystal field of the semiconductor matrix nor by the spin-orbit interaction.
It is important to note that the fundamental band-gap at the Γ-point shifts with
increasing Mn concentration. [30] The variation of the fundamental band-gap with the
manganese content can be described by a linear dependence. Estimated by the virtual
crystal approximation (VCA) the band-gap energy for a given composition reads [39]:
Eg(x) = (1− x) · Eg(x = 0) + x · E(x = 1). (2.61)
In regard of the ternary compounds (Cd,Mn)Te and (Zn,Mn)Se the energy gaps at
liquid helium temperature (T = 4.2 K) are determined by:
Cd1−xMnxTe : Eg(x) = 1.606 + 1.592x[eV] (x < 0.77) [39] (2.62)
and
Zn1−xMnxSe : Eg(x) = 2.82 + 0.48x[eV] (x < 0.3). [39] (2.63)
When a magnetic field is applied, or a spontaneous magnetization appears, magnetic
properties of DMS become relevant. In this respect, the p-d hybridization is essential,
as this leads to a strong exchange interaction between holes in the valence band and
Mn atoms. This exchange interaction and the positions of d-levels in the host band
structure influence significantly the magnetic and magneto-optical properties of DMS.
In general, the energy of the d-levels determines the energy needed to promote an
electron from the occupied d-level to the top of the valence band.
A further significant aspect in DMS is the existence of spin-flip excitations within
the Mn d-shell, observed at 2.2 eV and above in CdMnTe. [39] The lowest energy states
of the Mn 3d-shell are schematically illustrated in Fig.2.11. According to HUND’s rule
the (3d)5 manganese electrons form a 6S5/2-multiplet in the ground state with J = 5/2,
S = 5/2, and zero orbital angular momentum (L = 0). [148] The induction of a spin-flip
of one d electron leads to an excited state of the d-shell with the total spin S = 3/2 and
non-zero total angular momentum. In contrast to the expectations based on parity rule
and spin conservation, optical transitions between these excited states and the ground
state are electric dipole active due to the lack of inversion symmetry of the tetrahedral
crystal field, described above, and the mixing of S = 5/2 and S = 3/2 states by
spin-orbit interaction. [155] In Fig.2.11 the excited states are labeled by 4P(L = 1),
4D(L = 2), 4F(L = 3), and 4G(L = 4), corresponding to S = 3/2. The states of the
free Mn atom have a degeneracy of 2L+ 1, and, thus, the ground state of the Mn-ion
splits into six equidistant sublevels. The transition with the lowest energy is 6S→4G.
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Figure 2.11: Scheme of the lowest energy states of the Mn 3d-shell. Shown are three cases:
On the left the splitting of the free Mn2+ with spectroscopic notation (2S + 1)L, in the middle
the splitting of Mn2+ in crystal field (symmetry Td), and on the right the splitting of the ground
state 4A1 in an external magnetic field (symmetry S4). The internal Mn transition
4A1 →4T1
amounts to 2.2 eV. Adapted from Ref. [143].
In comparison to a free Mn2+-ion, the ninefold degenerated excited state 4G is lifted in
a cubic crystal field and splits into four levels: The 4T1, the
4T2, the
4A1, and the
4E
state. [156,157] In the vicinity of a crystal field the 4T1 and
4T2 states are energetically
lowered while the 4E and 4A1 coincide almost in energy, practically being unaffected
by the crystal field. [158]
2.3.2 Magnetic properties of diluted magnetic semiconductors
Most magnetic properties in a solid state system emerge from the occurrence of a
magnetic order. As postulated by Weiss in 1907 [159], a magnetic ordering, i.e. an
internal ‘molecular’ field, occurs, which is proportional to its magnetization, when
an externally field H applied. The origin of this molecular field has been quantum-
mechanically explained by Heisenberg in 1928 [137], who attributed it to the exchange
interaction of spins. As direct consequence of the Bohr-van-Leeuwen theorem, magnetic
phenomena can only have a quantum-mechanical origin, as the magnetism of classical
systems vanishes in thermal equilibrium.
The origin of magnetism in matter is to be found in the magnetic moments of elec-
trons. These are induced by the spin and orbital angular momecntum, as is described
in Sec.2.1.1. An alignment of the magnetic moments can occur either spontaneous
or enforced by an external magnetic field. The spontaneous occurrence of long-range
order results from the competition between the energetically favorable ideal alignment
of spins, i.e. a minimum of the internal energy, and the entropically favorable overall
disturbance of spins, i.e. a minimum of entropy. When the individual magnetic mo-
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ments of the electrons align, due to the exchange interaction with one another, and,
thus, point in the same direction, magnetic domains may form. Herein, several types
of magnetic ordering can be distinguished, which can be generally classified into two
groups. Firstly, the dia- and paramagnetism, which do not exhibit any long-range mag-
netic ordering in absence of external magnetic fields, and secondly, the ferro-, ferri- and
antiferromagnetism, revealing a spontaneous long-range magnetic ordering. [155] The
magnetic state of a solid state depends on several parameters, e.g. the magnetic field
or the temperature. Latter is significant, because when the thermal energy is larger
than the ordering energy then the material will lose its magnetic properties.
The magnetization ~M and the magnetic field strength ~H are related to another via
the magnetic susceptibility χˆm:
~M = χˆm · ~H = (µr − 1) · ~H, (2.64)
where the magnetic susceptibility is defined as the difference of the relative permeability
of a material µr and the relative permeability of vacuum (µr = 1). The magnetic sus-
ceptibility is one measure of the magnetic properties of a material, indicating whether
a material is attracted into or repelled out of a magnetic field. If χˆm > 0, the material
is referred to be paramagnetic, while in the reverse case (χˆm < 0) the material is dia-
magnetic. Although diamagnetism is in all solid states existent, it can be observed only
in atoms or ions with complete filled electron shells, since otherwise the diamagnetism
would be masked by other types of magnetic ordering. Principally, the susceptibility
in diamagnets is rather small (10−9 < |χˆDia| < 10−5). [160]
In contrast to diamagnetism, paramagnetism refers to the magnetic state of an atom
or ion with one or more unpaired electrons. In these systems uncompensated magnetic
moments can occur. However, in absence of magnetic fields or long-range interac-
tions, the magnetic moments are randomly oriented and, thus, an average macroscopic
magnetic moment is not present. In the vicinity of an magnetic field the magnetic
moments can align. The susceptibility in paramagnets is positive and in the order of
10−3 < |χˆPara| < 10−2. [160] Assuming the case of noninteracting magnetic moments
µ = −gµBJ at low temperatures the macroscopic magnetization reads:
M = −n g µB JBJ
(
gµBJB
kBT
)
, (2.65)
with the Lande´ factor of electrons
g = 1 +
J(J + 1) + S(S + 1)− L(L+ 1)
2J(J + 1)
, (2.66)
the Bohr magneton µB and the Brillouin-function BJ(x). The latter is determined by:
BJ(x) =
2J + 1
2J
coth
(
2J + 1
2J
x
)
− 1
2J
coth
( x
2J
)
. (2.67)
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The magnetic properties in (Cd,Mn)Te and (Zn,Mn)Se are attributed to the parallel
aligned, unpaired spins of the half-filled Mn2+-ion d-shell. The spin and angular mo-
mentum of the (3d)5-electrons induce a magnetic moment, which leads to a macroscopic
magnetization in the presence of an external magnetic field. The total magnetization
in regard of noninteracting magnetic (3d)5-electron spins in a magnetic field applied
along the direction B = Bz is expressed by:
M = −n gMn µB 〈Sz〉, (2.68)
with the thermal average value of the Mn spin along the direction of magnetic field
〈Sz〉 and the number of magnetic moments n = xN0 per inverse unit-cell volume N0.
The z-component of the thermal average 〈Sz〉 is determined by the Brillouin function
B5/2:
〈Sz〉 = −5
2
B5/2
(
5 g µBB
2 kB TMn
)
. (2.69)
Here, TMn is the manganese spin temperature, which is equal to the lattice temperature
in equilibrium condition. According to literature the Mn Lande´ factor constitutes
gMn ≈ 2. [155]
2.3.3 Exchange interactions in DMS
Since the early stage, paramagnetic II–VI DMSs [145,148,157,161] have been studied exten-
sively, as they exhibit the peculiarity of two types of exchange interactions associated
with the presence of the magnetic ions in the lattice. On the one hand, there is the
antiferromagnetic superexchange coupling among Mn ions (d-d-exchange interaction),
due to which most of II–VI DMS’s reveal a spin-glass phase [162] or antiferromagnetic
phase at low temperatures, and on the other hand, there is the strong spin-dependent
coupling (sp-d exchange interaction) between the delocalized s- and p-orbitals of the
band electrons and the localized d-electrons of the Mn2+-ions. The sp-d exchange in-
teraction is mainly responsible for the enhanced magneto-optical properties of DMS.
In the following, the two types of interactions are discussed, with particular regard to
exchange interactions at the Brillouin zone center, as most optical transitions involve
the direct energy gap of the semiconductor.
2.3.3.1 sp-d Exchange interactions
A simple example of a direct exchange interaction is the s-d exchange interaction. Due
to the Pauli exclusion principle, which states that two fermions are forbidden entering
the same quantum state, electrons with the same spin orientation avoid each other, in
result reducing their Coulomb interaction energy. When the electrons have opposite
half-integer spin projections and their total wave function antisymmetric, then they can
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occupy the same orbital and, therefore, approach each other. From this one can draw
the conclusion that the s-d exchange interaction is ferromagnetic and is most effective
on the short range because it only occurs when the s and d orbitals overlap.
One of the most important features of DMS is the strong exchange interaction
between the localized 3d-electrons of the Mn2+-ions and the delocalized p-like valence
band electrons. When the 3d-electron levels are found within the valence band, as
it is the case in II-VI based DMS, due to p-d hybridization the additional exchange
interaction mechanism called kinetic exchange arises. [163] Kinetic exchange may be
viewed as a second-order perturbation-theory effect involving virtual transitions of an
electron between the band states and the ionic orbitals. This interaction is called
the p-d exchange interaction. Theoretical models describing this exchange mechanism
are presented in several theoretical papers for the most extensively studied Mn based
DMS’s as well as other transition metal based materials. [148,155,164,165]
The contribution of both the s-d and p-d exchange interaction to the band structure
can be expressed by the Kondo-like exchange Hamiltonian [148]
Hˆsp-d =
∑
~R
[
Jˆsp-d(~r − ~Ri)
]
~Si · ~J, (2.70)
where Jˆsp-d designates the positive exchange coupling integral, ~J and ~r are the spin
and coordinate of the carrier, and ~Si and ~Ri are the spin and position of the magnetic
impurity. The summation is over all lattice sites occupied by Mn2+-ions. Hence,
it follows for the total Hamiltonian HT , which formally describes a semiconductor
containing localized magnetic moments:
HˆT = Hˆ0 + Hˆsp-d, (2.71)
with Hˆ0 defining the effective electron Hamiltonian (see. Eq.(2.44)), consisting of the
Landau quantization as well as the intrinsic Zeeman effect.
In consideration of extremely extended wave functions of the band electrons in the
lattice, which provide interaction with a large number of Mn2+-ions, it is, thus, possible
to average over several lattice sites. In this case the Kondo-like exchange Hamiltonian
in Eq. (2.70), can be simplified by the Virtual Crystal Approximation (VCA) and the
molecular field approximation (MFA). In VCA, the sum over all Mn lattice sites is
replaced by a sum over all cation lattice sites and moreover, weighted by the value of
the Mn-content x, which, simplified, means that ~Si is replaced by x~S. In the MFA
considers that the single spins ~Si is replaced by the thermal average value 〈~S〉 taken
over all Mn2+-ions. Considering the VCA and the MFA the exchange Hamiltonian
reads:
Hˆsp-d = −x〈~S〉J
∑
j
Jˆsp-d(~r − ~Rj). (2.72)
The resulting Hamiltonian has the periodicity of the lattice and allows, therefore, to use
the same Bloch state wave functions as in the case of the crystal lattice Hamiltonian,
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introduced in Sec.2.1.1. It follows from Eq.(2.72) that the sp-d exchange interactions
are primaraily determined by the values of the exchange constant Jˆsp-d. Thereby, two
different interactions have to be distinguished at the center of the Brillouin-zone. First
the interaction between the 3d-electrons and the s-like electrons (|S〉), which belong to
the Γ6 representation and secondly, the interaction between the 3d-electrons and the
p-like electrons (|P 〉), which belong to the Γ8 representation. The s-d interaction is
denoted by α = 〈S|J |S〉, whereas The p-d interaction is given by β = 〈P |J |P 〉. [148]
The matrix elements of of the exchange constant Jˆsp-d, can be evaluated between
the Bloch states |~k,ms〉, of the wave function 〈~r|~k〉 = uc,~k(~r)exp(i~k · ~r). This way one
obtains:
〈~k′,m′J |Hˆsp-d|~k,mJ〉 = −x
∑
i
J~k′,~ke
i(~k−~k′)~Ri 〈~S〉〈m′J |J |mJ〉. (2.73)
Considering a Bloch state at the bottom of the conduction band (uc,0(~r)), the exchange
integral is generally denoted by N0 α, which is defined by
[148]:
N0 α = J0,0 =
∫ |uc,0(~r)|2Jˆsp-d(~r)d3r∫ |uc,0(~r)|2d3r . (2.74)
In general N0 α defines the magnitude of the giant Zeeman effect, which will be de-
scribed in more detail in Sec.2.3.4. Neglecting any ~k-dependance the effective sp-d
exchange Hamiltonian simplifies to
Hˆ = −α · x
∑
i
〈~S〉 · J · δ(~r − ~Ri). (2.75)
Next the focus is shifted towards the mechanism of kinetic exchange as it is one
of the important features of DMS. Kinetic exchange can be simply understood by
considering the energy levels of the hybridized 3d-electrons of the Mn2+-ion and the
valence band states, under the assumption that all electron spins are fully polarized.
From this it follows that close to the valence band maximum the spin up antibonding
states are shifted to high energy, while spin down bonding states are shifted to low
energy. In second order perturbation theory these shifts are given by
∂E↑ ' (Vpd)
2
v − d and (2.76)
∂E↓ ' − (Vpd)
2
d + Ueff − v− , (2.77)
where Vpd is the p-d hybridization parameter, v and d are the energies of the valence
band maximum and the 3d-electron states, respectively, and Ueff is the intra d-shell
Coulomb energy. The p-d exchange integral is defined by the energy difference between
spin up and spin down states: −N0βS = ∂E↑ − ∂E↓. A parametrization of the p-d
hybridization mechanism can be, thus, achieved by the Schrieffer-Wolff expression:
N0β ' −(4Vpd)
2
S
[
1
v − d +
1
d + Ueff − v−
]
. (2.78)
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The exchange integral values for α and β in (Cd,Mn)Te and (Zn,Mn)Se can be ex-
perimentally determined, e.g. by magneto photoluminescence (PL) and magneto Ra-
man measurements, by comparison of magnetization and optical measurements of
the Zeeman-splitting. The proportionality between magnetization of the Mn spins
and the Zeeman shift of the excitons has been checked in previous works in various
(Zn1−xMnx)Se as well as in (Cd1−xMnx)Te QW’s for different Mn-concentrations, tem-
peratures and magnetic fields. [166] Hence, the presence of both heavy-hole and light-
hole excitons, which split proportionally to N0(α − β) and N0(α − β3 ), respectively,
allowed one to determine the s-d exchange constants N0α and N0β. In the case of
(Zn1−xMnxSe) the values of the exchange integrals amounts
N0α = 0.26 eV and N0β = −1.32 eV, [30] (2.79)
and respectively, for (Cd1−x,Mnx)Te
N0α = 0.22 eV and N0β = −0.88 eV. [30] (2.80)
Generally N0α assumes a positive value in all II-VI DMS and N0β has a large negative
value, which is proportional to N0.
It is important to note that according to 〈~S〉 in Eq. (2.69) the energy splitting
induced by sp-d exchange interaction is dependent on the temperature of the Mn-ion
spin system. This aspect is dealt with in more detail in Sec. 2.3.5. In summary the
exchange integral Jˆsp-d is determined on one hand by the direct exchange interaction
induced by the 1/r-Coulomb potential among the valence band electrons and the 3d-
electrons of the Mn2+-ions, resulting in a parallel (ferromagnetic) alignment of band
electron spins and Mn-ion spins. On the other hand the exchange integral is affected
by the kinetic exchange, originating from the hybridization of the 3d-electrons and the
p-orbital electrons. This exchange interaction leads to a antiferromagnetic alignment
of the spins. In regard of the center of the Brillouin zone, s-d hybridization is not
possible due to symmetry conditions at the Γ-point, and, thus, the conduction band
splitting is only caused by the ferromagnetic direct potential exchange. This splitting
is qualitatively identical to spin splittings of nonmagnetic semiconductors, which are
described in detail in Sec. 2.1.1. However, since the splitting in DMS depends primarily
on the properties of the magnetization the magnitude of the spin splitting scales with
temperature and Mn-concentration, and, thus, becomes extremely large. [148] This effect
is referred to as giant Zeeman splitting. It is further discussed in Sec. 2.3.4.
It is worthwhile to note, that in the case of an antiferromagnetic exchange inter-
action a qualitatively new situation can establish, especially if not all spins can be
energetically aligned in the most favorable way. This phenomenon is called frustration.
Considering, e.g. three spins that are inserted into a crystal lattice, only two of them
can be aligned antiferromagnetically. The third will always be ferromagnetic to one
of the first two. This situation favors the formation of the spin glass. In fact, the
susceptibility or specific heat of diluted magnetic semiconductors is often observed to
be characteristic for spin glasses. [162]
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2.3.3.2 d-d Exchange interactions
The magnetic moments of localized Mn2+-ions in DMS may interact not only with
delocalized valence and conduction band carriers but also either indirectly or directly
with one another. From the theoretical side the question of the inter-ion exchange
interaction has been addressed by Larson et al. [167], who has shown that in typical
DMS materials the dominating exchange coupling is that of superexchange, which is
proportional to p-d hybridization. [168] In contrast to typical transition metals, where
the overlap between d-orbitals is large and, thus, leads to the formation of d-bands,
direct exchange interactions between Mn atoms in DMS are negligible, since their d-
orbitals do not overlap. The effective spin Hamilton-Operator, which takes the d-d
exchange interaction into account is given by:
Hˆd-d = −
∑
i 6=j
∑
α,β
~Si,α ~J
d-d
α,β(
~Rij)~Sj,β. (2.81)
Here, ~Jd-dα,β(
~Rij) is the exchange coupling tensor and ~Rij = ~Ri − ~Rj is the distance
between the spins ~Si,α and ~Sj,β of the Mn spin i at the coordinate ~Ri and the Mn spin j
at the coordinate ~Rj , respectively. The Hamilton comprises three parts, which describe
the isotropic exchange interaction, the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya exchange interaction, and
the pseudo-dipolar (PD) interaction.
The most important part of this exchange coupling, is the isotropic exchange term,
which is described by the Heisenberg-Hamilton operator [167]:
HˆH = −
∑
i 6=j
Jd-d(~Rij)~Si~Sj . (2.82)
Here, the coupling constant Jd-d(~Rij) of the d-d exchange interaction, denotes the over-
lap of the wave functions of both interacting spins. The Heisenberg superexchange relies
on coupling of two adjacent Mn-ions by virtual hopping-processes via the 4p-orbitals
of intermediate anions. Following from literature [168], superexchange is a consequence
of kinetic exchange, which is, as described above, the determining factor that leads to
antiferromagnetic coupling between local spins. The superexchange coupling parameter
can be obtained in second order of perturbation as Jd-d ∼ ∂E↓↑ = −b2/Ueff, where b
defines the hopping integral between the Mn atoms and Ueff is the intra d-shell Coulomb
energy.
In magnetically ordered systems the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction favors a rota-
tion of otherwise (anti)parallel aligned magnetic moments. It can be seen as the source
of weak ferromagnetic behavior in an antiferromagnet. The Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya ex-
change interaction for two adjacent Mn-ions is determined by:
HˆDM = −
∑
i 6=j
~Dij(~Rij)(~Si × ~Sj). (2.83)
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Here, the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya vector ~Dij(~Rij) is perpendicular to the plane, which
is spanned by two Mn-ions. Finally, the Hamiltonian of the pseudo-dipolar interaction
is given by:
HˆPD = Hˆd-d − HˆH − HˆDM. (2.84)
In general, the accepted terminology distinguishes between two interactions: On one
hand, the indirect exchange, which is mediated by the polarization of the intervening
medium, and on the other hand the superexchange, which is due to covalent mixing
of magnetic (d) and non magnetic (s-p) orbitals. This two categories include four
main mechanisms leading to inter-ion exchange interactions. Firstly, the Bloembergen-
Rowland interaction, which implies a virtual excitation of conduction pairs of holes and
electrons. [167,168] Secondly, the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida interaction (RKKY),
which refers to a coupling mechanism of localized inner d-shell electron spins by means
of an interaction through the conduction electrons. [39,169] This interaction becomes
efficient when a high density of free carriers is present in the sample. Thirdly, the
double exchange, which proceeds via virtual hopping of a d-electron from one Mn-ion
to another. The gain in kinetic energy is simply given by the hopping integral b, which
is described above. [39,170] And finally, the superexchange, which is most dominantly in
Mn-based II-VI DMS. A more detailed overview on different exchange interactions in
DMS is provided in Ref. [170] and [39].
2.3.4 Magneto-optical properties of DMS
As outlined in the previous sections, the magnetic properties of DMS are governed pri-
marily by the sp-d exchange interaction, i.e. the interaction between the valence band
electrons and the 3d-electrons of the Mn2+-ions, as well as by the inter-ion exchange in-
teractions. In this respect, the probability of exchange interactions depends significantly
on the number of Mn-ions embedded in the semiconductor as well as the temperature.
In particular, for higher concentrations, where the d-d exchange interaction prevails,
the magnetization cannot be expressed by the standard Brillouin-function any longer,
even though the behavior of the magnetization versus magnetic field strength is qual-
itatively similar. To include the aforementioned effects, the two empirical parameters
Seff and T0 are introduced, in order to modify the Brillouin-function in Eq.(2.67)
[171]:
〈Sz〉 = −Seff BS
(
gµB SeffB
kB(T0 + TMn)
)
. (2.85)
Here, Seff is referred to as the effective spin (Seff < S) and T0 is called the antiferromag-
netic temperature (T0 ≥ 0). In the case of small Mn-concentrations these parameters
can be physically interpreted. Hence, n · Seff describes the saturation magnetization
of antiferromagneticly aligned spins of nearest-neighbor Mn-spins and T0 defines the
antiferromagnetic temperature, which is a measure of the long-range interaction, acting
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against this alignment. It is important to note further, that the spin value S = 5/2 for
the Mn2+-ion spin is only valid for isolated spins.
One of the key features in diluted magnetic semiconductors is the giant Zeeman
effect. It results directly from the s/p-d exchange interactions, which are described
in the previous section 2.3.3. To determine the spin splitting of the conduction band
arising from the giant Zeeman effect the exception value of the effective s-d exchange
Hamiltonian ( Eq. (2.75)) has to be calculated. By means of this approach one ob-
tains a spin splitting which equals α〈∑i Siδ(r − Ri)〉. The average over all spins Si
of the magnetic impurities epitomizes the definition of the magnetization of the Mn
spins. This expression demonstrates that the bands split proportionally to the Mn
magnetization.
For a general case of a parabolic conduction band, the eigenenergies of the electrons
in the lth Landau level obtained from solving the effective electron Hamiltonian (see
Eq.(2.44)) are expressed by [39]:
El(ms) = Eg + ELandau(l) + EZeeman(ms) + EgiantZeeman(ms) (2.86)
= Eg + ~ωc(l +
1
2
) +ms(geµBB − xN0α〈Sz〉), (2.87)
where l ∈ N = {0,1,2 . . .} is the Landau quantum number, ms = ±1/2 is the z-
component of the electron spin, ωc is the cyclotron frequency, and ge is the electron
Lande´ factor. A More convenient way to express the eigenenergies El(ms) is in terms
of an effective g-factor including the sp-d exchange effect [39]:
El(ms) = Eg + ~ωc(l +
1
2
) +msg
eff
e µB,B (2.88)
where the effective g-factor is defined as [39]:
geffe = ge − xN0α
〈Sz〉
µBB
. (2.89)
In general, the effective Lande´ factor geffe in II–VI DMSs is of the order of unity and
the corresponding effective masses meffe are large. Hence, the splitting due to the sp-d
exchange interaction (Hˆsp-d) is much greater than the ordinary Zeeman splitting of
the sp-band (ms(geµBB) and also the orbital Landau splitting (~ωc(l + 12)). Most
significance for small Mn-ion concentrations is attributable to the Landau splitting
ELandau = ~ωec(l+ 12)−~ωhhc (l+ 12), whereas for high Mn-concentrations (x > 0.02) the
giant Zeeman-splitting contribution EgiantZeeman = xN0〈Sz〉(msα − 1/3mjβ) is domi-
nant.
To evaluate the average of the splitting theoretically for light and heavy-hole exci-
tons and, furthermore, to distinguish the Mn temperature of the Mn spins, the virtual-
crystal field approximation over the Zn and Mn distribution and a mean-field approxi-
mation for the Mn spins is used. [172] In this way the energy of QW heavy-hole excitons
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with the total spin ±1 can be described by
E±1hh-X(B) = Ehh-X(B = 0)±
1
2
(δeα− δhβ)N0x〈Sz〉, (2.90)
and for the light-hole excitons by
E±1lh-X(B) = Elh-X(B = 0)∓
1
2
(δeα− δhβ
3
)N0x〈Sz〉. (2.91)
Here α and β are the exchange constants for conduction and valence bands, respectively,
N0 is the inverse unit-cell volume and 〈Sz〉 is the thermal average of the Mn spins given
by the modified Brillouin function along the magnetic field direction z. The parameters
δe and δh account for the leakage of the electron and hole wave functions into the
nonmagnetic barriers. In regard of the (Zn1−x/Mnx)Se/(Zn,Be)Se heterostructures,
which have been investigated in this work, approximately 96% (δe = δh = 0.96) of
the carrier wave functions are localized in the DMS layers of the QW’s. [30,173] This
value is calculated from the electron and hole envelope wave function, with a valence-
band offset of QV = 0.22.
[173] For DMS structures with a Mn mole fraction x of up to
0.02, the thermal average of the Mn spins 〈Sz〉 can be well described by the modified
Brillouin-function BS (see Eq.(2.85)).
It follows from the linear relationship between Zeeman-splitting and magnetization
in terms of 〈Sz〉 in the Eqs.(2.75) and (2.88) that the Zeeman-splitting closely resembles
the magnetization of a paramagnet. Due to the decisive influence of 〈Sz〉, the giant
Zeeman-splitting is non-linear in B and, moreover, strongly depends on the temperature
of the spin system Teff = T0 + TMn (see Eq.(2.85)). Due to the inverse proportionality
of the effective temperature and the eigenenergies El(ms), already a slight increase in
spin temperature leads to a reduction of the giant Zeeman splitting. The suppression
of the giant Zeeman splitting of excitonic states due to an elevated spin temperature
of the magnetic ions has also been experimentally observed in photoluminescence and
reflectivity spectra by D. Keller [30] and B. Ko¨nig [29]. The temperature related effects
in DMS are in the focus of the next section.
2.3.5 Heating of the magnetic ion system
As described above elevated spin temperatures cause a suppression of the giant Zeeman
splitting. This heating effect of the Mn spin system can also be facilitated by additional
photoexcited carriers. This has been described in the publications by D. Keller [30]
and B. Ko¨nig [29] for DMS structures with and without two-dimensional electron gas
(2DEG). The heating effect is a peculiarity of DMS and has a significant influence on the
magnetic and optical properties of DMS’s. In the papers addressing this issue it is shown
that the system of free carriers plays an important role in the energy transfer between
the phonons and the magnetic ions. [29] The key aspects of the exchange interactions
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Photo-
carriers
Figure 2.12: Scheme of the energy reservoirs that participate in the Mn system heating
process. Relaxation channels responsible for the heating of the Mn spin system are denoted
by arrows. Photocarriers transfer their excess energy (~ωL) to the electron and to the phonon
system. The spin-lattice relaxation time is denoted by τSLR. Less effective channels for the
energy transfer from the photocarriers to the Mn spin system are shown by dotted arrows.
Adapted from Ref. [30].
between the energy reservoirs of the DMS heterostructures, which participate in the
Mn heating process are described briefly in the following.
It is assumed in literature that DMS have primarily three interacting systems char-
acterized by its own heat capacity, its total angular momentum and temperature [29,30].
Those systems are the (i) phonon system (i.e., lattice phonons), (ii) the magnetic ion
system and (iii) the photoexcited carriers. Between these energy reservoirs an exchange
of energy and magnetic momentums occurs. The relations between the three systems
are illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.12.
The photocarriers which are generated by optical excitation (~ωL) of the DMS are
characterized by an excess energy and a finite lifetime caused by diverse recombination
processes. As shown in the scheme they can transfer their energy on two possible routes
into the magnetic system. Either indirectly through the phonon system or directly in
the form of spin-flip exchange scattering. The first possibility requires a strong coupling
between the phonons and the magnetic system. Its decisive in DMS with large concen-
tration of magnetic ions (x > 0.05), but inefficient in very dilute systems (x < 0.01) due
to isolated Mn ions and, therefore, a low spin-lattice relaxation rate (τSLR).
[30] How-
ever, the coupling between the lattice phonons and the Mn system can be increased
by several orders of magnitude when there is a formation of magnetic ion clusters. [174]
In the case of spin-flip exchange scattering, the excess energy and momentum of the
photocarriers is transferred directly through coupling to the magnetic ions elevating its
spin temperature. [29] This mechanism has been investigated by different approaches,
e.g. by time-resolved photoluminescence [175], by pump-probe techniques [176] or by op-
tically induced magnetization, where optical pumping and superconducting quantum
interference detection have been combined. [177,178]
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2.4 Inelastic light scattering in low-dimensional semicon-
ductors
In the last decade inelastic light scattering spectroscopy has developed into one of the
most powerful and most widely used optical techniques for the study of the proper-
ties of elementary quantized excitations inside an optical medium. In general, under
light scattering in a system, illuminated by an external source, one understands the
appearance of electromagnetic waves (photons) with frequencies and/or propagation
directions different from those of the initial wave. [17] In this respect, a scattering pro-
cess is called inelastic when the internal state of the particles involved is changed. In
bulk and low-dimensional semiconductors the light can be scattered, for instance, by
free carriers, by optical phonons(Raman scattering∗), by acoustic phonons (Brillouin or
Mandelstam-Brillouin), or by static imperfections and inhomogeneities (Rayleigh scat-
tering) inside the optical medium. It is important to point out that the term electrons
does not only include (free) electrons and holes, but also bound excitation complexes
like excitons, trions, or quasi-particles like magnons.
This section has the dual purpose of giving a description of the basic mechanisms
of inelastic light scattering processes of electrons and phonons as well as that of dis-
cussing the properties of the first-order Raman scattering of collective excitations of
non-magnetic semiconductors. In particular, the spin-flip Raman scattering, which
forms the basis of all experiments in this thesis, is discussed in more detail.
2.4.1 The fundamentals of light scattering
To illustrate the elastic and inelastic scattering of light by means of a simple model, we
consider a localized electric dipole with the moment P exposed to an external electric
field E(t) varying periodically in time t. The electric dipole with the eigenfrequency
ω0 satisfies the equation of motion for an externally perturbed oscillator(
d2
dt2
+ ω20
)
P (t) = γ(t)E0 cos(ωit). (2.92)
Here, ωi and E0 are the frequency and electric-field amplitude of the incident monochro-
matic light wave, and γ(t) is a coefficient, which characterizes the interaction between
the dipole and the electric field. Assuming this coefficient varies periodically in time,
∗The Raman effect has been first reported by C. V. Raman and K. S. Krishnan in 1928 [179], who
studied the scattering properties of different kinds of liquids by use of collimated sun light and com-
plementary light filters. In the same year, G. Landsberg and L. Mandelstam [180], who performed
scattering experiments on quartz crystals illuminated by light of a mercury lamp, independently ob-
served the same effect, but denoted it as combinatorial scattering of light. C. V. Raman received the
Nobel Prize in 1930 for his work on the inelastic light scattering from molecules.
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it can be expressed by:
γ(t) = γ0 + γt cos(Ωt), (2.93)
with the constant coefficients γ0 and γt and the modulation frequency Ω ( Ω  ω0).
The solution of the inhomogeneous linear differential equation (2.92) with γ(t) is given
by:
P (t) =
γ0
ω20 − ω2i
E0 cos(ωt) +
γt
ω20 − (ωi + Ω)2
E0 cos((ωi ± Ω)t). (2.94)
The solution for the electric dipole moment P (t) consists of a triple-harmonic oscillation
at the initial frequency ωi and the combinational frequencies ωi±Ω. The secondary light
wave with frequency ωi is accordingly caused by elastic scattering (Rayleigh scattering),
while the inelastic light scattering leads to the emission of electromagnetic waves with
the modulated frequencies ωi ± Ω (Raman scattering). In an optical medium, the
modulation energy EA = ~Ω can either correspond the energy of a phonon or a single
particle excitation, e.g. spin-flip processes. [17] In Fig. 2.13 (a) the Stokes process is
illustrated by a Feynman diagram.
The elementary excitations resulting out of the inelastic scattering process can
either be generated (Stokes process S) or annihilated (Anti-Stokes process AS). Corre-
spondingly, the energy of the scattered light ~ωf is shifted by the energy value of the
elementary excitation, i.e. by the modulation energy EA in relation to the incoming
energy of the incoming electromagnetic wave ~ωi. In Fig. 2.13 (b) a schematic descrip-
tion of the Stokes transition (~ωf = ~ωi − ~Ω) is shown. In the case of generation and
annihilation of an elementary excitation the energy and momentum are conserved:
~ωf = ~ωi ± ~Ω (2.95)
~kf = ~ki + ~q. (2.96)
Here, the wave vector of the initial and scattered electromagnetic waves is denoted by
~ki and ~kf , respectively. The wave vector of the generated or annihilated elementary
excitation is denoted as ~q. The magnitude of the scattering wave vector is determined
by the scattering geometry. In this respect, the minimum value of |~k| = k is obtained
in forward scattering, i.e. for θ = 0◦, with θ defining the scattering angle. In isotropic
media it is given by
kmin =
[η(ωi)ωi − η(ωf )ωf ]
c
, (2.97)
where η(ωi) and η(ωf ) are the refractive indices of the crystal for the incident and
scattered light. The maximum value of |~k| is obtained in back-scattering, i.e. for
θ = 180◦, and is given by
kmax =
[η(ωi)ωi + η(ωf )ωf ]
c
. (2.98)
The conservation of the wave vector is one of the most important selection rules for
light scattering processes in crystals.
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(a) (b)
1 2
Figure 2.13: (a) Feynman diagram which describes the first-order Raman scattering by lattice
vibrations involving intermediate electron-hole pair states. He-R denotes the electron-photon
interaction and He-ph denotes the electron-phonon interaction. In the inital step a photon is
absorbed, creating an electron-hole pair. In the intermediate stage the electron-hole pair changes
its state via scattering with an elementary excitation. In the final step, the electron-hole pair
recombines, emitting a scattered photon. (b) Schematic description of the optical transitions
during the inelastic light scattering process. The numbers 1 and 2 indicate the time order of
transitions. The first transition to a virtual state |v〉 is accompanied by an annihilation of a
photon, whereas the second transition leads to a creation of a scattered photon. Adapted from
Ref. [181].
Furthermore, it is important to point out that the wave vector of light is much
smaller than the Brillouin zone boundary wave vector. Hence, first order inelastic light
scattering allows only the study of excitations in the vicinity of the Γ-point. [181] This
turns out to be one major limitation of inelastic light scattering spectroscopy. However,
it yet enables to determine in a straightforward way the energy, lifetime and symmetry
properties of elementary excitations.
Apart from the conservation of energy and momentum, which determines the re-
lation to the homogeneity of time and space, the rotation invariance, which governs
the conservation of angular momentum plays a decisive role in the inelastic scattering
process. The rotation invariance arises from the isotropy of space. As described in Sec.
2.2, optical transitions in semiconductors can only occur, where the parity selection rule
∆l = ±1 is fulfilled. However, not only optical excitations are involved in the scattering
process. Hence, in what follows a total angular momentum lm will be considered, which
comprises the entity of particles participating in the scattering. From this follows for
the conservation law of the angular momentum for Stokes and anti-Stokes processes:
lf = li ± lm, (2.99)
where li and lf denote the angular momentum of the incident and scattered electro-
magnetic wave. With regard to scattering processes in which phonons and photons are
involved, it is difficult in first approximation to consider the conservation of angular mo-
mentum, as phonons, which represent quantized lattice vibrations, are quasi-particles
without spin. Nevertheless phonons can change the momentum ~k of an electron. The
fact that a phonon can also transfer an orbital angular momentum of ∆l = 1 has
been outlined in recent studies, which investigated the angular momentum of phonons
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in a magnetic crystal. [182,183] In the presence of a spin-phonon interaction, a nonzero
angular momentum of phonons has been observed, which is an odd function of mag-
netization. [182] However, the main contribution to the phonon-assisted light scattering
comes from the indirect interaction of photons with the lattice through the electron
subsystem rather than from the direct photon-phonon interactions. For instance, an
initially photoexcited electron can recombine with a ground state hole after the transfer
of angular momentum via electron-phonon scattering.
In what follows, the focus is directed towards the light scattering, associated with the
coupling of electromagnetic waves to the electric or magnetic moments of a crystal. It
is well known that many optical phenomena originate due to electron-photon coupling,
which is defined by the Hamiltonian:
He-R = −e
c
∫
~j · ~Ad3r, (2.100)
where ~A is the vector potential of light and ~j the electron current density operator. By
first-order perturbation theory applied to Eq. (2.100), the absorption coefficient for a
photon with specific frequency ωi, wave vector ~κi, and polarization unit vector ~ei is
obtained [184]:
I(ωi,~κi,~ei) = ~A
∑
if
|〈f |~j−k · ~e|i〉|22piδ(Ei + ~ω − Ef ). (2.101)
Here, ~jk is the kth Fourier component of the current operator ~j(~r) and the indices i and
f denote the initial and final states of the system with energy Ei and Ef , respectively.
Theoretical estimates have shown that the light scattering processes associated with
the magnetic moment of the crystal electronic transitions is rather weak. [181] A direct
measure of the inelastic light scattering is provided by the scattering cross section ζ.
The scattering cross section sets the number of scattered photons Nf in relation to the
incident number of photons Ni, integrated over all directions and frequencies. However,
one has to consider in experiments that only photons are detected which are scattered
into a cone with a solid angle ϑ along a specified direction. Hence, the differential
scattering cross section is determined by d
2ζ
dωfdϑ
, with the scattered frequency ωf . The
relation between the differential scattering efficiency ηs and the differential cross section
ζ is defined as [17]
d2ηs
dωfdϑ
=
~ωf
J1V
d2ζ
dωfdϑ
=
2piωf
~J1ωiV
|Mif |2δ(∆E), (2.102)
where V is the emitting volume, Mif is the dipole scattering matrix element (see
Eq.(2.33)), andJ1 is the energy-flux density of the primary radiation, which is related
with the mean number of initial photons Ni and the dielectric constant ε through
J1 =
c~ωi
V
√
ε(ωi)
Ni. (2.103)
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The δ-function in Eq. (2.102) accounts for the conservation of energy ∆E = Ei−Ef±~Ω
in regard, of a transition between the two quantum systems |i〉 and |f〉. The respective
scattering rate wif between these states is defined by Fermi’s golden rule
[39]:
wif =
2pi
~
|Mif |2δ(Ei − Ef ± ~Ω). (2.104)
The spectral intensity of the scattered light If propagating in vacuum in a unit solid
angle is directly proportional to the scattering rate: If ∝ wif .
In the last step, the contributions of resonant secondary emission will be discussed.
This comprises the resonant photoluminescence and resonant Rayleigh scattering. In
order to explore this process, a two-level system is considered, which is excited by an
incident photon with specific frequency ωi, wave vector ~ki, and polarization unit vector
~ei. This excitation leads to the formation of an electron-hole pair (exciton) with lifetime
τf and energy ~ωi. In the next step, the electron and hole recombine under emission
of a photon, defined by the parameters ωf , ~kf and ~ef . A Feynman diagram of this
three-step scattering process is depicted in Fig. 2.13 (a). In this case, the intensity
of the secondary emission in terms of the dipole-moment matrix element ~dif for the
optical transition between the inital and final state is determined by:
If ∝ |Mif |2δ(Ef − Ei) ∝
∣∣∣∣∣(~ef ·~dfi)(~ei ·~dif )ω0 − ωi − iΓ Ei
∣∣∣∣∣
2
δ(ωf − ωi), (2.105)
with the damping parameter Γ, which corresponds to (2τf )
−1. The positive damping
parameter is originally introduced, in order to damp the second order correction M (2)
by:
lim
t→∞ exp(−Γt)→ 0, (2.106)
so that convergence within the second order time-dependent perturbation theory is
ensured. [185] It follows from Eq.(2.105) that the secondary emission, which can be at-
tributed to resonant photoluminescence, depends on the incident frequency and the
corresponding intensity If is inversely proportional to the square of ωi. When the
frequency of initial and final photon are in resonance (ωi = ωf ), which is referred to
as resonant Rayleigh scattering, the photocreated exciton and photon interact elasti-
cally. It is obvious that the spectral properties are primarily determined by the optical
absorption and radiative recombination. An experimental analysis of the spectral prop-
erties, however, does not allow one to gain information about an optical medium in a
direct way, as the analysis basis exclusively on the study of incident and scattered
photons. In addition, it is obvious that secondary emission involves only real excited
states and is moreover coherent with exciting electromagnetic wave. Finally, it is es-
sential to emphasize that a correlation between the incident and scattered ~k-vectors
is characteristic for the resonant Raman scattering in bulk semiconductors. Consider-
ing low-dimensional quantum structures like QW or QD, due to quantum confinement
effects the wave vector is no longer conserved.
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2.4.2 Inelastic scattering processes
Before the mechanism of spin-flip Raman scattering (SFRS) can be elaborated in greater
detail, this section briefly focuses on the most relevant inelastic scattering processes of
electrons in optical media that related to SFRS. In general, two types of interactions
can be distinguished: On the one hand the inelastic scattering between photons and
electrons, and on the other hand the acoustic electron-phonon scattering. This inelas-
tic scattering mechanisms are predicated on the three-step scattering process, which
is addressed under various aspects in the previous sections and which is shown in the
Feynman diagram in Fig. 2.13 (a). Following the three-step scattering process, a Hamil-
ton can be assigned to each interaction. Hence, the total Hamiltonian HˆT comprises
the electron-radiation interaction Hˆe-R, the electron-hole-lattice interaction Hˆe-ph, and
the unperturbed Hˆ0 Hamiltonian, which includes the free electron, photon, and phonon
contributions. Written in the second-quantization representation Hˆ0 is expressed by:
Hˆ0 = HˆR + Hˆph + Hˆe
=
∑
κ,e
~ωκ
(
cˆ†κ,ecˆκ,e +
1
2
)
+
∑
q
~Ω(~q)
(
bˆ†q bˆq +
1
2
)
+
∑
n,~k
E
n,~k
(
aˆ†
n,~k
aˆ
n,~k
+
1
2
)
,
where, aˆ†
n,~k
and aˆ
n,~k
are the electron creation and annihilation operators acting on the
band state, which is characterized by the wave vector ~k, the quantum number n, and
the energy E
n,~k
. The creation and annihilation operators for the photons are cˆ†κ,e and
cˆκ,e and those for the phonons are bˆ
†
q and bˆq. Furthermore, the photon is described by
the wave vector ~κ = κ, the polarization vector ~e = e and the frequency ωκ. Respectively
the phonon has the frequency Ω and wave vector ~q.
An expression for electron-photon interaction can be obtained from equation (2.100),
which written in the second-quantization representation has the following form
Hˆe-R =
e2
m∗c2
cˆκ1 cˆ
†
κ2(A1 ·A∗2)
∑
~k,s,s′
Πs,s′ aˆ
†
~k+~q,s
aˆ~k,s, (2.107)
where
Ai =
(
2pi~c2
Vœ(ωi)ωi
)1/2
ei (i = 1,2), (2.108)
and Π is the matrix comprising the unit matrix Iˆ and the Pauli matrix σ, which
considers the upper valence bands Γ8 and Γ7 of a zinc-blende structure. Latter is
defined by:
Π = C(ei · e∗f )Iˆ − iD(ei × e∗f ) · σ. (2.109)
The explicit expressions for the coefficients C and D can be found in Ref. [17]. Sub-
stituting Eq. (2.109) into (2.107), one obtains for the electron-photon interaction:
Hˆe-R =
e2
m∗c2
cˆκ1 cˆ
†
κ2(A1 ·A∗2)[C(ei · e∗f )ρ~q − 2iD(ei × e∗f ) · sq], (2.110)
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with the charge-density operator ρ~q and the the Fourier component of the electron-spin
density operator
sq =
1
2V
∑
~k,s,s′
σs′,saˆ
†
~k+~q,s
aˆ~k,s. (2.111)
The first term of (2.110) describes the change of the electron momentum for parallel-
orientated polarization vectors of the incident and scattered light, while the second term
accounts for the electron spin-dependent scattering. It becomes apparent from this
equation as well that photons can be scattered not only by fluctuations of the electron
density, but also by those of the spin density as well. In this respect the cross-section
of spin-dependent scattering is given by:
d2ηs
dωidϑ
=
e4
(m∗c2)2
D2
(
ωf
ωi
)2
|ei · e∗f |2
~q2
pie2
(1 +Ni)Im{χel(ω,q)}, (2.112)
with the electronic susceptibility χel(ω,q). From Eq. (2.110), one further derives, in
regard of the in-plane components of the polarization cross product, that electrons are
scattered within the same band by changing their spin and momentum, due to spin-flip
scattering:
~k,± 1/2→ ~k + ∆~k,∓ 1/2 ∝ |(ei × e∗f )±|2. (2.113)
On the other hand, along the quantization axis z the spin of the electron is conserved.
Hence, a spin-dependent spin-conserving scattering occurs, due to which only the wave
vector changes:
~k,± 1/2→ ~k + ∆~k,± 1/2 ∝ |(ei × e∗f )z|2. (2.114)
When a magnetic field B is applied along the quantization axis z, the electron spin
states split and the transferred frequency in spin-flip scattering s→ −s is given by:
~ω = E~k+~q − E~k − 2jgeµBBz, (2.115)
where g is the electron Lande´ factor. It is apparent that contributions to light scatter-
ing in the vicinity of a quantizing magnetic field also result from transitions between
different Landau levels.
The second important interaction Hamiltonian is based on electron-hole-lattice in-
teraction Hˆe-ph. As mentioned before the main contribution to this light scattering
process originates from the indirect interaction through the electron and hole subsys-
tem, rather than from the direct photon-phonon interaction. The respective Hamilto-
nian, written in the second-quantization representation in terms of phonon (bˆ†,bˆ) and
electron-hole (exciton) (Aˆ†,Aˆ) operators is given by [186]:
Hˆe-ph =
∑
n′,n,~k,~q
Sn,n′(~q)Aˆ
†
n′,~k+~q
Aˆ
n,~k
(bˆq + bˆ
†
−q). (2.116)
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Here, ~q is the phonon wave vector and Sn,n′ is the matrix element for the electron-hole-
pair phonon coupling, which depends on the quantum numbers n and n′. The matrix
element for electron-phonon interactions is expressed by [186]:
Sn,n′(~q) =
∫
d3rφ∗n(~r)φ
′
n(~r)[u
e
qe
−i~q·~rme/(me+mh) − uhq ei~q·~rmh/(me+mh)], (2.117)
where me and mh are the electron and hole effective masses, respectively. The term
ueq and u
h
q relate to interactions with acoustic and optical phonons. Here, three cases
can be distinguished: On the one hand, the Fro¨hlich interaction with longitudinal
phonons [186], on the other hand, the deformation-potential interaction with acoustic
phonons [187] and finally, the piezoelectric interaction with acoustic phonons. [188]
The main contribution to the electron-hole-phonon interaction is given by the
deformation-potential interaction with acoustic phonons. In this respect the term ue,hq
reads [186]:
ue,hq =
√
q
~
2ρνV
De,h. (2.118)
Here, ν is the speed of sound and De,h are the deformation potential constants. It
is worth noting, that the longitudinal acoustic phonons dominantly contribute to this
scattering process, since their deformation potential exceeds that of the transverse
acoustic phonons. [189]
The Hamiltonian in (2.116) reveals that the electron-hole-phonon interaction is
linear in the phonon operator and bilinear in the electron-hole operator. At the onset
of an interaction, the phonon scatters the electron-hole-pair from a quantum state n
to n′, increasing or decreasing its energy by the energy difference of the two quantum
states involved. The transfer between the two quantum states can also be accompanied
by a reversal of the exciton spin state. For this reason the exciton-phonon scattering
may be regarded as an inelastic spin-flip scattering mechanism.
The efficiency of scattering ηs by acoustic phonons is inherently connected with the
respective cross-section ζ of scattering. The differential scattering cross section within
a scattered frequency range dωf and scattered into a cone with a solid angle ϑ is given
by:
d2ηs
dωfdϑ
=
ω2i V
4pi~2c4
ν(ωi)ν
3(ωf )|wfi(ωf ,~ef ,ωi,~ei)|2, (2.119)
where wfi denotes the scattering rate from the initial state |i〉 to the final state |f〉.
According to the three-step Feynman diagram shown in Fig. 2.13 (a), the scattering
rate in terms of the electron-radiation interaction Hˆe-R as well as the electron-hole-
phonon interaction Hˆe-ph, can be written as
wfi =
∑
X,X′
〈f |Hˆe-R|X〉〈X|Hˆe-ph|X ′〉〈X ′|Hˆe-R|i〉
(~ωf − EX + ΓX)(~ωi − EX′ + ΓX′) . (2.120)
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The scattering rate includes the intermediate electron-hole pair states |X〉 and |X ′〉,
with the respective lifetime broadenings ΓX and ΓX′ as well as the respective electron-
hole pair energies EX and EX′ .
2.4.3 Spin-flip Raman scattering
The SFRS is based on the inelastic scattering of an incident electromagnetic wave with
carriers or complexes, whose spin is reversed in the process. In general, the SFRS is
initiated by the excitation of carriers through an incident light wave, whose energy has
to be in resonance with an interband electron-hole transition. Subsequently, the spin
of an electron, hole, or both carriers is reversed in a scattering process induced either
by acoustic phonon or carrier-carrier interaction. In the final step, due to an interband
transition the electron and hole recombine under the emission of a photon. The SFRS
interband transitions follow the electric dipole selection rules, described in Sec.2.2.
In regard of a single electron spin-flip induced by photon-electron scattering, as de-
scribed in (2.113), the magnitude of the transferred energy ~Ω depends on the energy
difference between the states with oppositely orientated spins. As outlined in Sec.2.1.5
an external magnetic field influences the splitting of these spin states, and may lift
restrictions imposed by selection rules, thus, making SFRS processes possible. Fur-
thermore, the magnetic confinement can enhance the exciton oscillator strength, and
in turn increase the scattering efficiency. For instance, in the presence of an external
magnetic field B, the incident photon energy ωi changes, due to the effect of the Zeeman
splitting of spin states, to ωi − |g|µBB and ωi + |g|µBB for the Stokes and anti-Stokes
shifted waves, respectively. Here g is the electron Lande´ factor of the scattered carrier.
The energy difference between incident and scattered photon is referred to as Raman
shift ∆ER = |g|µBB. It follows from this that the SFRS provides a direct measure of
the g factor of electrons as well as holes in low-dimensional semiconductors. [17]
It is important to point out that the Raman shift of a carrier does not necessarily
provide enough information to distinguish the origin of a SFRS process. Under certain
conditions, g factors of different carriers can be very similar. It is, thus, necessary, to
study the SFRS from various points of view. For instance an analysis of the temperature
of the Raman intensity can be used to describe the localization energy of the scattered
particle complex. Further, from the magnetic field and angular dependence of the
Raman shift conclusions can be drawn on deviations from the linear Zeeman behavior
and the g factor tensor components, as described in Sec. 2.1.5. In order to determine
the type of SFRS an analysis of the Raman shift as function of the resonant excitation
energy, which affects mainly the scattering efficiency, should be used.
In the analysis of interband transitions and, thus, the designation of the scattering
mechanism, the polarization characteristics of the SFRS are of major importance. As
underlined in Sec. 2.1.5, from the comprising spin Hamiltonian (see Eq. (2.54)), which
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describes the electron-hole exchange interaction, four possible combinations of excitons
can be derived, which are characterized by their angular momentum projections Mi =
Se,i + Jh,i. On this basis, the SFRS mechanism can be evaluated from the circularly
polarized SFRS spectra by analyzing the selection rules of electric dipole transitions
in an external magnetic field. In regard of a quantum state | j , jz , l , S 〉, characterized
by the quantum numbers of the total angular momentum j, its projection on the
quantization z-axis jz, the orbital angular momentum l, and the spin S, the electric
dipole selection rules are given by ∆j = (0,±1), ∆jz = (0,±1) and ∆l = 0. The scheme
of the electric dipole allowed transitions for ~k = 0 of a bulk crystal with zinc-blende
lattice is depicted in Fig. 2.9.
The efficiency of SFRS ηsf is inherently connected with the respective cross-section
ζsf . According to Eq. (2.109) the spin-flip scattering cross-section for backscattering
Faraday geometry is proportional to
d2ζsf
dωdϑ
∝
∣∣∣∣∣(ei × e∗f )× ~BB
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (2.121)
It follows from this relation that scattering is only allowed, if the magnetic field has a
nonzero component perpendicular to the light propagation direction. For instance, in
Faraday geometry with B ‖ z ‖ ~ki), the angular momentum component projected onto
the quantization z-axis should be conserved
si,z +mi = sf,z +mf , (2.122)
where si,z and sf,z are the electron spin components S = ±1/2 in the initial and final
states and mi and mf are the angular momentum components of the circularly polar-
ized photon before and after the scattering (m = ±1). In the backscattering process,
where the propagation directions of the incident and scattered light are opposite, the
electron changes the z component of its spin by ∆sz = ±1, whereas the photon angular
momentum either remains unchanged (∆m = 0) or changes by ∆m = ±2. It is obvious,
that for both cases the angular momentum component is no longer conserved in Fara-
day geometry, meaning that spin-flips of an electron or a hole are principally forbidden.
However, according to (2.121) the scattering becomes allowed at tilted magnetic fields,
which lift the restrictions of the selection rules. In oblique magnetic field geometries
(Bx 6= 0, By 6= 0) a mixing between the optically bright and dark excitons occurs and,
thus, the spin quantization direction differs from that of the incident light. The mixing
is established generally via the transverse electron g factor and not via the heavy-hole,
as it does not have a magnetic moment perpendicular to the quantization z-axis. [190]
Another possibility to induce a mixing optically bright and dark excitons is via strain.
For instance, in structures with low symmetry, e.g. in lens-shaped self-assembled QD,
which are described in terms of the C2v point group, light-hole and heavy-hole states
are mixed due on strain. [135,191] states are mixed due to strain. In general, it can be
said that the light scattering involving the spin of a carrier becomes allowed, when the
symmetry of the electron-hole pair complex is lowered.
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The SFRS experiments, which are presented in this thesis, are typically performed
in the backscattering geometry. In this regard, the polarization configuration of the
incident light is denoted by σλ and of the scattered light by σν . [17] The signs λ or ν
are determined by the sign of the angular momentum component of the photon on the
quantization z-axis. Using this nomenclature the conventional specular reflection of
right- (σ+) or left-handed (σ−) circularly polarized light from an medium is denoted
by the term (σλ,σν).
In order to illustrate the specific features of inelastic resonant Raman scattering,
in what follows, an example of a typical acoustic-phonon based SFRS process, i.e.
the resonant excitation of a neutral excitation in the QW and a subsequent spin-flip
scattering process, is discussed. This spin-flip scattering process is elaborated in the
following for Faraday geometry. Hence, it is assumed that a high magnetic field is
applied along the quantization z-axis, lifting the spin degeneracy of the electron and
heavy-hole states. The lowest unexcited exciton ground state is assumed to be | 0〉. For
resonant probing of the heavy-hole exciton by circularly polarized light, e.g. σ+, the
optical state | +1〉 =| sc,hh,sc,e〉 =| +3/2,−1/2〉 =|⇑↓〉 is excited. Here, sz,i denotes the
projection of the electron spin or heavy-hole angular momentum on the quantization
z-axis. A single spin-flip of either the electron or heavy-hole induced by an acoustic
phonon leads to a dark exciton state of |⇑↑〉 or |⇓↓〉, respectively. These states are
two fold degenerate dark states with an angular momentum projection of ∆L = ±2.
The optical excitation or annihilation of these states is forbidden in the electric dipole
approximation. Hence, Raman scattering of a single spin can not be observed. However,
if the electron and heavy-hole reverse both their spins the momentum conservation
requirement is fulfilled and a optical transition is possible. Accordingly, the exciton is
scattered from |⇑↓〉 to |⇓↓〉. The annihilation of the final exciton state yields a photon
with an opposite circular polarization to the incident one. In the presented example
this would be σ−.
The described spin-flip scattering process in Faraday geometry demonstrates that
a spin-flip Raman shift is only observable when a simultaneous spin-flip of the electron
and heavy-hole occurs. A single spin-flip of either an electron or a heavy-hole are for-
bidden due to the electric dipole selection rules. As noted above, there are possibilities
to bypass these limitations, as, e.g. by tilting of the magnetic field with respect to
the z-axis, which leads to a mixing of the bright and dark exciton states. Another
possibility are anisotropic exchange interactions with carriers bound to an acceptor
state. The anisotropic exchange is attributed to a spatial separation of the localization
centers of both the photo-exciton and acceptor-bound carrier. This difference reduces
the symmetry of the coupled carrier complex, hence, the selection rules are relaxed.
Further SFRS mechanisms and influencing factors are discussed in the context of this
thesis.
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Experimental methods
The knowledge of how to manipulate and store information in the form of electronic
and nuclear spin states have attracted considerable interest in current research as it
may lead to pioneering applications in spin electronics and quantum information tech-
nologies. Electron spin polarization in a semiconductor can be prepared optically and
then manipulated by taking advantage of optical selection rules that allow a preferred
excitation of electrons and holes with certain spin orientations. In this regard, coherent
optical spectroscopy has proven to be an efficient method to perform such operations,
and, thus, to investigate the energy levels, vibrations and spin states in condensed
matter systems. [192]
The various established techniques can roughly be classified into two categories.
The first one is based on the study of the temporal dynamics of the system’s response
to coherent spin rotation with ultrashort laser pulses. A prominent example, for this
purpose, are spin echo experiments in semiconductors. For instance, these are used to
investigate the exciton dynamics in GaAs QWs. [193]
The second category of techniques is based on continuous wave (cw) lasers, which
are used as a source of the monitoring light and for excitation in steady state mea-
surements. The main advantage of this approach is the narrow wavelength band and,
respectively, the high spectrum resolution, making it possible to characterize precisely
the energy level structure of carriers in semiconductor nanostructures. One established
nondestructive spectroscopic technique, in this respect, is photoluminescence (PL) spec-
troscopy. It is based on the generation of excitons (electron-hole pairs) by nonresonant
laser excitation and the detection of their luminescence, after the photoexcited electron
makes a transition from the valence band back to the conduction band. The energies
of these luminescence photons provide information on the energy level structure and
the optical properties of low-dimensional semiconductors.
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In the research field of spintronic, the understanding of the fundamental interactions
between confined carrier spins is essential, as it allows one to reveal novel spin effects
or to improve existent spin phenomena. One appealing optical technique to study the
spin properties of confined carriers and interaction processes is the resonant spin-flip
Raman scattering (SFRS). The SFRS-spectroscopy is a powerful and sensitive tool to
coherently initiate and manipulate carrier-spins. [34,35,194] It is used to directly determine
the g factors of the confined carriers, thus, supporting the identification of the type of
carriers involved in the scattering. Moreover, by means of SFRS one can characterize
the spin interactions between carriers themselves as well as a carrier and a second
system, e.g. the nuclear spin system or a lattice vibration (phonon). The experimental
technique of SFRS is used in the framework of this thesis to investigate different spin
phenomena in (In,Ga)As/GaAs QDs (see Part II), ZnMnSe QWs (see Part III), as well
as CdSe colloidal nanocrystals (see Part IV).
The main idea of Raman scattering, which has been discovered in 1928 by Indian
physicist C.V. Raman [179], is simply based on the comparison between the energies of
the incident and scattered photons. The frequency shift of the Raman scattered light,
denoted as Raman shift, is directly related to the structural properties of the material.
In the specific case of SFRS, the inelastic light scattering is based on the participation
of a carrier whose spin orientation is reversed, giving a direct measure of the splitting of
spin states induced by a strong external magnetic field. [32,33] Useful information about
the spin-flip scattering mechanism can furthermore be derived from the dependence of
the intensity and spectral width of the SFRS on various external parameters such as
temperature, optical excitation polarization, or excitation energy dependence. One of
the first SFRS experiments on bound electrons and holes in CdS has been preformed by
Thomas and Hopfield [31]. Since then, this technique is successfully applied to various
semiconductor structures, such as quantum wells [32–34], nanocrystals [35], as well as
indirect band-gap QDs [36].
A detailed description of the experimental realization of SFRS in low-dimensional
semiconductors is described in this chapter. It provides an overview of the basic prin-
ciples of the experimental setup, the function and interplay of the equipment, and the
experimental methods. Its realization is not simple, and, thus, requires sophisticated
equipment which fulfills the experimental requirements in regard of the properties of
SFRS that will be briefly described in Sec. 3.1. The basic SFRS setup and all necessary
arrangements to meet the experimental requirements are described in the subsequent
Sec. 3.2. In this respect, two possible implementations will be discussed in detail and
various experimental modifications will be presented. Another important part of this
work included time-resolved SFRS measurements which addressed the temporal evolu-
tion of the nuclear spin polarization in singly charged (In,Ga)As/GaAs quantum dots
by using a two-color laser excitation scheme. The description of these experiments is
given in the last Sec. 3.3 and, thus, completes the chapter about the experimental
methods.
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3.1 Basic experimental requirements for spin-flip Raman
scattering
The spin-flip Raman scattering of an electron and/or a hole is typically triggered by the
inelastic scattering of an incident photon whose energy is in resonance with the bound
electron-hole pair (exciton). In this scattering process, the spin-flip of the carrier is
induced, for example, by a phonon or carrier-carrier interaction. However, it requires
the reduction of the exciton symmetry and lifting of the energy degeneracy, so that
the angular momentum conservation is removed and, thus, the final scattering state is
optically active. A possibility to meet this requirement is by tilting of the magnetic
field with respect to the QW or QD growth axis, which on one hand lifts the spin
degeneracy and on the other hand provides a mixing of the electron and, respectively,
light- and heavy-hole states. When the respective spin states are nondegenerate, in
agreement with the electric-dipole selection rules, also in the absence of an external
magnetic field an SFRS process should be possible.
These highlighted aspects suggest that the spin-flip scattering of a carrier should be
observable in every semiconductor, which meets the mentioned requirements. [49] How-
ever, the scattering process is closely linked to various external parameters, which may
either reduce or enhance the spin-flip scattering probability. These are the tempera-
ture, the magnetic field geometry, as well as the energy and polarization of the exciting
light. Each of these factors has a decisive influence.
For instance, the temperature causes an increase of multiple interactions of the pho-
toexcited carriers in the many-body environment, in particular, with thermal phonons,
typically resulting in a rapid loss of spin coherence, in turn, decreasing the spin-flip
scattering probability. However, recent studies have demonstrated that confined elec-
tron spins in QDs may reveal a robust electron spin coherence for a wide temperature
range (up to T = 20 K). [139] Furthermore, the e-SFRS efficiency may even significantly
enhance at higher temperatures due to interaction with acoustic phonons. The tem-
perature dependence of the e-SFRS is the subject of Part II. Despite the temperature,
the spin-flip scattering probability increases, as mentioned above, also in tilted mag-
netic field geometry where the symmetry of the exciton complex is reduced, in turn
allowing the spin-flip of electrons and holes. The type of the SFRS process is classified
with respect to the excitation energy, which is the third crucial parameter. Here, it is
important that the excitation energy satisfies the resonance conditions.
To meet the presented requirements, the experimental setup must ensure that the
SFRS measurements can be carried out at low temperatures and in a strong magnetic
field with adjustable orientation. In addition, a precisely tunable laser excitation with
a spectrally narrow laser line, to achieve high spectral resolution, is required. However,
these conditions are not yet sufficient. To observe a SFRS signal, one has to overcome
further obstacles. Here, the spin-flip efficiency (ηSF), the Raman shift (∆ESF) of the
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Figure 3.1: Schemes showing two ways to collimate the light emitted from a sample, which is
located in the variable temperature insert (VTI) of a split-coil superconducting magnet system.
The laser excitation is illustrated by the red line. (a) The emitted light is collimated with a
large-diameter plano-convex lens (f = 250 mm, D = 50 mm) positioned in front of the cryostat.
The respective light cone is about 12◦. (b) The collimation is realized inside the cryostat sample
chamber, by the use of a holder with a concave mirror (CM). Here, the sample is positioned in
the focus of the CM (f = 13 mm, D = 11 mm). The light cone encloses an angle of 50◦.
SFRS line, as well as the signal to background ratio (ISF/IBG) play a key role. The
significance of these factors is described in detail in the work of J. Debus (see Ref. [49]),
and, thus, will be briefly pointed out in the following, highlighting the most important
aspects which have to be met by the experimental setup.
The first obstacle that has to be overcome, in order to detect an SFRS signal,
is the intrinsically low spin-flip scattering efficiency, which ranges between 10−9 and
10−12. [17,195] This low efficiency demands an efficient collection of the light scattered
from the sample. Since the sample is located inside a split-coil magnet-cryostat and
is optically accessible only through small-sized windows, the technical possibilities are
rather limited. In the experiments carried out, the collimation of the light scattered
from the sample is realized in two ways: Either via a long-focus lens which is positioned
in front of the cryostat window or it is realized inside the cryostat sample chamber by the
use of a holder with a concave mirror (CM), which serves as light collimation element.
Both methods are illustrated schematically in the Figs. 3.1 (a) and (b). To compare the
collimation efficiency of both optical systems, the intensity IL of the collimated light
is estimated by the numerical aperture NA or, respectively, the f -number Nf which is
defined as the ratio of the focal length f to the diameter of the objective D [49,196]:
IL ∝ N−2f = (2NA)2 =
(
f
D
)−2
. (3.1)
The f -number describes the light-gathering ability of the objective, i.e., lens or focussing
mirror. For lower f -number, i.e. a high numerical aperture, the gathered light power
enhances.
In the case of configuration (a) (see Fig.3.1), in which the sample is in the focal
plane of a plano-convex lens with a diameter of D = 50 mm and a focal length of
f = 250 mm, the respective f -number equals Nf = 5. This corresponds to a numerical
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aperture of NA = 0.22. In this configuration the light cone is not larger than 12
◦ and,
thus, only a small part of the light scattered can be effectively collected. The situation
differs in the concave mirror system (see Fig.3.1 (b)). Here, the sample is positioned in
the vicinity of the focusing mirror (f = 13 mm) which has a diameter of D = 11 mm.
In this case the f -number equals Nf = 1.18 (NA = 0.46) and the respective light cone
encloses an angle of approximately 50◦. Hence, the concave mirror system has a 18
times higher light-gathering efficiency than the long-focus lens system.
It is worthwhile to note that the numerical aperture of an optical system such as
an objective lens or focusing mirror linearly depends on the refractive index. Their
numerical aperture is defined by:
NA = ν · sin(ϕ), (3.2)
where ν is the refractive index of the medium in which the objective is working and ϕ is
the maximal half-angle of the light cone originating from the sample area illuminated by
the laser. When the sample holder is immersed in liquid helium, which has a refractive
index of ν = 1.03, the light-gathering efficiency will further improve. [197] In addition,
reflections at the interface between different media are reduced by the liquid helium,
since its refractive index is comparable to that of the VTI window (quartz, ν = 1.54) [198]
and the sample surface (e.g. ZnSe, ν = 2.61 or CdSe, ν = 2.54). [199,200]
In addition to sufficient light collimation, the efficiency of the final detection system,
consisting of a spectrometer and photon detector, is crucial to observe a weak spin-flip
Raman line. Furthermore, one has to consider, as mentioned above, that the SFRS is
characterized by a particularly low Raman shift ∆ESF which is about four orders of
magnitude smaller then the excitation energy Eexc. For this reason, the spin-flip Raman
line appears as a weak satellite in close vicinity of the laser line and may, therefore, be
obscured by either strong Rayleigh scattering or photoluminescence background caused
by resonant excitation. Hence, these aspects demand a strong stray light suppression.
To meet this requirements a double Raman spectrometer (Jobin Yvon, U1000) which
provides a high spectral resolution, wide-ranging tuneability and improved stray light
rejection, is used. The design of this spectrometer is shown in Fig. 3.2 (a).
The arrangement of this device is similar to a conventional double Czerny-Turner
(CZ) monochromator system, [202] operating in the double additive mode. Its optical
scheme is presented in Fig. 3.2 (b). As shown in this scheme, the incoming light
from the sample crosses the input slit of size d1 and is then collected by a spherical
mirror with a focal length of F = 1 m. This mirror is positioned at the distance of
its focal length from the entrance slit and, thus, creates a flat wave front which is
subsequently directed to the grating. The diffracted light from the grating is collected
by a second spherical mirror and focused to the output slit of size d2. In this regard,
the monochromator dispersion equation is defined by [203]:
λ = α
(1 + cos(φ))
m · g +
sin(φ)
m · g . (3.3)
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Figure 3.2: Design (a) and optical scheme (b) of the double Czerny-Turner (CZ) monochro-
mator system (U1000). The sizes of the input, intermediate and output slit widths are denoted
by di. Fig. (a) is adapted from Ref. [201].
Here, α is the incident angle of the light on the grating, φ is the angle between the
incident and diffracted beams, m is the diffraction order and g describes the grooves
number, which is defined as reciprocal of the grating period. Before entering the second
monochromator stage, which works the same way as the first stage, the light is directed
via two mirrors onto a spherical intermediate mirror located in the focus of the slits
d2 and d3. This additional light path helps to suppress the stray light more effectively.
In the second monochromator stage the light is dispersed further and finally directed
through output slit d4 to the photon counter.
In order to resolve a spin-flip Raman line the spectral resolution of the spectrometer
has to be sufficiently high. The resolution is mainly determined by the alignment and
quality of the spectrometer optics as well as the finite widths of the entrance and exit
slits. Furthermore, it linearly depends on the grating width as one can derive from the
monochromator dispersion equation (see Eq. 3.3). Hence, to achieve a high resolution
one has to use small slit widths di and gratings with high grooves number. However,
this literally decreases the amount of light, reducing the monochromator efficiency grad-
ually. The double spectrometer (U1000) contains two holographic 1800 grooves/mm
gratings, whose synchronized rotation leads to the light dispersion. The average quan-
tum efficiency of this non-blazed holographic gratings is about 45% at 800 nm and 60%
at 475 nm. [201] The double additive mode of this monochromator provides a spectral
resolution of about 0.1 cm−1 and a high stray light rejection of 10−14 at 20 cm−1 from
the Rayleigh line. [201]
Due to the strong light attenuation of the double monochromator, a sensitive detec-
tor with high quantum efficiency and a high signal-to-noise ratio is required. Therefore,
at the output of the spectrometer, the light enters the detector system consisting of a
Photomultiplier tube (PMT) with housing cooled by a Peltier element. The PMT is
an electronic device which converts the incoming photons to current. It is composed of
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a photo-cathode (material: GaAs), which converts photons to electrons, and an elec-
tron multiplication system which amplifies the electric signal. The main advantage of
a PMT is its relatively big photo-sensitive area of about 2 cm in diameter, providing
a high sensitivity, which may reach a value of 104 A/W. The wavelength range of the
PMT which is defined by the GaAs photo-cathode ranges from 300 up to 920 nm. Its
peak quantum efficiency at 700 nm amounts 15%. The response time of the PMT
equals a few nanoseconds, while the dark counting rate is approximately 2 counts/s.
The output of the photomultiplier is connected to a discriminator (F100T, Advanced
Research Instruments), which rejects low amplitude pulses due to thermal electrons,
and forms fixed duration and amplitude pulses for each detected photon. The pulses
from the discriminator are directed to the control unit of the U1000 which functions as
a photon counter.
A further important factor, which significantly influences the efficiency of the SFRS
detection, is the polarization of the light scattered from the sample. Depending on
whether the light wave is polarized parallel (p) or perpendicular (s) to the the grating
grooves, the monochromator grating efficiency changes. This is particularly evident
from the solutions of the Helmholtz equation with boundary conditions differing for
p- and s-polarized waves. [204] If the wavelength of the incoming light is higher than
the blaze-wavelength of the grating, the diffraction efficiency for p-polarized light is
smaller than that for s-polarized light. The highest possible efficiency with the above
described gratings implemented in the U1000 is obtained for s-polarized light. [201] How
the polarization of the incoming light is set to meet the experimental requirements is
described in Sec. 3.2.
In order to demonstrate the importance of sufficient spectral resolution and stray
light rejection exemplary SFRS spectra measured at different conditions are presented
in Figs. 3.3 (a) and (b). When all experimental requirements are fulfilled, SFRS lines
can be monitored on top of a background contributed by resonant excited PL and stray
light, originating from the laser or sample surface (see Fig. 3.3 (a)). During the laser
line measurement the PMT photocathode is protected from the intensive laser light by
a neutral filter (NF) which is manually inserted into the detection path. The laser line
cut-off is indicated by the grey dashed line in Fig. 3.3 (a). It is worthwhile to note that
the spin-flip line profile is contributed by the natural and laser line widths. If the slit
widths di of the monochromator are increased, the spin-flip Raman line profile does not
change whereas the light quantity is greatly enhanced. When the experimental SFRS
requirements are not fulfilled, e.g. when efficient stray light suppression is not provided,
the spin-flip Raman line is not distinguishable any more from the high background as
illustrated in Fig. 3.3 (b). In the case of a spectrally broad laser line, the detection of
a spin-flip Raman line in the vicinity of a laser is impeded and, moreover, itself can be
decisively broadened.
Before shifting the focus towards the basic SFRS setup, a further important aspect,
namely the competition between the resonant excited PL background and a spin-flip
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Figure 3.3: Exemplary SFRS spectra for satisfied and unsatisfied experimental requirements.
(a) In the case of efficient stray light rejection, high spectral resolution, and sufficient light
collimation, in close vicinity of the narrow laser line, SFRS lines can be monitored. These
spin-flip Raman lines, which are characterized by their Raman shift, sensitively respond to
different external parameters like the magnetic field, temperature, geometry, or exciting light.
Analyzing their properties provides information on the carrier spin and interaction process. (b)
If the experimental requirements are not fulfilled, e.g. in the case of not efficient stray light
suppression, the spin-flip lines are screened by the PL or acoustic phonon background. The
SFRS line is marked by an arrow.
Raman signal, is to be addressed. As pointed out above, a high PL background may
potentially obscure the spin-flip Raman line. A way to bypass this obstacle is by
taking advantage of the different optical properties of PL and SFRS. For instance,
their respective intensities reveal principally a dissimilar dependence on the optical
power density or polarization characteristics, thus, offering the possibility to identify
the SFRS line on top of the background contributed by PL. Another approach is by
tuning the excitation energy to the edge of the PL spectrum. In consequence the SFRS
spectrum is less screened by the resonantly excited PL. However, the SFRS efficiency
generally depends on the resonance conditions, and, thus, its relative intensity for quasi-
resonant excitation may decrease. In summary, there is no fundamental guideline which
could specify how to proceed in order to achieve the best ISF/IBG ratio. Depending
on the optical properties of the samples under study, the experiment has, therefore,
to be individually optimized to obtain the best results. In the following chapters,
experimental realization and methods will be highlighted.
3.2 Spin-flip Raman scattering setup
Building on the last section, which has highlighted the SFRS requirements that have
to be fulfilled by the experimental setup, next the realization of a basic SFRS exper-
iment will be addressed. The setup for measuring SFRS is sketched in Fig. 3.4. One
can divide the setup roughly into three segments, namely the excitation, sample, and
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detection part. In general, the excitation, which is composed of a laser and various
optical components to optimize and set the properties of the outgoing light, provides
a laser beam that is used to excite the semiconductor sample exposed to cryogenic
temperatures and high external magnetic fields. Afterwards, the light scattered from
the sample is analyzed with a spectrometer and photon detector. Each of the three
segments has alternative configurations, which will be briefly illustrated in this sec-
tion. To provide an overview, the general experimental parameters used for the SFRS
measurements are listed in Tab. 3.1.
For the optical excitation of the studied semiconductor samples, different laser
sources are used. Here, the choice depends on the energy required for the resonant
excitation of the bound electron-hole pair. The different laser paths are marked by
the numbers (1) to (4) in Fig. 3.4. In the case of the single-beam SFRS experiments
on InGaAs QDs, the beam path is denoted by (1), a continuous-wave Ti:sapphire
laser (Tekhnoscan, T&D-scan) pumped by the second harmonic of a Nd:YVO4 laser
(532 nm∼ 2.33 eV, Coherent, Verdi V10 or V8) is used. The active centers of the
Ti:sapphire laser are Ti3+ ions incorporated into the sapphire (AI2O3) crystal. The
Ti3+ ions provide a broad emission and amplification band which is the key feature of
the Ti:sapphire laser. The laser covers a wavelength range from 680 up to 1100 nm
(1.13 to 1.82 eV) and has a maximal output power of ≈ 900 mW at 800 nm. [205] The
actual wavelength is measured by a fiber-coupled wavelength-meter device (Coherent
Wavemaster). The recorded values are transferred to a computer, where these are
stored while the measurement is being performed. A thick Fabry-Perot interferometer
with high reflectance, which is inserted in the laser resonator, reduces the laser line
width to about 0.03 cm−1 (2.3 pm) at the central wavelength. [205,206] The small width
of the laser line is more than sufficient for the SFRS experiments.
With respect to the study of the diluted magnetic semiconductor Zn1−xMnxSe QW
samples, an optical excitation is required, which is about 2.8 eV. For this purpose, the
QWs are excited by the second harmonic of the tunable continuous-wave Ti:sapphire
laser. The second harmonic is generated by a non-linear optical crystal, namely a
β-barium borate (BBO) crystal, which is inserted in the laser resonator. By the use
of this second harmonic generator (SHG) a wavelength range from 425 up to 475 nm
(2.61− 2.92 eV) is covered. The output power is approximately 5 % of the respective
first harmonic.
In order to set the excitation light properties, the beam from the Ti:sapphire laser
is profiled by different optical components which will be discussed in more detail next.
Initially, the beam is directed through an edge-filter (EF), which absorbs the green
background light of the pumping laser, to an iris diaphragm (ID). By means of the ID
the central part of the beam cross-section is selected. Moreover, it serves as reference
for the laser spot position. With the subsequent variable gradient filter (VF) the laser
beam is roughly attenuated. For fine adjustment of the laser power the combination of
an achromatic half-wave plate (λ/2) and a Glan-Thompson prism (GTP) is used. The
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Figure 3.4: Scheme of the SFRS setup. In the single-beam SFRS experiments (1), the tunable
continuous-wave Ti:sapphire laser provided the optical excitation of the studied samples. In
regard of the two-color SFRS experiments, the SFRS setup can be extended by additional laser
sources, denoted by (2) to (4). The laser beams are profiled by different optical components and
then focused onto the sample surface. In the insets (a) and (b) the two different Raman-holders
are depicted. Depending on the Raman holder selected the sample has to be excited either
from the frontside (a) or backside (b) of the optical cryostat. Alternative light paths and
optical components that may be inserted in the setup are indicated by the black arrows. The
abbreviations are explained in the main text.
half-wave plate rotates the polarization of the linearly polarized laser light in respect
to the polarizer which is horizontally polarized. The rotation of the half-wave plate
allows one to regulate the amount of light transmitted through the polarizer.
To prevent undesired fluctuations in the laser intensity during a SFRS measurement,
the laser power is stabilized and attenuated by the combination of a achromatic half-
wave plate and a liquid-crystal noise eater (NE, Thorlabs). The block diagram of the
noise eater is depicted in Fig. 3.5. The variable attenuator is composed of a liquid
crystal retarder, a calibrated beam splitter, a photodiode and a servo controller to
control the modulator. [207] This device requires linearly polarized light as an input
which is set by the half-wave plate inserted after the Glan-Thompson prism. A light
beam entering the noise-eater is attenuated by the liquid crystal retarder and output
polarizer which together act as a variable retarder. A small part of the attenuated beam
is sent by the subsequent beamsplitter to a feedback loop consisting of a photodiode and
a Servo-controller. The controller unit compares the light intensity with the adjusted
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Figure 3.5: Block diagram of the liquid-crystal noise-eater. Adapted from Ref. [207].
power level and applies an appropriate adjustment voltage to the liquid crystal retarder.
The desired output power is set manually by the potentiometer.
After the noise-eater, an automatic shutter (S1) is integrated into the beam path,
which makes it possible, if necessary, to block the laser beam while the measurement is
being performed. The shutter is triggered by a controller which can be operated by the
computer. The shutter-control is mainly used in the time-resolved SFRS experiments,
which are described in detail in Sec. 3.3. To monitor the laser power during the
measurements a glass plate can be inserted into the beam path which reflects a part
of the beam to a photodiode sensor (PMH) connected to a digital handheld optical
power and energy meter console (PM, PM100D Thorlabs). The PM provides calibrated
measurements across a broad range of powers, energies, and wavelengths. The power
density Pexc at the sample is varied from 0.001 up to ≈ 60 W/cm2.
In addition to the single-beam SFRS experiments, denoted by (1) in Fig. 3.4, the
SFRS setup can be extended by additional laser sources to perform two-color SFRS
experiments. For this purpose, either a second continuous-wave Ti:sapphire laser (2), a
Nd:YVO4 laser with a photon energy of Eexc = 2.33 eV (3) or a diode laser (Coherent
CUBE) is utilized. High-energy illumination, which is used in addition to the resonant
SFRS, can be an essential factor in influencing the SFRS mechanism. For instance, it
may change the background carrier concentration and, thus, enhance the probability of
charged exciton formation, which, in turn, affects considerably the SFRS efficiency in
QDs or QWs. The nonresonant laser beams are profiled with comparable equipment in
the same manner as the beam used for resonant SFRS. Their respective power density
used in the measurements ranges from 1 · 10−4 W/cm2 to ≈ 2 W/cm2. An important
requirement for the two-color SFRS experiments is the spatial overlap of the resonant
and nonresonant laser beams so that these hit the sample in the same spot on the sample
surface. To overlap the two beams a nonpolarizing beamsplitter (BS) is inserted into the
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main excitation path, as indicated by the respective black arrow in Fig. 3.4.The spatial
coincidence of both laser spots on the sample surface is checked with an intermediate
image of the illuminated sample area in the detection. This technique will be explained
in more detail in the description of the detection segment.
The superimposed beams or the single beam, in the case of a simple SFRS experi-
ment, can now be directed onto the sample in two ways, denoted by (a) and (b) in Fig.
3.4. For both options the beam is directed through a Glan-Thompson prism, which en-
sures a definite vertical-linear polarization, and a quarter-wave retardation plate (λ/4),
by which the circular polarization of the laser light is set. In the last step a lens focuses
the laser beam on the sample. The difference between the beam paths (a) and (b) is the
chosen method of light collimation, described in the previous Sec. 3.1 (see Fig. 3.1),
defining the incidence direction as well as angle of the laser beam. In this respect, the
light scattered from the sample can either be collimated with a long-focus lens (a) or
by a holder with a concave mirror (CM) in the vicinity of the sample (b), as illustrated
in the small inserts shown in Fig. 3.4.
Since all measurements required cryogenic sample temperatures (T ≤ 70 K) and a
strong external magnetic field, the millimeter-sized sample (S) is positioned inside an
optical cryostat with a split-coil superconducting magnet system generating magnetic
fields of up to ±10 T (Oxford-Instruments). The sample compartment, called variable
temperature insert (VTI), consist of a long cylindrical tube with a diameter of about
25 mm with four windows near the bottom, allowing one to perform optical measure-
ments. To achieve cryogenic temperatures a thin capillary tube connects the VTI to
the helium volume of the cryostat. The flow of liquid helium through this capillary tube
allows one to cool down the sample either by a controlled gas flow or by immersion in
liquid helium. Moreover, the VTI temperature is regulated by electrical heating with
an ohmic resistor composed of a copper cylinder which is located in the bottom part
of the VTI. The temperature is read out by a calibrated semiconductor sensor which
is connected to an electronic temperature controller. The available temperatures range
from about 1.3 K up to 300 K.
Device/ slit widths B T λexc max. Pexc
mode (µm) (T) (K) (nm) (mW)
U1000
80/120/120/80 ≤ ±10 1.5 ≤ T ≤ 290 650− 960 ≤ 900
Additive (SHG) 425− 475 ≤ 45
Table 3.1: Experimental parameters for the SFRS measurements. The double spectrome-
ter (U1000), which is used for this purpose, has a total focal length of 2 x 1 m, contains
two non-blazed holographic 1800 grooves/mm gratings, and is operated in the double addi-
tive mode, providing a spectral resolution of 0.1 cm−1. Besides the typically used slit widths
(d1/d2/d3/d4) (see Fig. 3.2, the maximal magnetic field strength (B), temperature range (T ),
optical excitation wavelength (λexc) and maximal optical excitation density (Pexc) are listed.
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The semiconductor sample is mounted to a sample holder consisting of a long tube
that is inserted into the VTI. The tube allows one to adjust the vertical position of the
sample and its angle with respect to the magnetic field direction ~B. In this regard, the
orientation of the sample normal ~z can be set to a specific angular position between
0◦ (Faraday geometry, ~z ‖ ~B) and ±45◦ with an accuracy of ±2◦. When the optical
cryostat is rotated by 90◦, angles between ±45◦ and 90◦ (Voigt geometry, ~z ⊥ ~B) can
be established. As mentioned above, the illumination of the sample can be realized
either from the front- or back-side of the cryostat. In both configurations the lens L1
(f = 250 mm) directly focuses the laser beam onto the sample.
In the case of method (a), the sample is evolved strain free in black paper and
installed at a holder made of brass. In addition, the sample is covered by a mask
having a hole of 300 µm diameter. This mask ensures that all measurements are
preformed on the same sample spot. The light emitted/scattered from the sample is
collimated by a long-focus lens (L2; f = 250 mm, D = 50 mm) positioned in front of
the cryostat window. For the concave mirror-based holder (b), the sample is fixed at a
small brass-plate by silver conductive varnish. To provide an tilting angle between the
external magnetic field direction and sample surface normal, the plate can be wedge-
shaped. Here the light scattered from the sample is collimated by the annular area of
the concave mirror. The collimated beam diameter is about 11 mm. The advantage
of this mirror-based holder is the preservation of the polarization plane of the incident
light as it is not rotated by a mirror. Moreover, this construction allows one to excite
the sample with the wave vector of the exciting light being parallel the magnetic field
direction as well as growth axis of the sample for Faraday configuration. However, due
to the fact that the sample is mounted by silver conductive varnish to the brass-plate,
it is not fully stress-free. This may, in turn, influence the properties of the studied
semiconductor structures.
In the detection segment of the SFRS setup, the collimated light scattered from the
sample is directed to the entrance of the U1000 spectrometer. On this main detection
path the polarization of the light scattered is analyzed and the illumination position on
the sample is controlled. The position of the laser spot is checked by means of an inter-
mediate image of the illuminated sample surface. The intermediate image is coupled
into the detection path via two plano-convex lenses (f = 250 mm) in combination with
a cross slit (CS). A mirror that can be inserted into the beam path, as indicated by the
black arrow in Fig. 3.4, reflects the light through two lenses onto a video camera (VC)
connected to a monitor (M). The cross slit selects the homogeneously illuminated sam-
ple region. In the performed measurements, unless otherwise specified, the slit aperture
is about 50 µm x 50 µm. After the intermediate image, the circular polarization of the
scattered photons is studied. For this purpose, a large diameter quarter-wave plate
and a Glan-Thompson prism, which generates horizontal-linear polarization in order
to achieve the highest diffraction efficiency, are used (see Sec. 3.1). Finally, the light is
focused by lens L3 onto the entrance slit of the U1000 spectrometer. The functionality
of this spectrometer and the attached PMT is described in detail in the previous sec-
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tion. To achieve the best signal to noise ratio and to ensure a high spectral resolution
as well as efficient stray light rejection the slit widths of the U1000 (d1/d2/d3/d4) (see.
Fig. 3.2) are set to (80 µm/120 µm/120 µm/80 µm). To protect the PMT photo-
cathode from the intensive laser light during the laser line measurements, a neutral
filter is manually inserted in the detection path. The typical experimental parameters
for SFRS measurements utilizing the U1000 double monochrometer are summarized in
Tab. 3.1.
3.3 Time-resolved spin-flip Raman scattering setup
In current research ultrafast optical pump-probe spectroscopy has proven to be a pow-
erful tool to investigate the dynamics of different interaction processes, e.g. electron-
electron, electron-phonon, or electron-spin interactions, in various materials. [208–211]
The basic idea of the pump-probe technique is to monitor the pump pulse induced
changes of the reflectivity or transmissivity of probe pulses as a function of the probe
delay time. A scheme illustrating the fundamental principle of the pump probe tech-
nique is presented in Fig. 3.6. The time evolution, which is related to the relaxation
of carriers and the dynamics of phonons or spins, is derived by delaying the relative
arrival time (τ) between the pump and probe pulses. For instance, in the case of ul-
trafast mechanisms this can be realized by a mechanical delay line. However, if the
relaxation processes are considerably longer than milliseconds, a mechanical delay line
is no longer sufficient, and, thus, it is necessary to generate the delay between pump
and probe using alternative methods. A technique based on the automatized control
of mechanical shutters is described below.
The pump-probe spectroscopy is an efficient tool to obtain information in the time
and frequency domain simultaneously. [211] Hence, it is used to study the nuclear spin
polarization in the electron spin-flip Raman scattering of (In,Ga)As/GaAs QDs in
the stationary and time-resolved regime using a two-color laser pump-probe excitation
scheme. For that purpose, a SFRS setup consisting of two tunable laser sources and a
time-resolved detection system is required. The two lasers shall provide nonresonant
and resonant excitation, i.e. pump and probe, in order to initially polarize the nuclei
and then, after a delay time (τ), to stimulate an electron spin-flip. Proportional to the
degree of the nuclear orientation an effective magnetic field acts back on the electron
system and induces a shift of the electron spin-flip Raman line, which is known as
the Overhauser shift. [212] In result, the temporal evolution of the Raman shift of the
electron spin-flip line provides information on the amount of remaining nuclear spin
polarization.
These time-resolved measurements are based on the SFRS setup sketched in Fig.
3.2. This setup configuration offers the possibility to control the properties of the laser
light used for excitation, to apply high external magnetic fields, to vary the temperature
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NSP(t)
Probe pulse
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delay time 	
Figure 3.6: Scheme illustrating the fundamental principle of the pump-probe experiments.
The time evolution of the nuclear spin polarization (NSP(t)) is derived by delaying the relative
arrival time between the pump and probe pulse. The degree of the nuclear orientation is
observed by detecting the Overhauser shift of the spin-flip line stimulated by the probe beam.
Adapted from Ref. [211].
as well as to analyze the polarization of the light scattered from the QD sample. Here, in
addition to the resonant excitation by a continuous-wave Ti:sapphire laser, denoted by
(1) in Fig. 3.2, the sample is illuminated by nonresonant light from a second Ti:sapphire
laser, denoted by (2). As described in the previous section both laser beams are profiled
with comparable equipment in the same manner and then spatially overlapped by a
nonpolarizing beamsplitter. The superimposed beams are directed from the backside
of the optical cryostat, denoted by (b) in Fig. 3.2, onto the sample mounted on the
Raman-holder with a concave mirror. The light scattered from the sample is collimated
by the concave mirror and then sent to the U1000 double spectrometer. Polarization
optics positioned in the beam path allow one to set the polarization of the incident
laser beam and to analyze the polarization of the light scattered from the QD sample.
To investigate the temporal evolution of the nuclear spin polarization, which is on
the time scale of several tens of seconds [21], the laser beams of the two continuous-wave
Ti:sapphire lasers need to be chopped and additionally delayed in respect to each other.
This is realized by the computer-controlled mechanical shutters S1 and S2 which are
inserted in the beam paths of the resonant and nonresonant lasers, respectively. The
pulse sequence is schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.7 (a). Initially, the nonresonant
laser, denoted by (2), excites the sample for a time of texp = 60 s. During this time
period the shutter S1 is closed, blocking the resonant laser, denoted by (1). The long
exposure time is required to ensure that the maximally reachable nuclear spin polariza-
tion induced by nonresonant excitation could establish. After the exposure time texp,
the shutter S2 closes the beam path of the pump beam. Following a delay time of τ ,
S1 opens the resonant probe beam for a time frame of tm ≈ 100 ms. In this short time
window the SFRS measurement is performed. After tm, the probe beam is closed until
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Figure 3.7: (a) Scheme of the pulse sequence in the SFRS pump-probe measurements. The
pulse sequence is realized by the computer-controlled mechanical shutters S1 and S2, which are
inserted in the beam paths of the probe (1) and pump (2) lasers. The exposure time of the
pump beam is given by texp, the SFRS measurement time by tm and the delay time of the
probe beam by τ . The differently delayed probe pulses for each cycle are depicted by varying
colors. (b) The light scattered from the sample is analyzed with the U1000 double spectrometer
equipped with a PMT. The abbreviations and technical components are explained in the main
text. (c) Scheme of the final three dimensional plot displaying the Raman intensity measured
for a certain energy and delay time. The colors of the data measured at different delay times
correspond to the probe pulses in (a).
the pump beam has restored back the nuclear spin polarization. The nonresonant laser
repetition time is 60 s. In each cycle the delay time is increased until it reaches the
repetition time of the pump beam. The differently delayed probe beams in each cycle
are highlighted by varying colors in Fig. 3.7 (a). It is important to note here that both
mechanical shutters have a response time of about 5 ms. The timing sequences are
monitored with an oscilloscope (Tektronix, TDS2012).
The collimated light scattered from the sample is analyzed with the U1000 double
spectrometer equipped with a PMT (see Fig. 3.7 (b)). As described in the previous
sections, both devices ensure a high spectral resolution as well as efficient stray light
rejection. The output of the photomultiplier is connected to a discriminator (F100T,
Advanced Research Instruments) which rejects low amplitude pulses and forms fixed
duration and amplitude pulses for each detected photon. These pulses are directed
to the dual-channel gated photon counter (SR400, Stanford Research Systems) which
counts the pulses at rates of up to 200MHz with a pulse-pair resolution of 5 ns. The pho-
ton counter is used instead of the U1000 control unit, as it provides a convenient way of
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controlling the device via the computer and retrieving data. During the measurements,
the photon counter receives a trigger signal from the computer when the shutter S1
opens and closes, starting and, respectively, stopping the counting mode. Afterwards
the data is transferred to the computer. It is worthwhile to note, that the computer
works as master clock that temporally delays both the shutter pulse and starting pulse
for the photon counter without external triggering. Internal delays caused by the finite
lengths of the BNC connection cables, amplification and digitalization processes are
negligibly small compared to the measurement times tm and texp. The time resolution
of the detection system is limited by the shutters response time of about 5 ms.
The decisive disadvantage of using the U1000 and PMT is that the scattering in-
tensity can only be measured at a certain spectral wavelength for each measuring cycle.
Hence, to receive a full spectrum the above presented technique has to be repeated for
several spectral wavelengths (see Fig. 3.7 (c)). To ensure the laser line does not shift
during this experiments, it is measured once between each spectral step. The drawback
of this procedure is the huge amount of time required to investigate the time evolution
of the nuclear spin polarization. Moreover, due to the short SFRS measurement time
of 100 ms, the time resolved measurement has to be repeated over 10 times, in order
to improve the signal to noise ratio.
If the resonant excitation does not alter the nuclear spin dynamics, the experiment
can be modified to increase the measurement speed. In this respect, the probe pulse
which is delayed by time τ is frequently repeated with a probe-pulse delay of tn until
the next pump pulse. In this way, the spin-flip scattering intensity can be monitored
for a specific energy as function of the delay in just one cycle.
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Spin-flip Raman scattering in
(In,Ga)As/GaAs quantum dots
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In the last decade semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) have attracted considerable
interest in various scientific fields as they are considered as appealing material system
for applications in spin electronics and quantum information technologies. [50,213] In or-
der to realize solid-state quantum information applications robust quantum coherence
is a major requirement. Quantum coherence in many-body systems represents the
essence of entanglement and is an essential component of many intriguing phenomena
in today’s nanostructures. [214,215] For instance, the knowledge about quantum coher-
ence is mandatory in order to understand the famous Aharonov-Bohm like interference
oscillations of the conductance of metallic rings. [216] A possibility to achieve quantum
coherence is offered for example by carrier spins in ensembles of QDs. [39]
In contrast to singly charged QDs, excitons which are usually considered for re-
alization of quantum information applications are less convenient due to their short
lifetimes. [217,218] As a result of the three-dimensional confinement of a QD to length
scales small compared to the particle’s wavelength the spin relaxation mechanisms
related to free motion of electrons are suppressed, in turn yielding rather long spin co-
herence times of confined charges. [219,220] However, a major adversary, in this respect, is
decoherence, that is the process by which quantum information is lost due to coupling
of the system to other hard-to-control degrees of freedom in the environment, such as
thermal phonons, fluctuating charges, nuclear spins etc. [21,139,221,222]
For exciton complexes in QDs, the interaction with acoustic phonons reduces the
coherence even at liquid helium temperatures. [139,223,224] However, the situation differs
for confined electron spins which reveal a robust electron spin coherence for a wide
temperature range. [139] Previous studies on self-assembled (In,Ga)As QDs have shown
that the electron spin coherence time is found to be constant up to about 20 K, while
dropping fast into the nanosecond range for higher temperatures. [225,226] These results
predict that coherent manipulations of carrier spins are performable also at elevated
temperatures. However, only a few excitations in solid-state systems, primarily involv-
ing nuclear or carrier spins localized at deep defects, display the required robustness for
coherent manipulation up to room temperature. [227,228] Nevertheless, through ultra-fast
pumping of semiconductor QDs has been shown that coherent phonons can establish
an interaction between quantum states in nanostructures. [229] To what extent thermal
phonons also contribute to spin manipulation within the limits set for maintaining co-
herence has not yet been explored. In the framework of this thesis this unsolved issue
is tackled by means of spin-flip Raman scattering (SFRS), whose efficiency intrinsically
depends on phonons, as they mediate spin-flips and thereby orient spins. The focus
of the study is placed on temperature-dependent changes in the electron-SFRS in self-
assembled (In,Ga)As/GaAs QD ensembles. It is the continuation of the comprehensive
studies carried out by J. Debus et al. [49,138] which investigated the spin interactions
and spin dynamics in (In,Ga)As/GaAs QDs at low temperatures. The temperature-
dependence of the e-SFRS is addressed in the first half of this part II.
In prospect for spintronics and applications in secure optical communications and
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linear optics quantum computing, a major part of research is further directed towards
the interaction mechanisms between electron and nuclear spins in QD semiconduc-
tors. [221,230–232] It is well known that nuclear spins act collectively on the electron
spin via hyperfine interaction. As a result, fluctuations of the current as well as hys-
teresis effects due to dynamic nuclear polarization can be monitored. [233–235] In this
respect, comprehensive studies of the nuclear spin dynamics have yielded spin coher-
ence times ranging from hundreds of microseconds up to a millisecond. [236] However,
despite some basic understanding, the central spin problem of a carrier spin in a nuclear
spin bath, which is aggravated by its intrinsic multi-body character, is still not fully
explored. [236–241]
As noted above, one common way to investigate carrier spins is spin-flip Raman
spectroscopy. Recent experiments indicate though that circularly polarized laser light
manipulation by resonantly exciting charged exciton complexes unavoidably affects
the nuclear spins. [242–244] These nuclei spins in turn induce an effective nuclear spin-
fluctuation field which depolarizes carrier-spins due to their precession around this field.
This is a large drawback for SFRS which decisively depends on the manipulation of
carrier spins by optical excitation. However, the reduction in the spin polarization can
be suppressed by polarizing the nuclear spins. In this regard, previous studies have
shown that optical pumping can be used to orient carrier spins confined in QDs whose
polarization is than transferred to the nuclei spins through flip-flop processes, in turn
resulting in a dynamic nuclear polarization. [245] The interplay between the dynamic
nuclear polarization and the resonant SFRS of resident electrons in an ensemble of
singly charged (In,Ga)As/GaAs quantum dots is addressed in the second half of this
part II.
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Efficiency enhancement of the
coherent electron SFRS
Semiconductor QDs, such as (In,Ga)As/GaAs QDs, are considered to be an attractive
material system for spin electronics, as the geometric confinement leads to long spin
coherence times of the confined charges. However, this spin coherence times are con-
siderably affected by interactions in the many-body environment, e.g. with phonons.
It is well known that thermal phonons play a crucial role in QW and QD semiconduc-
tors as they typically cause a rapid loss of coherence due to multiple electron-phonon
interactions. These interactions occur because of the particle nature of phonons, in
which the emission and absorption of phonons by electrons takes place. The probabil-
ity of phonons occupying a phonon mode depends mainly on the temperature. Their
distribution is determined by the Bose-Einstein statistics which states that the average
number of phonons increases with rising temperature, in turn giving rise to electron-
phonon interactions.
At high temperatures, excitons are unstable against collisions with thermal phonons.
For instance, in GaAs/(Al,Ga)As QWs the LO-phonon energy (∼ 36 meV) exceeds sig-
nificantly the exciton binding energy (∼ 9 meV). In the case of an exciton-phonon
collision the exciton ionizes, releasing a free electron-hole pair with great excess energy.
In this regard, previous studies have demonstrated that due to LO-phonon scattering
at room temperature excitons live only ∼ 0.4 ps in GaAs/(Al,Ga)As and ∼ 0.3 ps
in (Ga,In)As/(Al,In)As QWs. [246] Considering exciton complexes in QDs, the inter-
action with acoustic phonons causes a rapid loss of coherence even at liquid helium
temperatures. [223] However, in the case of confined carrier spins, the spin coherence
can be maintained up to temperatures of ≈ 20 K, as has been shown in studies on
self-assembled (In,Ga)As QDs. [225,226] Therefore, also coherent manipulations of car-
rier spins shall be performable in this temperature range. However, to what extent
thermal phonons can contribute to spin manipulation within the limits set for main-
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taining coherence has not been explored so far. In this respect, this chapter of the thesis
addresses the temperature-dependent changes in the electron-SFRS for self-assembled
(In,Ga)As/GaAs QD ensembles.
For the sake of guidance, this chapter is divided into two sections. The first Sec. 4.1
is intended to serve as an introduction into the topic of e-SFRS in (In,Ga)As/GaAs QDs.
Initially a brief description of basic properties of the e-SFRS under resonant excitation
are presented. In particular, close attention is paid to the spin-flip scattering mechanism
in n-doped and undoped QDs which bases on an isotropic electron-electron exchange
interaction between the photogenerated and resident electron with the charged exciton
complex as an intermediate scattering state. The spin-flip process becomes possible
due to magnetic-field-induced symmetry reduction. Following this, in Sec. 4.2 the
focus is set on the temperature-dependent changes in the e-SFRS. In this respect, the
results and analysis of the SFRS are presented and afterwards the mechanism of the
thermal enhancement of the e-SFRS efficiency is discussed. The enhancement is based
on acoustic phonons which mediated interlevel transitions, and, thus, enhancing the
spin-flip probability of the resident electron.
4.1 Characterization of the e-SFRS in (In,Ga)As/GaAs
QDs
4.1.1 The experimental approach and sample details
Before addressing the basic characteristics of the SFRS, in this section a brief descrip-
tion of the QD samples studied is given. In the frame of this thesis three samples with
self-assembled (In,Ga)As/GaAs QDs, fabricated by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on
a (100)-oriented GaAs substrate, are investigated. These (In,Ga)As/GaAs QD samples
were grown at the Ruhr-University in Bochum by Prof. Dr. A. D. Wieck’s group. Their
technological parameters are summarized in Tab. 4.1. The samples #1 and #2 contain
20 layers of lens-shaped QDs with a density of 1010 dots per cm2. The distance be-
tween their adjacent layers amounts about 60 nm. Due to n-modulation doping with Si
donors 20 nm below each QD layer, the QDs are charged by about one electron per dot
sample annealing GaAs doping density QD layers
name Temp. (◦C) substrate (dots/cm2)
14054b (#1) 920 (100) n-doped 1010 20
11955 (#2) 945 (100) n-doped 1010 20
11294 (#3) 980 (100) undoped 1010 1
Table 4.1: Technological parameters of the studied (In,Ga)As/GaAs quantum dots, which
have been fabricated by MBE.
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in average. The sample #3 contains only one layer of lens shaped quantum dots and is
uncharged. After the growth the samples are annealed at temperatures of 920◦C (#1),
945◦C (#2), and 980◦C (#3) leading to different QD sizes and composition profiles.
To study the spin related phenomena, i.e., the exchange interaction between the
resident carriers and photogenerated excitons, the technique of SFRS is used. The gen-
eral experimental approach to study the SFRS is presented in the previous chapter 3.
In order to analyze the temperature-dependent changes in the electron spin-flip scat-
tering, the measurements are performed in a wide temperature range from 1.6 K up to
80 K. The samples are attached strain free to a rotation holder and exposed to mag-
netic fields up to 10 T. Unless otherwise indicated, the QDs are excited by a tunable
continuous-wave Ti:Sapphire laser with a typical power density of 0.5 W/cm2. In order
to minimize laser fluctuations, the laser power is stabilized by a liquid-crystal variable
attenuator. The laser spot diameter is approximately 0.5 mm. Due to the spatial
inhomogeneity of the QD size distributions and composition profiles which decisively
influence the emission characteristics of the (In,Ga)As/GaAs QDs [49], it is necessary
to ensure that all measurements are performed on the same sample spot. Therefore,
each sample is covered by a mask having a hole of ≈ 150 µm diameter and the laser
spot position on the sample surface is monitored during the experiments by checking
the intermediate image of the sample surface (see Chap. 3). The backscattered SFRS
experiments are performed in Voigt geometry (θ = 90◦) and in a tilted geometry, where
the magnetic field ~B and the QD growth axis z enclosed an angle of θ = 15◦ within
the xz-plane. The scattered light is analyzed by the double monochromator (U1000)
equipped with a Peltier-cooled GaAs photomultiplier. The circular polarization char-
acteristics of the SFRS spectra are described by the abbreviated expression (σ±i /σ
±
s ).
Here, σ± designates the circular polarization of the incident (σi) and scattered (σs)
light, which is determined by the angular momentum projection on the propagation
direction of the incident light.
4.1.2 (In,Ga)As/GaAs QD photoluminescence
Various optical approaches can be used to investigate the optical and electronic proper-
ties of low dimensional semiconductors as well as molecules. In this regard, one of the
most commonly used techniques is photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy. The analysis
of the spectral distribution of PL emitted from a semiconductor allows one to determine
nondestructively the electronic band-gap as well as radiative or nonradiative processes.
It applies well to qualitatively monitor changes in material quality as a function of
growth and processing conditions. For instance, it is used to study the shell structure
of variably annealed QD ensembles.
The exciton PL spectrum of the studied (In,Ga)As/GaAs QDs (sample #1) at T =
6 K is shown in Fig. 4.1 (a). The QDs are excited nonresonantly (EPL-exc = 1.530 eV)
above the band-gap of the wetting layer (WL). The excitation power density is set
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Figure 4.1: (a) PL spectrum of the (In,Ga)As/GaAs QDs (sample #1) for B = 10 T (Faraday,
~B ‖ z) and T = 6 K. To obtain the PL spectrum the QDs have been excited nonresonantly
at EPL-exc = 1.530 eV. Further shown is the excitation-energy dependence of the intensity
of the s-shell QD PL (green closed circles). To improve the overview, the PLE spectrum is
downscaled by a factor of 10. The WL resonance is found at 1.480 eV, while the other PLE
features can be attributed to the GaAs barrier. Adapted from Ref.[ 21]. (b) PL spectra of
the three studied (In,Ga)As/GaAs QD samples, which have been fabricated at three different
post-growth annealing temperatures. The QDs are excited above the band-gap of the WL at
an energy of 1.520 eV. The measurements are performed at B = 0 T and T = 6 K. The arrows
in (a) and (b) mark the s-, p-, and d-shell peaks.
to 10 W/cm2. The depicted spectrum is measured in an external magnetic field of
B = 10 T in Faraday geometry (Faraday, ~B ‖ z). The QD emission due to ground
state trion recombination (s-shell) is centered at 1.391 eV. The high-energy PL shoulder
is attributed to the recombination of p-shell (1.406 eV) and d-shell (1.421 eV) trions.
The spectral positions of these peaks are marked by arrows in Fig. 4.1 (a). The
photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectrum detected for the s-shell trion is depicted
by green closed circles. By means of PLE the WL resonance of sample #1 is found at
1.480 eV. The additional features in the PLE spectrum can be assigned to the GaAs
barrier. [138]
The alteration of the QD PL due to the effect of post-growth annealing is highlighted
for the three studied (In,Ga)As/GaAs QD samples in Fig. 4.1 (b). As pointed out
above, the PL of each QD ensemble is composed of s-, p- and d-shells which originate
from the recombination of the ground and excited trion states. For a better overview,
the shell structure for each QD ensemble is marked by arrows in Fig. 4.1 (b). The
emission energy of the s-shell peak for the samples #1, #2, and #3 is 1.391 eV, 1.408 eV,
and 1.449 eV, respectively. As can be deduced from these results, the PL spectrum shifts
to higher energies with increasing annealing temperature (Tan). The shift is caused by
an increase of the band-gap energy due to the diffusion of gallium atoms from the
barrier into the QDs. This process is induced by the post-growth annealing. [247] The
band-gap energy (Eg)of the InxGa1−xAs QDs with the average indium concentration
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x is given by [248]:
Eg = 0.417 · x+ 1.519 · (1− x)− 0.477 · x · (1− x). (4.1)
In order to estimate the indium concentration in the studied QD samples the s-shell
peak energy is used in first approximation for the band-gap energy. Hence, the Indium
concentration of the studied QDs amounts 0.084 (#1), 0.076 (#2), and 0.045 (#3).
It is well known from previous studies [247] that higher annealing temperatures fa-
cilitate the flattening of QDs, resulting in an increase of the QD diameter. In turn,
this leads to a reduction of the lateral confinement. In first approximation the lateral
confinement energy can be estimated from the energy difference between the trion s-
and p-shell emission. Hence, the PL spectra shown in Fig. 4.1 (b) indicate confinement
energies of 14.1 meV (#1), 11.2 meV (#2), and 9.8 meV (#3). This result underlines
that the confinement energy decreases for higher Tan. The degree to which the con-
finement is influenced by the bath temperature is described in Sec. 4.2. It is worth
to note that the displayed PL profiles demonstrate a narrowing of the PL line width
with increasing annealing temperature. For instance, the FWHM of the s-shell peak
decreases from 10.2 meV (#1) down to 5.0 meV (#3). This result indicates that the
distribution of QD sizes is more homogenous for high Tan.
4.1.3 Spin-flip scattering mechanism of the resident electron spin in
(In,Ga)As/GaAs QDs
After this rough analysis of the PL, next the focus is set on the basic properties of
the SFRS under resonant excitation of the trion. In this regard, the initial emphasis
is placed on the analysis and exploration of the SFRS mechanism in the n-doped QD
ensembles. Following this, the SFRS in the undoped QDs will be discussed.
As described in Sec. 2.4.3, an SFRS spectrum is typically composed of lines which
shift from the laser excitation energy in the vicinity of an external magnetic field.
Here, the shift is described by the Zeeman splitting of spin states (see Sec. 2.1.5).
For instance, typical SFRS spectra of the studied (In,Ga)As/GaAs QDs in regard of
a resonant excitation (Eexc = 1.396 eV) of the high-energy flank of the s-shell QD
emission (sample #1) are presented in Fig. 4.2 (a). The depicted spectra are measured
at T = 6 K and B = 6 T in the co-polarized (σ+/σ+) and (σ−/σ−) as well as cross-
polarized (σ+/σ−) and (σ−/σ+) configurations in a tilted geometry, where the magnetic
filed ~B and the QD growth axis z enclosed an angle of θ = 15◦.
For these excitation conditions, the spin-flip Raman lines on the Stokes and anti-
Stokes side are observable on a background contributed by PL. The spin-flip Raman
lines are dominant in the (σ−/σ−) and (σ+/σ+) polarization configuration on the anti-
Stokes and Stokes side, respectively. The cross-polarized spectra demonstrate only
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Figure 4.2: (a) Circularly cross- and co-polarized SFRS spectra of sample #1, excited reso-
nantly on the high-energy flank of the s-shell QD emission (Eexc = 1.396 eV) in tilted geometries
(θ = 15◦). The laser line is at zero Raman shift. The most intensive electron spin-flip Raman
lines are observed in co-polarized configurations. (b) SFRS Stokes spectra of sample #1 mea-
sured in Faraday (θ = 0◦, red curve), Voigt (θ = 90◦, black curve), and oblique magnetic
geometry (θ = 15◦, blue curve). The QD ensembles are excited at the s-shell maximum of
the QD emission (Eexc = 1.391 eV). All spectra in (a) and (b) are measured at T = 6 K and
B = 6 T. The laser power density is set to 0.5 W/cm2.
weak SFRS intensities in both regimes. In this regard, the SFRS intensity on the anti-
Stokes side is 3 times higher in (σ−/σ−) than in (σ+/σ−). However, the shift of the
Raman lines exhibits no change. It equals |∆ESF| = (0.22 ± 0.01) meV for scattering
to lower and higher energies. Taking into consideration the Zeeman splitting |g|µBB
(see Eq. (2.35)), these Raman shifts correspond to a g factor of (0.59± 0.03).
In order to further determine the origin of these Raman lines, the SFRS Stokes
spectra are investigated for different geometries. The resulting spectra for Faraday,
Voigt, and tilted geometries (θ = 15◦) are presented in Fig. 4.2 (b). The results
pertain sample #1 and are measured in (σ+/σ+) polarization configuration at T = 6 K
and B = 6 T. The excitation energy is tuned into resonance with the s-shell maximum
of the QD emission (Eexc = 1.391 eV). The resulting spectra demonstrate that an SFRS
signal is absent in Faraday geometry. Only by tilting the magnetic field direction with
respect to the QD growth axis a spin-flip Raman line becomes apparent on the Stokes
side, as can be seen by the blue curve measured at small tilting angles of θ = 15◦ shown
in Fig. 4.2 (b). A further increase of the tilting angle leads to a continuous increase
of the SFRS intensity, while reaching the maximum in Voigt geometry ( ~B ⊥ z). From
the results can be, furthermore, deduced that the geometry alters the Raman shift of
the spin-flip Raman line. In Fig. 4.2 (b) one observes that the Raman shift amounts
approximately (0.218 ± 0.005) meV in close to Faraday geometry, while decreasing
down to (0.195 ± 0.005) meV in Voigt. Hence, the in-plane g factor equals in first
approximation |g⊥| = 0.53.
Beside the strong symmetry dependence of the spin-flip Raman line further the
efficiency of interaction in dependence on the chosen excitation energy is important.
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Figure 4.3: (a) SFRS resonance profile (closed circles, left y-axis) and the related QD PL (black
solid line, right y-axis) for sample #1 at B = 6 T and T = 6 K in close to Faraday geometry
(θ = 15◦). The integral spin-flip intensity (I int,Se-SF ) is determined from SFRS Stokes spectra
measured in (σ+/σ+) polarization configuration. The error in the integral SF intensity does
not exceed the symbol size. The arrows mark the s-, p-, and d-shell PL peaks. The maximum
of the SFRS profile centered at (1.398± 0.03) eV deviates slightly from the s-shell PL peak at
(1.392 ± 0.02) eV. (b) Raman shift of the electron spin-flip Raman line in dependence on the
magnetic field in tilted (θ = 15◦, black open circles) and Voigt geometry (red open circles). The
depicted results pertain the QD ensemble #1 regarding a resonant excitation of the low-energy
flank of the trion s-shell (Eexc = 1.385 eV). The error in the Raman shift does not exceed the
symbol size. The fitting (black and red-colored) curves based on Eq. (2.35) demonstrate that
the zero-field offset is negligible.
Therefore, the SFRS resonance profile is investigated which represents the dependence
of the spin-flip Raman line intensity on the excitation energy. The spin-flip Raman res-
onance profile of the QD ensemble #1 is shown in Fig. 4.3 (a). The related spectra are
measured in close to Faraday geometry (θ = 15◦) at B = 6 T and T = 6 K. The closed
circles indicate the SFRS intensities while the orange solid line gives the PL spectra.
For a better overview, the shell structure of the QD ensemble is indicated by arrows.
One can deduce from the spectral profile that the SFRS efficiency almost coincides with
the PL intensity. In this regard, the spin-flip Raman line can be monitored over the
whole width of the PL spectrum, i.e., from 1.37 eV up to 1.43 eV. This also applies
to the QD samples #2 and #3 which are annealed at higher temperatures (not shown
here). However, at B = 6 T, the maximum of the SFRS intensity is centered between
the s- and p-shell of the QD PL. Here, one obviously monitors that the maximum of
the PL and SFRS intensity profile do not coincide. In this respect, previous studies
have reported that for small tilting angles and rising magnetic field the maximum of
the SFRS efficiency shifts faster towards higher energies than the PL. [138] This shift,
which follows the electron cyclotron energy, is enhanced for QD samples with smaller
lateral confinement. Hence, it is assigned to a hybridization of s-shell singlet and p-shell
triplet states of the negatively charged excitons. In the frame of the SFRS temperature
dependence the origin of this effect will be investigated in more detail.
According to previous studies, it is furthermore reported that the g factor smoothly
varies with the energy. [138] It is shown that the g factor increases for lower excitation
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energies, i.e., for smaller QD diameters with stronger lateral confinement, underlining
that it is predominantly determined by the band-gap. [249] In order to determine pre-
cisely the corresponding Lande´ factor, the Raman shift of the spin-flip line on the Stokes
side is investigated for close to Faraday (θ = 15◦) and Voigt geometry as a function of
the magnetic field. The results regarding a resonant excitation (Eexc = 1.385 eV) of the
low-energy flank of the trion s-shell (sample #1) in co-circular (σ−/σ−) polarization
configuration are presented in Fig. 4.3 (b). As can be deduced from these results, the
absolute Raman shifts (|∆E|) of the Stokes spin-flip Raman lines show approximately
linear magnetic field evolutions. The data demonstrate only minor fluctuations of the
Raman shift which are basically of the same order of magnitude as the measurement
error. In spite of this, a discrepancy between the two geometries is monitored. One
observes a through-out smaller Raman shift in Voigt than in close to Faraday geome-
try. To determine the corresponding Lande´ factors, a linear least square fit to the data
according to Eq. (2.35) is conducted. This yields Lande´ factors of g15◦ = 0.55 and
g⊥ = 0.59. From the linear extrapolation of the experimental data, the zero-field offset
can be deduced, amounting ∆Eoff,15◦ = (−19 ± 20) µeV and ∆Eoff,⊥ = (1 ± 12) µeV.
These offsets are in the range of the measurement error, indicating that the zero-field
offset is negligible.
The anisotropy of the g factor and the angular dependence of the SFRS inten-
sity indicate that the Raman line monitored is attributed to a spin-flip of an elec-
tron. [21,49,138,139] The estimated g factor is in good agreement with recently performed
pump&probe measurements on (In,Ga)As/GaAs QDs. [250,251] Moreover, it is worth to
note that the weak anisotropy of the electron g factor is characteristic for QDs, whereas
heavy-hole and excitons typically exhibit strong anisotropic g factors. [251]
Based on the experimental results, which are presented above, the electron spin-
flip scattering process can be exploited. The responsible mechanism is suggested by
J. Debus et al. in a recent publication which addressed the SFRS of resident electron
spins in singly charged QDs. [138] It is reported that due to a symmetry reduction for
the negatively charged exciton, which is induced by the applied magnetic field, the
spin-flip Raman scattering of the resident electrons trapped in a QD becomes allowed.
Here, the electron spin-flip is mediated by the isotropic electron-electron exchange
interaction, which requires the magnetic field induced mixing of the electron states in
tilted geometries. [138] In more detail the mechanism of the e-SFRS will be elaborated
next.
In general the SFRS process can be evaluated by analyzing the selection rules for
electric dipole transitions, as it is theoretically described in Sec. 2.4.3. These selec-
tion rules can be deduced from the circularly polarized Raman spectra. As has been
experimentally shown (see Fig. 4.2 (a)), the electron SFs are predominantly observed
in the co-circular polarization configurations (σ−/σ−) and (σ+/σ+). This means that
the polarization of the incident light is equal to that of the scattered light. Hence, the
photogenerated excitons, i.e., electron-hole pairs, have the same spin orientation before
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and after the spin-flip process. The experiments reveal further that a very weak spin-
flip can be observed in cross-polarized configuration as well. However, the respective
Raman shift in comparison to the spin-flip line in co-polarization is unaltered.
The first step is to explore the spin-flip process in Faraday geometry. Despite
the fact that the admixture of light and heavy-holes is present in the studied QD
ensembles [251], for simplicity it is assumed that the valence-band ground state has
heavy-hole character. After photo excitation, e.g. by circularly polarized light (σ+), an
electron-hole pair, with an electron in the spin down state | −1/2〉 =|↓〉 and a heavy-
hole in the spin up state | +3/2〉 =|⇑〉, is excited. This state reads |⇑↓〉. However, this
excitation can only take place when the resident electron located inside the QD which
is provided by the modulation doping with Si donors has the opposite spin orientation
| +1/2〉 =|↑〉, since otherwise the excitation would be blocked by the Pauli exclusion
principle. Hence, the exciton and resident electron form a trion state which can be
expressed by | +3/2,−1/2,+1/2〉 =|⇑↓↑〉 with the total angular momentum projection
L = +3/2. Since the two electrons form a singlet state, a spin-flip by one of the carriers
is forbidden by Pauli exclusion principle. Therefore, in Faraday geometry an electron
spin-flip shall not be experimentally observable. This is in good agreement with the
results shown in Fig. 4.2 (b), which demonstrate that the spin-flip Raman line is absent
in Faraday geometry.
The situation, however, changes when the magnetic field direction gets tilted with
respect to the QD growth axis z. This is because of the fact that a quantum dot
generally posses rotational symmetry about its growth axis and, therefore, its symmetry
can be described by the irreducible representation D2d. Hence, in oblique magnetic
fields the restrictions of selection rules are lifted by mixing the optically bright and
dark excitons, i.e., the electron spin basis eigenstates. [33,36,252] Since the heavy-hole
does not poses a magnetic moment which is perpendicular to the growth direction z,
the mixing is established via the transverse electron g factor. [190] Hence, the spin state
of the resident electron in a tilted magnetic field can be written as
α |↑〉 ± β |↓〉 = cos(θ/2) | ±1/2〉 ± sin(θ/2) | ∓1/2〉, (4.2)
with |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. [33] The mixing coefficients α and β depend on the tilting angle
θ between the magnetic field ~B and the growth axis z. Assuming now an excitation
with (σ+) polarized light only one component of the resident electron is excited. The
superposition state of the trion is given by α |⇑↓↑〉+ β |↓〉. Due to isotropic exchange
interaction between the resident electron and the photo-excited electron, a spin-flip
can occur in the second component, resulting in the intermediate state α |⇑↑↓〉+ β |↑〉.
When the hole spin remains unaffected during this scattering process, the annihilation
of the trion yields the emission of a photon with the same polarization as the incident.
Due to this spin-flip process the electron spin has become obviously oriented (|↑〉). The
difference between the incident and scattered photon energies is equal to the Zeeman
energy |g|µBB (see Eq. (2.35)). In this case the electron g factor is determined by the
Zeeman splitting between the electron spin states (|↑〉 and |↓〉).
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Figure 4.4: (a) Circularly cross- and co-polarized SFRS spectra of the undoped QD ensemble
#3, excited resonantly on the low-energy flank of the s-shell QD emission (Eexc = 1.449 eV) in
tilted geometries (θ = 15◦). The spectra are measured at T = 6 K and B = 10 T. The laser
power density is set to 1.1 W/cm2. The laser line is at zero Raman shift. The arrows mark the
peak positions of the electron (e) and exciton (X) spin-flips. Electron spin-flips can be monitored
in all spectra, whereas the exciton is only apparent in both co-polarization configurations.
The illustrated spin-flip process is in good agreement with the experimental obser-
vations and, thus, highlights the origin of the co-polarized spin-flip Raman lines on the
Stokes side as well as on the anti-Stokes side. However, it cannot be used to explain
the spin-flip in cross-polarized configuration. According to Ref. [ 138] the process re-
quires the flip of the heavy-hole spin, which is mediated by the anisotropic exchange
interaction between the nonexcited electron and hole. The interaction strength is given
by the product of the electron spin (Se) and the third power of the hole angular mo-
mentum (Jh), Se · J3h. [138,191] After the flip-flop process the state in the intermediate
scattering process reads α |⇓↑↓〉+β |↑〉. In this case the annihilation of the trion yields
the emission of σ− polarized light. After this spin-flip process the resident electron is
left in the reversed spin state (α |↓〉+ β |↑〉), while the shift of the Raman line is once
again determined by the Zeeman splitting between the electron spin states.
Before turning the focus towards the temperature-dependent changes, in the follow-
ing, briefly the spin-flip scattering in undoped QDs is discussed. In contrast to n-doped
QD ensembles, the absence of resident electrons alters obviously the scattering mech-
anism. The scattering process can no longer be determined by charged excitons, but
rather involves neutral excitons. In order to provide a better understanding of the
underlying process the SFRS spectra of the studied undoped (In,Ga)As/GaAs QDs in
regard of a resonant excitation (Eexc = 1.449 eV) of the low-energy flank of the s-shell
QD emission (sample #3) is shown in Fig. 4.4. The depicted spectra are measured
at T = 6 K and B = 10 T in the co-polarized and cross-polarized configurations in a
tilted geometry (θ = 15◦).
The results indicate that the electron spin-flip Raman line is visible in all polarized
Raman spectra on the Stokes side as well as on the anti-Stokes side. The relative
ratio of the SFRS intensities (I+/+ : I+/− : I−/+ : I−/−) for the different polarization
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configurations is approximately given by (0.13 : 0.53 : 0.08 : 1), for the anti-Stokes
regime, and (1 : 0.10 : 0.95 : 0.35), for the Stokes regime. This ratio indicates that the
electron spin-flip is dominant on the anti-Stokes side when the angular momentum of
the outgoing light equals L = −1 , i.e., the emitted photon is (σ−) polarized, whereas
it is most pronounced on the Stokes side for light with the angular momentum of
L = +1, i.e., the emitted photon is (σ+) polarized. Furthermore, one can deduce from
the depicted spectra that the electron spin-flip peak intensity in the Stokes regime is
about a factor of 1.5 smaller than in the anti-Stokes regime. In regard of the phonon
distribution which is determined by the Bose-Einstein statistics, the intensity ratio
demonstrates that the electron spin temperature amounts about 5.5 K. This is in good
agreement with the temperature of the surrounding He-gas of 6 K.
The Raman shift of the electron spin-flip line equals |∆ESe-SF| = (0.32± 0.03) meV
and |∆ESe-SF| = (0.29 ± 0.03) meV for scattering to lower and higher energies, respec-
tively. These values correspond to an electron g factor of about (0.55 ± 0.02) for the
anti-Stokes regime and (0.52 ± 0.02) for the Stokes regime. This results are in good
agreement with previous studies of undoped InGaAs QDs. [251,253] In addition to the
electron spin-flip line in Fig. 4.4, one can clearly monitor a further spin-flip Raman line
with a smaller Raman shift of about (0.16± 0.02) meV. This Raman line also demon-
strates an linear magnetic field evolution, but tends to an offset of (0.09±0.01) meV at
zero magnetic field for θ = 15◦ (not shown here). The corresponding g factor amounts
(0.12± 0.02). According to Ref. [251], the g factor value as well as the zero-field offset
evidence that this Raman line stems from the neutral exciton (X).
As mentioned above the scattering mechanism of the electron spin-flip in undoped
QDs is not determined by negatively charged excitons, but rather by neutral excitons
as evidenced by the appearance of the exciton spin-flip in the Raman spectra shown
in Fig. 4.4. The related SFRS process in a neutral exciton is described in-depth
in Sec. 2.4.3. Herein, the spin-flip process of the electron and holes is mediated by
acoustic phonons. [36] It competes with the electron-hole exchange interaction, which
provides a stabilization of the electron spin along the QD growth axis. However, for
tilted geometries the Zeeman splitting of the electron spin states becomes larger than
the electron-hole exchange energy, in turn enhancing the probability of an electron
spin-flip. Hence, the maximal SFRS efficiency is obtained for Voigt geometry.
In conclusion, the analysis of the basic SFRS properties has highlighted that in
singly charged (In,Ga)As/GaAs QDs the spin-flip scattering of the resident electron is
realized by isotropic electron-electron exchange interaction. In the case of undoped QDs
the electron-phonon interaction, which exceeds greatly the electron-hole exchange, con-
tributes to the spin-flip scattering. The major requirement for single spin-flip scattering
processes in both types of QDs is the reduction of the trion or exciton symmetry by a
magnetic field tilted with respect to the QD growth axis. The spin-flip scattering effi-
ciency is maximal for magnetic fields applied perpendicular to the QD growth axis and
furthermore gets greatly enhanced in the case of singly charged QDs. To which extent
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the temperature influences the spin-flip scattering mechanism and e-SFRS efficiency is
addressed in the next section.
4.2 Temperature dependence of the coherent electron SFRS
in (In,Ga)As/GaAs QDs
In the following the effect of temperature induced enhancement of the coherent e-
SFRS in singly charged and undoped (In,Ga)As/GaAs QDs will be discussed. To get a
first impression of how an increase in temperature affects the optical properties of the
studied QDs, initially the temperature dependent changes of the nonresonantly excited
QD PL are analyzed (see Sec. 4.2.1). The focus is subsequently directed towards
the polarization properties and efficiency enhancement of the spin-flip scattering at
elevated temperatures (see Sec. 4.2.2 -4.2.3). In this regard, all factors which might
impact the scattering process are assayed. Furthermore, it is analyzed to which extent
the generation of additional carriers by additional high-energy illumination influences
the efficiency of the e-SFRS. In the last Sec. 4.2.5, the mechanism of the thermal
enhancement is discussed. Hereby close attention is directed towards phenomena in
self-assembled QDs which could be excluded as relevant mechanisms. It is important
to point out that a part of the results and conclusions presented in this section has
been published (see Ref. [139]).
4.2.1 Temperature dependence of the QD photoluminescence
Following the basic description of the QD PL presented in Sec. 4.1.2, next its tempera-
ture dependence is analyzed. To illustrate briefly the influence of elevated temperatures,
the nonresonantly excited QD PL of the singly charged (sample #1) and undoped (sam-
ple #3) QD ensembles are shown in Figs. 4.5 (a) and (b). In these measurements the
QDs are excited nonresonantly (EPL-exc = 1.530 eV) above the band-gap of the WL.
The excitation power density is set to 1 W/cm2. The depicted spectra are measured
at B = 6 T in Voigt geometry.
Concerning the singly charged QDs at 6 K (see Fig. 4.5 (a)), the QD emission due
to ground state (s-shell) trion recombination is centered at about 1.400 eV, while the
emission of the first (p-shell) and second (d-shell) excited state is observable around
1.413 eV and 1.426 eV, respectively. For a better overview the shells are marked by
arrows in Figs. 4.5 (a) and (b). When the bath temperature is increased up to 40 K,
one monitors a shift of the QD PL to lower energies. In reference to the peak maximum
of the trion s-shell at 6 K, the PL is redshifted in energy by approximately 2 meV for
40 K and 11 meV for 100 K. The energy shift of the trion s-shell is depicted in Fig. 4.5
(d).
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Figure 4.5: (a) PL spectra of the singly charged (In,Ga)As/GaAs QD ensemble #1 measured
at T = 6 K, 40 K, and 100 K. Adapted from Ref. [ 139].(b) PL spectra of the undoped QD
ensemble #3 measured at T = 6 K, 35 K, and 80 K. To obtain the PL spectrum in (a) and
(b) the QDs are excited nonresonantly at EPL-exc = 1.530 eV at B = 6 T in Voigt geometry.
The excitation power density is set to 1 W/cm2. The arrows mark the s-, p-, and d-shell peaks.
(c) PL intensity integrated over the s-, p- and d-shell spectral range as function of the bath
temperature. The closed black circles pertain the QD ensemble #1, whereas the closed red
triangles are related to the undoped QD ensemble #3. (d) Emission energy of the trion s-shell
of singly charged QD ensemble #1 (black open circles) in dependence on the temperature. The
fitting curve (solid black line) is based on the Varshni’s empirical expression depicted in Eq.
(4.3).
In is well known that the band-gap energy of semiconductors decreases with increas-
ing temperature, since the temperature significantly influences the phonon distribution
due to the Bose-Einstein statistics, and, thus, enhancing the amplitude of atomic vibra-
tions. [254] The interaction between phonons and electrons or holes affects markedly the
band-gap energy in low dimensional systems. The relationship between the band-gap
energy and temperature is theoretically described by Varshni’s empirical expression [255]:
EG(T ) = E0 − αT
2
(T + β)
, (4.3)
where E0 is the band-gap energy at T = 0 K and α, β are fitting parameters charac-
teristic of a given material. By means of the Varshni equation the shift of the trion
s-shell can be modeled. From a fit to the data, which is shown in Fig. 4.5 (d), one
obtains a band-gap energy of E0 = (1.398 ± 0.001) eV. As the results highlight the
Varshni formula may be used with good effect to fit the temperature dependence of the
band-gap.
In comparison to the singly charged QDs, the PL of the undoped QDs exhibits a
similar temperature dependence (see Fig. 4.5 (b)). Here, the QD emission peaks at
T = 6 K attributed to the s- and p-shell are centered at about 1.451 eV and 1.464 eV,
respectively. Both lines demonstrate a redshift of 7 meV at 80 K. However, the peak
intensity of the trion s- and p-shell decreases significantly faster. In order to highlight
this, The PL intensity integrated over the s-, p- and d-shell spectral range for the n-
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doped and undoped QD ensembles is shown as function of temperature in Fig. 4.5
(c). In the case of the n-doped QDs, one observes that the PL does not significantly
vary with increasing temperature up to about 60 K. For larger temperatures, the QD
emission weakens gradually and vanishes at about 145 K. On the contrary, for the
undoped QDs the PL starts to decrease already at 6 K and finally vanishes at about
85 K. This temperature evolution of the PL intensity is associated with the thermally
induced dissociation of the trions due to carrier escape from the QDs. According to Ref.
[256], this process can be modeled by evaluating the rate equations for carrier capture
and escape from a QD. This leads to the Arrhenius-like equation for the intensity [256]:
I(T ) ∝ exp
(
Ea
kBT
)
. (4.4)
Here, Ea describes the activation energy and kB the Boltzmann constant. Using this
equation to model the decrease of the integral PL intensity as function of the bath tem-
perature shown in Fig. 4.5 (c), one obtains for the n-doped and undoped QD ensembles
the activation energy of Ea = (15 ± 3) meV and Ea = (8 ± 2) meV, respectively. In
QD structures with a larger diameter, i.e., smaller lateral confinement energy, the dis-
sociation of the trions occurs faster. If one estimates in first approximation the lateral
confinement energy from the energy difference between the trion s- and p-shell emission,
one obtains for the n-doped and undoped QDs at 6 K approximately 14.1 meV and
9.8 meV, respectively. These values are in good agreement with the activation energies.
4.2.2 Polarization properties of the e-SFRS at elevated temperatures
Following the brief analysis of the PL temperature dependence presented in the last
section, the focus is shifted now towards the polarization properties of the e-SFRS
at elevated temperatures. In this regard, the emphasis is placed on the analysis of
the SFRS in the singly charged QD ensembles. In order to investigate the temperature
dependence of the e-SFRS polarization properties, SFRS spectra at a bath temperature
of T = 22 K and T = 40 K are investigated. In these experiments, care is taken to
ensure that all parameters, i.e., excitation energy, power density and external magnetic
field strength, remain constant.
The resulting SFRS spectra pertaining the singly charged QD ensemble #1 mea-
sured in co- and cross-polarized configurations are shown in Figs.4.6 (a) and (b) for
T = 22 K and 40 K, respectively. The QDs are excited resonantly (Eexc = 1.396 eV) on
the low-energy flank of the s-shell QD PL in a tilted geometry (θ = 15◦). In compar-
ison to the e-SFRS spectra presented in Sec. 4.1.3, one observes that the polarization
properties of the e-SFRS are temperature independent. At all three temperatures the
intensity ratio (I+/+ : I+/− : I−/+ : I−/−) of the e-SFRS intensities is given by ap-
proximately (1 : 0.19 : 0.27 : 0.19) for the Stokes regime and (0.19 : 0.30 : 0.16 : 1)
for the anti-Stokes regime. Moreover, one observes that the electron spin-flip Raman
line does not demonstrate a temperature-dependent energy shift. As can be deduced
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Figure 4.6: Circularly cross- and co-polarized SFRS spectra of sample #1 at B = 10 T for
T = 22 K (a) and 40 K (b). The QD ensembles are excited resonantly (Eexc = 1.396 eV) on
the low-energy flank of the s-shell QD PL in tilted geometries (θ = 15◦). The laser line is at
zero Raman shift.
from the SFRS spectra in Figs. 4.6 (a) and (b), the electron spin-flip is centered at
about |∆E| = (0.312 ± 0.004) meV. The temperature independence of the Raman
shift, Stokes-to-anti-Stokes scattering ratio and optical selection rules indicate that the
spin-flip scattering mechanism in the investigated temperature range has not altered.
However, if one compares the integral spin-flip intensity for the different temperature
ranges, one finds that the spin-flip efficiency becomes greatly enhanced with increasing
temperature. For instance, the SFRS intensity increases by a factor of about 7 from
T = 6 K up to 22 K. This strong enhancement will be discussed in detail in Sec. 4.2.3.
It is worthwhile to mention, here, that the e-SFRS signal does not appear in exact
Faraday geometry when the bath temperature is increased. Hence, one can conclude
that a mixing of electron spin basis eigenstates, which might intensify the electron
spin-flip efficiency and also give rise to an electron spin-flip in a scattering-forbidden
symmetry, is not thermally activated.
For the undoped QDs investigated, a change in the spin-flip mechanism or an in-
crease in SFRS efficiency may be expected, since the electron spin-flip scattering process
is mediated by phonons whose probability of occurrence rises with increasing temper-
ature. As described above, the temperature significantly influences the phonon distri-
bution due to the Bose-Einstein statistics. Hence, it may provide the scattering of the
electron spin-flip. However, this effect is not observed in the experiments. The un-
doped QDs demonstrate almost the same behavior as it is observed for singly charged
QDs. For instance, the Raman shift, Stokes-to-anti-Stokes scattering ratio as well as
the optical selection rules are not altered at higher temperatures. These findings in-
dicate that the spin-flip scattering mechanism is also unaffected in regard of undoped
QD ensembles.
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4.2.3 Temperature dependence of the resident e-SFRS intensity
The above mentioned thermally induced increase in SFRS efficiency is the main topic
within this section. To initially illustrate the impact of temperature on the e-SFRS,
the Stokes and anti-Stokes electron spin-flip lines are presented as function of the bath
temperature as image plots in Figs. 4.7 (a) and (b). The results pertain the singly
charged QD ensemble #1. The related SFRS spectra are measured at B = 6 T in
Voigt (a) and at B = 10 T in tilted (b) geometries, regarding a resonant excitation
of the high-energy flank of the trion s-shell emission. The SFRS image plot on the
Stokes side is shown for the co-polarized (σ+/σ+) configuration, whereas the one on
the anti-Stokes side is presented for the (σ−/σ−) configuration.
From the evolution of the SFRS spectra, shown in Fig. 4.7 (a) can be deduced
that the electron spin-flip reveals the same characteristics in the Stokes and anti-Stokes
regime. The Stokes-anti-Stokes intensity ratio does not vary throughout the temper-
ature range measured. For instance, the spin-flip intensity of the line on the Stokes
side is approximately 10% smaller than the anti-Stokes line. Considering the spin-flip
intensity, below T = 10 K the spin-flip Raman lines are relatively weak (≈ 200 cps),
while intensifying decisively up to about 1400 cps at 28 K. Hence, the intensity gets
enhanced by a factor of 7. When the temperature is increased further the intensity of
the spin-flip Raman lines diminishes. Above 55 K, a electron spin-flip can no longer
be monitored. Furthermore, the image plots highlight that the absolute Raman shift
of about (185 ± 10) µeV does not change with increasing temperature. Considering
the background in the SFRS spectra, one can obviously monitor that it enhances from
≈ 150 cps at 6 K up to ≈ 1200 cps at 60 K. The background is attributed to acoustic
phonon scattering. It will be described in detail within the scope of Sec. 4.2.3. It is
worthwhile to mention that the intensity demonstrates a sharp dip at about 18 K. This
feature is reproducible and shows up only for probing the s-/p-shell and p-shell trion.
The magnetic field dependence and origin of this dip will be discussed later.
To demonstrate the impact of the magnetic field geometry on the efficiency of the
SFRS enhancement, the temperature evolution of the electron spin-flip line on the
Stokes side in a tilted geometry is presented in the image plot in Fig. 4.7 (b). A direct
comparison with the image plot in Fig. 4.7 (a) reveals immediately that the spin-
flip intensity enhancement is significantly weaker. Below T = 8 K the spin-flip line
demonstrates an intensity of about 250 cps, while intensifying up to about 500 cps at
25 K. For T > 25 K the spin-flip intensity diminishes gradually and vanishes above 50 K.
The absolute Raman shift of the e-SFRS does not show any alteration throughout the
temperature range measured, as it has been shown for Voigt geometry. One observes,
further, that the SFRS background is less sensitive to a change of temperature. In this
respect, the scattering background increases only weakly by about 200 cps from 6 K to
50 K.
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Figure 4.7: Image plots of the temperature-dependent intensity of the electron spin-flip line
for the Stokes (σ+/σ+) and anti-Stokes (σ−/σ−) regime, measured at B = 6 T in Voigt (a)
and at B = 10 T in tilted (b) geometries (θ = 15◦). The QD ensembles are excited resonantly
(Eexc = 1.406 eV) on the high-energy flank of the s-shell QD PL. The laser line area from
−100 µeV to +100 µeV is excluded from the image plot. The image plot shown in (a) is
adapted from Ref. [139].
To distinguish to what extent the excitation energy affects the enhancement of the
e-SFRS, spin-flip resonance profiles of the singly charged and undoped QD ensembles
are investigated at different temperatures. The results are presented in Figs. 4.8 (a) and
(b). The resonance profiles are measured at B = 6 T in Voigt geometry. In the following
the focus is shifted first towards the resonance profile of the singly charged QD ensemble
(#1) (see Fig. 4.8 (a)). An analysis of the spin-flip resonance profile demonstrates that
its shape coincides well with the PL spectrum shown in Fig. 4.5 (a) and, furthermore,
clearly reflects the QD-shell structure. In this context, the maximum of the resonance
profile centered at about 1.405 eV is attributed to the trion s-shell, while the high
energy shoulder at about 1.421 eV belongs to the trion p-shell. The spin-flip Raman
line can be monitored over the whole width of the PL spectrum from 1.37 eV up to
1.43 eV. Moreover, the results show that an increase of the bath temperature from 6 K
to 25 K leads to a decisive enhancement of the integral e-SFRS intensity. However, the
enhancement efficiency appears to depend on the chosen excitation energy. In regard
of a resonant excitation of the trion s-shell, the efficiency is higher than in the case
of resonant probing the trion p-shell or d-shell. When the temperature is increased
up to 40 K the integral e-SFRS intensity at the s-shell maximum decreases down to
approximately the same value as measured for 6 K. At this temperature, the high
energy shoulder which is attributed to the trion p-shell vanishes. It is worthwhile to
mention that the resonance profile width as well as the position of the QD-shells are not
influenced by the temperature. Above 55 K the electron spin-flip Raman line disappears
regardless of the excitation energy. Since the QD-PL can still be observed at 60 K,
as shown in Fig. 4.5, evidences that the deactivation of the e-SFRS process occurs at
temperatures, where the trion is far from being dissociated. Thus, the dissociation of
the trion complexes is not to be associated as the only cause for the diminishing of the
e-SFRS at elevated temperatures.
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Figure 4.8: Resonance profile of the e-SFRS in singly charged (a) and undoped (b) QD
ensembles measured at B = 10 T in Voigt geometry for different temperatures. The laser
power density is set to 1 W/cm2. The integral spin-flip intensity (I int,Se-SF ) is determined from
SFRS Stokes spectra measured in (σ+/σ+) polarization configuration. The error in the integral
SF intensity does not exceed the symbol size. Fig. (a) is adapted from Ref. [139].
In comparison to the investigated singly charged QD ensembles, the analysis of the
spin-flip resonance profile of the undoped QDs demonstrates a rather different evolution.
The results presented in Fig. 4.8 (b) highlight that an increase of the temperature seems
not to lead to an enhancement of the integral spin-flip intensity. Neither the shape of
the resonance profile nor the absolute intensities significantly change. The shape of the
resonance profile coincides well with the PL spectrum shown in Fig. 4.5 (b). At 6 K
the s-shell maximum is centered at about 1.426 eV, and the p-shell can be found at
about 1.439 eV. However, if one compares the resonance profile at 6 K with the one
at 22 K, one can deduce a thermally induced shift of the s- and p-shell maximum to
lower energies. In total the s- and p-shell are shifted by about 5 meV to 1.421 eV and
1.434 eV, respectively.
In order to highlight the degree of the temperature-dependent enhancement of the
e-SFRS, the enhancement factor of the integral intensity (ηSF) and respective SFRS
background (ηBG) are investigated in the following. The enhancement factors used here
refer to the respective integral intensities normalized to the values measured at T = 6 K.
Their dependence on the bath temperature as function of the excitation energy that
is tuned across the different QD shells is presented in Figs. 4.9 (a)-(d). For the sake
of demonstration the results relate to the resonant probing of the s-shell at 1.396 eV
(a), s/p-shell at 1.407 eV (b), p-shell at 1.418 eV(c), and d-shell at 1.431 eV (d). The
related e-SFRS spectra are measured at B = 6 T in Voigt geometry. The integral
spin-flip intensity (I int,Se-SF ) used to calculate the corresponding enhancement factors ηSF
and ηBG is determined from SFRS Stokes spectra measured in (σ
+/σ+) polarization
configuration. The background integral intensities are evaluated from baseline fits of
the Raman spectra between the lower and upper limits of 110 and 260 µeV, respectively.
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Figure 4.9: (a)-(d) Temperature dependence of the enhancement factors of the e-SFRS in-
tensity (ηSF, closed circles), and acoustic phonon scattering background (ηBG, open circles).
The enhancement factors refer to the respective integral intensities normalized to the values
measured at T = 6 K. The related SFRS Stokes spectra are recorded at B = 6 T in (σ+/σ+)
polarization configuration. The error of ηSF and ηBG does not exceed the symbol size. The
results relate to the resonant probing of the s-shell at 1.396 eV (a), s/p-shell at 1.407 eV (b),
p-shell at 1.418 eV(c), and d-shell at 1.431 eV (d). Adapted from Ref. [139].
The results shown in Fig. 4.9 demonstrate that the e-SFRS efficiency (closed circles)
is enhanced up to 6 times with increasing temperature for resonantly exciting the trion
in the s-shell and in the transition range of the s- and p-shell. When the excitation
energy is tuned into resonance with higher QD shells ηSF weakens. For resonant probing
of the d-shell almost no enhancement is present. The maximal ηSF is reached at 28 K
for the s-shell and at 25 K for the s/p- and p-shell. Regardless of the selected excitation
energy, the intensity of the e-SFRS gradually decreases above 28 K. The spin-flip signal
vanishes at approximately 50 K. In comparison to ηSF, the integral intensity of the
phonon scattering background (open circles) rises even up to 40 K. In this respect,
the maximum attainable enhancement factor is ηBG ≈ 8 for resonant probing of the s-
and s/p-shell. For resonant excitation of the p- and d-shell ηBG decreases down to 5.2
and 2, respectively. It is furthermore worthwhile to mention that ηSF as well as ηBG
demonstrate a sharp dip at about 18 K. This dip is apparent for excitation of all QD
shells except for resonant probing of the s-shell. Its origin is discussed in Sec. 4.2.5.
The preliminary analysis of the temperature dependent electron spin-flip intensity,
discussed above on the example of the image plots shown in Fig. 4.7, has highlighted
that the e-SFRS exhibits a strong dependence on the geometry as well as the magnetic
field. To what extent this influences the spin-flip intensity enhancement is analyzed in
further detail next. In this respect, the temperature dependence of the enhancement
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Figure 4.10: Temperature dependence of the enhancement factor ηSF of the singly charged
QD ensemble #1 at B = 6 T (red open triangles) and 10 T (black closed circles) in (a) Voigt
and (b) tilted geometry (θ = 15◦). The enhancement factors refer to the respective integral
intensities normalized to the values measured at T = 6 K. The related SFRS Stokes spectra
are recorded in (σ+/σ+) polarization configuration. The error obtained from the analysis does
not exceed the symbol size. Adapted from Ref. [139].
factor ηSF is presented in Figs. 4.10 (a) and (b) as function of the magnetic field for
Voigt and tilted geometries (θ = 15◦). The presented results pertain the singly charged
QD ensemble #1 regarding a resonant excitation of the trion in the transition range
of the s- and p-shell. As one can deduce from ηSF(T ) the thermal enhancement of the
e-SFRS intensity is considerably smaller in tilted geometry than in Voigt geometry. In
this regard, the maximal enhancement value in Voigt geometry amounts ≈ 5.8, whereas
it decreases down to ≈ 2.1 in close to Faraday geometry. However, the magnetic filed
only marginally influences the maximum obtainable value of ηSF(T ). Moreover, one
observes that the dip in the evolution of ηSF, which is clearly evident in the image
plot shown in Fig. 4.7 (a), vanishes at high fields (B = 10 T) in Voigt geometry.
However, one may interpret this change of the profile also as an appearance of a local
enhancement maximum at 6 T, since ηSF(T ) demonstrates a clear coincidence above
18 K at both magnetic fields. Hence, the local maximum is found between 10 K and
18 K for 6 T. Considering a tilted geometry, the dip can be monitored at about 10 K
for B = 6 T, while shifting to 8 K at 10 T. The evolution of ηSF above 13 K coincides
well for both high and low magnetic fields.
The temperature dependence of the integral spin-flip intensity has highlighted in
singly charged QD ensembles that it is most efficient in the case of resonant probing
of the s-shell and is significantly affected by the geometry. Another not yet addressed
aspect is the temperature dependence of FWHM of the e-SFRS, which is of particular
interest, since it reveals the decline mechanism of the e-SFRS process. The FWHM
(~ωFWHMSF ) of the e-SFRS in the Stokes regime is presented as function of the tem-
perature in Fig. 4.11 (a). The depicted temperature dependence of ~ωFWHMSF pertains
the singly charged QD ensemble #1 in regard of resonant probing of the trion in the
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Figure 4.11: Dependence of the FWHM (~ωFWHMSF ) (a) and the g factor (b) of the electron
spin-flip Raman line in the Stokes regime on the bath temperature. The measurements refer
to the singly charged QD ensemble #1. The related SFRS spectra are measured in Faraday
geometry at B = 6 T and Pexc = 1 W/cm
2 in co-circular polarization configuration (σ+/σ+) in
regard of a resonant excitation of the trion s/p-shell (Eexc = 1.407 eV). The error of ~ωFWHM
and of the g factor do not exceed the symbol size.
transition range of the s- and p-shell at B = 6 T. The results highlight, that the
FWHM of the electron spin-flip line decreases with rising temperature from T = 6 K
(~ωFWHMSF ≈ 75 µeV) to about 20 K (~ωFWHMSF ≈ 58 µeV). For T > 20 K the electron
spin-flip Raman line broadens gradually, reaching a FWHM of 122 µeV at T = 60 K.
The shape which is well described by a Gaussian profile as well as the related g factor
do not alter throughout the temperature range measured. For illustration purpose,
the temperature dependence of the g factor is presented in Fig. 4.11 (b). The slight
fluctuations of the g factor are within the range of the measurement accuracy. The g
factor remains constant at about 0.53 over the entire temperature range.
Finally, for the sake of comparison, the focus will be directed towards the temperature-
dependent enhancement of the e-SFRS in the undoped QD ensembles. The first analysis
of the resonance profile which is described above has indicated that a clear enhance-
ment as it is evidenced for the singly charged QDs is rather not observable. In order to
analyze this more carefully, the temperature dependence of the enhancement factor is
studied in tilted geometry (θ = 15◦). The enhancement factor of the integral spin-flip
intensity (ηSF) and the respective SFRS background (ηBG) as function of the tempera-
ture are presented in Fig. 4.12. Here both enhancement factors refer to the respective
integral intensities normalized to the values measured at T = 5 K. In order to obtain
the maximal SFRS enhancement, according to the studies presented above, the excita-
tion energy is tuned into resonance with the trion s-shell (Eexc = 1.449 eV). However,
in contrast to the singly charged QD ensemble #1, it become apparent for the undoped
QDs that the polarization of the scattered light affects greatly the efficiency of e-SFRS.
In co-circular polarized configuration (σ+/σ+) (closed black circles) ηSF is markedly
higher than in cross-circular polarization (σ−/σ+) (closed red triangles). The e-SFRS
efficiency is most enhanced for both polarizations at ≈ 12 K. Here, the enhancement
in co- and cross-polarization configuration reaches a maximum value of ηSF ≈ 3 and
≈ 1.8, respectively. The e-SFRS intensity decreases rapidly above 12 K. In contrast
to the evolution of the spin-flip intensity, the acoustic phonon scattering background
intensity rises up to 20 K, reaching a maximum enhancement value of ηBG = 6, and
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Figure 4.12: Temperature dependence of the enhancement factors of the e-SFRS intensity
(ηSF, closed symbols), and acoustic phonon scattering background (ηBG, open symbols) per-
taining the undoped QD ensemble #3. The related SFRS spectra are measured at B = 6 T
for co-circular polarized (σ+/σ+) (closed black circles) and cross-circular polarized (σ−/σ+)
(closed red triangles) configuration in tilted geometry (θ = 15◦). The enhancement factors
refer to the respective integral intensities normalized to the values measured at T = 5 K. The
error obtained from the analysis does not exceed the symbol size.
than diminishes gradually for increasing temperature. The spin-flip signal vanishes at
about 28 K.
In summary, the singly charged and undoped QD ensembles reveal that the SFRS ef-
ficiency is thermally enhanced for probing the s- and p-shell trions. Thereby, the Raman
shift, the SFRS polarization characteristics, and resonance profile demonstrate to be
insensitive to a temperature change, and, thus, indicating that the spin-flip mechanism
is thermally robust. Furthermore the strong enhancement of the SFRS background may
be attributed to acoustic phonon scattering which on one hand facilitates the spin-flip
probability at low temperatures but on the other hand also acts counterproductive, as
it contributes to pure trion dephasing which suppresses the spin-flip Raman line. The
responsible mechanism for the SFRS enhancement of the SFRS is discussed in detail
in Sec. 4.2.5.
The last open question before the responsible mechanism of the SFRS is discussed
in-depth in Sec. 4.2.5 is whether additional nonresonant above barrier excitation which
provides additional carriers can further facilitate the SFRS. This issue is briefly ad-
dressed in the next section.
4.2.4 Impact of additional high-energy illumination on the e-SFRS
efficiency
High-energy illumination, which is used in addition to the resonant SFRS, can be an
essential factor in influencing the SFRS mechanism. For instance, an illumination can
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Figure 4.13: (a) and (b) SFRS Stokes spectra of the singly charged (In,Ga)As/GaAs QD
ensembles #1 for resonant excitation of the trion s-shell at 1.396 eV, with (red or blue line)
and without (black line) simultaneous WL illumination (EWL = 1.480 eV). The spectra show
the electron spin-flip in co-circular (σ+,σ+) polarization in the range from 100 µeV to 325 µeV,
measured at B = 6 T in tilted geometry (θ = 15◦). The two laser beam SFRS spectra are shown
for high (0.5 W/cm2, red line) and low (0.03 W/cm2, blue line) power density. (c) Temperature
dependence of the enhancement factors of the e-SFRS intensity (ηSF), with (red closed triangles)
and without (black closed circles) simultaneous WL illumination (PWL = 0.5 W/cm
2). The
related SFRS spectra are measured at B = 6 T for co-circular polarized (σ+,σ+) configuration.
change the background carrier concentration, which enhances the probability of trion
formation, in turn affecting considerably the e-SFRS efficiency in QDs. However, it
may also result in local heating, and, thus, lead to a decrease of the exciton lifetime
and an enhanced violation of the electron spin-flip scattering. [138] The extent to which
the generation of additional carriers by high-energy illumination influences the resonant
e-SFRS in singly charged (In,Ga)As/GaAs QD ensembles is discussed in the following.
To investigate the impact of additional high-energy illumination the e-SFRS is stud-
ied for simultaneous resonant and WL excitation. In order to illustrate briefly the re-
sulting effect of the two laser beam excitation, e-SFRS spectra in the vicinity of the
electron spin-flip in the Stokes regime are presented in Figs. 4.13 (a) and (b) exem-
plarily for low (T = 6 K) and high (T = 25 K) bath temperature. The spectra shown
in both figures are measured at B = 6 T in tilted geometry (θ = 15◦) for a high
(PWL = 0.5 W/cm
2, red line) and a low (PWL = 0.03 W/cm
2, blue line) power density
of the additional WL excitation.
In the case of resonant excitation only (black line), one monitors that the electron
spin-flip Raman line, which is centered at about 205 µeV, obviously intensifies with
rising temperature. For instance, the spin-flip intensity enhances by a factor of ap-
proximately 2 from 6 K to 25 K. The corresponding line width (≈ 70 µeV), line shape
as well as the Raman shift demonstrate almost no change. However, under applica-
tion of additional unpolarized WL illumination the intensity of the electron spin-flip
Raman line alters. One finds for T = 6 K that the SFRS efficiency enhances which is
manifested in an increase of the absolute spin-flip intensity with respect to the phonon
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scattered background. For instance, the absolute spin-flip intensity rises by a factor of
1.3 and 1.4 for low and high power density, respectively. If the temperature is increased
to T = 25 K, the e-SFRS practically vanishes. For this temperature the spin-flip line
is significantly broadened and the intensity is considerably reduced. The line width
amounts about 110 µeV for PWL = 0.5 W/cm
2. By comparison, the additional illumi-
nation affects neither the Raman shift nor the line shape. Throughout the temperature
range measured, the line is well described by a Gaussian profile.
In order to highlight the degree of temperature-dependent enhancement of the e-
SFRS in regard of additional wetting-layer illumination, the enhancement factor of the
integral intensity (ηSF) is studied in detail. The temperature dependence of ηSF is
depicted in Fig. 4.13 (c). The enhancement factors refer to the respective integral
intensities normalized to the values measured at T = 6 K in the case of two laser beam
excitation and T = 5 K for only resonant excitation. In these measurments the singly
charged QD ensemble #1 is probed resonantly on the low energy side of the trion s-shell
at 1.396 eV. The evolution of ηSF, for resonant excitation only, is described in the frame
of Fig. 4.10 (b) in Sec. 4.2.3. In recap, it demonstrates that the e-SFRS efficiency is
enhanced up to 2.1 times at ≈ 25 K, whereas for temperatures above 25 K, the electron
spin-flip diminishes gradually and finally vanishes at about 50 K. However, in the case
of additional WL illumination the evolution of ηSF(T ) appears to be shifted towards
lower temperatures. In this regard, the maximal enhancement of ηSF ≈ 1.7 is reached
at 15 K. Above 15 K the spin-flip integral intensity decreases. Hereby, the electron
spin-flip Raman line can be monitored only up to 29 K.
In comparison to resonant only excitation, the maximal reachable enhancement
ηSF, is slightly reduced and shifted by about 10 K to lower temperatures, while the
profile shape of ηSF(T ) remains unaltered. This effect may be attributed to local
lattice heating by additional high power density applied to the QDs. As a result of
this heating process, temperature-induced processes that have a beneficial effect on the
e-SFRS occur earlier. Hence, the profile of ηSF(T ) shifts to lower temperatures. In
this respect, the charge fluctuations in the QD environment and also acoustic phonon
interaction could enhance the pure trion dephasing. Moreover, high-energy illumination
may also change the carrier-occupation of the QDs to more than one electron per dot.
In this case the background based on photoluminescence may increase at the expense
of the electron-SFRS intensity. In this regard, an increase of the background is clearly
evident in Figs. 4.13 (a) and (b). Due to the optical charging of the QDs, amongst
others also those which are initially undoped, an increase of the absolute SFRS intensity
shall be facilitated. However, the results do not indicate any exceptional rise of ηSF
with additional above barrier excitation.
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4.2.5 Mechanism of the thermal enhancement of the e-SFRS effi-
ciency
As pointed out in the introduction to this chapter, (In,Ga)As/GaAs QDs are considered
to be an attractive material system for spin electronics as they provide the possibility of
coherent manipulations of carrier spins at elevated temperatures, as it has been demon-
strated in recent studies. [225,226] However, to what extent thermal phonons contribute
to spin manipulation within the limits set for maintaining coherence has not been ex-
plored so far. To contribute to a better understanding, on the basis of the experimental
results discussed in the last sections, the spin-flip scattering mechanism of the thermal
enhancement of the e-SFRS efficiency will be described in the following.
In this respect, the interpretations extend the basic understanding of the resident
e-SFRS process addressed in Sec. 4.1.3. In brief recap, the analysis has highlighted
that in singly charged QDs the spin-flip scattering is realized by isotropic electron-
electron exchange interaction, whereas in undoped QDs mainly the electron-phonon
interaction is the driving force. In both cases the major requirement is the reduction
of the trion or exciton symmetry which can be induced, for instance, by tilting the
external magnetic field in respect to the quantum dot growth axis. As shown above
this mechanism appears to be thermally robust, as neither the Raman shift, SFRS
polarization characteristics, nor the resonance profile indicate any change. In this
context, it is worthwhile to note that one can derive from the comparison of the thermal
enhancement of the e-SFRS efficiency with the quantum yield of the resonant PL that
about 10% of the incident photons initiate a spin-flip scattering process of the resident
electron spin at 25 K. [36,139] This approximate value is achieved by estimating the
average number of trions which have been created within a QD subensemble by the
incident laser beam and approximate their contribution to the SFRS signal with respect
to the resonant PL that has a quantum yield of about 90%. [36,139]
Following a general approach the origin of the e-SFRS efficiency enhancement is to
be determined. In this respect, the electron spin-flip scattering intensity (ISF) is given
by the product:
ISF ∝ IiWem τjWSF τjWabs. (4.5)
Here, the most cruicial factors, which define the spin-flip scattering intensity, are the
lifetime (τ) of the exciton in a specific spin state with total angular momentum j,
the probability rates for absorption Wabs, emission Wem, and spin-flip scattering WSF,
and the intensity of the incident light Ii. The latter mentioned Ii can be excluded
as influencing factor, as it is kept constant during the measurements. Moreover, the
absorption as well as emission probabilities, which depend on the resonance energy of
the trion, can be neglected as these do not change in the temperature range up to
40 K (see Figs. 4.5 (a)-(d)). Hence, the determining factor is the spin-flip scattering
probability.
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In general the spin-flip scattering probability may be influenced in different ways.
As described in Sec. 4.1.3, it is determined by the Pauli exclusion principle and the
electric-dipole selection rules. Hence, it is very sensitive to the geometry, as this lifts
the restrictions of selection rules by mixing the optically bright and dark excitons,
i.e., the electron spin basis eigenstates. For instance, this explains the enhancement of
the e-SFRS intensity with increasing tilting angle. Considering a rise of the tempera-
ture, thermal phonons begin to get involved in scattering processes and, thus, induce
trion interlevel transitions. [257] In the singly charged QDs, these interlevel transitions
are suggested to support the exchange-based electron-spin scattering in the negative
trion. [139] Hence, the increase of the spin-flip scattering probability is attributed to the
effective spin-orbit coupling. This coupling links the ground state with high-angular
momentum states, in turn lifting the limitations given by the Pauli exclusion principle.
In the case of undoped QD ensembles in which the electron spin-flip scattering process
in a neutral exciton is mediated by acoustic phonons, the thermal phonons not only
induce interlevel exciton transitions but also enhance the immediate electron-phonon
scattering. For both, n-doped and undoped QD ensembles, the exciton interlevel tran-
sitions shall become even more pronounced in strongly tilted geometries, as the level
spacing is considerably reduced in this case. [136,251,258] This suggested model would not
affect the spin-flip mechanism and, therefore, the Raman shift as well as the SFRS
polarization properties shall remain unchanged.
These theoretical assumptions are in good agreement with the experimental obser-
vations. As mentioned above the SFRS studies revealed that the Raman shift and the
SFRS polarization characteristics are insensitive to the sample temperature (see Sec.
4.2.2). Furthermore, the thermal enhancement of the e-SFRS intensity increases almost
by one order of magnitude for resonant probing of the s- and p-shell trions in Voigt
geometry (see Sec. 4.2). This is in accordance with the model’s prediction. The theo-
retical explanaitions are moreover underlined by the fact that the strong increase of the
phonon related scattering background with rising temperature, demonstrates the same
evolution as the e-SFRS intensity. The phonon scattering background is attributed
to the increase in the density of populated acoustic phonon modes. Thus, it becomes
clear that acoustic phonons which induce trion interlevel transitions with growing tem-
perature, support the spin-flip probability of the resident electron. For instance, the
SFRS studies indicate a stabilization of the trion coherence, evidenced by the slight
narrowing of the spin-flip line, at the temperature of maximal SFRS efficiency. How-
ever, counterproductive mechanisms that counteract the spin-flip scattering process are
also apparent. For instance, the strong line broadening for high temperatures, depicted
in Fig. 4.11 (a), indicates a process counteracting the enhancement of the coherent e-
SFRS. In this respect, it is important to note that the decrease in the e-SFRS intensity
begins at temperatures, at which the line width starts to broaden.
The origin of the constructive and destructive effects, i.e., the broadening and in-
tensity reduction of the electron spin-flip Raman line, may be attributed to two factors.
On one hand to an acceleration of the transverse electron spin relaxation and on the
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Figure 4.14: Model schemes of temperature-dependent phenomena in self ensembled
(In,Ga)As/GaAs QDs. The small open circles represent electrons (e−), whereas the large red
and blue circles picture charged and undoped QDs. Both illustrated processes are excluded as
relevant mechanisms. (a) A thermally activated transfer of electrons between differently strong
confined, spatially adjacent QDs. (b) Thermal activation of trapped or wetting-layer electrons
that relax into undoped QDs. Both processes may increase the total number of single-charged
dots, in turn facilitating e-SFRS processes.
other hand to pure trion dephasing which is induced by charge fluctuations in the QD
environment as well as acoustic phonon interaction [259,260] (see Sec. 4.2.1). In conclu-
sion both, the constructive and destructive effects, are mediated by acoustic phonons,
in turn significantly influencing the e-SFRS efficiency.
The temperature dependence of the e-SFRS enhancement factor ηSF has demon-
strated that the diminishing of the e-SFRS is only weakly affected by the magnetic
field strength and orientation. This is evidenced by the almost identical deactivation
temperatures of the e-SFRS process (see Fig. 4.10). The reduction of the phonon scat-
tering background intensity above 50 K can be attributed to the red-shift of the trion
resonance. This effect occurs due to a decrease of the band-gap energy for increasing
temperature. Furthermore, it is important to note that the dissociation of the trion
complexes occurs at much higher temperatures, as the deactivation of the e-SFRS pro-
cess. For instance, in the singly charged QD ensembles the electron spin-flip Raman line
vanishes at about 55 K (4.7 meV), whereas the trion dissociates at 175 K (15.0 meV). In
the case of the undoped QD ensembles the trion dissociation temperature is decisively
lower (100 K, 8.0 meV) and, thus, the deactivation of the e-SFRS process decreases as
well (28 K, 2.4 meV). In conclusion, this results demonstrate that the trion dissociation
is closely linked to the diminishing of the e-SFRS.
For the sake of completeness in the following two temperature-dependent phenom-
ena in self-assembled QDs will be discussed which, after careful analysis and comparison
with the experimental results, can be excluded as relevant mechanisms.
The first conceivable mechanism is based on the thermally activated transfer of
electrons between differently strong confined, spatially adjacent QDs. [261] This process
is schematically illustrated in Fig. 4.14 (a). The transition of electrons between dots
caused by tunneling or coupling would increase the total number of singly charged dots
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and, thus, increase the amount of electron spin-flip processes that can occur. This in
turn would enhance the spin-flip scattering efficiency. Furthermore, the reduced scat-
tering efficiency in close to Faraday geometry, may be explained by the strong magnetic
confinement which leads to an enhanced electron localization and, thus, less tunneling
events. However, the mechanism requires a large number of doubly charged and un-
doped spatially adjacent QDs. This rare configuration of resident carrier occupations
is highly unlikely. Especially in the case of undoped QD ensembles, where despite the
absence of resident electrons, a significant increase of the SFRS efficiency is found. For
these reasons, the mechanism proposed can be rejected.
The second possibility which may increase the spin-flip scattering efficiency is a ther-
mal activation of trapped or wetting-layer electrons that relax into undoped QDs. [262]
This model is schematically illustrated in Fig. 4.14 (b). This relaxation process by
thermally activated electrons would increase the total number of singly charged dots
and, therefore, enhance the e-SFRS efficiency. However, this process should not depend
on the magnetic field geometry, which means that the relative enhancement shall be the
same for Voigt and tilted geometries. This is experimentally disproved, as described
in Sec. 4.2.3. Furthermore, this model requires the presence of a significant number
of undoped QDs which may be probed at low- and high-excitation energies. In regard
of the two-beam SFRS, this proposed mechanism would imply a significant increase of
the e-SFRS intensity due to charging with additional carriers. However, the results re-
veal that additional unpolarized wetting-layer excitation leads only to a slight increase
(ηSF ≈ 1.3) in the e-SFRS intensity at 6 K (see Sec. 4.2.4). Hence, this mechanism can
be neglected as well.
Finally, the focus is placed on the outstanding feature, i.e., sharp drop in the e-SFRS
and scattering background intensity at 18 K (B ⊥ z), observed in the temperature
dependence of the enhancement factors of the singly charged QD ensembles. This
dip is apparent for resonant probing of the trion s/p-, p- and d- shell and reveals a
strong dependence on the magnetic field strength as well as magnetic field geometry.
Considering a tilted geometry, i.e., for a strong in-plane magnetic confinement, the dip
is monitored at about 10 K for B = 6 T, while shifting to 8 K at 10 T. This temperatures
corresponds to 0.8 meV and 0.7 meV, respectively, which is significantly less compared
to the lateral confinement energy of the QDs in the conduction and valence band. One
may suggest that the decrease of the e-SFRS and background scattering intensity at
specific temperatures is caused by a distorted trion coherence by acoustic phonons with
energies between 0.5 to 2 meV, whose wave function fit into the QDs having an average
diameter of 20 to 30 nm. A second alternative explanation is a p-orbital splitting in
the conduction band resulting from the noncircular shape of the QDs. This splitting,
which is dependent on the magnetic field strength and geometry, might open a loss
channel for the electron spin-flip efficiency leading to dips in the e-SFRS efficiency. [139]
It is worthwhile to note that both proposed mechanisms are in good agreement with
the experimental results presented in this chapter.
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In conclusion, the study of the temperature dependence of the SFRS efficiency for
the resident electron in singly charged and undoped (In,Ga)As/GaAs quantum dots
has demonstrated a significant enhancement of the scattering efficiency at elevated
temperatures for resonant probing of the s- and p-shell trions. The thermal efficiency
enhancement is mediated by acoustic phonons which induce trion interlevel transitions
with growing temperature. However, they also lead in combination with charge fluctu-
ations of the QD environment to pure trion dephasing in turn suppressing the e-SFRS
at about 50 K. Hence, it is demonstrated that thermal phonons do not disturb the
coherent SFRS process and, thus, contribute to spin manipulation within the limits set
for maintaining coherence.
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Chapter 5
Nuclear spin polarization in the
e-SFRS of (In,Ga)As/GaAs QDs
The optical manipulation of QD carrier spins is found to be attractive in many appli-
cations in the research field of spin electronics and quantum information technologies,
because it can be performed on time scales which are several times shorter than the
spin coherence time. [263,264] In this respect, the spin coherence times are ranging from
hundreds of microseconds up to a millisecond. [265,266] Since applications for quantum
memories or quantum computation require yet unachieved control of the nuclear spins,
new approaches are called for in order to understand and manipulate the dynamics of
the nuclei spins.
One way to accomplish this is by optical spectroscopy. However, it is discovered
that circularly polarized laser light manipulation by resonantly exciting charged exci-
ton complexes inevitably influences the nuclear spins. [242–244] In order to bypass this
effect strategies to manipulate the carrier spins, without obtaining feedback from the
surrounding that is detrimental to the carrier spin state, have to be found. In this re-
spect, it is well known that the electron-nuclear hyperfine interaction in semiconductor
QDs leads to an electron spin decoherence, as the spin of the strongly localized electron
inside a QD, is highly coupled to the spins of the lattice nuclei. [267] The impact of nuclei
spins can be described by an effective nuclear fluctuation field about which the carrier
spins may precess, resulting in a loss of spin polarization. However, one can suppress
this effect by polarizing the nuclear spins. For instance, this can be achieved by optical
pumping in a longitudinal magnetic field. This approach provides the possibility to
orient carrier spins confined in QDs. The polarization of these spins is transferred to
the nuclei spins through flip-flop processes, in turn providing a nuclear spin polariza-
tion, which in result decreases the random nuclei spin fluctuations. [245,268] The resident
carrier spins may now be manipulated in a homogenized environment. However, de-
spite some basic understanding, many details of this central spin problem of a carrier
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spin in a nuclear spin bath is yet unexplored. In this respect, this chapter addresses
the interplay between the dynamic nuclear spin polarization and resonant SFRS of the
resident electron in an ensemble of singly charged (In,Ga)As/GaAs quantum dots.
For the sake of guidance, this chapter is divided into three sections. It is important
to note, that a part of the results and conclusions presented in this chapter have been
published (see Ref. [ 21]). Starting point in the first Sec. 5.1 are the basic properties
of the e-SFRS under two-color laser excitation, in which resonant and nonresonant
laser light stimulate an electron spin-flip and, respectively, polarize the nuclei spins
dynamically. The nuclear spin effects are monitored through the Overhauser shift
(OS) of the Raman line. In this respect, the mechanism of the dynamic nuclear spin
polarization is discussed. The interpretations extend the basic understanding of the
resident e-SFRS process addressed in Sec. 4.1.3. In the following Sec. 5.2 the focus is
placed on the power dependence of the optically induced nuclear spin polarization and
the temporal evolution of the OS. The Chapter is concluded with Sec. 5.3.
5.1 The effect of optically induced nuclear spin polariza-
tion on the e-SFRS
To explore the interplay between the dynamic nuclear spin polarization and the reso-
nant SFRS of the resident electron a two-color laser excitation scheme is used. Here,
the dynamical polarization of the nuclei spins is induced by quasi-resonant excitation
and, in addition, the QDs are resonantly probed to detect the e-SFRS. The general
experimental approach is presented in-depth in Chap. 3. The nuclear spin effects are
monitored through the OS [212] of the Raman line in a slightly off longitudinal magnetic
field. After briefly highlighting the effect of nuclear spin polarization on the e-SFRS
in regard of the self-assembled singly charged (In,Ga)As/GaAs QD ensemble #1, the
respective mechanism of the two-color spin-flip Raman scattering will be discussed. In
particular, the electron-nuclear hyperfine interaction and Pauli exclusion principle will
be addressed.
As discussed in the previous chapter, the spin-flip scattering process of the resident
electron is realized by isotropic electron-electron exchange interaction. Furthermore,
the scattering process requires, for single spin-flip scattering processes to be possible, a
reduction of the trion symmetry. For instance, this can be realized by a magnetic field
tilted with respect to the QD growth axis, leading to the mixing of electron spin basis
eigenstates. In this way the restrictions governed by the Pauli exclusion principle are
lifted.
In reference to Sec. 4.1.3, due to resonant excitation with σ+r polarized light in
tilted geometry, the resident electron, which is found in the lowest superposition spin
state (α |↑〉 + β |↓〉), is excited to a trion in the state α |↑↓⇑〉 + β |↓〉 (see Sec. 4.1.3).
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Figure 5.1: (a) and (b) SFRS spectra of the singly charged (In,Ga)As/GaAs QD ensembles
#1 for resonant excitation of the trion s-shell at Er = 1.409 eV, with (red or blue line) and
without (black line) simultaneous WL illumination (EWL = 1.480 eV). The spectra are shown
for different excitation schemes and polarization configurations measured at B = +10 T (a)
and B = −10 T (b) in tilted geometry (θ = 15◦). Each spectrum is smoothed and the PL
background is subtracted. Adapted from Ref. [21].
Due to electron-electron interaction, the electrons exchange their spins and, thus, the
intermediate state of the trion reads α |↓↑⇑〉+β |↑〉. The annihilation of the trion results
in scattered light, which has the same polarization as the incident one (σ+det). As a result
of the SFRS process an electron is left in pure spin-up orientation (α |↑〉+β |↑〉). After
the SFRS process, the electron spin polarization may be transferred to the nuclear
spin system via the hyperfine interaction, and, thus, leading to a dynamic nuclear
spin polarization (NSP). [269] Proportional to the degree of the nuclear orientation an
effective magnetic field acts back on the electron system, and energetically shifts the
electron levels. This is also known as the Overhauser shift (OS). [212] The change in the
electron energy can be described by the sum of the Zeeman energy of an electron spin ~S
and the Zeeman energy of a system of nuclear spins ~In.
[39] The respective Hamiltonian
is
Hˆ = HˆZe + HˆZN = µBge( ~B~S)− µN
∑
n
gn( ~B~In), (5.1)
where ~B is the external magnetic field, µB is the Bohr magneton, ge is the electron g-
factor, µN = 5.05×10−27 J/T is the nuclear magneton, and gn is the g-factor of the nth
nucleus. As the Bohr magneton is approximately 2 000 times larger than the nuclear
magneton, the splittings of the electron and nuclear spin levels differ by three orders of
magnitude. The Raman shift of a spin-flip line is determined by ∆E = geµB(B +BN),
with BN denoting the nuclear hyperfine field which acts back on the electron system.
In order to illustrate briefly the impact of the dynamic nuclear spin polarization
by a two-color laser excitation, SFRS spectra for resonant (r) excitation of the high-
energy flank of the s-shell QD emission with (red and blue curves) and without (black
curves) additional nonresonant laser excitation are presented in Figs. 5.1 (a) and (b).
Here, the resonant laser energy is set to Er = 1.409 eV, whereas the nonresonant laser
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Figure 5.2: Model scheme of the dynamic nuclear spin polarization process. After nonresonant
laser excitation (σ−nr) an exciton in the WL is created. Subsequently, the heavy-hole (hh, black)
and electron (e, blue) relax into the QD. The relaxation of the WL electron requires, thereby, a
change of its spin state as it cannot occupy the same spin state as the resident electron (e, grey)
due to the Pauli exclusion principle. Accordingly, it undergoes a spin flip-flop with a nucleus
(N, red) via the hyperfine interaction.
energy is probing the WL (EWL = 1.480 eV) with a laser power density of 16 W/cm
2.
The spectra are measured at B = ±10 T for different polarization configurations. The
circular polarization of light is denoted by σ±, where the signs ± are determined by the
sign of the photon angular momentum projection on the optical z-axis. The k vector
of the incident light is parallel to z.
Considering first the case of B = +10 T (see Fig. 5.1 (b)), one obtains an electron
spin-flip Raman line in co-polarized configuration (σ+r /σ
+
det) solely on the Stokes side,
whereas for inverted polarizations it is apparent only on the anti-Stokes side. This is
also shown in Fig. 4.2 (a) and described within the frame of Sec. 4.1.3. The Raman
shift of the electron spin-flip Raman line amounts about ∆ESF = 347 µeV. Taking
into consideration the Zeeman splitting |g|µBB (see Eq. (2.35)), this Raman shift is
equivalent to a g factor of g15
◦
e = −0.60. It is in good agreement with the results
described in Sec. 4.1.3. A thorough analysis of the power dependence of the electron
spin-flip Raman line for resonant excitation only (not shown here), has demonstrated
that the Raman shift is insensitive to the resonant excitation power density Pr, since
up to 30W/cm2 no alteration of ∆ESF is found. Hence, no appreciable nuclear spin
effects can be identified. This result underlines that flip-flop process with nuclei spins
may transfer the electron into the spin-down state. From this spin state, electrons
cannot be excited efficiently due to the Pauli exclusion principle and, thus, are rather
not induced by resonant excitation. It is furthermore obvious that the dynamic NSP
is limited by the weak Raman scattering probability, which is why optical pumping by
resonant excitation is very inefficient in the underlying SFRS process.
To effectively influence the NSP a nonresonant (nr) laser excitation with σ+nr polar-
ized light can be used, while probing the QDs resonantly in order to stimulate the SFRS
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process. In the case of nonresonant laser excitation, the nuclear spin pumping becomes
more efficient, because the Pauli exclusion principle does not prevent the re-excitation.
This process is shown schematically in Fig. 5.2 and proceeds as follows. By means of
nonresonant excitation, e.g. with σ−nr polarized light, excitons (|↑⇓〉) are created in the
WL. Subsequently, the WL heavy hole relaxes under reversal of jz,hh into the QD. Here,
it occupies the lowest spin up state, and, thus, leads to the creation of a dark exciton
(|↑⇑〉), as the resident electron is mainly spin-up polarized. Since the resident and WL
electron cannot occupy the same spin state due to the Pauli exclusion principle, for the
relaxation of the WL electron into the QD a reverse of jz,e is necessary. Accordingly,
the WL electron undergoes a spin flip-flop with a nucleus via hyperfine interaction and
than relaxes into the QD, leading to the formation of a trion in the state |↑↓⇑〉. Due to
this effect, the nuclear spin becomes polarized along the growth axis +z, thus, giving
rise to an OS induced by the Overhauser field BN, which is oriented along the −z
direction. In this example, the total external field strength is reduced. The dynamic
NSP is followed and read out by the SFRS of the resident electron initiated by σ+r
polarized excitation, as described in the example above. Finally, the SFRS process
leaves a resident electron with spin-up orientation in the QD that, in turn, marks the
initial situation for pumping the nuclear spins by σ−nr polarized WL excitation.
It is worthwhile to note that the orientation of the dynamically induced polarization
of nuclei spins may be aligned either parallel or antiparallel to the external magnetic
field B in Faraday geometry. This mainly depends on the polarization of the incident
light. In the above mentioned example, a nonresonant excitation with σ+nr polarized
light would induce no NSP, as the relaxation of the WL electron into the QD does not
require a reversal of its spin state. However, one may obtain a positive Overhauser field
for σ+nr polarized excitation when the heavy hole relaxes into the |⇓〉 state and at the
same time the WL electron reverses its spin orientation due to hyperfine interaction
with the nuclei spins.
Referring to the SFRS spectra shown in Fig. 5.1 (b), one observes that for additional
WL excitation with σ+nr polarized light (blue doted line), a spin-flip line is indeed
apparent. However, the Raman line does not reveal any significant Raman shift on
the Stokes side as well as on the anti-Stokes side in comparison to resonant excitation
only. This result is in good agreement with the theoretical considerations, indicating
that a NSP is absent for this excitation scheme. In the case of WL excitation with
σ−nr polarized light, the electron spin-flip line clearly shifts to lower energies of about
∆ESF = 320 µeV both in the Stokes and anti-Stokes regime. According to Eq. (5.1),
the respective OS is given by ∆EOS = (27± 4) µeV, which corresponds to an effective
nuclear field of BN = 0.78 T. Moreover, one observes that the line width does not change
under additional illumination. Both lines have a FWHM of (60±5) µeV. However, the
electron spin-flip line shape is altered in the case of additional illumination. Here, it
can be considered as a central line with pronounced sidebands. This reminds strongly
of the spectral line shape which can be measured by four-wave mixing or PL. Here,
the center line is identified as the zero phonon line and the wings are attributed to the
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Figure 5.3: Dependence of the Overhauser shift on the nonresonant laser energy (green closed
circles, right y-axis) for B = 10 T in Faraday geometry at T = 6 K. For a better overview, the
PL (black line, left y-axis) and PLE (open black circels, left y-axis) spectrum, taken from Fig.
4.1, are presented, too. The results pertain the singly charged (In,Ga)As/GaAs QDs (sample
#1). For detecting the OS, the resonant laser is tuned into resonance with the high-energy flank
of the s-shell QD emission energy (Er = 1.409 eV). For excitation the (σ
−
nr/σ
+
r /σ
+
det) polarization
configuration is used. The power density of the nonresonant laser is set to Pnr = 16 W/cm
2.
The arrows mark the trion s-, p-, and d-shell peaks. Adapted from Ref. [21].
coupling with acoustic phonons. [270] With regard to the resonant SFRS, a similar line
shape is expected, which shall result from the excitation of QDs via the zero phonon
line or the acoustic sidebands. In general, the line width is determined by the g factor
dispersion in the laser-excited QD ensemble, the trion spin relaxation rate, and the
nuclear spin fluctuations.
When the external magnetic field is switched to B = −10 T, the effect of the
nonresonant laser light polarization is reversed. This is highlighted by the e-SFRS
spectra shown in Fig. 5.1 (a). Here, only for σ+nr polarized light the electron spin-flip
line reveals a change of the Raman shift. The corresponding OS is about ∆EOS = (29±
4) µeV. It is worthwhile to note that only for resonant excitation of the s- and p-shell
trions, which become mixed by the tilted magnetic field, the OS becomes significant.
According to previous studies this is attributed to the efficiency increase of the nuclear
spin pumping at high magnetic fields near the s-/p-shell crossing, where electron-nuclear
flip-flops are realized at negligible energy cost. [271]
Furthermore, the experiments have shown that for linearly polarized nonresonant
excitation, a weak OS of about ≈ 9 µeV can be observed (not shown here). This is
attributed to the mixed electron-spin states. In this respect, it is important to point
out that the OS becomes smaller for tilting angles higher than θ > 15◦.
To explore for which nonresonant photon energy the dynamic NSP is most effective,
the OS is investigated as function of Enr. The results are presented in Fig. 5.3. In
order to measure the OS, the resonant laser is exciting resonantly the high-energy
flank of the s-shell QD emission energy (Er = 1.409 eV) in the (σ
+
r /σ
+
det) polarization
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configuration, while for nonresonant excitation σ−nr polarization is used. The results
highlight that a significant NSP is achieved when Enr is tuned in resonance with the
WL transitions between 1.471 and 1.474 eV. In the range of the WL the maximal OS
amounts approximately ∆EOS = (20± 3) µeV. When the excitation energy lies below
the WL, the OS drops below ∆EOS = (4 ± 2) µeV. Hence, one may assume that the
absorption into excited QD shells is too weak to have a considerable impact on the
NSP. Also in the case of higher energies (Enr > 1.477 eV) one monitors a rather low
OS. Even though the absorption is strong, the optically excited carrier spins become
quickly depolarized and, thus, no angular momenta can be transferred to the nuclei
spins.
Another noticeable feature of the two-color laser excitation, is the strongly enhanced
spin-flip intensity of the Stokes and anti-Stokes electron spin-flip Raman line. This ef-
fect primarily occurs for WL excitation that is counter-circularly polarized with respect
to the circular polarization of the resonant excitation (see Figs. 5.1 (a) and (b)). One
may assume, in reference to Sec. 4.2.4, that this effect is attributed to local lattice
heating by additional high power density applied to the QDs. As discussed in the
previous chapter, as a result of a laser induced heating, temperature-induced processes
may occur which have a beneficial effect on the e-SFRS monitored at low temperatures.
However, it is shown that in tilted geometries (θ = 15◦) the e-SFRS efficiency can be
enhanced only up to 2 times. In comparison, the SFRS spectra shown in Figs. 5.1 (a)
and (b) highlight that the e-SFRS intensity enhances for the above noted polarization
configurations between 2 and 10 times. Hence, the increase of the e-SFRS intensity
is notably higher than just in the case of a laser induced heating process. One may
explain this effect by the preparation of initially charged and also empty QDs with an
electron whose spin orientation is opposite to that of the resonantly excited electron,
thus, allowing for the trion creation and a subsequent e-SFRS process. Here, it is
assumed that the electron spin relaxation time is slow.
5.2 Temporal evolution and power dependence of the NSP
The assignment of the observed Raman shift alterations to nuclear effects is further
substantiated by the temporal evolution of the NSP. It is monitored as function of the
delay time after switching off the nonresonant laser. In this respect, it is worthwhile
to note that it makes no difference whether or not the QD excitation by the resonant
laser light is in a continuous or gated way, as both excitation schemes yield the same
NSP decay times. The experimental approach is presented in detail in Chap. 3.3.
The temporal evolution of the OS is presented in Fig. 5.4 as function of the bath
temperature (a) and nonresonant excitation density (b). In the following, the focus
will be first placed on the impact of temperature on the temporal decay of the OS. As
shown in Fig. 5.4 (a), at helium temperatures (T = 1.8 K), the OS decreases from
about 18 µeV to 8 µeV within several tens of seconds. When the temperature is raised
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Figure 5.4: Temporal evolution of the OS as function of the bath temperature (a) and non-
resonant excitation density (b) measured in the (σ−nr/σ
+
r /σ
+
det) configuration. For detecting the
OS, the resonant laser is tuned into resonance with the high-energy flank of the s-shell QD
emission energy (Er = 1.409 eV), whereas the nonresonant laser energy is probing the WL
(EWL = 1.480 eV). In (a) the temporal decay is depicted for T = 1.8 (black open circles)
and 6 K (red open circles). The respective power density of the nonresonant laser is set to
Pnr = 10 W/cm
2. (b) The temporal evolution is shown for low (10 W/cm2, black open circles)
and high (15 W/cm2, brown open triangles) WL excitation power densities. Fig. (a) is adapted
from Ref. [21].
to T = 6 K, one observes that the decay time significantly decreases down to a few
seconds.
To explain the long decay times the involvement of exchange interactions with the
nuclei spins have to be considered. In this regard, the reduction of the initially in-
duced NSP by optical WL excitation occurs due to resident electrons, which disturb
the nuclear spin system. Herein, the anisotropic component of the nuclear dipole-
dipole interaction plays a minor role at the B fields applied. For higher temperatures
the involvement of acoustic phonons which randomly induce spin-flips of the resident
electrons, in turn, leading to nuclear spin-flips, intensifies further the NSP decay. The
decay times determined, here, are in good agreement with previous studies. For in-
stance, by means of erase-pump-probe technique the nuclear spin diffusion in single
self-assembled InAlAs QDs has been studied, demonstrating a relaxation of the OS on
the time scale of a few tens of seconds. [272] Furthermore, in nuclei-induced frequency
focusing experiments in a comparable (In,Ga)As QD ensemble an about one order of
magnitude slower NSP depolarization time is determined. [273]
It is worthwhile to note that with decreasing NSP the electron spin-flip Raman line
width is altered as well. The temporal evolution of the e-SFRS FWHM (ωFWHMe-SF ) is
shown in Fig. 5.5. The results indicate that the spin-flip width decreases from 85 µeV at
zero time delay to about 60 µeV after a delay of 50 s. This corresponds to a narrowing
by about 29%. Note that these values are not limited by the instrumental broadening
given by the laser line width or the monochromator resolution, which is less than
10 µeV. The narrowing of the electron spin-flip Raman line originates from a change
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Figure 5.5: Temporal evolution of the electron spin-flip Raman line width for a tempo-
rally decreasing Overhauser field measured in the (σ−nr/σ
+
r /σ
+
det) configuration. The resonant
laser is tuned into resonance with the high-energy flank of the s-shell QD emission energy
(Er = 1.409 eV), whereas the nonresonant laser energy is probing the WL (EWL = 1.480 eV).
of the line shape. As mentioned above this is determined by the g factor dispersion
in the laser-excited QD ensemble, the trion spin relaxation rate, and the nuclear spin
fluctuations. Since the latter mentioned nuclear spin fluctuations shall increase with
decreasing NSP, rather a broadening of the line would be expected. Therefore, it
appears that either the trion spin relaxation rate increases or the g factor dispersion
becomes smaller. However, on the basis of the presented data this question cannot be
answered and, therefore, deserves further in-depth studies in the future.
The impact of an increase of the WL excitation power density on the temporal
evolution of the NSP, is presented in Fig. 5.4 (b). The results demonstrate that
with rising Pnr the overall value of the OS increases, while slightly prolongating the
nuclei spin depolarization. In the case of Pnr = 15 W/cm
2, the OS has decreased
from about 21 µeV to 12 µeV. Hence, in comparison to the NSP temporal evolution for
Pnr = 10 W/cm
2, the OS is about 4 µeV higher throughout the complete measured time
range. As these results indicate, the power of nonresonant excitation has a significant
influence on the nuclear hyperfine field.
To highlight the impact of WL excitation power density (Pnr) on the NSP, the OS
is investigated as function of Pnr. The results are presented in Figs. 5.6 (a) to (c).
The OS of the SFRS Stokes-spectra as function of the power density are presented
exemplarily for different nonresonant power densities and both circular polarizations in
Fig. 5.6 (c). The spectra are measured at B = 8 T in tilted geometry (θ = 15◦). The
resonant laser excites the QD ensemble on the maximum of the s-shell QD emission
energy (Er = 1.401 eV), whereas the nonresonant laser energy is probing the WL
(EWL = 1.481 eV). When the WL excitation is σ
+
nr polarized (orange curve) or when
it is switched off (black curve), the Raman shift equals ∆ESF = (274± 2) µeV. Hence,
no change of the Raman shift is observed for WL excitation which is counter-circularly
polarized with respect to the circular polarization of the resonant excitation. This effect
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Figure 5.6: Dependence of the full width at half maximum of the electron spin-flip Raman
line (ωFWHMe-SF ) (a), Overhauser shift (left y-axis) and the corresponding nuclear spin polar-
ization (right y-axis) (b) on Pnr measured in the (σ
−
nr/σ
+
r /σ
+
det) configuration. The resonant
laser is tuned into resonance with the high-energy flank of the s-shell QD emission energy
(Er = 1.409 eV), whereas the nonresonant laser energy is probing the WL (EWL = 1.480 eV)
at B = +10 T. Distinguishing the spin-flip Raman line from the PL background becomes more
difficult for higher Pnr, which is reflected in a larger error of ∆EOS. In (b) the dependence of
the OS on Pnr is depicted for a low (7 W/cm
2, blue open triangles) and high (20 W/cm2, black
closed circles) power density of the resonant laser. (c) Electron spin-flip Raman Stokes-spectra
for different polarizations and power densities of the WL excitation. The spectra are measured
at B = +8 T in tilted geometry (θ = 15◦). The power density of the resonant laser is set to
Pr = 20 W/cm
2. Each spectrum is smoothed and the PL background is subtracted. The Figs.
(a) and (b) are adapted from Ref. [21].
is described in the previous section and highlighted in Fig. 5.1. Moreover, one obviously
observes that the use of high excitation power densities does not alter the process. The
application of σ−nr polarized WL excitation leads to a decrease of the Raman shift
due to the formation of an Overhauser hyperfine field induced by the NSP. Since the
energy change is negative, the effective nuclear field BN is aligned antiparallel to B. As
the evolution of the spectra indicates further, this internal field is obviously strongly
effected by the power density of the WL excitation. For instance, the Raman shift for
Pnr = 32 W/cm
2 (blue curve) equals ∆ESF = (233± 2) µeV, which corresponds to an
OS of ∆EOS = (51±2) µeV and, thus, an effective nuclear field of |BN| = (1.5±0.1) T.
The dependence of the OS and the corresponding nuclear spin polarization on Pnr
are highlighted in Fig. 5.6 (b). The results reveal that the OS of the Raman line
increases continuously with rising power of the nonresonant laser. A saturation is not
observed, so that for higher Pnr, even higher NSP degrees may be reached. When
the excitation power density of the resonant laser is changed from Pr = 20 W/cm
2 to
7 W/cm2 almost no alteration of the NSP is observable. The differences are within
the accuracy of the measurement, and, thus, indicate that resonant optical pumping is
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quite inefficient in the SFRS process in order to significantly probe the dynamic NSP.
It is furthermore interesting to analyze the width of the electron spin-flip Raman
line. In this regard, the dependence of the FWHM of the electron spin-flip Raman line
on Pnr is presented in Fig. 5.6 (a). It demonstrates that for increasing excitation power
of the nonresonant laser a narrowing of the electron spin-flip line occurs. For instance
the line width changes from (72± 2) µeV for only resonant excitation to (44± 8) µeV
for Pnr = 32 W/cm
2. This change of the line width corresponds to a narrowing of
about 39%. As mentioned above the line width is influenced among other factors by
the nuclear spin fluctuations. In the case of resonant excitation only these fluctuations
are rather high, in turn, leading to a broadening of the spin-flip line. Due to nuclear
spin pumping, and, thus, providing a NSP, the nuclear spin fluctuations are reduced.
On the basis of the data shown here, one may expect that their influence is reduced at
least by a factor of two.
The Overhauser shift ∆EOS can be used to estimate the degree of nuclear spin
polarization. According to previous studies which investigated the nuclear polarization
created through optical pumping in In1−xGaxAs QDs, the NSP is given by [274,275]:〈
Iˆ
〉
I
=
∆EOS∑
AhfI
. (5.2)
Here, Iˆ denotes the nuclear spin operator, Ahf is the hyperfine constant, and
∑
AhfI =
147 µeV reflects the Overhauser shift of fully polarized nuclei spins in the QDs studied.
By means of Eq. 5.2 one obtains for the highest nonresonant laser power density
(Pnr = 32 W/cm
2) a NSP of 34 %. However, this value is smaller than it is reported
in previous studies. For instance, in (In,Ga)As QDs a NSP of ≈ 40% and for GaAs
QDs a NSP of ≈ 65% is reported. [245,274] However, the nuclear spin pumping efficiency
in the underlying SFRS experiments performed in a tilted field geometry (θ = 15◦) is
reduced due to the transverse component of the external magnetic field as this leads
to a fast relaxation of the nuclei spins. Nevertheless, the electron-nuclear spin flip-flop
rate is faster than the nuclear spin depolarization rate, which is suppressed at high
magnetic fields and low temperatures. [276] It is worthwhile to note that the heavy-hole
and electron generated by nonresonant optical excitation relax very efficiently into the
QD, while the recombination of the WL exciton is inefficient. Hereby, the hole capture
rate is supposed to exceed that of the electron and the hole spin relaxation rate is
suggested to be faster than that of the electron. [270,277]
5.3 Conclusion
In this part of the thesis the thermally induced efficiency enhancement of the coherent
electron spin-flip Raman scattering (Chap. 4.2) and the interplay between the dynamic
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nuclear spin polarization and resonant SFRS (Chap. 5) in (In,Ga)As/GaAs quantum
dots has been discussed.
The e-SFRS efficiency for probing the s- and p-shell trions is significantly enhanced
due to acoustic phonons, which induce trion interlevel transitions at high tempera-
tures. The trion interlevel transitions become even more pronounced in strongly tilted
geometries, as the level spacing is considerably reduced.?? Since the spin-flip scatter-
ing probability is determined by the Pauli exclusion principle and the electric-dipole
selection rules, it is very sensitive to the geometry, which lifts the restrictions of the
selection rules by mixing the electron spin basis eigenstates. In singly charged QDs
the spin-flip scattering is realized by isotropic electron-electron exchange interaction,
whereas in undoped QDs mainly the electron-phonon interaction is the driving force.
The study of the temperature dependence of the e-SFRS demonstrates that up to 50 K
neither the Raman shift, polarization characteristics, nor the spectral shape of the reso-
nance profile are sensitive to the temperature, and, thus, indicating a thermally robust
mechanism of the coherent electron spin-flip scattering based on exchange interaction.
However, acoustic phonons, despite of enhancing the e-SFRS intensity, also additionally
lead in combination with charge fluctuations of the quantum dot environment to pure
trion dephasing, which broadens and ultimately suppresses the spin-flip Raman line.
Thermal phonons can be exploited to support spin manipulation within the limits set
for maintaining coherence.
The impact of dynamic nuclear polarization on the resonant SFRS of the resident
electron due to the strong carrier-nuclear coupling is studied by using a two-color
laser excitation scheme. Hereby, resonant and nonresonant laser light stimulates an
electron spin-flip and, respectively, polarizes the nuclei spins dynamically. Proportional
to the degree of nuclear spin orientation an effective magnetic field acts back on the
electron system, which is monitored through the Overhauser shift of the Raman line in
a slightly off longitudinal magnetic field. From this shift an optically induced nuclear
spin polarization of up to 34 % that corresponds to an effective nuclear field of 1.5 T
is derived. In this respect, it is demonstrated that the dynamic NSP increases with
nonresonant excitation power density, while resonant optical pumping appears to be
quite inefficient. Furthermore, the temporal evolution of the NSP indicates long nuclei
spin depolarization decay times ranging up to several tens of seconds. However, the
NSP rapidly decreases in time at a slightly elevated temperature of 6 K. This drop of
NSP is caused by phonon-induced electron spin-flips that depolarize the nuclear spin
system. In conclusion, the performed two-color SFRS has shown, that despite the
possibility to manipulate carrier spins in an ensemble of (In,Ga)As QDs, it may further
be used to sensitively indicate the coupling of carrier spins to the surrounding nuclear
spin bath, i.e., to study the central spin problem.
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Part III
Study of the diluted magnetic
semiconductor Zn1−xMnxSe
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Diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS’s) have aroused remarkable interests in
various scientific fields. [278] Particularly in the field of spin-physics, these structures
play a major role, since they open new opportunities in spin-electronics and quantum
information technologies. However, the ability to efficiently control spins in these semi-
conductors nanostructures has not yet been possible, since not all spin phenomena in
these materials are well understood. Nonetheless, there are many major breakthroughs
in the research of DMS’s in recent years. One of the best examples of recent achieve-
ments is the great success related to quantum dots containing a single magnetic ion.
In quantum dot material systems such as InAs/GaAs [279,280] and CdTe/ZnTe [281,282]
doped by a single manganese atom, great progress has been made in studies of exci-
tonic states and spin dynamics. In addition, II-VI-QD’s first breakthrough advances in
terms of optical control and manipulation of Mn spin states have been demonstrated
experimentally and theoretically solved. [283–286] Based on these new insights, recently
researchers successfully realized the electrical injection of spin-oriented electrons from
(Zn,Mn,Be)Se into GaAs. [23]
A substantial amount of effort is also devoted towards the II-VI diluted magnetic
quantum well structures (Cd,Mn)Te and (Zn,Mn)Se. In this regard, one of the key
issues of research in the recent years is the investigation of their magnetic and opti-
cal properties. [142,148] Particular interest for these materials aroused from the recent
discovery of pronounced magneto-optical effects like the giant Faraday rotation, whose
origin lies in the giant Zeeman splitting of the excitonic states. [22,28,52] Especially the
closely associated effect of the strong exchange interaction between the magnetic ion
spins and the carrier spins is studied in-depth. [29,30,287,288]
For developing new optical manipulation algorithms, it is highly crucial to identify
and tailor these exchange interactions. For that purpose various optical methods are
used. The most promising is resonant spin-flip Raman scattering. This experimental
technique makes it possible to study the Zeeman splittings of carriers and excitons
and their selection rules, which provide information about the spin structure, their
symmetries and spin interactions. [33] By means of SFRS in (Cd,Mn)Te QWs the spin
interactions between the carriers and the paramagnetic impurities as well as their as-
sociated g factors are studied and theoretically described. Furthermore, researchers
investigated the occurrence of multiple Mn2+ spin-flip resonances, which arise due to
the presence of exciton magnetic polarons in oblique magnetic field geometries. [289–291]
They demonstrated that a strong spatial confinement and low Mn2+ ion concentra-
tions enhance the spin-flip scattering efficiency. However, despite the numerous studies
the Mn2+ spin-flip scattering mechanism is discussed contrarily and not solved up to
now. [194,290,292–294] This part III of the thesis addresses exactly this unsolved issue in
prospect of contributing to a better understanding and unifying the different theoretical
explanations in one common picture.
For the sake of guidance, this part is divided into two chapters. The first chapter
6 is intended to serve as an introduction to the topic of optical studies of the diluted
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magnetic semiconductor (Zn,Mn)Se. Initially a brief description of the experiment
and the samples studied is given and afterwards the investigation of the giant Zeeman
splitting of excitonic states measured in photoluminescence and reflectivity is presented.
The second chapter 7.3.3 the study of paramagnetic resonance spin-flips of single Mn2+
ions in Zn1−xMnxSe quantum wells by means of SFRS. In particular, high attention is
paid to the spin-flip scattering mechanism and to an energetic asymmetry observed in
SFRS of the Mn2+ SF resonances.
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Chapter 6
Preliminary studies
DMS based on II-VI compounds, such as Zn1−xMnxSe, have a high relevance for fun-
damental studies of magnetic, magneto-optical, and magnetotransport phenomena be-
cause they provide precise control of the spin dynamics as well as spin interactions
by simply varying the magnetic Mn2+ ion content. [143] It is well known that the ex-
position of such a material to an external magnetic field induces an extraordinarily
large spin splitting in the conduction and valence band induced by the strong sp-d
exchange interaction between the magnetic ion spins and the carrier spins. [293] The
level of the exchange interaction is material-specific. In addition, it is also influenced
by parameters such as the given confinement, the charge carrier concentration or the
manganese spin system temperature. The third mentioned is extensively analyzed, as
it leads to a significant reduction of the giant Zeeman splitting of excitonic states. [30]
The basic properties and a few remarkable physical phenomena related to (Zn,Mn)Se
are in the focus of this chapter. As a brief introduction to the field of optical investi-
gations of DMS structures, first the experimental methods and samples are presented
and afterwards the analysis of reflection and photoluminescence is discussed.
6.1 The experimental realization and sample details
Different optical approaches can be applied to study the spin dynamics as well as
spin interactions in DMS structures. The most famous techniques are reflectivity,
transmission as well as spin-flip Raman spectroscopy. For instance, these are used to
study numerous cubic (zinc-blende) large gap DMS, such as Cd1−xMnxTe [28,29,52,175],
Zn1−xMnxTe or Zn1−xMnxSe [30,166,295]. The uniform properties and long spin lifetimes
of the embedded manganese ions, demonstrate that these DMS structures are ideal
candidates to probe interactions between the magnetic ion spins and carriers spins in
a controlled manner.
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sample Mn con- e−-concentration QW barrier Be con- No. of
code tent, x 1010 (cm−2) width (A˚) width (A˚) tent, y periods
CB1542 0.004 undoped 100 200 0.06 5
CB1541 0.012 undoped 100 200 0.06 5
CB2422 0.020 undoped 100 − 0.06 1
CB2169 0.035 30 100 − 0.06 1
Table 6.1: Technological parameters for the (Zn1−x,Mnx)Se/(Zn1−y,Bey) samples.
In this thesis the focus is placed on the Zn1−xMnxSe DMS QW compound. The
main objective is to investigate the polarized reflectivity and photoluminescence of
resonantly and nonresonantly excited heavy-hole excitons in high external magnetic
fields as well as the analysis of the SF Raman scattering of paramagnetic resonance
spin-flips of single Mn2+ ions. The experimental approach is presented in detail in
the previous Chap. 3. Here, some additional details are briefly pointed out that are
especially important for these studies. In this regard, in the following the method
of reflection spectroscopy will be discussed first, subsequently the photoluminescence
spectroscopy is thematized and finally the focus is placed on SFRS spectroscopy.
Reflectivity measurements are commonly used in DMS materials to determine the
giant Zeeman splittings of the free exciton ground state. To measure the reflectance
of a material, linearly polarized light is radiated in almost vertical incidence onto a
surface and afterwards the reflected light beam is recorded. For excitation a simple
white lamp with a a very wide homogeneous light spectrum of constant intensity in the
energy range from 1.35 to 2.99 eV is used. The intensity of this light is adjusted with
the help of natural gradient filters which are placed in the beam path. To avoid heating
by photo carriers the power density of the light in the reflectivity measurements is set
to 5 mW/cm2.
To study the photoluminescence of the (Zn,Mn)Se QWs, it is of particular impor-
tance to excite the QW above the energy band-gap. For this purposes a continuous
wave semiconductor laser (Coherent Cube) with a photon energy of EPL-exc = 3.061 eV
is used. To evade unwanted background heating of the QW sample, the laser power
density of this laser is reduced by natural gradient filters down to 7 mW/cm2. The
experimental setup is pictured in Fig. 3.4.
The SFRS experiments are performed at high magnetic fields up to 10 T and at low
temperatures ranging from 1.3 to 6.2 K. The QW samples are excited by the second
harmonic of a tunable continuous wave Ti:Sapphire laser (Ti:Al2O3; 2.92 - 2.61 eV)
with intra-cavity frequency doubling. Its power density on the sample is usually set to
about 5 W/cm2. In order to minimize laser fluctuations, the laser power is stabilized by
a liquid-crystal variable attenuator. The backscattering SF experiments are performed
in Faraday and in oblique geometries, where the magnetic field B and QW growth axis
z enclosed an angle of (θ) within the xz-plane. The circular polarization of the exciting
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photons is set by a Glan-Thompson prism combined with a quarter-wave retardation
plate. In detection a similar set of polarization optics are used to analyze the circular
polarization degree of the scattered light.
In the framework of this thesis various Zn1−x,MnxSe/Zn1−y,Bey QW heterostruc-
tures, which were grown at the Institute of Semiconductor Technology, University of
Braunschweig, by Prof. Dr. A. Waag’s group, are investigated. The Mn content in the
QW layers is varied from x = 0.004 up to 0.035, while the Be content in the barrier lay-
ers is at y = 0.06. The structural parameters for the studied (Zn,Mn)Se-based samples
are collected in table 6.1. These QW structures have been grown by molecular beam
epitaxy on (100) oriented GaAs [296]. This ultra-high vacuum process makes it possible
to grow thin layers of structures with a certain orientation [297]. The samples comprise
a single quantum well of 100 A˚ width, which are seperated by 500 A˚ barriers. In order
to optimize the surface area and to adjust the lattice constant to the barrier of the
quantum well structure, a sequence of BeTe, ZnSe and (Zn,Be)Se thin layers between
the quantum well and the GaAs barrier is used.
To ensure that the same spot on the sample is excited in every measurement, each
sample is covered by a mask having a hole of 300 µm diameter. Furthermore, the
central part of 50x50 µm2 size of the fully illuminated accessible sample area is selected
by a cross slit.
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6.2 Giant Zeeman shift in absorption and photolumines-
cence
As mentioned above, semimagnetic II-VI heterostructures are usually realized by the
incorporation of Mn2+ ions in the crystal structure, resulting in a strong exchange
interaction between the manganese ions and the electrons. Within the framework of this
thesis this interaction is investigated by means of reflectance and photoluminescence for
all (Zn1−x/Mnx)Se/(Zn,Be)Se heterostructures with a Mn content of 0.004 ≤ x ≤ 0.035.
First, the emphasis is placed on the results and effects in absence of an external magnetic
field and afterwards, the impact of an magnetic field is highlighted.
To begin with, the focus is set on the reflectance characteristics. In this regard, Fig.
6.1 (a) shows the reflectance and PL spectrum of the studied Zn0.988Mn0.012Se quantum
well sample at B = 0 T and 4 T. In absence of an external magnetic field the reflectance
measurements reveal two resonances. They correspond to the exciton ground states
involving the heavy holes (hh-X) and light holes (lh-X). [30,144] The resonance energy
of the hh-X ground state equals E = 2.8167 eV and the resonance energy of the lh-
X ground state E = 2.8313 eV. Both resonance lines have a Lorentzian profile with a
width of 4.25 meV and 5.13 meV, respectively. They are split by approximately 39 meV
at 0 T. This splitting is determined by strain and quantum confinement effects. [30]
The related photoluminescence spectrum in the range from 2.78 to 2.85 eV consists
of two lines (see Fig. 6.1 (a)). The high-energy emission line at EX = 2.8164 eV
stems from the recombination of neutral heavy-hole excitons. The less intense line,
shifted to lower energy relative to the exciton (X), is attributed to a negatively charged
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Figure 6.1: (a) White-light reflectivity spectrum and the related PL spectrum of the
Zn0.988Mn0.012Se QW with the resonances of the neutral excitons measured at θ = 0
◦, in
an ambient temperature of T = 1.6 K at B = 0 T (black colored line) and 4 T(red colored line).
In the PL measurements, the sample is excited with a 405 nm Cube Laser (EPL-exc = 3.061 eV)
with low excitation density (P ≈ 7 mW/cm2). (b) Image plot of the magnetic field-dependent
white light reflectivity spectrum of the neutral exciton resonance (x = 0.012, θ = 0◦).
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Figure 6.2: Energies of the hh-X reflectance resonances as function of the magnetic field in
Znx−1MnxSe QWs for different Mn concentrations x. Experimental data points for the hh-X
with jz = −1 (σ−) are shown by open circles and for the hh-X with jz = +1 (σ+) by full circles.
The error in the hh-X energy does not exceed the symbol size. Solid lines represent the best
Brillouin function B5/2 fit for the reflectance data points.
exciton (X−) recombination (EX− = 2.8313 eV).
[144,289,298] The binding energy of this
complex is 5.1 meV. It is in good agreement with previous studies on ZnSe-based
QW’s. [60,299] According to literature, a positively charged exciton (X+) is not present in
these QW samples. [295,300] In comparison to the hh-X ground state resonance observed
in reflectance, the PL of the X is redshifted by 0.3 meV. This small shift means that
effects caused by a magnetic polaron formation, e.g. the nonmagnetic localization
of excitons on alloy or their magnetic localization, do not essentially influence the
properties of the structure. [30] Furthermore the low full width at half maximum of the
X line, which amounts 2.25 meV, indicates a high structural quality of the sample. [30]
After the initial analysis of the spectral lines in PL and reflectance in zero field, now
the scope is set on the magnetic field dependence. In the vicinity of an external magnetic
field, neutral excitons in the (Zn,Mn)Se quantum well experience the giant Zeeman
splitting, which results from the strong exchange interaction of the localized magnetic
moments of the Mn ions with the localized carriers (see Chap. 2.3.3). Due to the giant
Zeeman effect the hh-X and the lh-X ground state split into two bands as can be derived
from the results in figure 6.1 (b). The splitting of the exciton resonances increases
linearly at low magnetic fields and tends to saturate at higher field values. At B = 5 T
the optically bright hh-X’s are separated by 39 meV. The splitting arrangement of the
exciton resonances is almost symmetric relative to the zero field positions. However, the
splitting of the lh-X ground state is not dissolvable in the reflectance spectra. According
to theory this Zeeman splitting energy is three times smaller than the one of the hh-X
in exact Faraday geometry. [143,144] This would appear to explain why it is arduous to
see the splitting in reflectance.
The reflectance and PL spectra measured at B = 4 T are depicted in figure 6.1
(a). In this regard, the low-energy resonance at E = 2.7963 eV is attributed to the
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hh-X with the total angular momentum projection jz = +1. Its optical transition is σ
+
polarized. On the other hand the high-energy resonance at E = 2.8352 eV stems from
the hh-X with jz = −1. Its optical transition is σ− polarized. The results reveal strict
polarization selection rules. They are valid for all studied (Zn,Mn)Se QW samples.
They arise from the giant Zeeman splitting of the exciton states which strongly exceeds
the inhomogeneous broadening of the exciton lines of ≈ 5.2 meV. [143,298]
A precise study of the reflectance is shown in Fig. 6.2, where the splitting of the hh-
X is plotted versus the magnetic field for samples with three different Mn concentrations
x. The results demonstrate that the splitting of the X ground state increases with the
Mn concentration. For a better overview the hh-X separation energies δE∗ at B = 4 T
and 7 T and the zero field hh-X energy are depicted in table 6.2. From the evolution
of the measurement data shown in figure 6.2 can be concluded that the hh-X splitting
saturates at high magnetic fields in respect of all investigated (Zn,Mn)Se QW samples.
However the magnetic field to reach the saturation increases with the Mn content. For
instance, in the case of x = 0.012 the hh-X splitting fully saturates at B = 3 T whereas
for x = 0.035 a field of B = 8 T is required.
In order to theoretically describe the giant Zeeman splitting of the hh-X and, thus,
to model the energy shift of the exciton resonance, a commonly used approach for the
description of QW excitons, which is discussed in chapter 2.3.4, is employed. In this
regard the modified Brillouin function B5/2 (see Eq. 2.85) is used to fit the experimental
data obtained from an analysis of the reflectance spectra shown in Fig. 6.2. For each
fit the parameters Seff = −0.804 + 0.364/(x + 0.109) and T0(x) = 47.2x − 281x2 +
714x3 are calculated considering the functional dependencies of those parameters on
the Mn content described by D. Keller et al. [30]. The modified Brillouin function is
further used to determine the Mn spin temperature TMn, which is a general indicator
for the heating of the Mn ion system. The values of Seff and T0 determined for the
investigated samples as well as the values of TMn and the zero field hh-X energy resulting
from the fit are collected in table 6.2. The results of the best regression calculation,
where TMn and EX(B = 0) have been the only fitting parameters, are displayed by
solid lines in Fig. 6.2. The data-points match well to the theoretical calculations
revealing Mn temperatures between 2.80 K and 2.17 K. Furthermore, the results display
a dependence of TMn on x. From the analyzed data it appears that the higher the Mn
sample Mn content EX(B = 0) δE
∗
4 T δE
∗
7 T TMn T0 Seff
No. x (eV) (meV) (meV) (K) (K)
#1 0.004 2.820± 0.001 11± 1 11± 1 2.80 0.18 2.42
#2 0.012 2.815± 0.001 38± 1 38± 1 2.59 0.52 2.20
#3 0.020 2.812± 0.001 55± 1 59± 1 2.31 0.84 2.02
#4 0.035 2.808± 0.001 85± 1 93± 1 2.17 1.34 1.72
Table 6.2: Results obtained from an analysis of the giant Zeeman splitting of the hh-X reso-
nance shown by means of a fit with the modified Brillouin function B5/2. (see Fig. 6.2).
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Figure 6.3: Image plots of the magnetic field-dependent giant Zeeman splitting of the X and
X− states in the Zn0.988Mn0.012Se QW measured at θ = 0◦, in an ambient temperature of
T = 1.6 K for the two co-circular polarization configurations (a) (σ+/σ+) and (b) (σ−/σ−).
In these PL measurements, the sample is excited at EPL-exc = 3.061 eV with low excitation
density (P ≈ 7 mW/cm2).
content the lower the spin temperature. This is in good agreement with previous
studies on Zn1−xMnxSe/(Zn,Be)Se heterostructures. [30] D. Keller et al. inferred that
this effect is attributed to a stronger coupling between the magnetic ion system and
the lattice, by showing a strong decrease of the spin lattice relaxation time for higher
Mn concentrations. [30]
Beyond that one observes that the reflectance signal is very sensitive to the photo-
excitation density. Already a slightly larger illumination leads to a minor decrease of
the Zeeman splitting in small magnetic fields. However, the mismatch abates with the
field increasing, providing a slower saturation. Taking into account equation 2.90, it
is highly likely that the photocarriers influence the spin temperature TMn. At higher
excitation densities the number of photocarriers inside of the QW increases, elevating
the flux of energy transmitted to the Mn system through direct and indirect exchange
interaction and consequently heating the Mn system. The interaction between the
different systems in DMS heterostructures and the resulting exchange of the energy, is
outlined in chapter 2.3.5. Based on spin-flip exchange scattering and a coupling of the
phonon and magnetic system, a reduction of the thermal average 〈Sz〉 of the Mn spin
along the magnetic field direction z occurs, which in turn leads to a lowering of the
Zeeman splitting.
After this brief review of the key characteristics of the reflectance properties of
Zn1−xMnxSe/(Zn,Be)Se heterostructures, the effects of the giant Zeeman splitting on
the related photoluminescence are highlighted in the following. Since it turned out that
by means of steady-state photo-excitation a heating of the magnetic ion system arises,
the photo-excitation density (Pexc) in the conducting PL measurements is kept very
low. In the presented results, unless otherwise described, Pexc amounts 0.016 W/cm
2.
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Similar to the observations in reflectance, the PL of the neutral exciton and the
negativly charged exciton split, as shown in Fig. 6.3, when an external magnetic field
is applied. Further can be observed that both excitonic bands reveal strict optical
selection rules. In that respect, the optical transition of the low-energy X and X− is
σ+ polarized whereas the high energy contribution is σ− polarized. However, in the
PL measurements negligibly small deviations from perfect selection rules are observed
which steam from not impeccable polarization components in the experimental setup.
In Fig. 6.3 one can observe that the PL-intensity (IPL) of the excitonic lines changes
significantly with increasing field. While the overall integral intensity of the lower
energy exciton PL (σ+/σ+) rises, the excitonic line (σ−/σ−) shifting to higher energy
becomes weaker and finally diminishes at a field of B = 0.7 T. The intensity ratio of X
and X− changes with the magnetic field as well. In this regard the related trion PL can
only be traced up to a field of B = 2 T in the underlying conditions of measurement.
Above exclusively the X can be detected in the PL spectra, as shown in Fig. 6.3.
A survey of the exciton Zeeman splitting determined from reflectance and PL for
the Zn0.988Mn0.012Se QW sample is presented in Fig. 6.4. From the evolution of the
measurement data it can be seen that the magnetic field-induced shift of the PL is
of the same size as observed for the exciton resonance in reflectance. However, the
shift of the X energy can be suppressed when Pexc increases. To deduce the Mn spin
temperature from the conducting PL measurements the modified Brillouin function (see
Eq. 2.85) is used to fit the experimental data. In this way a manganese temperature
of TMn = 2.73 K is determined. This good agreement with the experimental values
obtained in reflectance implies a very low heating effect of the Mn spin system. This
results match very well with previous studies. [29,30]
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In summary, on the basis of conducting PL and reflectance this chapter has outlined
briefly the important optical characteristics of DMS’s, highlighting the influence of the
strong sp-d exchange interaction on the optical properties of Zn1−xMnxSe QWs. The
origin of the resonance lines is clarified underlining their strict optical selection rules.
Furthermore the high sensitivity to illumination, which manifests itself in a strong
reduction of the Zeeman splitting, is highlighted for QW structures with diverse Mn
concentrations. These observations are in good accordance with literature and pro-
vide essential information for a better understanding of the spin-flip Raman scattering
studies presented in the following chapter.
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Chapter 7
Resonant 3d-electron spin-flip
scattering in DMS
SFRS is a powerful tool to investigate magnetic phenomena presented by DMS’s. SFRS
on free electrons or those bound to donor states provides a direct access to the magnetic
field induced electron spin splitting energy and, thus, allows one to study the s-d
exchange interaction between the 3d-electrons of the Mn2+ and the s-like electrons of
the photo excited excitons. [289,301] However, up to now it is not investigated how far the
nuclear quadrupole moments coupled with the electric field gradients at the magnetic
ion sites impact the paramagnetic Mn2+ spin-flip resonances. In order to determine
this impact, the SFRS technique is used to determine the dependence of the spin-flip
scattering process on the optical power density, excitation energy, Mn-ion concentration
as well as tilting angle between the magnetic field direction and quantum-well growth
axis. In the process, it turned out that a significant quadrupole correction of a few tens
of GHz affects the exchange interaction, leading consequently to a strong asymmetry
of the scattering on the Stokes and anti-Stokes side. The origin and dependences of
this energetic asymmetry are studied in-depth to gain a better understanding of the
underlying mechanism.
Starting point in the first Sec. 7.1 are the circular polarization properties of the
paramagnetic resonance spin-flip of single Mn2+ ions in Faraday geometry. Further-
more, the magnetic field dependence and resonance profiles of the spin-flip Raman line
is demonstrated. In the subsections 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 the focus is set on the evaluation
of the g factor and the angular dependence of the Mn2+ SF resonances as well as the
investigation of interactions between nuclei and carrier spins by application of radio
frequencies. In the following Sec. 7.2 the responsible SFRS mechanism in Faraday and
tilted field geometries is described and validated. The last section of this chapter 7.3
addresses the energetic asymmetry between Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering which
originates from a dynamic polarization of non-equilibrium manganese spins with high
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spin temperatures. All the dependencies of the energetic asymmetry and the responsi-
ble mechanism are discussed in the subsections 7.3.1 to 7.3.6.
7.1 SFRS of single Mn2+ ions in Zn1−xMnxSe QWs
As described above SFRS is a powerful technique, providing information about the
unique signatures of the underlying exchange interactions in DMS’s. This approach
is used to study spin-flips of single Mn2+ ions in (Zn1−xMnx)Se/(Zn,Be)Se QWs with
low Mn concentrations (x ≤ 0.035) in order to gain a deeper insight into the spin
phenomena of II-VI semiconductors. The results, their interpretation and analysis are
discussed in this section.
To get a first impression, in order to understand the mechanism of SFRS in these
structures, initially a basic SFRS spectra of the first paramagnetic resonance spin-flips
of single Mn2+ ions on the Stokes and anti-Stokes side is demonstrated in figure 7.1. It
is shown for the co-circular (σ+,σ+), (σ−,σ−) and counter-circular (σ−,σ+), (σ+,σ−)
polarization configurations. The spectra is measured at a temperature of T = 1.6 K
and in a field of B = 4 T in Faraday geometry (B ‖ z). On the basis of the reflectance
and PL analysis, which is discussed in chapter 6.2, the excitation energy is chosen in
the way, that it is in quasi resonance with the bands of the low (Fig. 7.1 a) and high-
energy (Fig. 7.1 b) X-PL at B = 4 T. It is set to Eexc = 2.800 eV and Eexc = 2.828 eV,
respectively. For this excitations, multiple spin-flip Raman lines on the Stokes and
anti-Stokes side are observed on top of a background contributed by PL. The Raman
shift of the first paramagnetic resonance spin-flips shown in Fig. 7.1 on the Stokes
and anti-Stokes side equals 444 ± 7 meV and 479 ± 9 meV, respectively. Taking into
consideration the Zeeman splitting |g|µBB, these Raman shifts correspond to a g factor
of 1.92± 0.2 and 2.07± 0.3 for Stokes and anti-Stokes.
In previous resonant spin-flip Raman studies on DMS materials doped with Mn ions,
it is shown that these Raman lines stem from spin-flips of the 3d-electrons of the Mn2+
ions. [289] However, the priori determined g factor significantly differs from literature.
Investigations of similar DMS structures, e.g. single quantum wells of Cd0.76Mn0.24Te/
Cd0.98Mn0.02Te, have revealed a Mn
2+ g factor of 1.997. [289] In ZnS and CdTe based
semiconductor structures by means of electron spin resonance a g factor of 2.0025 [298]
and 2.010 [302], respectively, is reported. This substantial discrepancy between experi-
ment and literature is addressed in Sec. 7.3.
The circular polarization characteristics of the SFRS spectra reveal a lot about the
underlying spin-flip processes. Therefore, next the focus is set on the analysis of the po-
larization properties of the Mn2+ spin-flip lines. As can be seen in Figs. 7.1 (a) and (b),
the spin-flips demonstrate a strong polarization dependence. For resonant excitation
of the low-energy X they are primarily polarized in the (σ+,σ+) configuration, whereas
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an excitation of the high-energy X reveals the fully opposite polarization character-
istic (σ−,σ−). Therefore, it can be concluded that for magnetic fields applied along
the quantum-well growth axis z the spin-flip scattering is governed by strict optical
selection rules. This observation overlaps well with the results gained from an analy-
sis of the PL polarization properties in external magnetic fields (see Chap. 6.2, Fig.
6.3). In the conducting analysis of the PL, it is shown that due to the giant Zeeman
splitting which exceeds the inhomogeneous broadening of the exciton lines, the optical
transition of the low-energy X is fully σ+ and the high-energy X is fully σ− polarized.
This polarization characteristic is clearly reflected in the resonant SFRS. However, the
SFRS measurements allow one to observe very small deviations from perfect selection
rules. For σ+ excitation of the low-energy X a spin-flip line with a 110 times smaller
intensity is detectable (see Fig. 7.1 (a)). It might be reasonable to assume that this
negligible small contribution can stem from imperfections of the optical elements used
for the analysis of the polarization.
Within the framework of this thesis, the strict optical selection rules are determined
to be valid for all Zn1−xMnxSe QW samples with x ≥ 0.012. Exclusively in the sample
with the lowest Mn concentration (x = 0.004), this feature is not pronounced so well.
The reason for this is the fact that the giant Zeeman splitting scales with the Mn
content, leading to a far smaller splitting of the optically bright X resonances at B =
4 T, as it is depicted in table 7.2. In very diluted magnetic semiconductors, like
in the case of the Zn0.996Mn0.004Se QW, the giant Zeeman splitting does not fully
exceed the inhomogeneous broadening of the exciton line (∆EZeeman, X (σ+) = 5 meV
≈ ωX-FWHM = 5.1 meV) what in turn leads to less strict optical selection rules. In Figs.
7.1 (a) and (b) one observes moreover that the intensity of the SF signals on the Stokes
and anti-Stokes decisively diverges. For resonant excitation of the low-energy X in case
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Figure 7.1: SFRS spectra of the first paramagnetic Mn2+ SF line (n = 1) in Faraday geometry
at B = 4 T and T = 1.8 K for parallel and crossed circular polarizations measured at the lower
((a); Eexc = 2.800 eV) and higher ((b); Eexc = 2.828 eV) exciton resonances. The laser line is
at zero Raman shift. The intensity of the (σ+,σ+) polarized SFRS spectrum in (a) is scaled by
a factor of 1/50 whereas in (b) the (σ−,σ−) polarized SFRS spectrum is scaled by a factor of
1/5 for better visibility.
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Figure 7.2: White-light reflectance spectra and SFRS resonance profiles of the first paramag-
netic Mn2+ SF line (n = 1) measured at B = 4 T and T = 1.6 K in Faraday geometry. The data
points with open circles display the results for (σ+,σ+) polarization configuration whereas the
ones with full circles for (σ−,σ−). In (a) the results for the Zn0.988Mn0.012Se QW are shown.
The error in the integral SF intensity does not exceed the symbol size. In (a), the intensity of
the (σ+,σ+) polarized SFRS resonance profile is scaled by a factor of 1/50 for better visibility.
In (b) the results for the Zn0.996Mn0.004Se QW are depicted. For better visibility, the intensity
of the (σ+,σ+) polarized SFRS resonance profile is scaled by a factor of 1/10.
of (σ+,σ+) configuration the integral intensity of the the Mn2+ SFs differs by a factor
of 300. The disparity depends on the spacing of the energy levels and, thus, scales with
the magnetic field. In low fields the Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering intensities are of
similar magnitude.
To distinguish the origin of the mechanism, which leads to the spin-flip scattering,
spin-flip resonance profiles for the first paramagnetic resonance (n = 1) are investigated.
The resonance profile of the Zn1−xMnxSe QW sample with x = 0.004 and x = 0.012
recorded at B = 4 T and the related reflectance spectra are shown in Figs. 7.2 (a)
and (b). As described in the previous chapter 6.2, the two resonances observed in the
reflectance spectra stem from the hh-X. For a better overview, they are highlighted
in Fig. 7.2 by vertical arrows and their circular polarization of light is denoted by
σ±. As shown by the open (σ+,σ+) and closed circles (σ−,σ−), the maxima of the SF
intensity profiles are in the vicinity of the heavy-hole exciton resonances. The energy
values of those maxima, the differences ∆EReso-Refl between the SF maxima and the
corresponding exciton resonances as well as the full width at half maximum of the
SFRS resonance profile (ωReso) are summarized in table 7.2.
These depicted results show that the energy difference ∆EReso-Refl is not equal to
zero. It increases for systems with higher Mn content and is affected strongly by the
applied resonant power density of the exciting laser beam. The width of the resonance
profiles fluctuates between 1.7 and 4.8 meV and does not show any dependence on the
Mn concentration. These results are similar to the observations in photoluminescence.
As described in chapter 6.2, a reduction of the giant Zeeman splitting occurs when
the Mn system is excited with large light density, consequently leading to a heating of
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Figure 7.3: (a) Low energy SFRS resonance profile of the first paramagnetic Mn2+ SF line
(n = 1) of the Zn0.988Mn0.012Se QW sample measured at B = 2 T (black), 4 T (red) and
8 T (blue) for co-circular polarization configuration (σ+,σ+) in Faraday geometry. For better
visibility, the data points are connected by straight lines and the SFRS resonance profile at
B = 4 T is scaled by a factor of 1/5. (b) Energy positions of the SFRS profile maxima (open
circles) and of the hh-X resonances in reflectance (full circles) as function of the magnetic field
measured in Faraday geometry at T = 1.6 K. The error of the measurement data does not
exceed the symbol size.
the Mn spin system. The same effect occurs, when the sample is excited resonantly.
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the reduction of the giant Zeeman splitting
observed in the resonance profile is caused due to resonant heating of the Mn system. To
estimate the influence of this effect the Mn spin temperature needs to be determined.
To achieve this, the maxima of the SF intensity profiles have been investigated for
magnetic fields up to B = 8 T keeping the power density of the excitation at a constant
value of 2.5 W/cm2. The results for the Zn0.988Mn0.012Se QW sample are shown in
Figs. 7.3 (a) and (b).
The evolution of the measurement data shows that the SFRS resonance profile shifts
with rising field to lower (higher) energies, for resonant excitation of the high (low)
x = 0.004 x = 0.012 x = 0.020 x = 0.035
circ. pol. of hh-X (σ+) (σ−) (σ+) (σ−) (σ+) (σ+)
EReso-max (eV) 2.8132 2.8232 2.8000 2.8275 2.7853 2.7716
ERefl-max (eV) 2.8116 2.8224 2.7963 2.8345 2.7804 2.7669
∆EReso-Refl (meV) 1.6 −0.8 3.7 −7.0 4.9 4.7
ωReso (meV) 1.7 2.2 4.1 4.8 3.0 1.8
Table 7.1: The energy position of the SFRS profile maxima, the reflectance spectra maxima,
the difference ∆EReso-Refl between the SF maxima and the corresponding exciton resonance as
well as the full width at half maximum of the SFRS resonance profile (ωReso) shown for all
studied Zn1−xMnxSe QW samples measured at B = 4 T and T = 1.6 K in Faraday geometry.
The results for resonant excitation of the higher and lower energy hh-X are depicted by the
circular polarization (σ−) and (σ+), respectively.
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energy hh-X (σ+/σ+). The shift of the resonance profile peak is of similar magnitude
as the giant Zeeman splitting of the exciton resonance (see Fig. 7.3 (b)). However the
difference ∆EReso-Refl gradually diminishes with the field incresing. For instance, at
B = 8 T, ∆EReso-Refl amounts about 1.1 meV whereas at B = 4 T, the difference is 3.3
times larger. Using the modified Brillouin function B5/2 (see Eq. (2.85)) to model the
estimated data in Fig. 7.3 (b), from the EReso(B)-dependence the Mn spin temperature
is evaluated. For the low and high-energy X one obtains TMn, X (σ+) = 3.69 K and
TMn, X (σ−) = 6.33 K, respectively. The Mn spin temperatures differs approximately by
a factor of 2. Further it can be deduced from those results, that a resonant excitation
of the high-energy hh-X leads to a larger energy difference than a resonant excitation
of the low-energy hh-X at the same laser power. It is likely that the disparity between
the two exciton bands arises from uniform heating efficiencies. It is conceivable that
additional energy is transferred through phonon interaction to the Mn spin system,
when the photo-excited X relaxes from the high (σ−) to the low (σ+) energy state.
Since this effect leads to a decisive change of the resonance profile peak positions of the
Mn2+ SF intensities, it is considered in all experimental investigations.
In summary, the preliminary studies on DMS Zn1−xMnxSe QWs have provided im-
portant information on the optical polarization properties and the excitation energy
dependence of the first paramagnetic resonance spin-flip of single Mn2+ ions. It is
clarified that the Mn2+-SF processes are initiated at the heavy-hole exciton resonances
and that due to the giant Zeeman splitting of the exciton states, the SFs reveal strict
optical selection rules. Furthermore, a decisive heating of the Mn ion system is ob-
servable in case of resonant excitation of the exciton resonances. On the basis of those
results in the following section the “effective” g factors of the Mn2+ spin-flips and the
multiple spin-flip resonances in oblique magnetic field geometries will be the subject of
discussion.
7.1.1 Magnetic field and angular dependence of the SFRS of single
Mn2+ ions
One of the most investigated properties of DMS’s, which attracted a lot of attention in
recent years, is the exchange induced spin-splitting of effective mass states. The spin
splitting being proportional to the macroscopic magnetization of d-spins, can become
even in very diluted systems several times greater than the cyclotron energy. Since the
magnetization of the manganese ions plays a important role in this process, in numer-
ous preformed electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements the presence of
magnetic ions in a given charge and spin state has been extensively researched. [192,303]
In this regard, the hyper fine interaction between the electronic and the nuclear mag-
netic moments of Mn2+ ions are studied in particular. [303,304] With the intention of
gaining new insights in optical manipulation algorithms, a further focus is placed on
the exchange interactions between the magnetic ion and carrier spins. One common
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Figure 7.4: Raman shift of the first paramagnetic Mn2+ SF line (n = 1) on the Stokes
and anti-Stokes side in dependence on the magnetic field in Faraday geometry. The depicted
results pertain the Zn0.988Mn0.012Se QW sample regarding an excitation of the low energy hh-X
(Eexc = 2.7972 eV) in co-circular polarization configuration (σ
+,σ+). The error in the Raman
shift does not exceed the symbol size. The fitting (orange and black-colored) curves based on
Eq. (2.35) show that the offset is negligible.
way to study those is by an analysis of the magnetic field and angular dependence
characteristics of the SFRS of paramagnetic resonance SF of single Mn2+ ions. The
results and analyses presented here are devoted to this issue. An exceptionally im-
portant parameter in this context is the manganese Lande´ factor, which describes the
correlation between the angular momentum and the magnetic momentum. In previ-
ous studies, this value is estimated to g = 1.997 [289] in Cd0.76Mn0.24Te/Cd0.98Mn0.02Te
QWs. In comparison, electron spin resonance measurements (ESP) have led to a value
of g = 2.010 in the same material [302]. However, a thorough analysis of single Mn2+ ions
in Zn1−xMnxSe QWs has revealed that the Lande´ factor exhibits exceptional behavior.
The “effective” g factor and the angular dependence of the Mn2+ SFs are presented
next.
In order to determine the Lande´ factor of the 3d-electrons of Mn2+ in Zn1−xMnxSe
QWs, the Raman shift of the first paramagnetic resonance SF on the Stokes and anti-
Stokes side is investigated for different field geometries and excitation conditions as
a function of magnetic field. The results regarding a resonant excitation of the low
energy hh-X (Eexc = 2.7972 eV) in co-circular polarization configuration in Faraday
geometry (θ = 0◦) are shown in Fig. 7.4. As can be derived from these results, the
absolute Raman shifts (|∆E|) of the Stokes and anti-Stokes SF lines show approximately
linear magnetic field evolutions. It is further observable that the evaluated values
fluctuate slightly. However, this fluctuation of the Raman shift is of the same order
of magnitude as the measurement error and can, therefore, be neglected. In spite of
this, a discrepancy between Stokes and anti-Stokes is monitored. In this manner, one
observes a throughout smaller Raman shift on the Stokes side than on the anti-Stokes
side. The energy difference between these Raman shifts, which is abbreviated in the
following by δE, grows linearly with the magnetic field. In the first assessment, one can
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Figure 7.5: SFRS spectra of the paramagnetic Mn2+ SF lines in Faraday (a) and Voigt (b)
geometry at B = 4 T and T = 1.6 K in co-circular polarization configuration (σ+,σ+). The
depicted results pertain the Zn0.988Mn0.012Se QW sample regarding a quasi resonant excitation
of the low energy hh-X at Eexc = 2.819 eV. For better insight, in (b) the area near the eleventh
resonance on the anti-Stokes side has been enlarged in the sub-figure. The Mn2+ SF resonance
number on the Stokes and anti-Stokes are marked by arrows and their respective number is
depicted. (c) Angular dependence of the maximal number (|n|) of detectable resonances on the
Stokes (full circles) and anti-Stokes (open circles) side at B = 4 T and T = 1.6 K.
say that |δE| increases by about 15 µeV per Tesla. To determine the corresponding
Lande´ factors of the Stokes (gS) and anti-Stokes (gAS) SF, a linear least squares fit
to the data according to Eq. (2.35) is conducted. This yields Lande´ factors of gS =
1.92 and gAS = 2.06. From a linear extrapolation of the experimental data a zero-
field offset of ∆Eoff, S = −10 ± 20 µeV and ∆Eoff, AS = 25 ± 20 µeV is deducible.
Since these offsets are in the range of the measurement error, they are negligible. The
disparity between Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering, which is clearly prominent here,
is investigated in the framework of this thesis in-depth under numerous aspects. The
results and interpretations are presented in the Sec. 7.3.
So far, the description of the results has focused on the first paramagnetic scattering
resonance. In order to provide a better understanding of the underlying SF-mechanism,
the appearance of collective multiple higher order spin-flips within the Zeeman split of
the Mn2+ ground state is discussed. In previous studies, the effect of multiple SFs,
which appear near the exciton resonance, are thoroughly investigated. For instance,
in Cd0.98Mn0.02Te QWs and nonmagnetic Cd0.76Mn0.24Te barriers, a large number of
simultaneous spin-flips of Mn2+ ions has been detected and studied. [289] The investi-
gation of Zn1−xMnxSe QWs has shown that a large number of resonances appears as
well. The quantity of lines depends inter alia on the manganese ion concentration, the
excitation resonance conditions and the field geometry. The influence of these factors
is discussed below. However, the related Mn2+ spin-flip scattering mechanism has been
discussed contrarily and could not be clarified up to now. [289,290,292,293]
The Figs. 7.5 (a) and (b) show SFRS spectra exhibiting the multiple SF signals
at a magnetic field of 4 T in Faraday (θ = 0◦) and Voigt (θ = 90◦) geometry. The
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Figure 7.6: SFRS spectra of the paramagnetic Mn2+ SF lines in tilted field geometry (θ = 60◦)
at B = 4 T and T = 1.6 K in co-circular polarization configuration (σ+,σ+). The depicted
results pertain the Zn1−xMnxSe QW sample with x = 0.004 (a), x = 0.02 (b) and x = 0.035 (c)
regarding a quasi resonant excitation of the low energy hh-X. The respective excitation energies
are depicted in the figures. For better insight, the Mn2+ SF resonance with n = 1 is marked
by arrows.
excitation energy is tuned to 2.819 eV, which is close to the low energy X resonance
detected in PL spectra (see Chap. 6.2). In exact Faraday geometry (see Fig. 7.5 (a)),
maximally n = 3 paramagnetic Mn2+ resonances on the Stokes side and n = 2 on the
anti-Stokes side are observable. The energetic spacings between the resonances equals
the Raman shift of the first SF line. However, the peak intensity of this overtones
decreases with increasing number of resonances. For instance, in Faraday geometry,
the second resonance SF on Stoke side (n = 2) has a 50 times lower intensity than the
first (n = 1). This ratio changes as soon as the angle θ between the growth axis and
Bext is adjusted from 0
◦ to 90◦. θ significantly influences the number (|n|) of detectable
resonances, as illustrated in Fig. 7.5 (c). The larger the angle, the more resonances are
visible. In Voigt geometry, one can identify up to 11 paramagnetic Mn2+ resonances on
the anti-Stokes side and up to 16 on the Stokes side. An exemplary SFRS spectra for
Voigt geometry is shown in Fig. 7.5 (b). For better insight, the area near the eleventh
resonance on the anti-Stokes side has been enlarged in the sub-figure.
A detailed investigation of the multiple higher order spin-flips has shown that an
enhancement of the Raman signal intensity is triggered when the energy of either the
ingoing or outgoing photon is equal to that of the exciton states at the given magnetic
field. In case of a nonresonant excitation, the signal of the detectable overtones is much
weaker. For this reason, in the spectra shown here the excitation energy is chosen in
the way to maximize the number of SF resonances while at the same time preserving
a monotonic decrease in their intensity.
However, not only the excitation conditions play an important role, but also the
Mn2+ concentration x within the DMS heterostructure. In Fig. 7.6 (a)-(c), SFRS
spectra are depicted, which have been acquired at an intermediate angle of θ = 60◦ for
samples with different Mn2+ concentrations. Comparing the spectra with each other, it
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Figure 7.7: (a) Comparison of two Stokes-SFRS spectra of the paramagnetic Mn2+ SF lines
for parallel (black curve) and perpendicular (red curve) laser light incidence with respect to the
optical detection path. The two small schemes between Fig. (a) and (b) illustrate the principal
course of light in this experiment. The depicted results pertain the Zn0.988Mn0.012Se QW
sample regarding a resonant excitation of the low energy hh-X at Eexc = 2.7991 eV measured
at B = 4 T and T = 1.6 K in co-circular polarization configuration (σ+,σ+). (b) Dependence
of the FWHM of the Mn2+ Stokes-SF line (ωFWHMSF ) on the resonance number (|n|) in tilted
(θ = 45◦) and Voigt geometry. This data originate from SFRS spectra measured at B = 2.9 T
and T = 1.6 K in co-circular polarization configuration (σ+,σ+).
is immediately evident that for higher x there are significantly fewer resonances visible.
At x = 0.004 one observes n = 7 resonances on the Stokes side, while at x = 0.035 it
is only n = 2. From these results one concludes that a strong spatial confinement and
low Mn2+ ion concentrations enhance the probability of observing a large number of
multiple higher order spin-flips in QWs. Nevertheless, it should be noted at this point
that the highest number of SF resonances for θ = 60◦ has been denoted at x = 0.012
(nS = 13 and nAS = −9).
A thorough analysis of the spin-flip profiles suggests that the SF halfwidth increases
for higher n. In order to illustrate this more clearly, Fig. 7.7 (b) shows the SF halfwidth
(ωFWHMSF ) as a function of n at 45
◦ and 90◦ for the ZnMnSe QW sample with x = 0.012.
The evolution of the data shows that the width of the SFs depends on the angle θ as
well as on the resonance number n. In both cases shown, the width of the SFs increases
by a factor of two, whereby this occurs earlier with regard to smaller angles (θ = 45◦).
Furthermore, it appears that the Mn2+-SF halfwidth in Faraday geometry is much
larger than in Voigt geometry. It differs approximately by 70 µeV.
To determine the influence of the propagation direction k of the excitation beam on
the signal outcome, SF Stokes spectra in backscattering geometry (kext ‖ kdet) and for
incident laser light perpendicular to the detection path (kext ⊥ kdet) are investigated.
The resulting SFRS spectra are shown in Fig. 7.7 (a). The two small schemes shown
in this figure illustrate the principal course of light in this experiment. While in the
backscattering geometry the k-vector difference is maximal, for tilted incidence the k-
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vector difference vanishes. Apart from slight differences in intensity, the two acquired
Raman spectra in opposing geometries display no divergences. One can neither see a
shift of the SF energy nor an energy separation between the different Mn2+ resonances.
In summary, the study of the g factor and the angular dependence of the Mn2+
SF resonances has provided substantial information for a better understanding of the
SF mechanism. In this context, the results show a clearly visible difference between
Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering, yielding Lande´ factors of gS = 1.92 and gAS =
2.06, respectively. Furthermore, an analysis of the multiple higher order spin-flips has
revealed a strong dependence on the angle between the external magnetic field and the
quantum well growth axis as well as on the Mn2+ ion concentration. A dependence on
the k-vector of the incident beam could not be monitored.
The last open question before the SF mechanism is explained in-depth is whether
nuclei are involved in the Mn SF process or not. In the interest of finding an answer
to this issue, radio frequency measurements are carried out. The results of these are
discussed in the subsequent section.
7.1.2 Interaction between nuclei and carriers in the SF-process inves-
tigated by application of radio frequencies
An established method to investigate the influence of nuclei on spin-flip processes is by
means of radio-frequency (RF) measurements coupled with SFRS. Here, this method is
used to check whether 55Mn or 77Se nuclei, which are embedded in the crystal structure,
have an influence on the Mn SF process. In order to get an impression of the technique
used, at the outset of this section the theoretical basics are introduced and subsequently
the results of the experiments are discussed.
Radio frequencies are mainly used in the field of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR).
NMR is a physical phenomenon in which the atomic nuclei of a material absorb and
emit electromagnetic alternating fields in a constant magnetic field. This technique is
one of the standard methods for the investigation of atoms and molecules and is used
primarily in the field of medical imaging diagnostics. [305] NMR is based on the Larmor
precession of the nuclear spin around the axis of the magnetic field. Hereby the nuclei
align their spin precision either parallel or anti-parallel and precess with their rotational
eigenfrequency, which is given by:
ω = γB0.
Here, ω is the frequency of precession, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio and B0 is the strength
of the external field at the location of the core. As one can derive from this equation,
the resonance frequency is proportional to the strength of the magnetic field and to
the gyromagnetic ratio of the magnetic dipole moment of the core. Analyzing the
amplitude and especially the frequency of the magnetic resonance allows one to draw
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Figure 7.8: Scheme of the sample holder with a pair of small coils in Helmholtz configuration
located in the variable temperature insert (VTI) of a split-coil superconducting magnet system.
The laser excitation is illustrated by the red line. The scattered light from the sample is
collimated by a plano-convex lens positioned in front of the cryostat. The radio frequency (RF)
coils generate a magnetic field (BRF) perpendicular to the external magnetic field as well as the
growth axis.
detailed conclusions on the structure of the nuclei as well as on possible interactions
with the immediate and wider atomic environment.
In order to study the nuclei which have aligned themselves in the presence of an
external field, the nuclear spins have to be pertubated by employing an electro-magnetic
pulse, for example in the form of radio frequencies. The necessary frequency to achieve
this is dependent upon the magnetic field and nuclei of observation. In the case of the
ZnMnSe heterostructure the main focus is on the 55Mn and 77Se nuclei. To address
those nuclei RF fields are used, which are directed perpendicular to the growth axis
(along the y-axis) using a pair of coils in Helmholtz configuration.
A scheme of the bottom part of the sample holder, illustrating the mounting of the
sample and the position of the RF coils, is presented in Fig. 7.8. The RF coils are placed
directly below and above the sample, and, thus, provide a homogeneous magnetic field
in the vicinity of the sample. By driving a sinusoidal alternating current through the
Helmholtz coils at the Larmor frequency, an oscillating magnetic field perpendicular
to the external magnetic field as well as the growth axis is produced ( ~BRF ⊥ ~B(xz-
plane)). To provide the necessary RF power for the experiments, the RF signal from
the arbitrary function generator (AFG, Tektronix AFG 3022) is amplified by a class
AB RF amplifier with complementary transistor output stages. The effective RF-field
strength is about 1 mT.
In contrast to typical NMR measurements, the result here is directly studied by
means of resonant SFRS. With this approach, the influence on the SF process can be
investigated directly. Any change in the spectrum is an indication of an interaction
between the nuclei and Mn carriers.
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Figure 7.9: Dependence of the first paramagnetic Mn2+ SF line (n = 1) on the Stokes and
anti-Stokes side on the application of RF-fields at B = 4 T in co-circular polarization configu-
ration (σ+,σ+). The spectra are measured in tilted (θ = −12◦ (a), θ = 7◦ (c)) and Voigt (b)
geometries at T = 1.6 K (a)-(b) and T = 5 K (c). The laser line at zero Raman shift is not
shown in the spectra. The small insert in Fig. (a) illustrates the direction of RF field and the
external magnetic field. The RF fields are directed perpendicular to the growth axis z. The
effective RF-field strength is about 1 mT. The black spectra in each Fig. displays the SFRS
spectra without applied RF fields. In the other two examples a frequency of 42.1 MHz (red
curve) and a frequency sweep from 10 to 60 MHz with a repetition rate of 100 Hz (green curve)
is used.
The SFRS spectra measured with and without applied RF fields at low (T = 1.6 K)
and elevated (T = 5 K) temperatures in close to Faraday and Voigt geometry for the
Zn0.988Mn0.012Se QW sample are depicted in Figs. 7.9 (a)-(c). In the measurements,
two different RF’s has been used. On the one hand a frequency of 42.1 MHz has been
applied, which is in resonance with the 55Mn isotope with a nuclear spin of 5/2, [306]
and on the other hand a frequency sweep from 10 to 60 MHz with a repetition rate
of 100 Hz is used to depolarize simultaneously the 55Mn and 77Se (32.4 MHz) nuclear
spin system.
However, as one can see in these results, the Mn2+ SF is insensitive to any applied
RF fields. There is no distinct change in the energy shift, scattering intensity or shape of
the spectra. A change of the sample bath temperature or the geometry does not induce
any change, as well. The slight fluctuation of the SF intensities can be attributed to a
heating of the lattice by means of nuclear magnetic resonance spin heating. However,
since there is no evident change a possible interaction between nuclear and carrier spins
in the Mn SF process can be excluded.
7.2 Mechanism of the Mn2+ spin-flip scattering
As mentioned above exchange interactions between the magnetic ion spins and carriers
spins in II-Mn-VI semiconductor structures have been studied extensively in recent
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years. DMS structures such as (Cd,Mn)Te/Cd(Mn,Mg)Te quantum wells have been
thoroughly investigated, providing precious knowledge on Mn2+ spin-flip scattering
in oblique magnetic field geometries. However, the spin-flip scattering mechanism is
discussed contrarily and a unified description is not stated so far. Up to now there are
several unsolved open issues which are dealt with in the framework of this thesis. The
newly gained knowledge shall contribute to a better understanding of the mechanism
and shall help to unite the different explanations in one common picture.
Based on the experimental results, which are discussed in the last sections, the spin-
flip scattering mechanism of the Mn2+ ions is described in the following. Generally
speaking, the scattering mechanism consists of two processes. In Faraday geometry
the transitions between the six spin states of Mn2+ define the spin-flip characteristics
whereas in oblique magnetic field geometries the scattering is governed by the presence
of heavy-hole exciton polarons. In the following, the focus is first set on the mechanism
in Faraday geometry and afterwards extend in regard of oblique field geometries.
The first important issue that is addressed in the course of investigation is the
excitation energy dependence of the first paramagnetic resonance (see Sec. 7.1). It is
crucial to determine whether trions are involved in the scattering process or exclusively
the heavy-hole excitons. In a negative trion, the electron spins compensate each other
and only the hole can interact with the Mn spin. The observation of trion linked
spin-flip processes would, therefore, indicate that exclusively the holes are involved in
the spin-flip process. However, the investigations of the excitation energy dependence
showed that the SF processes are only initiated at the heavy-hole exciton resonances.
Regarding a resonant negative trion (X−) excitation spin-flips could not be instigated
as can be clearly seen in Fig. 7.2. For this reason negative trions can be excluded in
the mechanism. The influence of positive trions (X+) can be ruled out as well, since
those are not present in the studied QW samples. [295,300] The results demonstrate that
the exciton electron plays a major role in the SF process.
The analysis of the SFRS polarization properties (see Sec. 7.1) revealed strict
optical selection rules. The SF is predominantly co-polarized. This means that the
polarization of the incident light is equal to that of the scattered light. These spin-
flip polarization properties result from the giant Zeeman splitting of the exciton states
which strongly exceed the inhomogeneous broadening of the exciton lines. For this
reason, the electron and hole in the exciton have the same spin orientation before and
after the Mn spin-flip process. This implies that in this SF process the exciton electron
has to reverse its spin orientation either twice or not at all.
For the first case an at least fourth-order SF process has to be proposed. This is
explainable, if an interaction with nuclei is considered. A scheme illustrating a possible
fourth-order SF process is shown in Fig. 7.10. Here the spin-flips of the exciton electron
are induced by the sp-d contact exchange interaction with the 3d-electrons of an Mn2+
ion reversing the spin of the conduction band electron. Immediately afterwards the
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Figure 7.10: Model scheme of the fourth-order Mn2+-SF scattering process in Faraday geom-
etry in which the 55Mn nuclei are involved. The resonant excitation is σ+ polarized. Due to
sp-d contact exchange interaction with the 3d-electrons of an Mn2+ ion and afterwards through
Fermi contact hyperfine interaction with the 55Mn nuclei the photo excited electron flips his
spin twice. The scattered electron recombines in the last step emitting light with the same po-
larization as the incident. The energy difference between incoming and outgoing photon equals
∆E = ~ωdet − ~ωexc = µB gMnBeff.
exciton electron interacts through Fermi contact hyperfine interaction with the 55Mn
nuclei which causes the spin of the carrier to be reversed again. Finally, the electron
and hole of the exciton recombine and emit polarized light equal to the incident light.
However, this process can be excluded since the application of radio-frequency fields
demonstrated that there is no interaction between nuclear and carrier spins involved
in the spin-flip process (see Sec. 7.1.2). This leads to the conclusion that the spin
orientation of the exciton electron remains fixed during the spin-flip process.
A possible way to explain the process in regard of a fixed spin orientation, is by an
anisotropic e-e flip-stop exchange interaction [171] and the coherent rotation of the Mn
spin ensemble around the exchange field generated by the photo excited hole spins. [307]
The mechanism will be explained in more detail now. The overall spin-flip process is
illustrated by the scheme in Fig. 7.11 whereas the intermediate interaction with the
heavy holes is schematically shown in Fig. 7.12.
Before the arrival of the laser pulse, the Mn spins are preferentially aligned per-
pendicular to the applied magnetic field Bz ‖ ~z. (see Fig. 7.12 (a)). Immediately
following photo excitation, the electrons and heavy-holes of the exciton are spin polar-
ized along the growth direction z. Now, due to the sp-d contact exchange interaction
between the 3d-electrons of the Mn2+ ions and the conduction-band electron, a flip of
the 3d-electron spin is initiated while leaving the spin of the exciton electron invari-
ant. In other words, this can be depicted as a flip-stop exchange interaction. In the
intermediate state of this scattering process, the total magnetization of the manganese
spins precesses around the resulting field (Beff), which is formed by a combination of
the external magnetic field (Bext) and the exchange field (Bexch) induced by heavy
holes (see Fig. 7.12 (b)). The exchange field of the electron spin can be neglected here
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Figure 7.11: Model scheme of an anisotropic flip-stop exchange interaction process between
the 3d-electrons of the Mn2+ ions and the conduction-band electron in Faraday geometry.
The resonant excitation is σ+ polarized. The exchange interaction leads to a flip of the Mn
3d-electron spin, while leaving the spin of the photoexcited electron invariant. In the interme-
diate state, the scattering of the electron induces a coherent rotation of the Mn spin ensemble
around the exchange field generated by the heavy-hole spins. The scattered electron recombines
in the last step emitting light with the same polarization as the incident. The energy of the
outgoing photon equals ∆E = µB gMnB.
due to its weaker coupling to the Mn sublattice. [307] The precession of the total Mn
magnetization leads to a reduction of the exciton energy not altering the exciton spin
orientation. After this exchange interaction, the exciton electron and hole recombine
and emit polarized light equal to the incident. Now that the exciton is absent, the
perturbed Mn magnetization remains precessing around the external field but the pre-
cession amplitude will decay with time (see Fig. 7.12 (c)). In this Raman scattering
process the energy of the exciton decreases (increases) by the amount of energy needed
for a single Mn spin-flip to be excited from | − 5/2 > to | − 3/2 >. The shift in energy
between the incident and emitted photon is, therefore, equal to an integer multiple n
of the basic SF energy given by the Zeeman equation: ∆E = µB gMnB, where gMn is
the gyromagnetic ratio for the Mn2+ 3d-electrons.
In order for this process to be possible, the total angular momentum conservation
must be lifted. This requires a spatial mismatch between the conduction band electrons
and the manganese 3d-electron wave functions. [301] If one considers the formation of a
magnetic polaron, as suggested in earlier studies [290], one can expect that within the
exciton volume a spatial disproportion of the wave functions is probable. The efficiency
of the anisotropic exchange interaction can be several orders of magnitude higher than
that of an isotropic exchange interaction. [165,308]
It shall be emphasized at this point that the mechanism described here obviously
does not negate the influence of the heavy holes. The given description is in no contrast
to earlier studies. However, it takes into consideration that not only the heavy-holes
are involved in the process.
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Figure 7.12: Model scheme of coherent rotation of the Mn2+ SF around the hole exchange
field. (a) All Mn spins are oriented initially perpendicular to the applied magnetic field Bz ‖ ~z.
(b) Due to a flip-stop exchange interaction between the photo excited electron and the Mn
3d-electron the Mn spin is tipped into x direction and starts to precess around the exchange
field created by the heavy-holes. (c) Mn spins remain precessing around the applied field for
long times. The figures are adapted from Ref. [307].
In tilted magnetic field geometries, where the external magnetic field is at an angle θ
to the z axis, it is stated that the decrease in magnetization over time, results from the
procession of the magnetization around Beff, which is parallel to the angle θ. Here, the
precession is given by the angular velocity ωac = µB gMnBeff/~. [289,290] This rotation
model of Merkulov and Kavokin is used to describe the appearance of multiple spin-
flip resonances in tilted magnetic field geometries. [24] However, it is not completely
inconsistent with the results shown here, although it implies that multiple Mn2+ spin-
flips are not observable in the anti-Stokes spectrum, when the projection of the total
Mn spin on the external magnetic field is equal to its maximum value. The reason
is that this only applies when the temperature of the Mn system is negligibly low
(TMn ≈ Tbath). Since our experiments show in exact Faraday geometry at least two
paramagnetic Mn2+ spin-flips on the anti-Stokes side (see Sec. 7.1.1), in consideration
of this model, this indicates a high Mn spin temperature. This is in good agreement with
the results presented in this chapter. Due to resonant excitation of heavy-hole exciton
resonances the temperature of the Mn system is raised significantly. From an analysis
of the EReso(B)-dependence, one obtains effective Mn spin temperatures between 3.7
and 6.4 K. Therefore, it is obvious that this reaches the limits of the model proposed
by Merkulov and Kavokin, which in turn leads to the consequence that paramagnetic
spin-flip resonances are observed on the anti-Stokes side. Another aspect that should be
mentioned here is the spin-lattice relaxation time, which is directly influencing the Mn
spin temperature (see Sec. 2.3.5). As it has been shown in previous studies, the spin-
lattice relaxation is slower in (Zn,Mn)Se QWs than in (Cd,Mn)Te QWs [300], resulting
in a high Mn spin temperature induced through resonant exciton excitation.
Contrary to the Faraday geometry, in oblique magnetic fields one identifies a large
number of paramagnetic Mn2+ resonances on the Stokes (nS = 16) and anti-Stokes
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Figure 7.13: Model scheme illustrating the anisotropic flip-stop exchange interaction process
between the 3d-electrons of the Mn2+ ions and an electron polaron in tilted geometries. The
resonant excitation by a photon creates an exciton in whose nourishing environment several Mn
spins align themselves perpendicular to the exciton electron. Due to the sp-d contact exchange
interaction the exciton electron interacts with several Mn2+ ions changing their spin orientation.
The scattered electron recombines in the last step emitting a photon with an energy, reduced
by an integer multiple n, equal to the number of 3d-electron Mn spins, which are involved in
the scattering process.
(nAS = 11) side. Obviously, this cannot be explained in terms of scattering processes
involving just the six (nmax = 2S + 1, with S = 5/2) spin states of a single Mn
2+ ion
states. It is self-evident that this has to be a collective effect involving numerous Mn2+
ions. It is considerable that the multiple paramagnetic resonance spin-flips result from
the creation of a localized heavy-hole exciton formed by an electron hole pair belonging
to the lowest subbands of spatial quantization. [289] This is described in the frame of
an electron polaron (EP). A scheme illustrating the exciton-Mn exchange interaction
is shown in Fig. 7.13.
To understand how the mechanism works, this segment focuses on describing the
interaction between the EP with the 3d-electrons of the single Mn2+ ion states. The
exciton and the magnetic Mn2+ ions, which are in the immediate vicinity of the exciton,
are coupled by the sp-d contact exchange interaction (see Chap. 2.3.3). This interaction
between the jth Mn ion and ith electron can be described by the Hamiltonian:
Hexch,e-Mn =
∑
i,j,σσ‘
Jij(R)Sσσ‘ ·Mc+i,σcj,σ‘, (7.1)
which involves the exchange matrix elements Jij(R), the Pauli spin matrices Sσσ‘ and
the Mn spin operators. [155] As the results of an analysis of the SFRS spectra in oblique
magnetic field geometries show, this interaction, does not reverse the spin of the exciton
electron, since the polarization properties remain unchanged. This leads to the con-
clusion that this interaction is based on a flip-stop exchange interaction. During this
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scattering process the exciton electron can interact with several Mn2+ ions. The total
magnetization of these Mn ions, precesses around the effective magnetic field provided
by the heavy holes of the EP, in turn reducing the energy of the EP by an integer multi-
ple n equal to the number of 3d-electron Mn spins involved. The energy (~ωac) of each
Mn spin-flip excitation is passed on to the crystal lattice via acoustic phonons. This can
in turn cause an increase of the Mn spin temperature. The shift in energy between the
incident (ωexc) and emitted photon (ωdet) is given by: ∆E = ~ωdet = ~ωexc − n · ~ωac.
The multiple Raman scattering depends strongly on the Mn doping concentration
and on the magnetic field geometry, since spin-flip process of the exciton electron be-
come more likely by magnetic-field-induced symmetry reduction. While in Faraday
geometry the spin-flip of the exciton-electron is blocked by the Pauli exclusion prin-
ciple, in tilted geometries, the in-plane component induces a mixing of the electron
spin basis eigenstates leading to a reduction of the symmetry and in turn increasing
the e-SFRS efficiency. [33,36] The maximum possible symmetry breaking by the applied
field is achieved in Voigt geometry, thus, explaining the significantly enhanced sp-d
exchange interaction, which results in a large number of excited Mn ions and, thus, in
many multiple Mn2+ spin-flips.
The Mn concentration in the QW influences the number of Mn ions within the
exciton interaction radius. On the one hand, this leads to an intensification of the
sp-d exchange interaction, but on the other hand it also increases the number of coun-
terproductive Mn-Mn interactions. In the case of high concentrations, this leads to a
significant decrease of observable higher order spin-flips, as described in Sec. 7.1.1.
Summing up, the spin-flip scattering mechanism in (Zn1−xMnx)Se/ (Zn,Be)Se QWs
is governed by anisotropic flip-stop exchange interactions between the 3d-electrons of
the Mn2+ ions and the conduction band electrons and is influenced strongly by the
heavy-hole induced exchange field in the intermediate state of the scattering process.
In non-oblique field geometries the mechanism bases mainly on transitions between the
six spin states of Mn2+ ions whereas in tilted magnetic field geometries it is exclusively
describable by the formation of an electron magnetic polaron. As shown these expla-
nations are in no contradiction to previous publications, as it is adequately clarified.
The presented theoretical explanation of the mechanism is furthermore supported by
the experimental results.
On the basis of the above described mechanism, the following section focuses on
the energetic asymmetry observed in SFRS on Mn2+ ions. This peculiarity, which is
monitored for the first time within a Zn1−xMnxSe QW DMS structure, is thoroughly
analyzed and discussed.
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7.3 Asymmetric Mn2+ spin-flip resonances in DMS
In this section the focus is shifted to the energetically asymmetric Mn2+ spin-flip res-
onances in Zn1−xMnxSe QWs. After an extensive analysis of the Mn Lande´ factors it
has turned out that a clear disparity between Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering in exact
Faraday geometry yields effective g factors of gMn = 1.96(2.06). Due to this signifi-
cant difference in Raman scattering at high magnetic fields the Stokes and anti-Stokes
spin-flip lines differ by several hundreds of µeV. It is to be assumed that the energetic
asymmetry is created by a dynamic polarization of non-equilibrium manganese spins
with high spin temperatures. The energy difference in the Mn2+ SF resonance energies
between Stokes and anti-Stokes is displayed in the following by
δE = |∆ES| − |∆EAS|. (7.2)
This asymmetry in the Mn spin-flip energies depends on several factors, e.g. the Mn ion
concentration, laser power density, magnetic field strength as well as optical geometry.
Each of these aspects is studied in detail. The results and associated interpretations
are presented in the subsequent sections.
7.3.1 Dependence of the energetic asymmetry on the Mn-ion concen-
tration
As it is revealed by an detailed analysis of the multiple higher order Mn2+ SFs in tilted
geometries, the Raman signal intensity as well as the number of spin-flip overtones
depends strongly on the concentration x of Mn impurities in the Zn1−xMnxSe QWs.
To which degree this also affects the energetic asymmetry is discussed in this subsection.
To analyze this dependence, three (Zn,Mn)Se QWs with different Mn ion concentrations
are studied. The obtained results are further compared with SFRS measurements on
a Cd0.983Mn0.017Te QW. In regard of the experiment, all studied QW structures are
excited respectively at their low-energy X resonance. The spin-flip Raman spectra
showing the first paramagnetic resonance SF (n = ±1) measured at B = 4 T in
Faraday geometry are depicted in Figs. 7.14 (a)-(d). The g factors of the respectively
investigated QW samples are depicted in table 7.2. The values are determined by linear
least square fit to magnetic field series in Faraday geometry (not shown here).
The QW sample with the weakest Mn ion concentration (x = 0.004) (see Fig.
7.14 (a)) reveals a very low asymmetry. Here the Stokes (S) and anti-Stokes (AS)
Raman scattering lines have similar energy shifts of ∆ES = (466±4) µeV and ∆EAS =
(−474± 5) µeV yielding a asymmetry energy of δE = (8± 9) µeV. The corresponding
g factor for a low- and high-energy X resonance excitation on the Stokes side equal
approximately gX-low = 1.97 ± 0.03 and gX-high = 2.04 ± 0.03 (see Tab. 7.2). For
comparison, in literature the Mn2+ resonance is characterized by a g factor of 2.0. [309]
In terms of measurement accuracy, this corresponds well to the experimental results.
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Figure 7.14: “(a)-(c) SFRS spectra of the first paramagnetic Mn2+ SF lines (n = 1) of the
Zn1−xMnxSe QWs, excited at their low-energy hh-X resonances at B = 4 T and T = 1.6 K
in co-circular polarization configuration (σ+,σ+). The excitation energies for each case are:
(a) 2.812 eV, (b) 2.797 eV and (c) 2.792 eV. (d) SFRS spectrum for a (Cd,Mn)Te/(Cd,Mg)Te
single QW with x = 0.017 measured at B = 6 T and T = 1.6 K. The laser line areas from −220
to +220 µeV are excluded from all plots. The backgrounds are subtracted from the spectra.
If the Mn concentration rises, it can be observed that the asymmetry increases
gradually, as shown in Figs. 7.14 (b) and (c). In this regard, the QW sample with x =
0.020 reveals the highest asymmetry energy in Faraday geometry of δE = (92±11) µeV.
Here the Raman shifts on the Stokes and anti-Stokes side equal ∆ES = (423± 4) µeV
(gS = 1.76 ± 0.03) and ∆EAS = (−509 ± 7) µeV (gAS = 2.13 ± 0.03), respectively.
The asymmetry δE is 84 µeV greater than in the case of the (ZnMn)Se sample with
the lowest Mn concentration. Furthermore, one can see that the Raman shift on the
Stokes side decreases by 43µ eV while increasing on the anti-Stokes side by 41µ eV.
The energetic shift to lower or higher energies is of the same magnitude. For the
Cd0.983Mn0.017Te QW sample, which is used for comparison purposes, one observes a
negligible asymmetry energy of δE = −4 µeV. The SFRS spectra is shown in Fig. 7.14
(d). In the (Zn,Mn)Se sample with x = 0.035 no spin-flip could be detected in exact
Faraday geometry. This is most likely caused by considerable broadening of the SF line
due to enhanced Mn-Mn spin interactions. These manifest in fast Mn-spin coherence
times and is characteristic for DMS structures with high Mn ion concentrations. [310]
Another noticeable feature of Zn1−xMnxSe QWs with raised Mn concentration is
a considerable larger halfwidth (ωFWHM) of the SF line. As one can see in the spec-
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x low-energy X resonance high-energy X resonance
Stokes anti-Stokes Stokes anti-Stokes
0.004 1.97± 0.03 1.98± 0.03 2.04± 0.03 2.04± 0.03
0.012 1.92± 0.02 2.06± 0.02 1.95± 0.03 2.05± 0.02
0.020 1.76± 0.03 2.13± 0.03 (1.80± 0.04)∗ (2.12± 0.04)∗
Table 7.2: Lande´ factor values for Stokes and anti-Stokes of the low- and high-energy X
resonance in dependence on the Mn ion concentration. The g factors are determined from a
linear least square fit to magnetic field series in Faraday geometry. Exclusively in the sample
with x = 0.020 the spin-flip signal for resonant excitation of the high-energy X resonance
is absent in Faraday geometry. For comparison purposes in this special case the g factor is
determined in a small tilting angle of θ = 15◦.
tra shown in Figs. 7.14 (a)-(c), ωFWHM grows with rising Mn concentration from
ωFWHM = (45 ± 5) µeV (x = 0.004) up to ωFWHM = (140 ± 6) µeV (x = 0.02). This
observation emphasizes the enhanced Mn-Mn spin interactions at higher Mn-doping
levels. However, for the Cd0.983Mn0.017Te QW sample, only a very small half-width of
ωSFFWHM = (37± 4) µeV is detectable even though the manganese content is x = 0.017.
From the g factor values listed in table 7.2, it is evident that the Mn concentration
influences the disparity between Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman scattering. The g factor
on the Stokes side decreases with rising Mn content while increasing on the anti-Stokes
side. The results furthermore demonstrate that there is a negligible difference between
an excitation of the low- or high-energy exciton. In both cases, the dependence of g on
x is similar. However, the g factor for a resonant excitation of the high-energy X in the
(Zn,Mn)Se sample with x = 0.020 could not be determined in exact Faraday geometry,
since no spin-flip could be detected. The reason for the absence of a spin-flip signal
is attributed to the very low signal intensity caused by the giant Zeeman splitting of
the hh-X states. For the sake of comparison, g factors determined in a small tilting
angle of θ = 15◦ are depicted in table 7.2. After clarifying to what extent the Mn
concentration affects the energetic asymmetry, in the subsequent section the focus is
set on the excitation energy dependence of δE.
7.3.2 Excitation energy dependence of the energetically asymmetric
spin-flip resonances
The preliminary analysis of the SFRS resonance profile, described in Sec. 7.1.1, showed
that the Mn2+-SF processes are initiated at the heavy-hole exciton resonances. Fur-
thermore, a decisive heating of the Mn spin system is identified leading to a slight
decrease of the giant Zeeman splitting. The extent to which this affects the energetic
asymmetry of the spin-flip resonances is investigated for the (Zn,Mn)Se QWs. The
results and their analysis is discussed in the following.
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Figure 7.15: Difference δE between the energy shifts of the Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering
lines of the first Mn2+-SF paramagnetic resonance (left y-axis) and the integral intensity of
the Mn2+-SF on the Stokes side (right y-axis) in dependence on the excitation energy for the
samples with a Mn content of x = 0.004 and x = 0.012. The data are obtained from SFRS
measurements in Faraday geometry at T = 1.6 K for B = 4 T (black open circles) and 8 T
(blue open circles).
In order to obtain a better understanding of the energetic asymmetry, the SFRS
resonance profile of the Zn1−xMnxSe QW sample with a Mn concentration of x = 0.004,
x = 0.012 and x = 0.020 are investigated. The QW structures are excited at their low-
energy X resonance. In Figs. 7.15 (a), (b) and 7.16 (a) the asymmetry energy δE for
the first spin-flip resonance (left y-axis) and the integral intensity of the spin-flip on
the Stokes side (right y-axis) are shown as function of the excitation energy. The QW
samples are studied in various magnetic fields.
In each case, the results demonstrate that δE is minimal around the hh-X resonance,
while it becomes larger for quasi-resonant conditions. The overall evolution of the data
reflects clearly the shape of the heavy-hole exciton resonance. For the (Zn,Mn)Se QW
samples with x = 0.004 studied at B = 4 and 8 T in exact Faraday geometry, at
the energy of maximal integral spin-flip intensity δE equals −23 µeV and −50 µeV,
respectively (see Fig.7.15 (a)). For quasi-resonant conditions this value rises up to
−127 µeV at 4 T and −182 µeV at 8 T. This corresponds to a total increase of 105 and
132 µeV. As one can see, the energetic asymmetry value grows for resonant excitation
of the X by ≈ 27 µeV. The reason for this result is the magnetic field dependence
of δE. As the analysis of the g factor in Faraday geometry has shown, δE increases
linearly with the external magnetic field (see Fig. 7.4). This matches well with the
depicted results here. For the QW sample with a Mn concentration of x = 0.02 studied
at B = 4 T (see Fig.7.15 (b)), δE equals −68 µeV for resonant and −111 µeV for quasi-
resonant conditions. Compared to the sample with less Mn content, the increase of δE
to nonresonant excitation is significantly lower. The data show that the Mn content
influences noticeably the energetic asymmetry, as it is demonstrated in the last section.
In this regard, for resonant excitation of the exciton resonance, |δE| differs by 45 µeV.
One can see that for higher Mn content the δE(Eexc)-dependence shifts significantly to
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Figure 7.16: (a) Difference δE between the energy shifts of the Stokes and anti-Stokes scat-
tering lines of the first Mn2+-SF paramagnetic resonance (left y-axis) and the integral intensity
of the Mn2+-SF on the Stokes side (right y-axis) in dependence on the excitation energy for
the sample with a Mn content of x = 0.012. The data are obtained from SFRS measurements
in tilted geometry (θ = 6◦) at T = 1.6 K for B = 2.9 T. (b) Dependence of the logarithmic
Stokes/anti-Stokes intensity ratio on the SF resonance number (|n|) for three different exci-
tation energies. The excitation energies are: 2.798 eV (pink), 2.807 eV (blue) and 2.792 eV
(green). The chosen excitation energies are numbered and additionally marked by arrows in
the respective color. For each set of data points a linear least square fit is preformed. The fit
results are depicted by solid lines.
larger negative values, as it is shown in Figs. 7.15 (a) and (b). In summary, one draws
the conclusion from these two observations that the external magnetic field influences
the strength of δE, whereas the Mn content determines the δE-offset.
It is important to note that the spectra presented for each case are just representa-
tive for a certain magnetic field strength. To provide a clear description of the associated
Lande´ factors, it is necessary to investigate the Raman shift for multiple magnetic field
series’s. A detailed examination of these, evaluated from multiple regression analysis
in Faraday geometry, is presented in table 7.2.
Another important aspect, which relates to the resonance profile, is the intensity
ratio of Stokes and anti-Stokes. This is investigated for the (Zn,Mn)Se sample with a
Mn concentration of x = 0.012 at B = 2.9 T. The measurement is carried out in close
to Faraday geometry (θ = 6◦), to provide larger number multiple SFs on the Stokes
and anti-Stokes side (see Fig. 7.16 (a)). Due to the slight change of the geometry an
extraordinary behavior is evident. In this regard, a detailed analysis of the geometry
dependence of the energetic asymmetry is presented in Sec. 7.3.3. Nevertheless, it is
worthwhile to note that δE becomes positive for resonant excitation. At the energy of
maximal integral spin-flip intensity it amounts +23 µeV. But similar as in the other
cases, the overall evolution of the data reflects clearly the shape of the heavy-hole
exciton resonance and the asymmetry increases to nonresonant conditions. For an
excitation energy of Eexc = 2.798 eV, δE reaches a maximum value of −78 µeV.
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In Fig. 7.16 (b) the dependence of the logarithmic Stokes/anti-Stokes intensity ratio
on the spin-flip resonance number (|n|) is shown for three different excitation energies.
The chosen excitation energies are numbered and additionally marked by pink-, green-
and blue-colors in Fig. 7.16(a).
The first distinctive feature one observes is a linear dependence of the logarith-
mic intensity ratio (ln(I int,S/I int,AS)) on n. For higher overtones, this ratio increases
steadily, which means that the Raman scattering intensity decreases faster on the anti-
Stokes side than on the Stokes side. The gradient of change differs markedly for the
three highlighted excitation energies. A low (1) or high (3) excitation energy leads
to large deviations between the Stokes and anti-Stokes SF line intensities, while for
resonant excitation (2), the logarithmic ratio is comparably small and does not exceed
a value of 1. It is obvious on the basis of these results, that the logarithmic ratio and
δE are interdependent. One sees a clear enhancement of δE as soon as the proportion
between Stokes and anti-Stokes rises.
One important detail to be emphasized here, is that, in the case of the first param-
agnetic SF resonance (|n| = 1), the anti-Stokes SF line is even more intense than the
Stokes line. This can be deduced from the negative logarithm which reaches a value of
−0.3. However, a linear least square fit to the data indicates that this value deviates
significantly from the linear progression. The fit results are shown by solid lines in
Fig. 7.16(b). The deviation can be seen as a peculiarity of the first paramagnetic SF
resonance.
In summary, the results presented in this section lead to the conclusion that the
energetic difference between Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering depends strongly on
the excitation resonance conditions as well as on the magnetic field strength. For
resonant excitation of the exciton, the energy disparity δE is minimal whereas for quasi-
resonant conditions it rises by a factor of three and reaches values of up to −180 µeV.
This characteristic has been observed for all investigated ZnMnSe samples. However,
the investigation of the (Zn,Mn)Se sample with intermediate Mn content in a slightly
tilted geometry yielded unique results. For this reason, the strong dependence on the
magnetic field geometry is studied carefully. The results and their analysis are presented
in the next section.
7.3.3 Geometry and power dependence of the energetic asymmetry
To complete the overall picture of the underlying effect which causes the energetic
asymmetry, the SFRS geometry and excitation power dependence of the paramagnetic
resonance spin-flips are studied in-depth. In this context, many factors had to be
considered. As it is observed, changes in the geometry or excitation power lead to a
shift of the resonance profile, caused by a reduction of the giant Zeeman splitting due
to increased spin temperature. Since δE depends strongly on the resonant excitation
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Figure 7.17: (a) Dependence of δE on the tilting angle θ measured for B = 4 T (blue triangles)
and 8 T (black circles) in co-circular polarization configuration (σ+,σ+) at T = 1.6 K. Fit
results on basis of Eq. (7.14) are shown by the solid curves. (b) SFRS spectra of the first
paramagnetic Mn2+ SF lines (n = 1) at B = 4 T for θ = 0◦ and −5◦. (c) SFRS spectra of the
first paramagnetic Mn2+ SF lines at B = 8 T for θ = −3◦ and −12◦. The laser line areas from
−220 to +220 µeV in (a) and (b) are excluded from the plots. All depicted results pertain the
Zn0.988Mn0.012Se QW sample regarding a quasi resonant excitation of the low energy hh-X at
Eexc = 2.819 eV.
conditions, repeated controls had to ensure that the initial conditions remained the
same during all experiments.
As it became apparent in the last section, the discrepancy between the Stokes and
anti-Stokes energy shifts depends significantly on the tilting angle θ. Already small
deviations from exact Faraday geometry lead to strong decrease of δE. To analyze
this more precisely, the (Zn,Mn)Se sample with a Mn content of x = 0.012 is studied
carefully for several angles between Faraday and Voigt geometry at B = 4 and 8 T.
The QW structure is excited resonantly at their low-energy X resonance. The energetic
asymmetry of the first paramagnetic resonance spin-flips determined from the SFRS
spectra for each angle is shown in Fig. 7.17 (a). Example spectra for some distinct
angles are shown in Figs. 7.17 (b) and (c).
The first noticeable feature is the almost symmetric angular evolution of the data
to zero tilting angle (θ = 0◦). However, the evolution of the data for B = 4 T and
8 T differs strongly from each other. For small tilting angles in very close Faraday
geometry (θ ≤ 3◦) both angular evolutions display strong contrary changes of δE. For
instance, in exact Faraday geometry δE equals independent of the applied magnetic
field ≈ −75 µeV. But as soon as the tilting angle between the growth and the external
magnetic field axis changes, a discernible jump is visible, as depicted in Fig. 7.17 (b).
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Figure 7.18: (a)Dependence of δE on the laser power density for different sizes of the interme-
diate cross slit. (b) δE (left y-axis) and the logarithmic SF intensity ratio between Stokes and
anti-Stokes (right y-axis) as a function of the laser power density. The data are obtained from
SFRS measurements in Faraday geometry at T = 1.6 K for B = 4 T. All depicted results pertain
the Zn0.988Mn0.012Se QW sample regarding a quasi resonant excitation of the low energy hh-X
at Eexc = 2.8054 eV. The full sample area (300 µm diameter) is illuminated homogeneously by
the laser spot.
For B = 4 T, δE reaches values of ≈ +15 µeV whereas for B = 8 T, δE drops up to
≈ −189 µeV. In the further development, δE descends/ grows with increasing angle,
respectively for 4 and 8 T. At about θ = 15◦ the evaluated data start to overlap. At this
specific angle the energetic asymmetry amounts −85 µeV. From this point on, the value
of δE continuously increases reaching ≈ +5 µeV at θ = 45◦. In Voigt geometry (not
shown here), the energetic asymmetry is positive and amounts +35 µeV for B = 4 T.
The angular evolution will be theoretically discussed in the subsequent section.
It becomes apparent, that a slight variation of the angle leads to a significant change
in the intensity ratio between Stokes and anti-Stokes as well (see Fig. 7.17 (b)). From
θ = 0◦ to 5◦, the SF intensity on the Stokes side rises by a factor of 1.5 while remaining
unchanged on the anti-Stokes side. As discussed in the previous section, the logarithmic
ratio and δE are interdependent. A change in the energetic asymmetry, therefore, has
a direct effect on the intensity ratio as can be seen here. It is important to point out
that during these series of measurements it is always ensured that the excitation energy
is resonant with the hh-X resonance. In order to demonstrate, that this effect is caused
just by the tilting angle, two spectra recorded at B = 8 T for θ = −3◦ and −12◦ are
shown in Fig. 7.17 (c). Even though the intensity ratio of Stokes and anti-Stokes in
both example spectra is similar, one monitors a Raman shift of ≈ 52 µeV, respectively.
This corresponds to a absolute change of δE by ≈ 104 µeV.
Besides the strong angular dependence, δE is also very sensitive to the excitation
power density. As the brief analysis of the SFRS resonance profiles, described in chapter
, showed, the excitation density influences the heating of the Mn spin system and, thus,
the magnitude of the giant Zeeman splitting. Especially for a resonant excitation this
is not to be disregarded. How far this effect in turn influences the energetic asymmetry
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Figure 7.19: Dependence of the logarithmic intensity ratio on the resonance number n for
different laser power densities at θ = 30◦ (a), θ = 45◦ (b & c) and θ = 90◦ (c). All depicted
results pertain the Zn0.988Mn0.012Se QW sample regarding a quasi resonant excitation of the
low energy hh-X at Eexc = 2.8054 eV. The data are obtained from SFRS measurements at
T = 1.6 K for B = 4 T. The size of the intermediate cross slit in these measurements is set to
100 µm. For each set of data points a linear least square fit for n ≤ 3 is preformed. The fit
results are depicted by solid lines.
is studied for the (Zn,Mn)Se sample with a Mn content of x = 0.012. In Fig. 7.18
(b) the energetic asymmetry energy for the first spin-flip resonance (left y-axis) and its
logarithmic integral intensity ratio (right y-axis) are shown as function of the excitation
density in exact Faraday geometry. From the evolution of this data can be deduced,
that an increase of the laser power density results in an enhancement of δE, while the
logarithmic intensity ratio decreases. In this regard, δE increases from −38 ± 3 µeV
at Pexc = 2 W/cm
2 up to −62 ± 1 µeV at Pexc = 9 W/cm2, while ln(Iint,S/Iint,AS)
decreases linearly from 3.5 ± 0.4 to 1.9 ± 0.2. These measurements are performed at
an intermediate slit size of 100 µm. However, to determine to what extent the size of
the illuminated area (Aexc) plays a role, the functional dependence of δE(Aexc,Pexc) is
studied. The result for exact Faraday geometry is shown in Fig. 7.18 (a). The analysis
indicates that an increase of the illuminated area by a factor of 36 leads to noticeable
reduction of the energetic asymmetry by a factor of 4.
To determine the influence of the excitation density on the Mn2+-SF resonance
number, the logarithmic intensity ratio of the SF overtones is investigated for different
geometries. The results are depicted in Figs. 7.19 (a)-(c). For a tilting angle of θ = 30◦
and 45◦, one derives from the functional dependence that the ratio between Stokes and
anti-Stokes diminishes for higher excitation densities. However, this effect is stronger
at 30◦ then 45◦, as one can clearly observe comparing the Figs. 7.19 (a) and (b). The
number of observable SFs is mainly determined by the angle. The excitation power has
a relatively small impact on n. In the present measurement conditions, due to higher
laser power the number can be effectively increased just by 1, as can be seen in Fig.
7.19 (b).
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Another characteristic feature that appears for high optical excitation densities, is
a deviation of the logarithmic intensity ratio from the linear dependence on n. To show
this deviance, a linear least square fit to the data for n ≤ 3 is preformed. The fit results
are depicted by solid lines in Figs. 7.19 (a)-(c). Here, it is evident that in the case
of high excitation densities the logarithmic ratio deviates from a linear dependence for
n ≥ 4. However, this effect is less prominent at higher tilting angles, as shown in Fig.
7.19 (c). In Voigt geometry one observes up to the 8th resonance that the logarithmic
intensity ratio follows the linear dependence on n.
In summary, the SFRS geometry and excitation power dependence of δE has demon-
strated a strong interdependence. The slightest change of the tilting angle θ reveals
decisive changes of δE which additionally depend on the applied external magnetic
field. The level of asymmetry between Stokes and anti-Stokes depends linearly on the
excitation power density. These effects and observations and the reason for the dif-
ference between the Mn2+ Stokes and anti-Stokes SF energy shifts is discussed in the
following section.
7.3.4 Quadruple spin splitting of non-thermalized Mn2+-ions
The detailed experimental analysis of the energetically asymmetric Mn2+ spin-flip res-
onances in Zn1−xMnxSe QW’s revealed several dependencies. It became apparent, as
discussed in the previous sections, that δE displays significant changes concerning the
Mn ion concentration, excitation power density, magnetic field strength as well as field
geometry. These effects and their associated explanations are discussed and interpreted
based on the theoretical background in the following. In this process, different possi-
ble explanations will be given and discussed to what extent they can be taken into
consideration or which arguments speak against them.
The first possible approach to describe the disparity between the scattering pro-
cesses on the Stokes and anti-Stokes side is by a nonlinear E(k)-dispersion of the ex-
citon polaron. For a clear understanding, the basic idea behind this consideration will
be briefly described. In general the exciton dispersion in a semiconductor can be inter-
preted within the effective-mass approximation as a consequence of the translational
movement of the electron-hole pair. The related dispersion relation is then given by
the equation:
E(k) =
~2k2
M
=
~2k2
me +mh
. [71] (7.3)
Here M is the total band mass, which is the sum of the electron effective mass me and
the hole effective mass mh. Due to deviations from parabolicity, which can occur in the
conduction and valence band of a semiconductor because of the interaction with the
longitudinal optical phonons, corrections to the above-mentioned dispersion relation
must be considered. [311,312] To give an example: In the investigation of the a-exciton
in a CdS mass crystal , a pronounced asymmetry for Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering
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is observed which results from a non-linear E(k)-dispersion due to strong scattering by
longitudinal acoustic phonons. [313] However, we cannot apply this explanation to the
(Zn,Mn)Se QW. Due to the spatial localization of the exciton polaron in the QW layer,
the kz-vector is not conserved. As a consequence, k-vector-dependent scattering events
along the nonlinear dispersion curve are not defined. For this reason, any high- or low
energy scattering would be greatly broadened.
An alternative way to explain the process would be via an Mn spin wave (magnon)
with a nonlinear dispersion relation. However, this is not very probable in DMS QWs
with very low Mn content, since a magnon needs at least two nearly adjacent Mn ions
to be excited and even more to progress. In addition, in the case of a Mn spin wave
excitation, the energy shift shall depend on the k-vector transfer. [314] This means, that
the mechanism should show some effect depending on the optical detection path. In this
regard, an in-depth study, which investigates the k-vector dependence in backscattering
geometry (kext ‖ kdet) and for incident laser light perpendicular to the detection path
(kext ⊥ kdet), is discussed in Sec. 7.1.1. While in the backscattering geometry the
k-vector difference is maximum, it is absent for tilted incidence (θ = 45◦). However,
the results highlight that neither a shift of the SF energy nor an energy separation
between the different Mn2+ resonances occurs (see Fig. 7.7). This is a clear indication
that Mn spin waves are not involved in the process.
Another solution to explain the energetic asymmetry between Stokes and anti-
Stokes is by effects of internal exchange fields due to distant-neighbor exchange inter-
actions. [315] In previous experiments on DMS structures with very low Mn concentra-
tions (x ≤ 0.1), namely Cd0.95Mn0.05Se and Zn0.95Mn0.05Se, due to effects of Mn ion
pair magnetization abrupt increases of internal fields as a function of the external field
are monitored. [316] These magnetization steps lead to an increase of the total magnetic
field. This in turn can influence the result of SFRS measurements. However, these
effects are observed up to now only in magnetic fields above 10 T. But assuming these
are also present here, a decisive zero-field offset in the magnetic field dependence of the
Stokes and anti-Stokes SF energy shift shall be measurable. This is not the case in the
studied (Zn,Mn)Se QWs, as it is shown in Sec. 7.1.1 (see Fig. 7.4). This means that
internal exchange fields can also be excluded from the mechanism.
If one considers the amount of QWs embedded in the studied (Zn, Mn)Se samples,
one might expect a coherent excitation of multiple excitons for each QW layer. It
would seem obvious that each exciton, independently of the others, coherently generates
Mn2+-SF processes. Based on the fact that each QW is separated by a 20 nm thick
(Zn,Be)Se barrier this would imply a phase shift between each QW, in turn leading to
a dispersion in the Mn SFs along the growth direction z. Considering this possibility,
no energetic asymmetry between Stokes and anti-Stokes shall be observable in samples
with only one QW-layer. Since, a non-zero δE is measured for single and multiple QW
structures, as shown in Sec. 7.3.1, this effect can be ruled out as well.
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Since the different excluded approaches have shown that neither the exciton nor the
exciton-electron can be responsible for the asymmetry of the Mn2+ spin-flip scattering
processes, it is reasonable to assume that the effect comes exclusively from the crystal-
field splitting of the 3d-electron states of the incorporated Mn ions. It shall be noted
that this assumption considers Mn ions in different non-equilibrium states in a most
likely not homogenous Mn ion ensemble. In general, the Mn ion system inside of a DMS
heterostructure is characterized by a specific heat capacity and spin temperature. [30]
Assuming that all states of this system are in equilibrium and the spin temperature
is small, the populated spin levels are concentrated at the lowest part of the energy
spectrum. In this case, any scattering process would lead to the same energy shift for
low- or high-energy corresponding to the crystal-field splitting of the respective part
of the spectrum. However, this is not given for the studied (Zn,Mn)Se QWs, as it is
shown by the analyzed data presented in this chapter.
Therefore, to calculate the Stokes and anti-Stokes Mn2+-SF transitions in oblique
magnetic field geometries, a general approach on the basis of the model proposed by
Merkulov and Kavokin [24] is used. The model itself bases on the precession of the total
magnetization of the manganese ions around a resulting field formed by a combination of
an external field and an exchange field induced by heavy-holes in the intermediate state
of the spin-flip scattering process. In general, the heavy-hole states are characterized
by the spin Jz = 3/2 and, therefore, their Zeeman splitting in an external magnetic
field amounts 3gh‖µBB. Here, g
h
‖ defines the anisotropic heavy-hole g value in Faraday
geometry. In oblique field geometries, where Bext is at an angle θ to the growth axis z,
the heavy hole states remain unmixed, providing that these are well separated in energy
from those of the light holes. [290] The exciton experiences in this configuration on one
side the strong exchange field induced by the heavy holes (Bexch ‖ z) and on the other
side the external field. The external field leads to a splitting of the exciton states into a
higher and lower energy band which are characterized by the total angular momentum
projection jz = ±1. Here, due to the giant Zeeman effect in DMS’s, a stabilization of the
exciton spin projections is provided, as it is confirmed by the experimental observation
of the strict optical selection rules of the Mn2+ SF lines.
As it is discussed in Sec. 7.2, the corresponding SF process is based on a flip-stop
exchange interaction with the exciton electron, triggered by a pulse of the heavy-hole
exchange field as it is described within the Merkulov and Kavokin model. [24] How-
ever, the stated model implies that multiple Mn2+ spin-flips are not observable in the
anti-Stokes spectrum, which is in contradiction to the results presented here. This
discrepancy is caused by the fact that this model only applies when the temperature
of the Mn system is negligibly low. As it is highlighted in Sec. 7.2, the Mn temper-
ature is greatly increased by resonant excitation of the heavy-hole exciton leading to
significant deviations from the theoretically expected results. For this reason, instead
of the semi-classical rotation model by Merkulov and Kavokin, in terms of a general
approach, first the probability of spin-flips for each Mn ion is calculated and then the
statistical distribution of the number of spin-flips in the Mn ion ensemble is evaluated,
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including both positive and negative numbers corresponding to Stokes and anti-Stokes
SFRS transitions. In this context, it is assumed that the pulse of the heavy-hole ex-
change field is short what implies that the spin-flip probability for each Mn ion is
small. Furthermore, the occurrence of multiple spin-flips for the same Mn ion is not
considered, even though it is symmetry-allowed. Finally, it should be noted that the
approach shown below applies to both Faraday and oblique geometries, on condition
that the exchange field amplitude is replaced by the matrix element of the anisotropic
interaction.
Considering all remarks and assumptions, the transition probability between two
levels |m〉 and |m− 1〉 of a certain Mn ion spin is given by the perturbation theory:
Wm,m−1 = Wm−1,m = 〈m|Mx|m− 1〉2b2xτ/~2. (7.4)
Here Mx is the Mn magnetic moment projection on the x axis perpendicular to the
growth axis ( ~B ‖ z), bx is the x-component of the exchange field amplitude and τ is the
characteristic lifetime during which the exchange field is applied. In an ensemble of n
Mn spins, the average number (p) of transitions that increase the Zeeman energy of the
Mn spins, in turn leading to spin-flips on the Stokes (S) side, and those that decrease
the energy, and, thus, leading to spin-flips on the anti-Stokes (AS) side, are equal to
pS = n ·
∑
m
ρmWm,m−1 (7.5)
pAS = n ·
∑
m
ρm−1Wm,m−1. (7.6)
In this context, ρm and ρm−1 are the probabilities to find a Mn spin in state with the
corresponding projection on the external field. When the Mn-spin system is thermalized
at a certain spin temperature (T ∗) the probability ρm−1 of occupying the state |m− 1〉
with the energy E = µBgMnB weighted by the corresponding Boltzmann factor is given
by:
ρm−1 ∝ exp
(−µBgMnB
kBT ∗
)
. (7.7)
Hence, the average can be expressed as follows:
pAS = n ·
∑
m
exp
(−µBgMnB
kBT ∗
)
Wm,m−1 = pS · exp
(−µBgMnB
kBT ∗
)
. (7.8)
Because of the small spin-flip probability, the average number of transitions on the
Stokes and anti-Stokes side is decisively smaller then the amount of Mn SFs in the
ensemble (pS  n and pAS  n). Therefore, random numbers of transitions up (nS)
and down (nAS) in energy, obey the Poisson distribution:
P (nS) =
pnSS
nS!
exp (−pS) (7.9)
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P (nAS) =
pnASAS
nAS!
exp (−pAS) . (7.10)
The distribution of the total number (L) of Zeeman energy quanta in an SFRS spec-
trum, is obtained from the Eqs. (7.9) and (7.10) by averaging over all possible config-
urations of transitions on the Stokes and anti-Stokes side:
P (L) =
∑
nS,nAS
P (nS)P (nAS)δL,nS−nAS (7.11)
=
(
pS
pAS
)L/2
·
∞∑
K=0
(pSpAS)
|L|/2+K
(|L|+K)! ·K! exp (−(pS + pAS)) . (7.12)
This equation can be used to calculate the SFRS spectrum theoretically. However,
some conclusions can be drawn even without calculating P (L). For example, one can
derive from Eq. (7.12) that the ratio between the Stokes and anti-Stokes intensities
with the same number equals to
P (L)
P (−L) =
(
pS
pAS
)L
. (7.13)
When the Mn spins are described by a spin temperature, then it follows from Eq. (7.8)
that the ratio of the average number of transitions between Stokes and anti-Stokes
(pSpAS) according to Eq. (7.7) is given by:
ln
(
P (L)
P (−L)
)
= L · µBgMnB
kBT ∗
. (7.14)
If this equation does not describe the experiment, it has to be assumed that the Mn
spin system is not in an equilibrium state. Furthermore, if one cannot describe the
experiment with Eq. 7.13 either, then this means that the Stokes and anti-Stokes SFRS
spectra originate from different Mn ensembles with possibly different spin temperatures,
which are caused by dynamic polarization of the non-equilibrium carriers and excitons.
If one compares these theoretical considerations with the experimental observations,
one finds out, that most results can be modeled within the frame of 7.14. For example,
the dependence of δE on the excitation energy, which is analyzed in detail in Sec. 7.3.2,
revealed a clear linear dependence of the logarithmic intensity ratio (ln(Iint,S/Iint,AS))
on the number n of Mn2+-SF resonances. This fact is shown obviously in Fig. 7.16. The
theoretical model fits perfectly to the experimental results. In this regard, according
to Eq. 7.14, from the slope of the resulting linear fits one can estimate the theoretical
Mn spin temperature (T ∗). From the evaluation of these results a spin temperature of
T ∗ = 25±4 K for resonant excitation and T ∗ = 5±1 K for quasi-resonant excitation is
determined. As can be derived from these observations the energetic asymmetry scales
with T ∗. In order to briefly recap, the study of the resonance profile demonstrated that
for resonant excitation of the exciton, the energy disparity δE is minimal whereas for
quasi-resonant conditions it rises significantly, reaching values of up to −180 µeV. If one
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combines both results it becomes obvious that for high theoretical spin temperatures
T ∗ the energetic disparity δE is very low.
In regard of high optical excitation densities, see Figs. 7.19 (a) and (b), the natural
logarithm of the intensity ratio cannot be modeled by Eq. (7.14), since the evaluated
data points deviate from the linear dependence on n. This occurs for n ≥ 4, as it is
highlighted in Sec. 7.3.3. Further, it is observed that for small n at a high laser power
density, the differences in the Mn spin temperatures become larger than for weakly
excited Mn ions. However, this effect is less prominent at higher tilting angles, as shown
in Fig. 7.19 (c). Nonetheless, the observed deviations from the linear dependence imply
that in case of high laser power densities the above described model cannot solely be
used to explain the interactions. One can assume in this cases that the Mn spin system
is not in an equilibrium state, meaning that there are different Mn ensembles with
various spin temperatures involved in the process. However, in the experiments carried
out, one always observes the total sum over a large number of excited Mn spins. The
effect of energetic asymmetry get’s averaged and in turn can decrease, the more Mn ion
complexes are taken into consideration. This is particularly evident from the strong
functional dependence of δE(Aexc) on the size of the illuminated area. As it is discussed
in the previous section, the analysis indicates that an increase of the illuminated area
leads to a noticeable reduction of the energetic asymmetry. This result supports the
theoretical consideration.
Since, as explained above, the process cannot be explained solely by the model of
Mn spin temperature. A strong influence of dynamic polarization must be considered,
based on a system of individual weakly interacting Mn ions in which the excited Mn ions
have different polarizations, i.e. different spin orientations in respect to the external
magnetic field. It is evident, according to the model of Merkulov and Kavokin, that
the precession of the Mn spins around the effective magnetic field depends mainly on
the orientation of the Mn spins. Assuming that the Mn spins occupy higher energy
spin states after the spin-flip scattering process, i.e. | + 1/2〉, | + 3/2〉, | − 1/2〉 etc.,
for example due to multiple exchange processes with photoexcited electrons or due to
a higher initial energy, the spin orientation is reversed and, therefore, their magnetic
moment is opposite to the external magnetic field. This leads to a change of the angular
velocity and in turn influences the precession of the Mn spin, resulting in a change of
the sign of the quadrupole correction and, thus, leading to the disparity between low
and high energy scattering. The quadrupole correction is described in more detail later
on in this section. This proposed process is very likely to occur when the number of
photoexcited electrons (excitons) is high, as this increases the number of interactions
with the Mn spins. Experimentally, this is supported by the fact that the energetic
asymmetry increases with the excitation power density, as shown in Sec. 7.3.3. A
similar effect of the formation of hot spin domains has been observed by Tyazhlov et
al. [175] and has been theoretically analyzed by Kavokin and Malpuech. [317]
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The following considerations concern the angular dependent quadrupolar shift which
will be explained in the frame of the crystal-field splitting of 3d-electrons of the Mn2+
ions. In general, Mn spins in a QW structure may experience quadrupole splitting. It is
similarly to that in tetragonal crystals [318] which take the form of uniaxial quadrupole
splitting. The spectrum of transition energies for a quadrupole-split spin in a strong
external field is well-known [319]:
Em−1,m = −µBgMnB + ~ωQ · (m− 1/2) · (3cos2(φ)− 1). (7.15)
Here θ is the angle between the magnetic field and the quadrupole axis, presumably
coinciding with the growth axis, m is the spin quantum number of the 3d-electron of
the Mn2+-ion and ~ωQ is the quadrupole splitting energy. For non-equilibrium states,
where the Mn spins have different spin orientations (−5/2 ≤ m ≤ 5/2), the quadrupole
correction (see Eq. (7.3.4)) will have a different sign. In particular, positive values of m
give rise mainly to anti-Stokes transitions whereas negative values of m lead to Stokes
shifts.
To model the angular dependence of the energetic asymmetry, shown in Fig. 7.17
(a), a quadrupole term, obtained from second-order perturbation theory, is used, which
is valid for field gradients with less than cylindrical symmetry. [319] In this way, the Eq.
expands to
Em−1,m = −µBgMnB + ~ωQ · (m− 1/2) · (3cos2(φ)− 1 + η · sin2(θ)cos(2φ)), (7.16)
with η =
VXX − VY Y
VZZ
. (7.17)
Here φ is the polar angle perpendicular to the plane (zx) and Vij is a tensor which
describes the electric field gradient. By means of Eq. (7.16), the evolution of the
angular dependence of the energetic asymmetry can now be calculated. For sake of
simplicity φ, which is negligibly small in the experiment, is set to zero. The best fit
to the data for m = 5/2, neglecting the strongly deviating data points at small tilting
angles at B = 4 T, is depicted by the dotted line in Fig. 7.17 (a). One obtains from this
fit a quadrupole splitting energy of about 14 µeV (3.4 GHz). However, the complex
behavior of δE(θ) at small tilting angles cannot be modeled by the quadrupole term.
From the evolution of the data, it can be expected that the significant differences in
close to Faraday geometry are due to magnetic field induced processes. An analysis of
these is discussed in the following section.
In summary, it is shown in this section that the origin of the Stokes and anti-
Stokes Mn2+-SF transitions in diluted magnetic (Zn,Mn)Se QWs can be theoretically
derived from a general approach on the basis of the model proposed by Merkulov and
Kavokin. The energetic asymmetry is based on the crystal-field split spin states of the
3d-electrons of Mn ions in a non-equilibrium magnetic state. In this regard, from the
angular dependence of the difference between the Stokes and anti-Stokes Mn2+ spin-
flip energies, a quadrupole splitting energy of about 14 µeV is evaluated. It turned
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out that the value of the quadrupole correction and, thus, δE, are tunable through the
optical pumping efficiency which also contributes greatly to the Mn spin heating. For
Mn ions in a non-equilibrium magnetic state, the huge amount of spins with different
spin orientations further manifests itself in the large number of multiple anti-Stokes
Mn2+ SF lines, not observed in any previous studies.
Now, that it is clear how to describe the energetic asymmetry theoretically, in the
upcoming section one further observation will be discussed, which is directly related
to the paramagnetic Mn spin system. It is the occurrence of SFRS-intensity drops for
specific external magnetic fields.
7.3.5 Resonantly enhanced spin-lattice relaxation of Mn2+ ions
In numerous previous studies the dynamics of spin-lattice relaxation in the magnetic
Mn2+ ion system of DMS QWs are studied by means of optical
methods. [30,174,295,300,320] It is discovered that the spin-lattice relaxation (SLR) of single
Mn2+ ions is limited, as they only weakly interact with the lattice. [320,321]. However,
it is completely opposite in Mn spin clusters. Here the Mn ions, which are in non-
equilibrium states can relax really efficiently through clusters into equilibrium states
while transferring their orbital momentum and energy to them. [174] In general, Mn spins
in clusters are coupled anti-ferromagneticaly, providing control of the spin dynamics in
DMS structure whereas paramagnetic single Mn ions contribute to the magneto-optical
effects. [322] It is clear that the formation of a cluster depends heavily on the Mn-doping
content. The more Mn ions are in the crystal, the larger is the number of clusters.
The formation of tripple or higher order clusters is also possible. [315] In this section the
focus is set on the optical detection of spin transfers between single Mn ions and Mn
clusters in the Zn0.988Mn0.012Se QW by means of SFRS.
The magnetic field dependences of the integral spin-flip intensities of the first para-
magnetic Mn2+ SF line on the Stokes and anti-Stokes side studied in co-polarized con-
figuration (σ+/σ+) are shown in Figs. 7.20 (a) and (b) for close to Faraday (θ = 7◦)
and Faraday geometry (θ = 0◦), respectively. It shall be noted, that the excitation
energy in these experiments is fixed at 2.7980 eV. Therefore, it cannot be excluded
that the resonance conditions change with rising magnetic field strength during this
measurement. The shift of the resonance profile amounts approximately 10 meV for
increasing B from 2 to 8 T, as it is depicted in Fig. 7.3 (b).
As can be derived from the results shown in Figs. 7.20 (a) and (b), the SF intensity
generally increases with increasing magnetic field strength. This is due to the enhanced
magnetic confinement of the carriers, which leads to a shrinkage of the wave function
and, thus, to high emission and scattering probabilities. [192] One noticeable feature in
the evolution of the spin-flip intensity is the appearance of maxima at specific magnetic
fields. For θ = 7◦ (see Fig. 7.20 (a)), one observes an increase of integral intensity at
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Figure 7.20: Integral intensity of the Stokes and anti-Stokes Mn2+ SF lines as a function of
the magnetic field strength for close to Faraday (θ = 7◦) (a) and Faraday geometry (θ = 0◦)
(b). All depicted results pertain the Zn0.988Mn0.012Se QW sample regarding a quasi resonant
excitation of the low energy hh-X at Eexc = 2.7980 eV. The data are obtained from SFRS
measurements at T = 1.6 K for Pexc = 9 W/cm
2 in co-circular polarization configuration
(σ+,σ+). The distinctive peaks in the evolution of the data are marked by arrows. The error
in the Raman shift does not exceed the symbol size.
3.42, 3.99, 4.99 and 6.13 T, whereas in Faraday geometry (see Fig. 7.20 (b)), maxima of
integral intensity appear at 2.72, 3.43 and 5.05 T. These distinctive peaks are marked
by arrows in the figures. The SF intensity rises at these magnetic fields by about 24 %.
However, comparing the results in both geometries, one can clearly see that some peaks
disappear in Faraday geometry (θ = 0◦).
To distinguish, to what extent these enhancements of SFRS intensity alter the
energy shift on the Stokes and anti-Stokes side, the energetic asymmetry and the natural
logarithm of the intensity ratio between the first SF on the Stokes and anti-Stokes
side are evaluated as a function of the applied magnetic field. The results are shown
in Figs. 7.21 (a)-(d). In regard of the δE(B)-dependence, one observes generally a
decrease of the asymmetry for decreasing magnetic field. From the first magnetic field
dependence analysis preformed in Faraday geometry (see Sec. 7.1.1), it emerged from
initial estimation that δE decreases by about 15 µeV/T. This is in good agreement with
the evolution of the data shown in Fig. 7.21 (c). However, at the positions of integral
intensity-maxima, δE as well as the logarithmic ratio (ln(Iint, S/Iint, AS)) obviously
deviate from this linear behavior. The same applies to the measurement results in
close to Faraday geometry. Here the deviations are even more evident. For instance,
at B = 2.89 T at θ = 7◦, the energy difference between the Stokes and anti-Stokes
Mn2+ SF lines increases abruptly from (−48± 2) µeV up to (−147± 3) µeV, whereas
in Faraday geometry it rises from (−22± 2) µeV up to (−48± 3) µeV. For the sake of
completeness, the places where significant changes of δE and the logarithmic intensity
ratio in both geometries occur are: 2.39, 2.90, 3.39, 3.68, 3.94, 4.37, 5.01 and 6.18 T.
Based on literature (see Ref. [295]), exactly at these magnetic-field strengths, the
spin states of the single Mn2+ ions and nearest-neighbor Mn ions, which are antifer-
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Figure 7.21: Dependence of δE and the logarithmic intensity ratio of Stokes and anti-Stokes
on the external magnetic field strength for close to Faraday (θ = 7◦) (a & b) and Faraday
geometry (θ = 0◦) (c & d). All depicted results pertain the Zn0.988Mn0.012Se QW sample
regarding a quasi resonant excitation of the low energy hh-X at Eexc = 2.7980 eV. The data are
obtained from SFRS measurements at T = 1.6 K for Pexc = 9 W/cm
2 in co-circular polarization
configuration (σ+,σ+). The error in the Raman shift does not exceed the symbol size.
romagnetically coupled to pair or tripple clusters, are mixed. Due to this coupling
non-equilibrium states can relax efficiently through clusters into equilibrium states, in
turn leading to an increase in the probability of an Mn2+ spin-flip process. Since the
effect bases on the amount of non-equilibrium states, to observe cusps, it is necessary to
heat the Mn spin system above the bath temperature. [295] This is achieved, due to the
efficient anisotropic spin exchange between the electrons of the photoexcited excitons
and the localized 3d-electrons, which contributes to the Mn spin heating under resonant
exciton excitation.
The strong changes of the energy shift for Stokes and anti-Stokes SF lines result from
the relaxation of non-equilibrium into equilibrium states, and, thus, enhancing the SF
scattering probability and, therefore, providing an great increase of the dynamic polar-
ization of the non-equilibrium carriers. For this reason, δE displays an abrupt change
at magnetic fields where the Mn ion-pair cluster level mixing occurs. This alteration
can be about a hundred of µeV. In contrast to previous publications [289,290], it is shown
here, that the interactions between single Mn ions and clusters also significantly influ-
ence the Mn2+ SF scattering probability.
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Figure 7.22: (a) Difference δE between the energy shifts of the Stokes and anti-Stokes
scattering lines of the first Mn2+-SF paramagnetic resonance (left y-axis) and their integral
intensity (right y-axis) in dependence on the bath temperature. The measurements refer
to the Zn0.988Mn0.012Se sample regarding a resonant excitation of the low energy hh-X at
Eexc = 2.795 eV. The data are obtained from SFRS measurements in Faraday geometry at
T = 1.6 K for B = 4 T and Pexc = 5 W/cm
2. (b) SFRS spectra of the first paramagnetic
Mn2+-SF lines (n = 1) for T = 3.8 and 4 K. The laser line is found at zero Raman shift.
7.3.6 Temperature dependence of the SFRS on Mn2+ ions
The results presented so far have demonstrated that spin interactions and dynamics
between the photo-injected carriers and the embedded manganese ions in DMS strongly
depend on the heating of the Mn ion system, i.e. the number of non-equilibrium states.
A large number of non-equilibrium states enhances the value of the quadrupole correc-
tion and, thus, the quadrupole splitting, manifesting itself in multiple anti-Stokes Mn2+
SF lines and a significant energy difference between Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering.
However, it has not yet been clarified to what extent the bath temperature can influence
the spin interactions and dynamics. In recent years, a variety of time-resolved optical
techniques have been developed and applied to investigate the dynamic spin behavior
at elevated temperatures. [307,323–325] For instance, in the DMS (Ga,Mn)As the trans-
verse in-plane g factor of electrons is studied in a wide range of temperature, yielding
g factors of about 0.2 - 0.3. [326] In this regard, an increase of the spin relaxation with
increasing magnetic field strength is observed, originating from enhanced p-d exchange
interaction between the heavy-holes and the localized magnetic ion spins. [326] However,
the free Mn2+ spin splitting g factor is stated to be independent of temperature. [307]
How far this also applies for the Zn1−xMnxSe QWs is discussed in the following.
To study the spin interactions between the photo-carriers and the Mn2+ ions, the
asymmetry energy δE and integral intensity of the Mn2+ SF resonances are studied
in a temperature range from T = 1.5 up to 6 K in Faraday geometry. During this
investigation, the exciton resonance is excited resonantly at Eexc = 2.795 eV, with a
laser power density of Pexc = 5 W/cm
2. In Fig. 7.22 (a) the asymmetry energy δE for
the first spin-flip resonance (left y-axis) and its integral intensity on the Stokes and anti-
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Figure 7.23: Theoretical Mn spin temperature T ∗ (left y-axis) and integral SF intensity of the
first paramagnetic SF resonance on the Stokes and anti-Stokes side (right y-axis) in dependence
on the excitation energy. The measurements refer to the Zn0.988Mn0.012Se sample. The data
are obtained from SFRS measurements in tilted field geometry (θ = 45◦) at T = 1.6 K and
4.5 K for B = 2.9 T and Pexc = 5 W/cm
2 in co-circular polarization configuration (σ+,σ+).
Stokes side (right y-axis) are shown as function of the bath temperature (Tbath). As can
be seen in the evolution of this data, the Mn2+ SF Stokes and anti-Stokes intensities
are strongly sensitive to the temperature. They are most intensive at temperatures
below 2 K, whereby their absolute value differs from each other considerably. For
Tbath = 6 K the intensities are three orders of magnitude smaller than at 1.6 K, whereas
above 6 K the SFs almost disappear. Over the complete temperature range, the SF
scattering efficiency stays twice as high as on the anti-Stokes side. In comparison,
the δE dependence displays a more complex behavior. Between 3 and 3.8 K, one
observes a linear decrease of δE from 119 µeV down to 28 µeV. However, at 4 K the
energetic asymmetry abruptly increases back to 117 µeV. This pronounced change of
δE is clearly noticeable in the SFRS spectrum, as can been seen in the exemplary SFRS
spectra measured at 3.8 and 4 K shown in Fig. 7.22 (b). The Raman shift on the Stokes
and anti-Stokes side changes here symmetrically by ≈ 58 µeV. After this sharp increase
of δE at 4 K, with rising temperature the symmetry decreases again linearly down to
31 µeV at 5 K. From that point δE converges towards a constant value of ≈ 45 µeV.
The energy-difference between the highest (3 K) and lowest (3.8 K) δE value amounts
91µeV. Since the temperature is directly proportional to the energy: E = kBT , the
quantity of energy can be calculated, which is added to the system when the bath
temperature increases by 1 K. This corresponds to: ∆ET = |ET=4 K−ET=3 K| = 90µeV.
This corresponds pretty well to the change of δE in this temperature range. The same
effect repeats between 4 and 5 K. Here, δE changes by 86µeV. In general, the results
of this study show that a change of the bath temperature leads to alterations of both
δE and the integral intensity.
As the bath temperature and the Mn spin temperature are closely linked to each
other, it is of particular interest to investigate this interdependence in more detail.
To do so the linear dependence of the logarithmic intensity ratio (ln(I int, S/I int, AS))
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Figure 7.24: Dependence of the spin temperature T ∗ (a) and the FWHM of the first Mn2+ SF
resonance on the Stokes side (ωFWHMSF ) (b) on the bath temperature Tbath. The measurements
refer to the Zn0.988Mn0.012Se sample regarding a resonant excitation of the low energy hh-X at
Eexc = 2.795 eV. The related SFRS spectra are measured in tilted field geometry (θ = 45
◦) at
B = 2.9 T and Pexc = 5 W/cm
2 in co-circular polarization configuration (σ+,σ+). The errors
of T ∗ and ωFWHMSF do not exceed the symbol size.
on the number n of Mn2+-SF resonances is explored further. From the slope of the
resulting linear evolutions, according to Eq. (7.14), one can approximately estimate
the theoretical Mn spin temperature (T ∗). The dependence of T ∗ (left y-axis) on
the excitation energy as well as the respective SF integral intensity on the Stokes
and anti-Stokes side (right y-axis) for Tbath = 1.6 and 4.5 K at B = 2.9 T in tilted
geometries (θ = 45◦) are illustrated in Fig. 7.23 (a) and (b). The results demonstrate
that T ∗ is maximal around the exciton resonance, while becoming weak for quasi-
resonant conditions. However, for Tbath = 4.5 K one data point (Eexc = 2.8035 eV)
obviously diverges from this behavior. This occurs because the natural logarithm of
the intensity ratio deviates from the linear dependence on n. As already mentioned
in Sec. 7.3.4, this behavior implies that the Mn spin system is not in an equilibrium
state, and, therefore, the model can be treated just for a approximate estimation of
the Mn spin temperature. In this regard, for resonant excitation (Eexc = 2.8071 eV)
one obtains from the evaluation of the data a theoretical Mn spin temperature of
T ∗ = (26 ± 4) K (Tbath = 1.6 K) and (54 ± 5) K (Tbath = 4.5 K). For nonresonant
excitation (Eexc = 2.8122 eV) T
∗ decreases down to (6.9 ± 0.5) K and (9.1 ± 0.7) K,
respectively.
To further develop the interdependence of the Mn spin and bath temperature, T ∗
and the FWHM of the first Mn2+ SF resonance (ωFWHMSF ) are studied precisely between
1.6 and 6 K. The results for nonresonant excitation are depicted in Figs. 7.24 (a) and
(b). In general, one observes an increase of T ∗ as function of the bath temperature. For
instance, at Tbath = 1.6 K the theoretical spin temperature amounts T
∗ = (6.9±0.5) K,
while rising up to T ∗ ≈ (15± 1) K at 6 K. However, there are significant discrepancies
in the evolution of the data. As explained above these are based on deviations from the
theoretical model used for description of the experimental observations. Considering
the FWHM of the Mn2+ SF line, the evolution of the data demonstrates that the
temperature does not significantly alters the SF width. Between 3 and 6 K, it remains
stable at about 150µeV.
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As the overall results indicate, the scattering efficiency, the energetic asymmetry
as well as the related theoretical spin temperature are very sensitive to the ambient
temperature. Already small changes of Tbath lead to noticeable alterations of these
factors. From the evaluated results, one can draw the conclusion that the number
of non-equilibrium states is increasing with temperature, leading to a change of δE.
However, the energetic asymmetry does not exclusively rise with the number of non-
equilibrium states. In fact, one can observe that the temperature compensates the
energetic asymmetry up to a certain degree, but experiences a significant jump back
to high asymmetry for slightly greater ambient temperatures, as shown in Fig. 7.22.
These observations imply that the quadrupolar shift is temperature dependent and,
therefore, cannot be explained solely within the model presented in Sec. 7.3.4. The
phenomenological model has to be extended by a nonmonotonic δE(Tbath) dependence
to describe properly an overheated magnetic-ion spin system of small ion concentration.
7.4 Conclusion
The second experimental part of this thesis has addressed, on the one hand, the impact
of nuclear quadrupole moments coupled with the electric field gradients at the magnetic
ion sites on the paramagnetic Mn2+ spin-flip resonances and, on the other hand, the
occurrence of a significant quadrupole correction of a few tens of GHz that affects the
exchange interaction, leading consequently to a strong asymmetry of the scattered light
frequency in the DMS based on II-VI compound Zn1−xMnxSe.
It is demonstrated that the spin-flip scattering mechanism in (Zn,Mn)Se is governed
by anisotropic flip-stop exchange interactions between the 3d-electrons of the Mn2+
ions and the conduction band electrons and is influenced strongly by the heavy-hole
induced exchange field in the intermediate state of the scattering process. In the absence
of an external magnetic field the mechanism is mainly based on transitions of the
(3d)5 manganese electrons between the six spin states of the 6S5/2-multiplet. Here,
the induction of a spin-flip of one 3d-electron leads to an excited state of the d-shell
with the total spin S = 3/2 and non-zero total angular momentum. In contrast to the
expectations based on the parity rule and spin conservation, optical transitions between
these excited states and the ground state are electric dipole active due to the lack of
inversion symmetry of the tetrahedral crystal field and the mixing of S = 5/2 and
S = 3/2 states by spin-orbit interaction. It is further demonstrated that the Mn2+-SF
processes are initiated at the heavy-hole exciton resonances, moreover, revealing strict
optical selection rules, which is attributed to the giant Zeeman splitting of the exciton
states. Furthermore, the results highlight a decisive difference between Stokes and
anti-Stokes scattering, yielding Lande´ factors of gS = 1.92 and gAS = 2.06, respectively.
The origin of the Stokes and anti-Stokes Mn2+-SF asymmetric transitions in DMS
can be theoretically derived from a general approach on the basis of the model proposed
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by Merkulov and Kavokin. The energetic asymmetry is based on the crystal-field split
spin states of the 3d-electrons of Mn ions in a non-equilibrium magnetic state. In
this regard, from the angular dependence of the difference between the Stokes and
anti-Stokes Mn2+ spin-flip energies, a quadrupole splitting energy of about 14 µeV is
evaluated. It is further demonstrated that the quadrupole correction and, thus, δE, are
tunable through the optical pumping efficiency which also contributes greatly to the
Mn spin heating. The huge amount of spins with different spin orientations, in a non-
equilibrium magnetic state, manifests itself in the large number of multiple anti-Stokes
Mn2+ SF lines, not observed in any previous studies. One draws the conclusion that the
strong changes of the energy shift for Stokes and anti-Stokes SF lines result from the
relaxation of non-equilibrium into equilibrium states, thus enhancing the SF scattering
probability and, therefore, providing an great increase of the dynamic polarization of
the non-equilibrium carriers. For this reason, δE displays an abrupt change at magnetic
fields where the Mn ion-pair cluster level mixing occurs. It is worthwhile to note that
δE can reach values about a hundred of µeV.
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Part IV
Spin-flip Raman scattering in
CdSe colloidal nanocrystals
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Among the most direct effects of reducing the size of materials to the nanometer
range is the occurrence of quantization effects due to restricted electron movement. The
spatial restriction of carriers in a semiconductor leads to a phenomenon well known as
quantum confinement [327]. The impact of this effect differs for various materials, as it
is determined by the materials composition and structure. In this regard, the spatial
expansion of excitons in low dimensional semiconductors is defined by the exciton Bohr
radius (a0). Depending on the chosen material, a0 ranges from ≈ 2 to ≈ 50 nm. [118] By
varying the nanostructure size, due to the quantum confinement effect, the wavelength
of the optical emission of semiconductors can be influenced. [328] An essential aspect of
nanosciences, which has led to enormous research efforts and great advances in recent
decades [119,328–330], is to understand the origin of quantum confinement and its influ-
ence on the electronic and spin properties of semiconductor nanostructures. Colloidal
nanocrystals (NCs) are one of the well-known semiconductor nanostructures that have
been theoretically and experimentally thoroughly investigated for this purpose. Their
unique size- and shape-dependent optoelectronic properties revealed their great poten-
tial for application in lasers [40–42], optical amplifiers [40], light emitting devices [42,43],
biomedical imaging [44] and photocatalysis [45,46].
Currently, there is considerable interest in the study of strongly anisotropic nanocrys-
tals, with one dimension remarkably smaller than the other two. These structures are
called colloidal two-dimensional nanoplatelets (NPLs). They combine the advantages of
size-tunable electronic properties, similar to those of QWs formed by molecular beam
epitaxy, with vast reactive surfaces enabling the realization of emissive luminescent-
sensing varnishes. [331] Precise studies of their electronic structure revealed that they
possess large exciton and biexciton binding energies which give rise to stimulated emis-
sion from biexcitons even at room temperature. [332] Embedding these NPLs in surface-
emitting microcavities it is even possible to achieve continuous-wave pumped stimulated
emission or lasing. [332] Particularly the remarkable optical properties of NPLs, which
can be controlled precisely by their atomic thickness, aroused major interest. [333,334]
In general, NPLs present an extremely narrow emission spectrum with full-width at
half-maximum less than 40 meV at room temperature. [333] A large variety of materials
can be synthesized as NPLs allowing one to tune the emission wavelength from blue to
the far infrared range.
One noticeable milestone in current research has been the experimental and the-
oretical discovery of the dark exciton, which forms the exciton ground state in CdSe
NPLs. These dark excitons strongly affect the exciton dynamics, lifetimes, and pho-
toluminescence in NCs. [335,336] However, recent research has shown that at low tem-
peratures NCs, e.g. CdSe/CdS QDs [47], can be charged under illumination, leading
to formation of negatively charged excitons in their ground state which can recombine
within a few nanoseconds. This optical charging of the colloidal NCs allows one to
create resident carriers in the NPLs that can be optically addressed, controlled and
manipulated. [48] For developing optical manipulation algorithms, the study and un-
derstanding of the spin related phenomena, such as the exchange interaction between
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the resident carriers and photogenerated exciton, is of central importance. For that
purpose, electron-electron spin exchange interactions are investigated by the method
of spin-flip Raman scattering. This technique is suitable to provide information about
the spin structure, their symmetries and spin interactions. For instance, it is used in
previous studies to investigate the electron g factor of negatively charged excitons in
dense and diluted CdSe/CdS colloidal nanoplatelets with thick shells [337], yielding an
electron g factor of 1.68 ± 0.02 independent on the density of NPLs. With the goal
of achieving even more knowledge about the spin properties of the resident electrons
in CdSe NPLs in the framework of this thesis these structures are investigated further
by means of the SFRS technique in terms of NPL-thickness, selection rules, geometry
and temperature dependence. A special feature that became apparent, here, is the
presence of double spin-flip Raman scattering resonances. Previously, such resonances
are observed experimentally in CdS [338] and are explained theoretically basing on the
interaction of impurity spin states with virtually bound exciton states. [339] To the best
of our knowledge, the observation of such resonances in NPLs has not been observed so
far. This part IV of the thesis addresses exactly this issue in prospect of contributing
to a better understanding.
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Chapter 8
Double spin-flip Raman
scattering in CdSe nanoplatelets
Spin-flip Raman scattering is a new technical approach to study spin phenomena in
NCs. Several previous studies have focused mainly on the analysis of the PL and time-
resolved PL in order to determine the structural properties of the colloidal NCs such
as the bright-dark energy splitting and the radiative lifetimes of the two lowest exciton
fine structure states. [336,337,340] However, spin interactions between the resident carriers
and photogenerated excitons have not been characterized so far. Particularly the ob-
servation of double spin-flip scattering resonances in CdSe NPLs is still yet unexplored.
To provide an insight into the scientific field of NCs and the experimental techniques
used to study these materials, in Sec. 8.1 the experimental approach, the synthesis of
CdSe NPLs and the influence of confinement on the electronic and optical properties of
NCs is described. Moreover, on the basis of preliminary PL measurements the formation
of dark and bright exciton states and the formation of magnetic polarons in NPLs is
discussed. In the following Sec. 8.2 the focus is set on the SFRS in NPLs. Here,
the circular polarization properties of the spin-flip scattering, the g factor, the SFRS
angular and temperature dependence are discussed. The responsible spin-flip scattering
mechanisms in Faraday and tilted field geometries are described and validated in Sec.
8.3. The Chapter is concluded with Sec. 8.4.
8.1 Experimental approach and structural properties of
nanocrystals
Various optical approaches can be used to investigate the spin dynamics and spin
interactions in colloidal two-dimensional NPLs. The most commonly used methods
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are reflectivity, transmission and photoluminescence spectroscopy. For instance, these
methods have been used to study the properties of dangling-bond magnetic polarons
(DBMPs) in 2.8 nm diameter CdSe colloidal NCs in temperature range from 2 up to
20 K. [340] The studies revealed that each DBMP is composed of a dark exciton and
about 60 dangling-bond spins. [340] This particular property of NPLs, combined with
its outstanding optical characteristics, makes these structures promising candidates
for investigating the interactions between photo-induced excitons and the resident elec-
trons. In this regard, a suitable technique to explore the interactions and the structural
properties of these NCs is spin-flip Raman spectroscopy. The general experimental ap-
proach and the major advantages of this technique are presented in detail in chapter 3.
However, colloidal NCs require special treatment and certain experimental conditions.
In order to meet these requirements, the experimental setup had to be adapted. All
modifications of the setup and the synthesis of CdSe NPLs are briefly described in
the subsections 8.1.1 and 8.1.2. An important topic in this context is the influence of
confinement on the electronic and optical properties of NCs. This issue is addressed
theoretically in subsection 8.1.3. On the basis of preliminary PL measurements the
alteration of optical properties induced by strong confinement, the formation of dark
and bright excitonic states and, thus, the formation of magnetic polarons in NPLs is
described in the last subsection 8.1.4.
8.1.1 Experimental approach
A common method to characterize semiconductor nanostructures is PL spectroscopy.
The advantages and benefits of this nondestructive spectroscopic technique are high-
lighted throughout the previous chapters. In general PL spectroscopy bases on the
generation of excitons by nonresonant laser excitation and the detection of their lumi-
nescence, after the electron makes a transition from the valence band to the conduction
band. The analysis of the polarization and spectral characteristics of the emitted PL
provides information about the electronic properties and recombination characteristics
of the sample under study. However, in view of a nonresonant excitation of colloidal
NPLs, this technique has a major disadvantage. Due to the shape and size dispersion
of the NPLs and the fact that the laser energy is greater than the energy of the lowest
absorption resonance, the resulting PL spectrum of NPLs is strongly inhomogeneous
broadened. Hence, in order to study the exciton fine-structure or phonons inside the
NCs, it is important to tune the laser energy in resonance with just a small fraction
of NPLs. This selective excitation of only a few NPLs leads to significantly narrower
lines in the PL spectrum. [328,341] In this context, recent studies on CdSe NPLs have
demonstrated that for quasi resonant excitation the emission spectrum of a single NPL
becomes very narrow (FWHM < 400 µeV) at low bath temperatures (Tbath < 20 K),
while its width increases strongly up to room temperature. The dominant mechanism
responsible for this is attributed to the exciton-phonon interactions. [341]
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Since the resonant and nonresonant excitation of CdSe NCs provides equally im-
portant but distinct information about their electronic characteristics, two different
approaches are used for investigation of their radiative properties. For a rough analysis
of the polarization and spectral characteristics of the emitted PL the sample structures
are excited nonresonantly with a continuous wave semiconductor laser (Coherent Cube)
with a photon energy of EPL-exc = 3.061 eV. The energy is chosen in the way that the
colloidal NPLs are excited above the energy band-gap. To avoid unwanted heating, the
laser power density in this experiments is reduced by natural gradient filters down to
20 mW/cm2. The scheme of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3.4.
In order to investigate the exciton fine-structure of the CdSe NPLs, the NPL samples
are excited resonantly either by an argon-ion laser with a photon energy of EPL-exc =
2.808 eV (2.497 eV) or by a Nd:YVO4 laser (Coherent, Verdi V10) with a photon energy
of EPL-exc = 2.33 eV. In the case of quasi resonant excitation, the choice of the laser
mainly depends on the sample under investigation. The reason for this is that slight
changes in the NPL composition/structure lead to major changes of the NPL optical
and electronic properties and, thus, to a significant shift of its absorption and PL. To
maintain the resonance condition, the laser is chosen in the way that the lowest ab-
sorption resonance is excited resonantly. To avoid unwanted heating of the sample, like
in the case of nonresonant excitation, the intensity of the laser beam is attenuated by
a neutral gradient filter to about 6 W/cm2. During intensity-sensitive measurements
demanding a stable laser power, the power density is additionally monitored with a
power meter which has been inserted in the laser beam.
To study the spin related phenomena, i.e. the exchange interaction between the
resident carriers and photogenerated excitons, the technique of SFRS is used. Similar
to the examination of the resonantly excited PL, it is necessary for SFRS to excite
the colloidal structures resonantly at the exciton resonance. To achieve this the same
excitation sources are used. The measurements are performed at high magnetic fields
up to 10 T and at low temperatures ranging from 1.6 to 17 K. The Raman spectra are
measured in backscattering configuration in Faraday and oblique geometries, where the
magnetic field B and NPL crystal axis c enclosed an angle of θ within the xz-plane.
In Faraday configuration (θ = 0◦) the polarization of the incident (scattered) light is
set (read) by a Glan-Thompson prism combined with a quarter-wave retardation plate.
Since in Voigt geometry the optical selection rules are lifted, the quarter-wave retarda-
tion plates are changed to half-wave retardation plates, in order to study the cross-linear
polarization. The circular and linear polarization characteristics of the SFRS spectra
are described by the abbreviated expression (σ+/−/σ+/−) or (piH/V/piH/V). Here, σ+/−
and piH/V designate the circular and linear polarization of the incident and scattered
light, which is determined by the angular momentum projection on the propagation
direction of the incident light.
A more detailed description of the basic experimental setup is provided in chapter
3. The next section focuses on the synthesis and structural properties of the CdSe NPL
ensembles.
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8.1.2 Synthesis and structural properties of CdSe nanocrystals
The CdSe nanoplatelets that are investigated in the framework of this thesis belong to
the group of nanoparticles, which form one of the most important classes of nanomate-
rials. They are zero-dimensional structures with just a few nanometers in size. Because
of their small size, these nanoparticles are comparable to molecules, revealing unique
structural properties, which clearly differ from those of bulk crystals. [342] In general,
the size-dependent properties of nanoparticles include electronic, optical, magnetic, and
chemical characteristics. [343] When their size reaches the regime of the exciton Bohr
radius, due to the quantum confinement effect, the wavelength of their optical emission
is greatly influenced. [328] For this reason, by simply varying their size, one can modify
the absorption and emission energies without changing their chemical composition. [344]
Nanometersized platelets can be fabricated by different techniques. The most
widely known manufacturing processes are mechanical exfoliation [346–348], liquid ex-
foliation [349], chemical vapour phase epitaxy [350] or wet-chemical synthesis [351,352]. The
last mentioned has become very popular in the past few years in the manufacture of
NCs, as it is very easy to accomplish and, therefore, suitable for mass production. By
means of this method, 2D colloidal nanocrystals or nanoplatelets can be synthesized
with different thicknesses quantified by just one CdSe monolayer. [352,353] This method
of wet-chemical synthesis bases on the solution phase decomposition of cadmium myris-
tate and selenium mesh precursors in the presence of a hot non coordinating solvent
and an acetate salt. [353] This technique is precisely described in Ref. [353]. By the cor-
rect dosage of the chemicals and salts involved, one achieves with this kind of synthesis
technique CdSe platelets with lateral dimensions between 6 to 50 nm with a zinc-
blende crystal structure. [353] After the synthesis these NPLs are dispersed in a solvent.
By simply drop-casting the concentrated NPL solutions onto a silicon substrate, the
samples are prepared for optical measurements. Characteristic transmission electron
microscope (TEM) image of the studied NPLs are shown in Figs. 8.1 (a) to (c). As it
20 nm 20 nm 20 nm
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 8.1: TEM images of the studied NPLs with 3 ML (a), 4 ML (b), and 5 ML (c).
Adapted from Ref. [345].
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sample Thickness Lateral Exciton emission (X0) ∆EX0−XLO
name (no. ML) (nm) size (nm2) max. (eV) width (meV) (meV)
3ML 3 0.91 6 x 40 2.829 20.3 45
4ML 4 1.22 8 x 16 2.499 17.1 18
5ML 5 1.52 7 x 30 2.329 15.5 26
Table 8.1: Technological and optical parameters of the CdSe nanoplatelets.
is shown, the NPLs orient randomly on the substrate surface and, furthermore, tend to
stack into small groups. The CdSe NPLs have an in-plane size of approximately a few
nanometers and a thickness of just a few monolayers. [353,354] The exact lateral sizes of
the NPLs are listed in Tab. 8.1. These types of NC structures consist typically of a core
surrounded by numerous ligands. Colloidal cores can be additionally overcoated by a
second material serving as a shell of small lattice mismatch and with larger band-gap.
This shell confines the excited carriers in the core and shields these from defects on
the surface of the NC, which can act as carrier traps and, thus, improve radiation-free
processes consequently reducing the quantum yield. [48] The great difference between
QDs and NPLs arises from their unique morphologies and morphology-dependent sur-
face ligand bondings. In this regard, recent studies have demonstrated that the soft
ligands not only increase the stability of NPLs, but also improve their elastic strength
and fracture toughness. [355,356]
In the framework of this thesis various CdSe nanoplatelets, which were grown at the
Laboratoire de Physique et d’Etude des Mate´riaux in Paris by Prof. Dr. B. Dubertret’s
group, are investigated. The study focuses on CdSe platelets having in-plane sizes of 6
x 40 nm, 8 x 16 nm, and 7 x 30 nm and a thicknesses, i.e. amount of monolayers (ML),
of 0.91 nm (3 ML), 1.22 nm (4 ML), and 1.52 nm (5 ML) of CdSe and an additional
layer of Cd atoms, to ensure that both sides of the NPLs are Cd-terminated. These
NPLs are synthesized without an outer shell. All technological and optical parameters
of the studied samples are summarized in Tab. 8.1.
As outlined above, in terms of optical measurements, the NPLs are prepared by
drop-casting the NC solution onto a silicon substrate. In order to ensure the best
possible measurement conditions, immediately after the preparation of the specimens,
these are immediately inserted into a magnet cryostat and cooled down to Tbath = 1.6 K.
This procedure ensures that a structural degradation of the NCs and/or irreversible
modification of their surface is mostly prevented. The degradation of CdSe NPLs
caused by elevated temperatures or great laser excitation densities is a well-known
characteristic of NCs. It is typically accompanied by steady PL intensity degradation
and a change of the PL profile and polarization characteristics. Particularly for this
reason, it is necessary to prevent the use of high excitation power densities in the
corresponding SFRS measurements. In Sec. 8.2.2 of this chapter, the influence of NC
degradation on the resonant SFRS efficiency is explored in detail.
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8.1.3 Confinement effects in CdSe nanocrystals
The description of the optical exciton states in low-demnsional structures depends
mainly on the boundary conditions of the system. These conditions differ strongly be-
tween quantum dots and quantum wells. At first glance, it would appear reasonable to
compare NPLs with quantum dots. However, the colloidal structures are considerably
larger than an MBE grown QD, which leads to dissimilar electronic and optical prop-
erties. While a QD is a quasi-zero-dimensional system with discrete states, the NPL
displays rather the features of a two-dimensional system similar to a QW. Within a
QW, the photo-excited electron-hole pairs (excitons) are confined just in one dimension,
but can move freely in the other two. [100] A well-known and thoroughly studied exam-
ple are epitaxial QWs. Chemically produced equivalents of these are colloidal CdSe
nanoplatelets, which can be grown with monolayer precision [353,354], as it is described
in the previous section. However, NPLs have significantly smaller lateral expansions
than epitaxial QWs, what causes that the electronic properties of their lowest exciton
states differ. Nonetheless, previous studies demonstrated that the optical feautures, e.g.
the photoluminescence characteristics, of NPLs are very similar to those of epitaxial
QWs. [48,357–359]
NPLs can be seen as an intermediate structure between QWs and QDs. Therefore,
the correct approach to describe the relevant exciton states must take into account
the peculiarities of both types of low dimensional systems. In regard of a general QW-
approach, one will obviously assume that the Coulomb interaction between the electrons
and holes dominates in comparison to the confinement. However, this is exactly the
opposite for QDs where the confinement is a crucial factor. The extent to which the
external dimensions of a NPL, which define the strength of the Coulomb interaction and
confinement influence the optical exciton states in a NPL, is described and simulated
theoretically by M. Richter in previous publications. [360] For better understanding of
the interdependence, the most important aspects of this theory are briefly recapitulated
in the following.
The starting point of the theoretical derivation by M. Richter [360] is a Wannier type
model system being used to obtain the four-dimensional exciton wave functions for in-
plane motion. This description is based on the four-dimensional stationary Schro¨dinger
equation of the envelope function (ψ(ρe,ρh)), which describes the exciton in-plane mo-
tion:[
− ~
2
2me
∆⊥e − ~
2
2mh
∆⊥h + Vc,e(ρe) + Vc,h(ρh) + Ucoul(ρe − ρh)
]
ψ(ρe,ρh) = Eψ(ρe,ρh).
(8.1)
This Schro¨dinger equation encloses the motion (− ~22me (h)∆⊥e (h)) and the confinement
potentials (Vc,e (h)(ρe (h))) of the electrons in the conduction band and holes in the
valence band, and the Coulomb potential (Ucoul(ρe − ρh)) between them. Here, me
and mh stand for the effective masses of electrons and holes, respectively. For thin two
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dimensional NPLs, the modified Coulomb potential [361] is given by:
Ucoul(ρ) = 1/[4pi0(2r,outρ0)]
{
ln
[
ρ
ρ+ ρ0
]
+ [γ − ln(2)] e−ρ/ρ0
}
, (8.2)
with ρ0 = z0r/(2r,out). Here, z0 describes the platelet thickness, r the platelet
material, r,out the solvent that surrounds the platelet, and γ the Euler constant.
As discussed above, the interplay of Coulomb and confinement potential are the
most important parameters that determine the properties of the lowest exciton states.
To differentiate between them generally two regimes have to be taken into consideration,
namely the strong confinement regime and the Coulomb dominated regime. In the
case of strong confinement the confinement potential restricts decisively the motion
of electron and holes determining fully the shape of the wave function. Assuming
the Coulomb interaction is negligibly small (Ucoul(ρe − ρh)  Vc,e(ρe) + Vc,h(ρh)), the
Schro¨dinger equation (8.1) can be factorized into a separate Schro¨dinger equation for
the electron and hole: [
− ~
2
2me
∆⊥e + Vc,e(ρe)
]
ψe(ρe) = Eψe(ρe), (8.3)
[
− ~
2
2mh
∆⊥h + Vc,h(ρh)
]
ψh(ρh) = Eψh(ρh). (8.4)
The exciton states are determined by the eigenfunctions of the electrons and holes.
The related energy eigenvalues e and h, which can be derived from the two motion
equations (8.3) and (8.4), define the exciton energy. However, the energy is also affected
markedly by the Coulomb coupling. Even though Coulomb interaction has only a minor
influence on the exciton wave function shape, it leads to a significant shift of the exciton
energy. This shift is given in first-order perturbation theory by:
coul =
∫
d2ρe
∫
d2ρh |ψe(ρe)|2 Ucoul(ρe − ρh) |ψh(ρh)|2. [360] (8.5)
Herewith one obtains for the total energy of the exciton Etotal = e + h + coul.
Theoretical simulations and calculations [360] have shown that the assumption of a
strong confinement is only justified if the dimensions of an NPL are below 21 nm x
7 nm. For larger platelets, the confinement becomes weaker, whereby the Coulomb
coupling predominantly determines the exciton wave function. In this case, the elec-
trons and holes of the bound exciton states are characterized by a correlated motion.
The correlated motion of the carriers can be expressed by the relative coordinates
r = ρe−ρh and the center of mass R = meρe+mhρh with the overall mass M = me+mh
(ψ(ρe,ρh) → ψ(r,R)). Using the factorization ansatz (ψ(r,R) = ψ(r) · ψ(R)COM), the
wave function can be rewritten to a product of the eigenfunction ψ(r) and the center
of mass function ψ(R)COM. The product of these two wave functions depends on the
selected eigenfunction ψr,n(r) and ψCOM,m(R). These eigenfunctions are characterized
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by the quantum numbers n of the relative wave function and m of the COM motion.
Using the above described factorization ansatz for a selected eigenfunction ψr,n(r), one
obtains by equation (8.1) the full Schro¨dinger equation [100,362]:[
− ~
2
2mr
∆r − ~
2
2M
∆R + Ucoul(r) + Vc,e(R+
mh
M
r) + Vc,h(R− me
M
r)
]
ψr,n(r)ψCOM,n(R)
= Eψr,n(r)ψCOM,n(R). (8.6)
By means of this equation one can derive the overall energy ECOMn,m of an exciton state in
dependence on the quantum numbers n and m. This eigen-energy is given by ECOMn,m =
Er,n+ECOM,n,m.
[360] In comparison to the strong confinement regime, here, the energy is
defined mainly by the correlated motion of the exciton bound electrons and holes inside
the NPL. Previous studies have theoretically devised that the impact of confinement is
negligible in platelets with lateral dimensions higher then 21 nm x 7 nm. With regard
to the colloidal NC studied in this thesis, both types of NPL structures are present.
Due to the particularly large lateral size of the 3 ML (6 nm x 40 nm) and 5 ML (7 nm
x 30 nm) NPLs, these can be assigned to QW like structures in which the Coulomb
interaction prevails the confinement strength. However, in the case of the 4 ML NPLs
(8 nm x 16 nm) the lateral size is so small that one may expect QD like properties,
since the strong confinement will obviously surpass the Coulomb interaction. However,
this explanations are theoretically only applicable for the lowest energy exciton states
and, therefore, have to be used with care for quantitive and qualitative analysis. [360]
In conclusion, geometric confinement in low dimensional semiconductor structures
leads to an enhancement of short range contact interactions between the involved carri-
ers, e.g. exciton, electrons and holes. This effect can be ascribed to shrinkage of carrier
wave functions which in turn increase the localized charge density and, therefore, the
interaction efficiency between the carriers. The confinement volume is inversely propor-
tional to the interaction rate and, thus influencing particularly the optical properties
of NCs.
8.1.4 Magnetic polaron formation in CdSe colloidal nanocrystals
The study of the electronic structure and carrier dynamics in low-dimensional colloidal
NCs is based on the characterization of their optical properties which can be influ-
enced, e.g. by the geometric confinement. As described in the previous section, strong
confinement leads to a shrinkage of the carrier wave functions which leads to an en-
hancement of the electron-hole exchange interaction and, therefore, alters the radiative
characteristics in nanocrystals. In this case, besides optically accessible bright excitonic
states, the NCs also exhibit a variety of dark excitonic states. The energy of these may
even be lower than the bright states, and, thus, determining the exciton dynamics,
lifetimes, and photoluminescence characteristics. [363] Although the formation of dark
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Figure 8.2: Model schemes of the bright-dark exciton level alignment. Shown are the unexcited
state | 0〉 and the two lowest states of the band-edge exciton fine structure |⇓↑〉 and |⇓↓〉. The
resonant excitation (ωexc) is σ
− polarized. Γb and Γd are the recombination rates of dark and
bright excitons (Γd  Γb), respectively. ∆EAZ denotes the energy of the bright-dark exciton
splitting and γ0 describes the bright-to-dark spin–flip rate induced by a thermal mixing of
bright and dark excitons. Adapted from Ref. [48,340].
excitons in NPL has been discovered many years before, the mechanisms, which en-
able its radiative recombination are still not fully clarified. In the scope of this section
the main mechanisms, which are yielding the radiative dark exciton recombination are
discussed.
The radiative recombination of a dark exciton can be simply described by a three-
level system. [364,365] A scheme illustrating this model is depicted in Fig. 8.2. The model
is composed of the unexcited state | 0〉 and the two lowest states of the band-edge exci-
ton fine structure |⇓↑〉 and |⇓↓〉 which represent the excited exciton states. The energy
separation ∆EAZ between them particularly depends on the applied magnetic field as
well as the NC size and shape. [335] The first excited state (|⇓↑〉) with an angular mo-
mentum of ∆L = ±1 is optically active (bright). On the contrary, the lowest exciton
ground state (|⇓↓〉) in NCs is a twofold degenerate dark state with an angular momen-
tum projection on the NC wurtzite axis of ∆L = ±2. [335] It is termed dark, because its
radiative recombination is in principle forbidden in the electric dipole approximation.
The reason is that the angular momentum is not conserved during a transition from the
excited dark state to the vacuum state. With regard to the dipole approximation, only
an angular momentum of ∆L = ±1 can be emitted by a single photon and, therefore,
the momentum conservation requirement is not fulfilled. In this context, a decay over
two photons is conceivable, but the probability of such a second order process is very
low and is, therefore, to be neglected.
On the basis of these theoretical limitations the dark exciton state shall experi-
ence an infinite lifetime. However, previous studies on NCs have demonstrated that
this does not apply, since the radiative decay of the optically inactive dark exciton
can occur via a phonon assisted momentum-conserving transition. Here, the dark and
bright exciton states are coupled via longitudinal acoustic (LA) or optical phonons
(LO). Alternatively, also an external magnetic field can be used to couple these states.
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In the case of phonon driven interaction, in the decay process the phonon takes a part
of the momentum leading to a charge carrier spin-flip (|⇓↓〉 →|⇓↑〉) and afterwards to
an emission of a photon from the bright exciton state. This process is fulfilling the
angular momentum conservation rule, facilitating the radiative decay of the dark ex-
citon. [340,366,367] This mechanism is evidenced by the presence of strong LO and LA
phonon replica in fluorescence line narrowing (FLN) experiments. [48,328] Furthermore,
FLN studies have revealed that in an external magnetic field the emission of the zero
phonon line increases, and, thus, also the recombination of dark excitons. [368,369] Ac-
cordingly, it is demonstrated that magnetic fields lead to an activation of the dark
exciton and, therefore, have a significant influence on the decay mechanism. Moreover,
the observation of a zero phonon line in absence of an external magnetic field has raised
the question about the presence of internal fields yielding the decay process. Despite
many studies which have been devoted to this issue, a final explanation could not yet
be provided. [369]
An important factor associated with the recombination of excitons is the decay
time. In low dimensional semiconductors the decay time can differ significantly be-
tween optically-allowed and -forbidden states. A good example of this are indirect
band-gap (In,Al)As/AlAs quantum dots in which after resonant optical excitation a
formation of an indirect-in-momentum-space exciton occurs, whose radiative lifetime
exceeds several hundreds of microseconds and is, therefore, far longer than that of direct
bright excitons. [36] It behaves similarly in colloidal CdSe NCs where the radiative life-
time of the dark excitonic states is several orders higher than that of the bright states.
The dependence of their exciton populations on the decay time has been investigated
comprehensively in the past. [328,336,340] Solving a two rate equation and utilizing it to
model the experimental bi-exponential photoluminescence intensity decays yielded time
evolutions of τb ≈ 150 s and τd ≈ 2500 s for the bright and dark exciton states, respec-
tively. [340] However, their decay times as well as their exciton state populations depend
greatly on the temperature. Previous studies have shown that for higher temperatures,
the decay times become shorter and the relative PL intensity ratio between dark and
bright states changes, reflecting the thermal progressiv population of the bright exci-
tons. [340] For low temperatures the thermal activation is suppressed and recombination
stems solely from the dark exciton ground state via a phonon assisted transition.
Beside the phonon driven mixing of dark and bright exciton states, the similarity
between the effects of temperature and of magnetic field on the dark exciton recombi-
nation have led to the conclusion of a new mechanism similar to a magnetic polaron
formation which has been found in diluted magnetic semiconductors (see Chap. III).
On the basis of the observations, it is assumed that the mechanism in colloidal CdSe
NPLs bases on the interaction of photogenerated excitons with the local carriers, orient-
ing their magnetic moments along the NC axis (c-axis). With rising temperature these
magnetic moments become arbitrarily oriented leading to an overall internal magnetic
field perpendicular to the c-axis, in turn causing a mixing of dark and bright exciton
states. However, unlike diluted magnetic semiconductors, CdSe NCs do not contain any
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Figure 8.3: Scheme of the dark exciton radiative decay via dangling bond spin flip-flop assisted
recombination (right) and the respective lines in the emission spectra (left) for two temperature
regimes. For T > Tc: The radiative decay of the dark exciton is triggered by a virtual spin
flip-flop transition between the exciton bound electron and the DBS. Subsequently the bright
exciton recombines radiatively. Above Tc the DBSs are not polarized. The PL spectrum
is composed of the bright (EA) and the dark exciton (EZPL) as well as their corresponding
phonon replica (ELO) of the dark exciton. The related energy shifts are described by ∆ELO
and ∆EAZ. For T < Tc: The dangling bond assisted recombination results in the dynamic
polarization of DBSs and the consequential formation of a DBMP. Due to the polarization of
the DBSs the ZPL and the phonon replica shift towards lower energies (Epρdb). Adapted from
Ref. [340,366].
magnetic impurities. It is, therefore, assumed that the exciton interacts with the spins
of the surface dangling bonds leading to the formation of a dangling-bond magnetic
polaron (DBMP). [335,336,340,366,368] The existence of dangling bonds at the NC surface
and their magnetic properties have been highlighted by superconducting quantum in-
terference device measurements in previous studies. [370]
The dangling bond assisted recombination of the dark exciton is shown schemat-
ically in Fig. 8.3. Here, the radiative decay of the dark exciton is based on a spin
flip-flop virtual transition to the bright exciton and the bright exciton consequential
radiative decay. This process obviously presupposes that the system is above a criti-
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cal temperature Tc at which the dangling bond spins (DBSs) are not polarized. The
arbitrary orientation of the dangling bond spins leads to an admixture of the bright
and dark exciton states which in turn yields the dark exciton decay. For this to be
possible, it is necessary that in the vicinity of the exciton there are always DBSs which
could assist in the recombination process. In this regard, it is worthwhile to note that
as long as T exceeds Tc the DBMP is not fully formed, since the magnetic moments of
the DBSs become immediately arbitrarily oriented due to LA-phonon interaction. [366]
The interaction with dangling bond spins occurs predominantly for the electron, since
the wave-function Ψe is more delocalized due to its lower effective mass than the hole
wave-function Ψh.
In the predicted FLN spectra for T > Tc, the emission is dominated by the bright
(EA, red spectra) and dark excitons (EZPL, green spectra) as well as their corresponding
phonon replica (ELO, blue spectra). The shift of the dark-exciton line is denoted by
∆EAZ and particularly depends on the applied magnetic field as well as the NC size and
shape. The energy difference between the zero phonon line and the first LO-phonon
replica is given by ∆ELO. The relative intensities, i.e. the emission yield strength,
of the dark and bright exciton depend on the efficiency of the DBS-assisted and LO-
phonon-assisted recombination. [340]
When the system is cooled down below Tc each spin flip-flop virtual transition
to the bright exciton results in a DBS dynamic polarization as it is schematically
shown in Fig. 8.3 (T < Tc). In this case, the temperature is no longer sufficient
enough to decisively influence the dangling bond magnetic moments what consequently
leads to the formation of a DBMP. Due to the dynamic polarization of the DBSs the
bright–dark exciton splitting ∆EAZ increases, in turn shifting the dark-exciton line as
well as the LO-phonon replica towards lower energies. The energy shift is given by
Epρdb. Here, Ep denotes the DBMP binding energy of a fully polarized DBS system
and ρdb = (N
−
db − N+db)/(N−db + N+db) describes the dangling bond polarization degree
with N±db indicating the relative number of DBSs with spin-up (+) and spin-down (−)
orientation. The dynamic polarization of the DBSs further leads to a redistribution
of the dark-exciton and LO-phonon line intensities. At low temperatures the LO-
phonon-assisted transition becomes more intense than the dark exciton related zero
phonon line, since the amount of matching DBSs which could assist in the dark exciton
recombination decreases due to a higher polarization degree.
As the descriptions above have highlighted, clear signatures of the way how the
radiative dark exciton recombination occurs can be observed well in FLN experiments.
Therefore, for the first characterization of the three different CdSe NPLs which are
studied within the framework of this thesis, PL spectra for different excitation condi-
tions are recorded.
In regard of a rough analysis of the spectral characteristics these structures are
excited nonresonantly (EPL-exc = 3.061 eV) at a temperature of T = 1.6 K in the
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Figure 8.4: (a) PL spectra of the studied CdSe NPLs with 3 ML (black), 4 ML (red), and
5 ML (blue) measured at T = 1.6 K and B = 0 T. To obtain the PL spectra these structures
are excited nonresonantly at EPL-exc = 3.061 eV. The arrows mark the resonant excitation
energies used in the spin-flip Raman measurements. (b) FLN spectrum of the 5 ML NPLs
for resonant excitation at Eexc,5 ML = 2.33 eV (Pexc = 0.5 W/cm
2) (red) and PL spectrum
under nonresonant excitation (black). Both spectra are measured at T = 1.6 K and B = 0 T.
The emission of the exciton (X0) and LO-phonon replica (XLO) are indicated by arrows. Their
energy difference is described by ∆EX0−XLO . (c) Raman spectra of the NPLs with 3 ML
(black), 4 ML (red), and 5 ML (blue) measured for resonant excitation at Eexc = 2.33 eV,
2.497 eV, and 2.808 eV, respectively. The laser line is at zero Raman shift. Acoustic phonons
(cp) are marked by arrows.
absence of an external field. The resulting PL spectra are shown in Fig. 8.4 (a).
Each spectra is composed of two lines with a gaussian shape, whereby the high-energy
one is attributed to the emission of the exciton (X0). The binding energy of excitons
is approximately given by the Stokes shift between the absorption and PL line. In
two-dimensional CdSe NPLs the exciton binding energy is estimated to amount 200−
300 meV. [357] This value lies between binding energy estimated for bulk CdSe (10 meV)
and CdSe QDs (500− 1000 meV) (see Ref. [371] and references therein).
The origin of the low-energy line in the PL spectrum is to the best of our knowledge
still unknown. However, recent studies assume that this feature could either stem
from LO-phonon assisted exciton recombination, the emission of a charged excitons
(X+ or X−), or the recombination of a ground exciton state. [341,345,359] Numerous and
comprehensive experiments and analyses of the absorption and recombination dynamics
in CdSe NPLs suggest that this secondary feature might be a charged exciton. [345] It is
worthwhile to mention here that the Gaussian shape of the two lines in the PL spectra
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at T = 6 K is symmetric evidencing that the NPLs are evenly distributed across the
emission spectrum. Depending on the thickness of the CdSe NPLs the shift between the
exciton and this secondary line varies from 45 to 18 meV. The corresponding FWHM
of the exciton line ranges from 15.5 to 20.3 meV. A summary of the exact spectral
positions of the exciton emission lines as well as its FWHM and the shift of the low
energy line ∆EX0−XLO are depicted in Tab. 8.1. The analysed PL spectra indicate
a clear dependence of the NPL thickness on the emission energy. With increasing
number of ML, i.e. increasing NPL thickness, the exciton energy gradually shifts to
lower energies while its FWHM decreases. A detailed analysis of the magnetic-field
induced degree of circular polarization and the PL dynamics of the exciton will not be
explained in more detail here, since it goes beyond the scope of this thesis. However,
these issues are precisely described in recent publications. [345,372]
After this rough analysis of the PL spectral characteristics, next the focus is set
on the properties of the high-energy exciton emission line, i.e. the fine structure of
the band edge exciton. In order to investigate these properties, FLN experiments are
carried out in which the photon energy of the laser excitation is tuned in resonance
with the neutral exciton. The selective excitation energies used in these experiments to
study the NPLs are summarized in Sec. 8.1.1 and for a better overview their spectral
positions are highlighted by vertical arrows in the PL spectrum in Fig. 8.4 (a). The
resulting FLN spectra of the 5 ML NPLs under resonant excitation (2.3305 eV, red
line) as well as the under nonresonant excitation acquired PL spectrum (black line) are
shown in Fig. 8.4 (b). As can be clearly seen in the FLN spectrum, the broad exciton
peak turns into several narrow lines. The energy separation between these lines and
the low-energy line (∆EX0−XLO) amounts 25.2 meV. This relative energy corresponds
well to the result of the nonresonant PL measurement and is furthermore similar to the
energy of a LO phonon (ELO = 25 meV) reported in the literature.
[328] Nevertheless,
the exact origin of this line is still unclear as it is stated above.
The comparison of the relative intensities of the spectral lines in the FLN spectra,
shows that the low-energy line clearly dominates at a temperature of 6 K. Assuming
that this line is the contribution of a LO-phonon, one can draw the conclusion that the
optical phonon assisted transitions play an important role for dark exciton radiative
recombination as it is described theoretically above. A change of the relative intensity
ratio to the favor of the ZPL by increasing temperature or magnetic field emphasizes
this observation. [345]
For a more detailed analysis of the PL in the vicinity of the laser line, FLN spectra
of the 3 ML, 4 ML, and 5 ML NPLs are studied in detail. The laser excitation energies
are set to 2.808 eV, 2.497 eV, and 2.330 eV, respectively. The results are depicted
in Fig. 8.4 (c). The x-scale indicates the red shift of the PL with respect to the
laser excitation energy. The resonant excitation of the NPLs yields as stated above
the creation of several emission lines. In each spectrum the line with the highest PL
intensity can be attributed to the zero-phonon line (ZPL) which provides information
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about the bright-dark exciton splitting. Its shift equals about 3.2 meV in the 5 ML,
3.8 meV in the 4 ML, and 4.8 meV in the 3 ML NPLs. As one can derive from these
results, the bright-dark exciton splitting, which is proportional to the exciton resonance
energy, i.e. the band-gap energy, is inversely proportional to the NPL thickness. In this
regard, spectrally-resolved PL decay measurements in which the emission line maximum
of the PL spectrum is compared for t = 0 and t→∞, yielding a bright-dark splitting
energy of (5.5± 0.5) meV for the 4 ML and (4.0± 0.5) meV for the 5 ML NPLs. [345]
The FLN spectra in Fig. 8.4 (c) exhibits additional side peaks (cp) at relatively
lower and higher energies. These are suggested to be confined acoustic phonon modes
or acoustic phonon replicas of the dark and bright excitons. [345] The phonon modes
depend strongly on the temperature and, therefore, have a significant influence on the
shape of the PL spectrum. The temperature dependence is the subject of discussion in
Sec. 8.2.1. In addition, the acoustic phonon background creates a great challenge in
spin-flip scattering experiments, as it overlaps with the SFRS signal and consequently
makes its detection more difficult.
In summary, on the basis of theory and conducting PL measurements this section
has outlined briefly the important optical characteristics of CdSe NPLs, highlighting
the dark exciton recombination process via DBSs and longitudinal phonons. In this
regard, the influence of confinement, caused by selective sample properties, e.g. NPL
size and shape, and secondary parameters, such as temperature and magnetic field, on
the emission spectra is discussed. Furthermore, the origin of the PL lines is clarified
underlining interrelationships and particularities. The focus in the following section is
set on the study of spin related phenomena by the method of SFRS.
8.2 Resonant electron spin-flip Raman scattering in CdSe
nanoplatelets
As highlighted in the previous chapters, the SFRS technique delivers information on
Zeeman splittings of carriers and excitons, by providing the immediate measurement
of a carrier’s g factor, and on the selection rules, which give insight into the spin struc-
ture of exciton complexes, their symmetries and spin interactions. [33] SFRS, therefore,
represents a suitable tool to study and coherently manipulate spins, e.g. of resident
electrons or holes. [36,138,337,338] This approach is used to study the electron spin-flip
scattering under resonant excitation of the band edge exciton in colloidal CdSe NPLs.
The results, their interpretation and analysis are discussed in this section.
To provide a first impression, of how SFRS is reflected in NPLs, initially basic SFRS
spectra on the Stokes and anti-Stokes side are demonstrated in Figs. 8.5 (a) and (b).
These results pertain to the 4 ML CdSe NPLs and are measured at a bath-temperature
of T = 2.5 K in an external magnetic field of B = 5 T in Voigt (B ⊥c-axis, (a)) and
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Figure 8.5: SFRS spectra of the CdSe NPLs with 4 ML measured in Voigt (B ⊥c-axis) (a) and
Faraday geometry (B ‖c-axis) (b) at B = 5 T and T = 2.5 K for parallel and crossed circular
polarizations. The exciton is excited resonantly at Eexc,4 ML = 2.497 eV (Pexc = 6 W/cm
2).
The laser line is at zero Raman shift. The intensities of the electron spin-flip Raman lines
(marked by arrows) in Faraday geometry are significantly smaller than in the Voigt geometry.
Faraday geometry (B ‖c-axis, (b)). Since in the tilted geometries the optical selection
rules are lifted, the polarization is changed from the circularly polarized to the cross-
linearly polarized configuration. The SFRS spectra are shown in Fig. 8.5 (a) for the
parallel- and cross-linear polarization denoted as ((piH ,piH), (piH ,piV )), and in Fig. 8.5
(b) for the co-circular ((σ+,σ+), (σ−,σ−)) and the counter-circular ((σ−,σ+), (σ+,σ−))
polarization configurations. On the basis of the PL analysis, which is briefly discussed
in Sec. 8.1.4, the excitation energy is chosen in the way, that it is in resonance with
the exciton (X0) emission line at B = 5 T. Thus, the laser photon energy is set to
Eexc = 2.497 eV. For this excitation energy, Raman lines on the Stokes and anti-Stokes
side are observed on top of a background contributed by PL or acoustic phonons.
These Raman lines stem from spin-flips of bound electrons, as it has been highlighted
in previous resonant spin-flip Raman studies on wide band-gap CdS semiconductors
and colloidal CdSe NPLs. [31,33,61,337]
With regard to an accurate analysis of the SFRS properties, in the following the
focus is set on the evaluation of the electron spin-flip Raman shifts in Voigt and Faraday
geometry. A rough comparison of the related SFRS spectra reveals that the Raman
shifts of the scattered light clearly differ between both geometries. In the case of
Faraday the shift of the electron spin-flip lines on the Stokes and anti-Stokes side equals
independently of the co- or cross-circular polarization configurations 445± 7 µeV and
465 ± 10 µeV, respectively. On the contrary, in Voigt geometry the Raman shift for
cross and parallel linear polarization amounts 530 ± 2 µeV on the Stokes side and
514 ± 8 µeV on the anti-Stokes side. From this, one derives that the Raman shift
obviously increases by approximately 70 ± 20 µeV changing from Faraday to Voigt
geometry. Taking into consideration the Zeeman splitting |g|µBB, the Raman shifts
correspond to a g factor of 1.53 ± 0.02 for Faraday and 1.83 ± 0.03 for Voigt. This
weak anisotropy of the electron g factor, however, does not apply for all studied NPL
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structures. For comparison, the e-SFRS in colloidal CdSe NPLs with 5 monolayers is
investigated throughly. The resulting SFRS spectra, regarding a resonant excitation
of X0 (Eexc = 2.33 eV) are presented in Fig. 8.6. This spectra are measured in an
external magnetic field of B = 6 T at T = 1.6 K. The results highlight that regardless
of the chosen geometry the Raman shift equals (609 ± 10) µeV which corresponds to
an electron g factor of 1.75 ± 0.04. In contrast to the 4 ML NPLs the g factor in the
5 ML NPLs is isotropic. To gain further information and to be able to explain these
observations, an analysis of the polarization properties is necessary.
In general, the circular polarization properties of the SFRS spectra provide impor-
tant information about the underlying spin structure and spin interactions in a low
dimensional semiconductor. Therefore, next the focus is set on the analysis of the
SFRS polarization properties in colloidal NPLs starting in Faraday geometry. As can
be seen in Fig. 8.5 (b), for resonant excitation of X0 the spin-flips are predominantly
co-polarized, whereby the strongest signal is measured in (σ+,σ+) configuration on the
Stokes side. From the analysis of the SFRS spectra it is evident that the SF intensity
on the anti-Stokes side is significantly smaller than on the Stokes side. However, the
relative ratio of the SFRS intensities (I+/+ : I+/− : I−/+ : I−/−) between the different
polarizations remain identical regarding scattering to higher and lower energies. Here,
the ratio equals (1 : 0.23 : 0.18 : 0.71). In the first instance, one can describe the opti-
cal selection rules for the 4 ML NPLs as more or less strict. However, in comparison
with the SFRS on 5 ML NPLs, it appears that the optical selection rules are rather
disturbed. The SFRS spectra reveal in all polarization configurations practically no
differences between the spin-flip Raman lines, concerning relative intensities, FWHM
or energy shift. The relative ratio of the SFRS intensities equals in each case about
(1 : 0.73 : 0.97 : 0.89).
In the following, the attention is directed towards Voigt geometry. The analysis
of the SFRS polarization properties in Voigt highlights exclusively in the 4 ML NPLs
a perceptible difference between cross- and parallel-polarization. Here, the relative
scattering intensity between cross and parallel polarization configuration differs by a
factor of 1.7. The maximum e-SFRS intensity is present in the (piH ,piV ) configuration.
As noted above, the SFRS in NPLs with 5 ML reveals once again deviating polarization
properties. Here, the relative SFRS intensity in both polarization configurations is
similar. The relative scattering intensity differs only by a factor of 1.08 to the favor of
(piH ,piH). Further, it is worth to note that for cross linear configuration one observes
a decisive increase of the PL background. However, independent of polarization and
geometry the gaussian shape of the spin-flip Raman lines remains unaltered.
Before going into deeper analysis of the SFRS in colloidal NPLs, next the focus first
will be directed towards a further particular feature of CdSe NPLs, which is discovered
in the course of investigations. It concerns the observation of an additional SF line in the
Raman spectrum. For a better overview, this feature is highlighted in Fig. 8.6 by ver-
tical arrows. This secondary scattering line appears on the Stokes side as well as on the
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Figure 8.6: Shown left is the SFRS spectrum of the CdSe NPLs with 5 ML measured in
Faraday geometry (B ‖c-axis) at B = 6 T and T = 1.5 K regarding a resonant excitation of the
exciton at Eexc,5 ML = 2.33 eV. The electron spin-flip line (eSF) and the acoustic phonons (cp)
are marked by vertical arrows. The region (1) and (2) are shown enlarged on the right hand
side in the e-SFRS anti-Stokes spectra. These spectra are measured in Voigt (upper panels)
and Faraday (lower panels) geometry in parallel and crossed circular polarizations.
anti-Stokes side and has twice the Raman shift of the first SF line (∆E2−SF = 1.14 meV,
∆E1−SF = 0.57 meV). Considering the Zeeman-splitting |g|µBB, the corresponding g
factor amounts in first approximation 3.25 ± 0.06. Since its SFRS intensity is rather
small, it represents a great experimental challenge to distinguish it from the background
contributed by PL and acoustic phonons (cp). The relative intensity ratio between the
first e-SF line and the secondary Raman line amounts 10 to 1. As the analysis of SFRS
spectra in Voigt and Faraday geometry proves, the related g factor is isotropic in the 5
ML NPLs. With regard to the polarization properties, in Faraday geometry they prove
to be similar to those of the first SF-line. Here, the relative ratio of the SFRS intensi-
ties equals (1 : 0.94 : 0.93 : 0.97), indicating that the selection rules are disturbed as it
is the case for the electron spin-flip line. However, in Voigt geometry, a predominant
scattering signal for cross-linear polarization configuration (piH ,piV ) is evident. In com-
parison to parallel-polarization (piH ,piH), the relative scattering intensity for (piH ,piV )
is raised by a factor of 2.1. In terms of SFRS polarization properties, this particularity
is the only difference between the two spin-flip Raman lines.
From these first results one can conclude that the scattering mechanism which is
responsible for the higher-order spin-flip scattering processes must be closely related to
the spin-flip of the X0 bound electron. This assumption is supported by the fact that
the polarization properties are almost identical and the g factor of the second order
spin-flip is exactly twice as large. However, in order to be able to provide a accurate
description of the origin and SFRS mechanism, an analysis of the magnetic field and
angular dependence is essential. This issue is addressed in the following section.
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Figure 8.7: (a) Raman shift of the first and second order spin-flip scattering line on the anti-S-
tokes side as function of the magnetic field, measured in Faraday (black) and Voigt geometry
(blue). The depicted results pertain the 5 ML NPLs regarding a resonant excitation of the
exciton at Eexc,5 ML = 2.33 eV at T = 1.5 K for co-circular polarization configuration (σ
+,σ+).
The error in the Raman shift does not exceed the symbol size. The fitting (blue and black-col-
ored) curves based on Eq. (2.35) show that the offset is negligible. (b) Angular dependence of
the electron g factors of the first (lower panel) and second order (upper panel) electron spin-flip
Raman lines. For each adjusted angle the g factor is evaluated from an SFRS magnetic field
series. (c) Lande´ factor as a function of the CdSe monolayers measured at T = 1.6 K in Faraday
geometry. For each NPL structure the laser photon energy is tuned into resonance with the
exciton.
8.2.1 Magnetic field and angular dependence of the SFRS in CdSe
NPLs
With the intention to distinguish the origin of the SFRS processes in CdSe NPLs,
next the focus is set on the study of magnetic field and geometry dependence of the
e-SFRS. An exceptionally important parameter in this context is the Lande´ factor
of the electron (ge), which describes the correlation between angular momentum and
magnetic momentum. In a previous study on CdSe NPLs the g factor is estimated
to ge = 1.69 ± 0.02. [337] These studied NPLs had a lateral size of 5 nm x 30 nm, a
total thickness of (18 ± 1) nm, and are covered by a 1.2 nm-thick CdSe core and a
(8.4 ± 0.5) nm-thick CdS shell. However, to the best of our knowledge a thorough
magnetic field study of the electron g factor tensors and the higher order electron spin-
flip Raman contribution has not yet been carried out for colloidal nanostructures. A
precise analysis of the electron g factor dependence on the NPL thickness is also not
tackled. The results and analyses devoted to this issues are presented in detail below.
In order to determine the g factor of the electron in the 5 ML CdSe NPLs, the
dependence of the spin-flip Raman shifts on the magnetic field are studied for different
magnetic field geometries. The results regarding a resonant excitation of X0 (Eexc =
2.330 eV) in Faraday (θ = 0◦, black circles) and Voigt geometry (θ = 90◦, blue circles)
are shown in Fig. 8.7 (a). To measure the electron spin-flip Raman line in Faraday
the polarization configuration is set to (σ+,σ+), whereas in Voigt the parallel-linear
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polarization configuration (piH ,piH) is used.
As can be derived from the depicted results, the Raman shifts of the anti-Stokes
SF lines demonstrate linear magnetic field evolutions. With increasing magnetic field
strength B, the first (1) and second (2) spin-flip Raman line linearly shift to lower
energies, as described by the Zeeman term |ge|µBB. In this regard, the Raman shift for
Faraday and Voigt geometry differs only marginally. The fluctuation of the evaluated
values is of the same order of magnitude as the measurement error. As it is discussed
in chapter 2.1.5 the Raman shift is described by a longitudinal and transverse g fac-
tor value. Thus, the interrelationship between the g factor and the tilting angle θ is
expressed by the equation:
g(θ) =
√
(g‖cos(θ))2 + (g⊥sin(θ))2. (8.7)
In order to determine the corresponding g factors of the electron (closed circles) and
second order spin-flip Raman line (open circles), a linear least squares fit to the data
according to Eq. (2.35) is conducted. This yields Lande´ factors of g
‖
1 = (1.623±0.002),
g
‖
2 = (3.242 ± 0.002) for Faraday and g⊥1 = (1.633 ± 0.003), g⊥2 = (3.254 ± 0.002) for
Voigt geometry. Thus, the difference between both geometries equals ∆g1 = g
‖
1 − g⊥1 =
0.010 ± 0.005 for the electron and ∆g2 = 0.012 ± 0.004 for the second order Raman
line. For instance, this small values highlight the fact that both g factors are isotropic
with regard to the 5 ML CdSe NPLs. From a linear extrapolation of the experimental
data a zero-field offset of ∆Eoff,Faraday = (1 ± 2) µeV and ∆Eoff,Voigt = (3 ± 3) µeV
is deducible. Since these offsets are in the range of the measurement error, one can
conclude that the Raman shift offset equals zero in absence of an external field.
A comparison of the evaluated g factor values of both investigated spin-flip Raman
lines demonstrates that the higher order spin-flip Raman line exhibits exactly twice
the Raman shift of the first. This characteristic seems to be independent of the chosen
geometry. To analyze the SFRS geometry dependence more precisely and, thus, de-
scribe the g factor tensor, the dependence of the spin-flip Raman line shifts on the angle
between the magnetic field direction and c-axis is studied carefully. In this respect, for
each adjusted angle a magnetic field series is measured, investigating the Raman shift
as a function of the magnetic field, in order to determine the corresponding g factor.
The results are presented in Fig. 8.7 (b). The angular dependence reveals that the g
factor values only slightly fluctuate between Faraday and Voigt geometry. In case of
the electron, the value varies between 1.605 and 1.642, whereas for the second order
spin-flip Raman line, it ranges from 3.241 up to 3.285. This result emphasizes that the
geometry has almost no influence on the g factors. In addition, it is worth to mention,
that the SFRS intensity does not vary as a function of angle (not shown here).
As discussed above, the dimensions of a NPL have a considerable impact on the
optical properties of the material. Therefore, in order to determine to what extent
the thickness of a NPL can alter the SFRS properties, the g factors of the highlighted
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spin-flip Raman lines are studied as a function of the number of CdSe monolayers. In
this context, all the samples listed in the Tab. 8.1 are studied. For each NPL structure
the laser photon energy is tuned into resonance with the exciton. The SFRS spectra
are measured in Faraday (black) and Voigt (blue) geometry. The results are depicted in
Fig. 8.7 (c). From the evolution of the data can be concluded that the g factor decreases
with rising number of monolayers, i.e. increasing NPL thickness. The thickness in turn
is inversely proportional to the exciton resonance energy as it is shown in Fig. 8.4.
The fact that the electron g factor smoothly varies with energy underlines that it is
mostly determined by the band-gap which becomes smaller for an increasing number
of monolayers. This dependence is well known for (In,Ga)As/GaAs QDs and is studied
by means of SFRS on resident electrons before. [138,249]
It is important to note here that a second order SF line is not be observed in the
CdSe NPLs composed of 3 monolayers. Furthermore, a weak deviation is monitored
in the case of the 4 ML NPLs. A reason for this deviation may be attributed to the
small lateral size (8 nm x 16 nm) of the NPLs which yields QD-like properties as it
has been discussed in Sec. 8.1.3. A weak anisotropy is characteristic of the electron g
factor in QDs. [251] Thus, this may serve as an explanation for the discrepancy between
the g factors in Voigt and Faraday.
In summary, the study of the magnetic field and geometry dependence of the SFRS
in NPLs provided important information on the g factor tensors of both studied spin-
flip Raman lines and, thus, on the SFRS processes. In addition, it is demonstrated that
the lateral size of the NPL as well as its thickness affect the value of the corresponding
g factor. Hence, already a minor change of a NPL dimension can be used to adjust
their optical properties. In this context, a further important parameter that defines
the optical properties of a NPL is the temperature. To what degree and how the
temperature influences the SFRS in NPLs is discussed in the following section.
8.2.2 Temperature dependence of the SFRS in CdSe NPLs
The temperature is a crucial parameter in colloidal nanostructures as it influences the
spin interactions and in turn the decay dynamics. In this regard, previous studies have
demonstrated the formation of DBMPs at low temperatures which occur due to optical
orientation of the dangling-bond spins that result from dangling-bond-assisted radia-
tive recombination of spin-forbidden dark excitons (see Sec. 8.1.4). [340] This process
demands the system to be below a critical temperature at which the DBSs are not polar-
ized. However, if the temperature increases, the arbitrary orientation of DBSs evoked by
phonon interaction causes an admixture of the bright and dark exciton states which in
turn yields the dark exciton decay and consequently changes the PL characteristics. [340]
However, the impact of temperature on the e-SFRS in NPLs has not yet been investi-
gated in literature. Nevertheless, it is well known that coherent phonons can establish
an interconnection between quantum states in nanostructures. [229,373] Furthermore, the
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Figure 8.8: (a) SFRS spectrum of the CdSe NPLs with 5 ML in Faraday geometry (B ‖c-axis)
at B = 10 T for T = 1.6 K (black) and 6 K (red). The spectra is measured regarding a resonant
excitation of the exciton at Eexc,5 ML = 2.33 eV (Pexc = 8 W/cm
2) in co-circular (σ+,σ+)
polarization configuration. The electron spin-flip lines (eSF) and the acoustic phonons (cp)
are marked by vertical arrows. (b) Normalized integral intensity of the first electron spin-flip
Raman line on the anti-Stokes side as a function of the inverse bath temperature (1/T ). The
integral intensity is normalized to the values measured at T = 2.2 K. The depicted results
pertain the 5 ML (black) and 4 ML (blue) NPLs regarding a resonant excitation of the exciton
at Eexc = 2.33 eV and 2.497 eV, respectively. The shown fitting (blue and black-colored) curves
are based on the Arrhenius-like equation (Eq. (8.9)).
interaction probability between light and matter depends immanently on phonons as it
is the case in Raman scattering. As shown in this thesis phonons play a significant role
in many spin related phenomena as they can be used to trigger a flip and thereby ori-
ent a spin in any imaginable way. In order to understand the spin-phonon interactions
in colloidal nanostructures, the study of the temperature-dependent changes in the e-
SFRS is of great importance. The results and analyses presented here are devoted to
this issue. The main focus is on the investigation of temperature and excitation power
dependence of the e-SFRS.
To demonstrate initially the changes which are caused by an temperature increase,
the e-SFRS in 5 ML CdSe NPLs is carefully studied for low (T = 1.6 K) and slightly
elevated temperatures (T = 6 K). The Stokes and anti-Stokes SFRS spectra measured in
co-circular polarization configuration (σ+,σ+) at B = 10 T (B ‖ c-axis) are presented in
Fig. 8.8 (a). It becomes apparent, that a variation of T leads to a significant increase of
the emission background which superimposes markedly with the SFRS signal. Below
T = 2 K the intensity of the electron spin-flip Raman lines is relatively strong (≈
120 cps), while the peak intensity significantly drops to about 40 cps at 6 K. Above
T = 18 K, the first e-SFRS signal cannot be monitored any further. With respect to
the second-order SF line, it is under no circumstances possible to detect it above 2 K.
For this reason, the temperature dependence analysis presented below refers exclusively
to the first electron SF.
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The intensity ratio between Stokes ISSF and anti-Stokes I
AS
SF of the first electron spin-
flip Raman line is stable throughout the whole temperature range. Using this ratio the
temperature of the photogenerated electron (Te) can be estimated. The intensity ratio
is given by
ISSF
IASSF
=
(
∆ESF
kBTe
)
. (8.8)
Here, ∆ESF denotes the Raman shift which correspond to transitions between exciton
spin-sublevels. In reference to the SFRS spectrum shown in Fig. 8.8 (a), which has been
measured at 1.6 K for B = 10 T, the temperature of the photogenerated electron yields
Te = (2.1±0.5) K. Within the frame of the measurement error this is in good agreement
with the surrounding bath temperature, highlighting that the electrons involved in the
SFRS processes are in thermal equilibrium with the lattice.
In the SFRS spectrum shown in Fig. 8.8 (a), one observes that between 1.6 K and
6 K the absolute Raman shift of about (960±20) µeV remains unchanged. To illustrate
the temperature dependence of the Raman shift more clearly, in Fig. 8.9 (a) the g factor
is presented as a function of temperature. The results pertain to the 5 ML CdSe NPLs.
It becomes apparent that the g factor remains almost unaltered throughout the full
temperature range. The mean value equals 1.65±0.02. The small deviations at T = 11
and 16 K can be attributed to a measurement inaccuracy caused by a very low signal to
background ratio at higher temperatures. The fact that the Raman shift is insensitive
to the sample temperature indicates a thermally robust SFRS mechanism.
Turning now the attention to the SFRS background (see Fig. 8.8 (a)), which is
mainly attributed by acoustic phonon scattering and resonant PL, one monitors that
the peak intensity of the acoustic phonon modes (cp), which are clearly distinguishable
at T = 1.6 K, decreases with rising lattice temperature. For T > 6 K the width of these
acoustic phonon modes becomes decisively enhanced. The formation of new phonon
modes at higher temperatures is facilitated as well, as can be seen on the anti-Stokes
side of the Raman spectrum. However, the Raman shift of these phonon lines does not
alter at higher temperatures.
To further analyze the temperature dependence of the e-SFRS, the integral intensity
(ISF) of the first electron-SF on the anti-Stokes side is studied as a function of the lattice
temperature in the range from 1.6 up to 17 K for the 4 and 5 ML NPLs. The results
are presented in Fig. 8.8 (b). The measurements are done in Faraday geometry at
B = 10 T. The evolution of the data demonstrates that the e-SFRS intensity decreases
steadily with rising temperature independent of the NPL thickness or lateral size. The
spin-flip Raman lines are most intensive at temperatures below 2 K. At T = 7 K (4 ML
NPLs) and 10 K (5 ML NPLs) the integral SFRS intensities decrease to about 50% of
the maximum value. Above T = 17 K, the e-SFRS can no longer be monitored.
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Figure 8.9: Dependence of the g factor (a) and the FWHM of the first e-SF line on the
anti-Stokes side (~ωFWHM) (b) on the bath temperature (T ). The measurements refer to the 4
and 5 ML NPLs. The related SFRS spectra are measured in Faraday geometry at B = 10 T
and Pexc = 8 W/cm
2 in co-circular polarization configuration (σ+,σ+). The error of ωFWHM
does not exceed the symbol size.
The temperature-dependent SFRS intensities follow the Arrhenius-like exponential
equation:
IRS = I0 exp
(
− 
kBT
)
. (8.9)
Here, I0 describes the intensity amplitude, kB the Boltzmann constant, and  the
activation energy of the SFRS process. Using the Arrhenius-like equation to model
the temperature dependence of the SFRS intensity, one can distinguish the activation
energy of the e-SFRS. The resulting exponential fits after Eq. (8.9) are illustrated in
Fig. 8.8 (b) by solid lines. The fittings of the e-SFRS data yield activation energies
of 4 ML = 0.61 meV and 5 ML = 1.42 meV. It can be concluded that the activation
energies of the e-SFRS processes increase with growing NPL thickness, i.e. decreasing
band-gap energy. However,  cannot be attributed to the exciton binding energy in
NPLs, since it amounts 200 − 300 meV for CdSe NPLs. [345] It is also not comparable
with the DBMP binding energy which amounts about (5.5 ± 0.5) meV in the 4 ML
and (4.0 ± 0.5) meV in the 5 ML NPLs (see Sec. 8.1.4). [337,345] On the contrary, the
activation energies coincide well with the FWHM of the exciton ZPL which do not
exceed 1.4 meV (see Fig. 8.4). In general, the localization potential of a QW or QD as
well as potential fluctuations at the interfaces, define the line width of the ZPL. [374] For
this reason, the activation energy of the e-SFRS processes can be assumed to describe
the localization energy of the exciton complex in a NPL.
In the full temperature range the shape of the spin-flip Raman line is well described
by a Gaussian profile. An analysis of this profile provides information about the electron
spin-flip Raman line width which is of particular interest, since it allows one to draw
conclusions about the g factor dispersion and lifetime of the intermediate scattering
state. As depicted in Fig. 8.8 (b), the width of the electron spin-flip Raman line in the
5 ML NPLs increases from about 75 µeV at 4 K up to 120 µeV at 16 K. The situation
is slightly different for the 4 ML NPLs, where no significant change of the FWHM
is observable. Here, the mean value of the FWHM equals (105 ± 15) µeV, which is
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very similar to the laser line FWHM. The roughly identical average spin-flip Raman
line widths of both investigated NPL structures indicate that the g factor dispersion
is almost independent of the platelet thickness. The evaluated widths can be used to
approximate the lifetime of the intermediate scattering state which is defined by the
carrier-phonon interaction. The respective lifetime in the 4 ML NPLs approximately
equals τ4ML,e = ~/ωFWHM ≈ 6 ps. On the contrary in the 5 ML NPLs it ranges from
τ4K4ML,e ≈ 9 ps at 4 K down to τ16K4ML,e ≈ 5 ps at 16 K.
8.2.3 Power dependence of the SFRS in CdSe NPLs
Another crucial aspect in the analysis of the SFRS is the power density of excitation. As
has been demonstrated in the previous parts of this thesis, strong laser power principally
leads to an increase of the local lattice temperature and, thus, a reduction in the exciton
lifetime as well as delocalization of the resident electrons. Further, laser-induced heating
enhances the density of thermal phonons which can violate spin-flip processes. For this
reason, the SFRS is very sensitive to the temperature, and already a minor local heating
can reduce the SFRS intensity. However, depending on the SFRS mechanism, thermal
phonons can also enhance spin manipulation and in turn amplify the SFRS efficiency,
as has been shown for (In,Ga)As/GaAs QDs (see Chap. 4.2). In the following the
impact of the power density Pexc of the resonant excitation on the SFRS processes in
NPLs will be highlighted. To illustrate briefly how an increase in power density affects
the e-SF line, SFRS spectra in the vicinity of the first electron spin-flip on the Stokes
side are presented in Fig. 8.10 (a) exemplarily for three different excitation densities.
The spectra are measured in co-polarized configuration (σ+,σ+) at T = 1.6 K for
B = 7 T in Faraday geometry. One observes that with increasing excitation power the
scattering intensity as well as the acoustic phonon background rise. For instance, one
can monitor that the peak intensity of the SF line increases from ISSF = (100± 10) cps
at Pexc = 6 W/cm
2 up to ISSF = (300±10) cps at Pexc = 22 W/cm2, while the gaussian
shape and the FWHM of the e-SF line remain unaltered. Furthermore, the maximum
of the SF-line does not demonstrate a power-dependent energy shift. The absolute
Raman shift remains unchanged at about (680± 10) µeV.
To further analyze this power dependence, the peak-intensity (ISSF ) and FWHM of
the first electron spin-flip Raman line on the Stokes side are presented in Figs. 8.10 (b)
and (c) as a function of the excitation power. For comparison purposes, the acoustic
phonon scattering background (aSPB) intensity (IaPSB) at the position of the e-SF
maximum is estimated from the SFRS spectra. The results are enclosed in Fig.8.10 (c).
As can be derived from the evolution of the data, the e-SF intensity and the scattering
background intensity reveal a linear increase with Pexc. Only for high power densities
(Pexc > 25 W/cm
2), a saturation of the e-SF is observable. However, the e-SF width
of about (80± 10) µeV remains unaltered. It is important to stress here that the ratio
between ISSF and IaPSB is almost independent from Pexc.
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Figure 8.10: (a) SFRS spectra of the CdSe NPLs with 5 ML in the range of the first electron
SF for Pexc = 6 W/cm
2 (green), 11 W/cm2 (red), and 22 W/cm2 (black). The spectra are
measured in Faraday geometry at B = 7 T and T = 1.6 K for co-circular (σ+,σ+) polarization
configuration. (b) Dependence of the FWHM of the first e-SF line on the anti-Stokes side on
the excitation power density Pexc. The error of ~ωFWHM does not exceed the symbol size. (c)
Peak intensity of the first electron spin-flip Raman line and the acoustic phonon scattering
background (aSPB) intensity (IaPSB) at the position of the e-SF maximum on the anti-Stokes
side as a function of Pexc.
On the basis of these results, one can draw the conclusion that the generation
of thermal phonons induced by high excitation power densities facilitates the SFRS
processes. However, the results further indicate a process counteracting the enhance-
ment of the coherent SFRS which provokes a saturation of ISSF for very high excitation
powers. The effect that prevents a further increase in SFRS intensity is the structural
degradation of NPLs. It is well known from previous studies that strong laser excitation
not only provides a heating of the sample but also triggers an irreversible modification
of the NPL surface. For instance, the degradation of NPLs can be monitored via the
steady decrease of X0 PL intensity over time. Depending on the NPL composition, i.e.
NPL dimensions, shell thickness, and material, as well as on the lattice temperature
and excitation energy, this process can proceed faster or slower. It is important to note,
here, that the degradation of platelets is also apparent in the SFRS. In order to show
this the intensity of the e-SFRS on the Stokes side for an excitation with high laser
power density (Pexc = 60 W/cm
2) is studied over a long period of time. For this pur-
pose repeating fast SFRS spectra are measured at T = 1.6 K and B = 6 T (B ‖ c-axis).
The measurement period of a single spectrum is about 40 s. The approximate time
delay between the measurement (n) and (n + 1) amounts about 200 s. Further, the
laser is not turned off in between the measurements, in order to study the consequences
of continuous illumination. The evaluated e-SFRS peak intensities are shown in Fig.
8.11 as a function of the elapsed time. These results highlight that with elapsing time
t the e-SFRS intensity markedly decreases from ≈ (455 ± 10) cps at t = 0 s down to
≈ (250± 10) cps at t = 1200 s. The corresponding FWHM as well as the Raman shift
do not demonstrate any alteration (not shown here). Moreover, one observes that the
structural degradation of NPLs driven by high laser power is irreversible, since the e-
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Figure 8.11: Peak intensity of the first electron spin-flip Raman line as a function of elapsed
time regarding a resonant excitation of the exciton with high power density (Pexc = 60 W/cm
2).
The depicted results pertain the 5 ML NPLs. The related spectra are measured at B = 7 T
and T = 1.6 K for co-circular (σ+,σ+) polarization configuration. The measurement period of
a single spectrum is about 40 s and the delay time between two measurements amounts 200 s.
SFRS intensity could not be restored even after keeping the sample in the darkness for
several hours. The decisive influence of high laser power density is taken into account
in all the underlying studies and for this reason a moderate excitation power is used to
study the NPLs.
Before the SF mechanism will be explained in-depth, the following section briefly
addresses the open question to what extent additional unpolarized laser illumination
with energies, which exceed considerably the band-gap energy, influences the electron
spin-flip scattering in CdSe NPLs.
8.2.4 Impact of additional high-energy illumination on the e-SFRS in
NPLs
High-energy illumination, which is used in addition to the resonant SFRS, can be an
essential factor in influencing the SFRS mechanism. As described in chapter 5, it
is demonstrated for (In,Ga)As/GaAs QDs that the application of an quasi resonant
excitation in the WL in addition to the resonant SFRS can provide a coupling of
carrier spins to the surrounding nuclear spin bath. [21] As a consequence a dynamic
nuclear spin polarization occurs which can be monitored through the Overhauser shift
of the electron spin-flip Raman line. Moreover, by additional high-energy illumination
the e-SFRS can considerably be enhanced. [21,33] However, it may also result in local
heating, which in turn decreases the exciton lifetime and violates the electron spin-flip
scattering. The extent to which the generation of additional carriers by high-energy
illumination influences the resonant e-SFRS in CdSe NPLs will be discussed in the
following. All results presented below refer to the 4 ML NPLs.
To study the impact of additional high-energy illumination the e-SFRS is investi-
gated for simultaneous resonant and above barrier excitation. Concerning the resonant
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Figure 8.12: SFRS spectra of the CdSe NPLs with 4 ML for quasi-resonant (ER,1 = 2.497 eV)
(a) and resonant (ER,2 = 2.497 eV) (b) excitation, with (red) and without (black) simultane-
ous above-barrier illumination (EnR = 3.06 eV). The spectra are measured at B = 5 T and
T = 2.5 K for co-circular (σ+,σ+) polarization configuration in Faraday geometry. The inset in
(a) demonstrates the weak intensity of the second order spin-flip line and the induced change
by above-barrier illumination.
excitation two cases are studied in detail. On the one hand, when the excitation is in
resonance with X0 (ER,2 = 2.497 eV) and on the other hand, when it is at excitation
energies slightly above (ER,1 = 2.541 eV). The resulting Raman spectra for resonant
excitation only (black line) and under simultaneous above-barrier illumination (red
line) measured at T = 1.6 K and B = 5 T (B ‖ c-axis) in co-circular polarization
configuration (σ+,σ+) are presented in Fig. 8.12 (a) and (b). The photon energy of
the above-barrier illumination is set in these measurements to EnR = 3.06 eV and the
respective power density PnR = 3 W/cm
2.
When the NPLs are excited only resonantly a first and a second order spin-flip Ra-
man line are observed on the Stokes and anti-Stokes side on top of the PL background.
Independent of the chosen excitation energy their Raman shift equals |∆Ee-SF ≈
420| µeV and |∆E2-SF ≈ 845| µeV, respectively. The relative intensity ratio between
the electron spin-flip Raman line and the secondary Raman line amounts approximately
1 : 0.03. If one compares the absolute intensity and width of the SF lines on the Stokes
and anti-Stokes side, it appears that they are similar. The relative scattering intensities
ISSF and I
AS
SF differ marginally by a factor of 1.02. Furthermore, one can deduce from
the SFRS spectra that the background is less prominent for quasi-resonant excitation
conditions. This indicates that it is most likely originating from resonant PL.
Considering now the simultaneous illumination with above-barrier photons, one
observes a distinct difference between the SFRS spectra concerning resonant and quasi-
resonant excitation. In the latter case (see Fig. 8.12(a)), the SF intensity of the first
and second order SF line increase just marginally by a factor of 1.1. The Raman shift,
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width and ratios of the SF lines remain unchanged. In the case of resonant excitation
(see Fig. 8.12(b)) the SF intensity rises on the Stokes side as well as on the anti-Stokes
side by a factor of 2.5. However, the intensity ratio between the SF lines scattered to
higher and lower energies does not change. Moreover, from an analysis of the spectra
can be derived that the Raman shift and width do not alter, but the PL background
decisively increases.
Overall, these results indicate that due to above barrier illumination the spin-flip
scattering efficiency gets enhanced but only for resonant excitation conditions, i.e. the
photon energy is in resonance with X0. As elaborated in Chapter 4.2, the influence of
an additional higher energy excitation can be elucidated via the SFRS intensity which
is in general described by the product ISF ∝ IiWem τjWSF τjWabs (see Eq. (4.5)).
The intensity of the resonant incident light Ii is kept constant during the experiments
and can be, therefore, neglected as an influencing factor. The absorption Wabs and
emission Wem probabilities, which depend on the excitonic resonance energies, do not
change either in case of additional nonresonant excitation in the studied NPLs. Due to
high energy illumination the background carrier concentration rises and, in turn, the
probability of trion formation. This can lead to a shortening of the exciton lifetime τj
which consequently would reduce the spin-flip scattering intensity. However, the SFRS
process can also be accelerated by electrons which relax from continuum states directly
into the intentionally undoped QW structures of a NPL. These electrons may interact
with optical or acoustic phonons, shifting the phonon density of states in energy, so that
resonant carrier spin-phonon scattering may become more efficient. These theoretical
considerations overlap well with the experimental results highlighting that the increase
of the e-SFRS efficiency may mainly be attributed to additional electrons in the QW
ground states of NPLs.
8.3 Mechanism of multiple Raman scattering in NCs
As mentioned above colloidal NCs are one of the best-known semiconductor nanos-
tructures that have been theoretically and experimentally thoroughly investigated in
the recent years. Particularly the formation of the dark exciton, which forms the ex-
citon ground state in CdSe NPLs, strongly affecting the exciton dynamics, lifetimes,
and photoluminescence properties, has been in the spotlight of research. However, al-
though it is well known that via the dark exciton the possibility of optically charging
colloidal NCs is provided, allowing one to create resident carriers that can be optically
addressed, controlled and manipulated, the spin interactions are not yet fully exploited
and a description of the spin interactions is not stated so far. However, the newly
gained knowledge provided by SFRS studies shall contribute to a better understanding
of the spin-related phenomena in NPLs and, thus, give the possibility to characterize
the SF mechanism.
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Based on the experimental results, which are discussed in the previous sections,
the spin-flip scattering mechanism in NPLs will be described in the following. In this
context, the explanations are developed on the basis of earlier SFRS studies on NCs
and material related QW structures. For instance, the feature of double SFRS is ex-
perimentally investigated in wide band-gap CdS semiconductors and later theoretically
explained. [338,339] In order to elaborate the mechanism sequentially, the focus will be
set initially on the first order electron spin-flip and afterwards expanded to incorporate
double spin-flip processes. Herein, different model schemes of electric dipole allowed
spin-flip Raman processes in exciton complexes will be compared to the experimentally
determined scattering mechanisms.
It is important to note that there is a prevailing assumption at the moment how
this SFRS process may be established, exciton and resident electron
An important aspect in the description of the SFRS process are as mentioned above
the selection rules for electric dipole transitions. These can be principally derived from
the circularly polarized Raman spectra. However, all observations indicate disturbed
selection rules of the SFRS. In NPLs this violation is attributed to two factors. On
one hand the orientation of NPLs on the substrate layer and on the other hand the
lateral size of the NPLs. Both aspects may influence the optical properties of nanos-
tructures. The orientation of the NPLs is essential as it contributes to a violation of
the optical selection rules in the SFRS process. In an ensemble of randomly oriented
NPLs there will always be platelets with their c-axis aligned in the direction of the
external magnetic field or perpendicular to it. Thus, SFRS on a carrier is expected to
be observed regardless of the selected geometry as long as its g factor is not remarkably
anisotropic. In the case of a heavy hole for instance, one would assume that, because
of its anisotropic g factor, the SFRS signal is significantly smeared out and cannot be
distinguished from the acoustic phonon background.
The orientation of NPLs in the investigated CdSe samples is absolutely arbitrary.
The NPLs can be aligned either vertically, horizontally or tilted (see Fig. 8.1). A stack-
ing of the NPLs is also possible, as it is shown by PL analysis combined with small
angle X-ray diffraction in previous studies. [341] D. Tessier et al. reported that due to
stacking of NPLs an additional emission line (∆EX0−XLO ≈ 25 meV) appears in PL
which is independent of the NPLs size, thickness, and amount of surface ligands. It is
pointed out, that the emission line has the same fluorescence lifetime and properties
as the band-gap exciton and is, therefore, identified as an optical phonon line. [341] As
these studies demonstrate, the orientation of NPLs on the substrate surface plays a
crucial role for the optical properties. Interpreting the SFRS polarization characteris-
tics on this basis, one might reasonably assume that only in regard of the 4 ML sample
(see Fig. 8.5) the orientation of NPLs is less arbitrary, since the optical polarization
properties are more defined. Here, one can observe that the spin-flip Raman line is
very weak in Faraday geometry but becomes stronger, when the magnetic field is tilted
into Voigt geometry. This is well comparable with the SFRS properties of resident
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electrons in (In,Ga)As/GaAs singly charged epitaxial QDs described in chapter II. In
those structures the dots have a well defined orientation, i.e. the heavy-hole quantiza-
tion axis is parallel to the growth axis, resulting in strict optical selection rules. The
concordances in the experimental results emphasizes the assumption that the NPLs are
predominantly oriented horizontally in the 4 ML CdSe NPLs. The absence of strict
optical selection rules in the 5 ML NPLs implies that the platelets there are more
randomly oriented.
Apart from the orientation of NPLs, their lateral size has a decisive impact on the
optical properties as well. As discussed in Sec. 8.1.3, in platelets with smaller lateral
dimensions, due to a shrinkage of the carrier wave functions the localized charge density
increases, yielding the short range contact interactions between the involved carriers,
e.g. exciton band electrons and holes. It is highlighted that in structures with lateral
dimensions lower then 7 nm x 21 nm the strong confinement prevails the Coulomb
interaction. Since the 4 ML NPLs have a lateral size of 8 nm x 16 nm, it is to be expected
that the optical properties, which are mainly determined by the strong confinement,
are comparable to those of a QD. For the 3 ML (6 nm x 40 nm) and 5 ML (7 nm x
30 nm) NPLs the size is twice larger and, therefore, the impact of confinement is smaller
than the Coulomb interaction. These structures rather exhibit the characteristics of
QWs. The experimentally observable difference in the optical properties that occurs
between the smaller 4 ML and the larger 5 ML NPLs may, therefore, be explained by
the stronger confinement which is predominant in QD structures.
Since the 4 ML NPLs display rather strict optical selection rules, the SFRS pro-
cess will be retraced in the following on their example. As has been experimentally
shown, the SFs are predominantly observed in the co-circular polarization configura-
tions (σ+,σ+) and (σ−,σ−). This means that the polarization of the incident light is
equal to that of the scattered light. Hence, the electron and hole have the same spin
orientation before and after the spin-flip process, implying that the electron or hole
have to reverse their spin orientation either twice or not at all. It is important to note
that there are two prevailing assumption at the moment on how this SFRS process may
be established. These will be briefly illustrated below and subsequently compared with
the experimental results.
In the case of an interaction in which the spin orientation of the electron has to
be reversed twice an at least fourth-order SF process has to be proposed. This is
explainable, if an interaction with electrons at a neighboring impurity site and/or with
dangling bond spins is considered. However, unlike diluted magnetic semiconductors,
the studied CdSe NCs do not contain any magnetic impurities. [337,340,345] Thus, the
SFRS process could proceed as follows. After photo excitation, e.g. by circularly
polarized light (σ+), the electron and heavy-hole of the exciton (|⇑↓〉) become spin
polarized along the crystal direction c. Now, due to interaction with an acoustic phonon
a single spin-flip of the electron occurs leading to a intermediate dark exciton state
(|⇑↑〉) whose optical annihilation is forbidden in the electric dipole approximation. The
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Figure 8.13: Model schemes of electric dipole allowed SFRS anti-Stokes-processes in a negative
trion for Faraday (a) and tilted magnetic field geometries (b). The tilting of the magnetic field
direction ~B with respect to the c-axis leads to a mixing of the electron states and hole states,
thus, allowing single spin-flip Raman processes. In this regard, the mixing coefficients α and β
depend on the tilting angle θ between ~B and c-axis. The resonant excitation is σ+ polarized. In
the negative trion the electron spin is scattered due to isotropic flip-flop exchange interaction
between the resident and the exciton bound electron. The frequency shift between incident
and scattered photon which defines the Raman shift on the anti-Stokes side is greater zero
(ωin − ωout > 0) only for tilted geometries .
subsequent interaction with dangling bond spins or electrons at a neighboring impurity
sides, e.g. electrons in neighboring NPLs, based on a spin flip-flop virtual transition
reverses the spin of the electron back to the initial state. This process is described
in the frame of the magnetic polaron formation in Sec. 8.1.4 and is schematically
illustrated in Fig. 8.3. After this exchange interaction, the exciton, i.e. electron and
hole pairs, annihilate and emit polarized light equal to the incident. In this Raman
scattering process the energy of the exciton decreases (increases) by the amount of
energy needed for a single dangling bond or impurity-electron spin-flip to be triggered.
The shift in energy between the incident and emitted photon is given by the Zeeman
equation: ∆E = µBgDBSB, where gDBS is the gyromagnetic ratio for the dangling bond
or impurity-electron.
This SFRS model bases primarily on the exchange interaction between the electron
and the DBSs. Hence, the Raman shift is defined by the DBS g factor, which shall not
depend on the thickness of the NPLs, i.e. the size of the energy band-gap, since it is
independent of the QW structure. However, this is in contradiction with the experi-
mental observations, which have highlighted that the g factor is inverse proportional
to the NPL thickness (see Sec. 8.2.1). Moreover, implying that DBSs are the main
constituent, the SFRS intensity shall decrease for low temperatures, since each spin
flip-flop virtual transition to the bright exciton shall result in a DBS dynamic polar-
ization which in turn leads to the formation of a DBMP. [340,345,369] A decrease of the
SFRS intensity for low T is not monitored.
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Another approach to explain the mechanism is by SFRS of resident electron spins.
This implies the formation of negative trions, i.e. the optically excited exciton state is
bound to a resident electron in the NPL, as suggested by E. N. Economou et al. in a pre-
vious publication on multiple SFRS in CdS semiconductors. [339] The SFRS mechanism
is shown schematically in Fig. 8.13 (a). For resonant excitation of a negative singlet
trion with circularly polarized light (σ+) the resident electron will occupy the spin-up
and the photo-electron the spin-down state. The trion state with the total angular mo-
mentum projection L = +3/2 can be then expressed by | +3/2,− 1/2,+ 1/2〉 =|⇑↓↑〉.
Since in this spin configuration a single spin-flip of the electron is forbidden by Pauli
exclusion principle, only an isotropic flip-flop exchange interaction between the resident
and exciton electron may occur. However, this interaction would not alter the spin con-
figuration of the trion. Therefore, in Faraday geometry an electron spin-flip will not be
experimentally observable. The situation changes for magnetic field directions tilted
with respect to the c-axis, and, thus, leading to a mixing of the electron and hole states,
as it is described in Sec. 4.1. According to Eq. (4.2), in a tilted magnetic field, the spin
state of the resident electron can be written as α |↑〉±β |↓〉 with the mixing coefficients
α and β. The SFRS mechanism is presented schematically in Fig. 8.13 (b). Assuming a
circularly polarized excitation (σ+) only one component in the superposition state can
be excited to a trion resulting in α |⇑↓↑〉+ β |↓〉. Hereafter, an electron spin-flip in the
second component may occur mediated by isotropic exchange interaction between the
resident electron and the photo-excited electron. The intermediate state can be written
as α |⇑↑↓〉+ β |↑〉. When the hole spin has remained unaffected during this scattering
process, annihilation of the exciton yields the emission of a photon with obviously the
same polarization as the incident. As a result, the resident spin has become oriented
(|↑〉). In this Raman scattering process the energy between the incident and emitted
photon is given by ∆E = µBgeB with ge describing the electron g factor. The transition
amplitude depends on the projection of the resident electron spin state on the c-axis
and, thus, the intensity exhibits an angular dependence of the form ∝ sin2(θ).
The experimental observations pertaining the 4 ML NPLs are in good agreement
with the later proposed SFRS model. For instance, the angular dependence has high-
lighted that the electron spin-flip Raman line which is predominant in the co-circular
polarization is very weak in Faraday geometry but becomes stronger, when the mag-
netic field is tilted into Voigt geometry. As explained above, the tilting of the magnetic
field direction with respect to the c-axis leads to a mixing of the electron and hole
states and, therefore, the exchange efficiency between the resident and photogenerated
electrons increases. The proposed SFRS is moreover underlined by the two-beam SFRS
experiment which has shown that the scattering intensity is influenced by the number
of additional resident electrons provided by additional above-barrier illumination. In
regard of the temperature dependence of the e-SFRS, it is shown that the spin-flip
scattering intensity decreases steadily with rising temperature. This may be explained
by the thermally induced dissociation of the trions and the pure trion dephasing sup-
pressing the e-SFRS. Furthermore, the lifetime of a trion in a specific spin state is
expected to shorten with increasing temperature due to additional scattering.
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After elaboration of the SFRS mechanism of the first order electron spin-flip, next
the focus is set on the double spin-flip process. In contrast to the single spin-flip
transition, the experimentally observed double spin-flips involve a spin interaction of the
trion in the intermediate scattering process with either a second resident electron inside
the same NPL or with an electron at a neighboring impurity site, e.g. a neighboring
NPL. This interaction between the second electron and the photogenerated electron is
mediated by exchange coupling. In order for this process to be possible the exciton
wave function has to overlap with the resident electrons. In the case of a second electron
inside the same NPL the exciton wave function overlap is obviously given. Considering
electrons in neighboring NPLs the seperation distance plays a crucial role. Since the
dimensions of an NPL are in the nm range, the overlapping of the wave functions
is possible for two adjacent platelets. Especially in the case of stacked NPLs the
approximate distance amounts less then 1 nm. Obviously the trion in the intermediate
scattering process can couple to more than just one additional resident electron and,
thus, give rise to even higher-order spin-flip processes. However, in the investigation of
SFRS in CdSe NPLs it is not possible to see more than two spin-flips on the Stokes or
anti-Stokes side.
The multi spin-flip process can be described theoretically [339] in terms of the applied
field B along the crystal axis direction by the spin-dependent part of the Hamiltonian:
B = −
∑
ij
Jij ~Si · ~Sj − gµB ~B
∑
i
~Si. (8.10)
Here, J describes the exchange interaction between spins in adjacent NPLs. One can
derive from Eq. (8.10) that the energy difference corresponding to a single spin-flip
process is given by
∆E1 = gµBB + JT. (8.11)
In this context, JT =
∑
i 6=1 Ji1 denotes the total exchange interaction between the
photogenerated and all adjacent spins. Thus, the energy difference involving spin-flips
at two adjacent sites can be expressed by
∆E2 = 2gµBB +
∑
i 6=1,2
(Ji1 + J2i) = 2 ·∆E1 − 2 J12. (8.12)
This equation states that the shift of the second order SF must be twice as large as
that of the first, reduced by the exchange interaction between the two involved spin
states. Furthermore, this description indicates that the line broadening of both spin-
flips should be due to the random distribution of both JT and J12 approximately equal.
By means of the Eq. (8.11) further the Raman scattering cross section for the first
order scattering process can be evaluated. [31,339] Hence, it is expressed as follows:(
dσ
dΩ
)
1
∝ 1
(~ω1 − ~ω0)2 , ∆~ω = ∆E1. (8.13)
In this context, ω1 is the incoming light frequency and ω0 denotes the frequency of the
trion in the intermediate scattering process. The change of frequency due to scattering
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is described by ∆~ω. By means of standard perturbation theory, the Raman cross
section for the second order spin-flip process can be calculated to:(
dσ
dΩ
)
2
∝ 1
(~ω1 − ~ω0)2 ·
V 2
(~ω1 − ~ω0 − gµBB)2 , ∆~ω = 2 ∆E1 − 2 J12. (8.14)
Here, V denotes the strength of the multi spin-flip process between the photogenerated
exciton and electrons in nearby NPLs. The last equation obviously indicates that for
resonant excitation of the trion (~ω1 = ~ω0) the intensity of the second order SF line
shall vary significantly, since it reveals a strong dependence on the external magnetic
field.
Comparing these theoretical considerations with the experimental observations, one
finds out, that most results can be modeled within the frame of the Eqs. (8.11) and
(8.12). For instance, the analysis of the magnetic field dependence has highlighted that
the Raman shift of the second order Raman line is almost exactly twice as large as
the Raman shift of the first order electron spin-flip. In this regard, the experiments
have yielded Lande´ factors in Faraday geometry pertaining the 5 ML NPLs of g
‖
1 =
(1.623 ± 0.002) and g‖2 = (3.242 ± 0.002). Accordingly, the total exchange interaction
J12 equals (0.1 ± 0.1) µeV/T. This value indicates that the interaction between spins
of two adjacent platelets is negligible. However, a different result is obtained in regard
of the 4 ML NPLs in which the g factor of the first order Raman line revealed a slight
anisotropy. Here, the g factors in Faraday geometry equal g
‖
1 = (1.53 ± 0.02) and
g
‖
2 = (3.49 ± 0.02). Hence, the exchange interaction J12 amounts (13 ± 1) µeV/T.
The reason for this enhanced exchange interaction between two adjacent spins may
be attributed to the smaller lateral size of the 4 ML NPLs in which the confinement
potential restricts decisively the motion of electron and holes determining fully the
shape of the wave function.
The theoretical calculations have further indicated that both the shape and width of
the first and second order SF lines shall be comparable. This is observed and confirmed
experimentally as described in Sec. 8.2. In this regard, it is shown that both SF lines
have a gaussian shape with a FWHM of approximately (55 ± 10) µeV. Moreover, it
is demonstrated that the shape is independent of the NPL properties, geometry, or
magnetic field strength.
It is worth to note, that additional above-barrier illumination does not alter the fre-
quency shift of the second order SF line. However, due to the optically induced increase
in the resident electron concentration which facilitates the formation of negative trions,
the electron-SFRS becomes more probable and in turn the SFRS intensity increases.
However, this does not apply if the incident photon energy is not in resonance with the
exciton.
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8.4 Conclusion
The spin-flip Raman scattering of resident electrons is studied for resonant excita-
tion of charged excitons in CdSe nanoplatelets. In this respect, the mechanism of
the spin-flip scattering is discussed on the basis of its polarization properties as well
as angular, temperature and magnetic field dependencies. Moreover, the influence of
quantum confinement and electron spin state mixing in a tilted magnetic field geometry
is elaborated. In order to theoretically describe the studied scattering processes dif-
ferent types of model schemes of scattering mechanisms are introduced and compared
with the experimental results. The analysis revealed that at the exciton resonance an
isotropic exchange interaction induces the electron spin-flip scattering. The scattering
mechanism is based on isotropic exchange interaction between resident electrons and
photo-excited electrons. As a result of the scattering process the resident electron spins
become oriented.
In addition to the spin-flip of a single electron, higher order spin-flips are observed.
The multiple spin-flip Raman scattering involves a spin interaction of the charged ex-
citons with additional resident electrons localized in either the same NPL or in neigh-
boring NPLs. This interaction is attributed to the exchange coupling and its strength
depends on the overlap of the involved carrier wave functions. It is important to note
at this point that acoustic phonons may also have an influence on this process, as evi-
denced by a large number of confined phonons in the Raman spectrum. Furthermore,
the multiple spin-flip Raman scattering is very sensitive to the lattice temperature and
seems to be present only in NPLs with small band-gap energy.
The longitudinal and transverse electron g factors of the first and second order
spin-flips are determined. It is shown that the lateral size of NPLs as well as their
thickness influences the g factor value and angular dependence. In the case of small
lateral NPL dimensions, the electron g factor becomes anisotropic and the exchange
interaction between two adjacent neighboring impurity spins enhances. Due to the
random orientation of NPLs on the substrate surface the selection rules for electric
dipole transitions are disturbed and, therefore, electron spin-flip Raman scattering can
be monitored also in Faraday geometry. The application of additional above-barrier
illumination enhances the efficiency of electron spin-flip scattering by increasing the
resident electron concentration.
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Symbol Meaning
aˆ, aˆ† Annihilation and creation operators for an electron
aB Bohr radius
a Lattice constant
A˚ A˚ngstro¨m (unit), 1 A˚ = 0.1 nm
at Lattice constant of ternary materials
AFM Atomic force microscopy
As Arsenic
a.u. Arbitrary units
bˆ, bˆ† Annihilation and creation operators for a phonon
~B Magnetic field vector
BN Nuclear hyperfine field
BJ(x) Brillouin-function
c Speed of light in vacuum, 2.9979× 108 m/s
cˆ, cˆ† Annihilation and creation operators for a photon
CB Conduction band
CCD Charge-coupled device
Cd Cadmium
cm−1 Inverse centimeter (unit), 1 cm−1 ≈ 123.9841 µeV
cps Counts per second
CW Continuous wave
CZ Czerny-Turner
De,h Deformation potential constant
∆hh-lh Splitting between heavy-hole and light-hole band
∆SO Split-off energy
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Symbol Meaning
∆sf Splitting between heavy-hole and light-hole band
∆Z Zeeman splitting of the spin sublevels
∆Zeeman Giant Zeeman splitting
∆EOS Overhauser shift
D0D(E) Density of states in a quantum dot
D1D(E) Density of states in a quantum wire
D2D(E) Density of states in a quantum well
D3D(E) Density of states in a bulk semiconductor
DFT Density functional theory
DMS Dilute magnetic semiconductor
DOS Density of states
det Detection
e Electron
e Elementary charge, 1.6022× 10−19 C
~e Polarization unit vector
E Energy
Eexchange Exchange energy
EF Fermi energy
Eg Band gap energy
Eγ Surface energies
En,l Fock-Darwin energy
Eoff Zero-field offset energy
ER Resonant excitation energy
EnR Nonresonant excitation energy
νS Scattering efficiency
eV Electron volt (unit), 1 eV = 1.6022× 10−19 J
exc Excitation
f Focal length
fn,k Oscillator strength
FD Fock-Darwin
FWHM Full width at half maximum
g Lande´ factor
g0 Free electron Lande´ factor, g0 ≈ 2.0023
ge Electron Lande´ factor
Ga Gallium
Γ-point Center of the Brillouin zone at ~k = 0
γi Kohn-Luttinger Hamiltonian parameter (i = 1,2,3)
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Symbol Meaning
Γi Irreducible representation (point group specific)
Γrad Radiative decay rate
ΓET Total energy transfer rate
GTP Glan-Thompson prism
h Hole
~ Reduced Planck constant, ~ = h2pi ≈ 6.5821× 10−16 eVs
~ω0 Lateral confinement energy
hh Heavy-hole
Hˆ Hamiltonian
Hˆ0 Unperturbed Hamiltonian
HˆDM Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya exchange Hamiltonian
Hˆe-R Electron-radiation interaction Hamiltonian
Hˆe-ph Electron-hole-lattice interaction Hamiltonian
Hexchange Spin Hamiltonian describing the electron-hole exchange
interaction
Hˆsp-d sp-d exchange Hamiltonian
HˆSO Spin orbit interaction Hamiltonian
HˆT Total Hamiltonian
HˆZ Zeeman Hamiltonian
I−; I+ σ+, σ+ polarized PL intensity
In Indium
IRS Scattering intensity
J Total angular momentum (J=L+s)
K Kelvin (unit)
~k Wave vector
kB Boltzmann constant, 8.6173× 10−5 eV/K
κ Orientational average of dipoles
l Orbital angular momentum quantum number
L Orbital angular momentum
λ Wavelength
λB De Broglie wavelength
L
|l|
n+|l|(ξ) Laguerre polynomials
LDA Local density approximation
lh Light-hole
5 Laplacian operator
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Symbol Meaning
~M Magnetization vector
m0 Free electron mass, 9.1094× 10−31 kg
m∗ Effective mass
m∗e ; m∗hh; m
∗
lh Effective mass of electron, heavy-hole and light-hole
mv; mc Effective masses of the valence and conduction band
mJ Total angular momentum quantum numbers
Mif Scattering matrix between initial and final states
MBE Molecular beam epitaxy
Mg Magnesium
Mn Manganesse
N Nitrogen
n Radial quantum number
ν Refractive index
NA Numerical aperture
Nf f -number
NC Nanocrystal
NPL Nanoplatelet
NSP Nuclear spin polarization
ω Frequncy
Ω Frequency of an elementary excitation (e.g. phonon)
ω Cyclotron frequncy
ωi Frequency of an incident photon
P Laser power (density)
~p Momentum operator
PL Photoluminescence
PMT Photomultiplier tube
ψ Wave function
~r Position vector in Cartesian coordinates x,y,z
R Quantum dot radius
ρ Radial coordinate
µr Relative permeability
RKKY Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (interaction)
Rn,l(ρ) Radial wave function
S Sulfur
s; sz Spin quantum number; its projection along z-axis
Seff Effective spin
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Symbol Meaning
σα Pauli spin matrix (α = x,y,z)
σ+; σ− Left-handed, right-handed circular polarization
Se Selenium
SHG Second harmonic generation
SFRS Spin-flip Raman scattering
t Time
T−; T+ Positive trion, negative trion
T Temperature
T0 Antiferromagnetic temperature
Te Tellurium
θ Angle between magnetic field and growth axis
u
n,~k
(~r) Bloch-wavefunctions
µB Bohr magneton, 5.7884× 10−5 eV/T
~q Wave vector of an elementary excitation
QD Quantum dot
QW Quantum well
V Volume, or potential (with index)
ϑ Solid angle
VB Valance band
VTI Variable temperature insert
WL Wetting layer
wif Scattering rate between initial and final states
x Mn concentration
X−; X+ Negatively charged exciton, positively charged exciton
χs Spin part of the electron wave function
χˆm Magnetic susceptibility
χˆDia Magnetic susceptibility in diamagnets
χˆPara Magnetic susceptibility in paramagnets
Zn Zinc
ζ Scattering cross section
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